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SUMMARY

Methods used

In researching this thesis, I analysed the files that comprise the extensive archive of the

Dairy Disposal Company at the National Archives of Ireland, and much other primary

source material relating to the Dairy Disposal Company in the National Archives, other

archives and in private possession. I also consulted a wide range of official publications to

put the Dairy Disposal Company properly into context and made an exhaustive survey of

national and provincial newspapers and specialist journals to complement the entire

process. Finally, I conducted a series of interviews with people who had various

associations with the Dairy Disposal Company, including a former manager of a Dairy

Disposal Company creamery, a former supplier of a Dairy Disposal Company creamery, a

former secretary of the Department of Agriculture and a former president of the Irish Co-

operative Organisation Society.

In writing this thesis, I identified the main question regarding the history of the Dairy

Disposal Company: was its evolution from a temporary holding company for government-

acquired proprietary creameries and dairy processing units into a state-sponsored company

that operated creameries and dairy processing units and developed creameries and the dairy

industry compliant with its original remit? I then considered the question across seven

chapters, from three angles: Chapter 1, why did the Dairy Disposal Company evolve?

Chapters 2-4, how did it evolve? Chapters 5-7, what were the consequences of its

evolution? This format also facilitated the use of the history of the Dairy Disposal

Company to shed new light on the history of the Irish state, by using it to re-examine

governmental policy on agriculture, agricultural economics history, the Irish agricultural

science revolution of the 1950s, the development, functioning and performance of state

enterprise, state relations with farmers and trades unions and privatisation. As well as

drawing on historiography throughout the thesis, at the end of each chapter I related the

findings of the chapter to historiography, and also to the relevant specialist literature.
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Major findings

The primary conclusion of this thesis is that the evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company

was compliant with its original remit because it had to evolve, it evolved in a very

beneficial way and the consequences of its evolution were also very beneficial. The main

broader conclusions are, in the order that the arguments emerge in the thesis, from Chapter

1 : that Minister for Agriculture Patrick Hogan’s programme for reorganisation of the dairy-

production system was the lynchpin of his, and the Cumann na nGaedheal govemments’,

vision for economic prosperity between 1923 and 1932. Also, that nationalisation and the

development of state enterprise were salient features of the economic policy of the Cumann

na nGaedheal governments. Finally, that the hegemony of the Department of Finance over

the state had collapsed by the late 1920s. From Chapter 2, the main broader conclusions

are that the evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company foreshadowed the evolution of

subsequent state enterprises and the constitution of subsequent state enterprises.

Furthermore, that it set a precedent for the principal-agent problem regarding Irish state

enterprises, whereby state enterprises act unilaterally; failing to liase with their sponsoring

government minister. The final main broader conclusion from Chapter 2 is that there was

concurrence on Hogan’s programme for reorganisation of the dairy-production system, and

therefore on this most salient feature of Cumann na nGaedheal economic policy, between

Cumann na nGaedheal and Fianna Ffiil, which was in opposition between 1927 and 1932.

The principal broader conclusions from Chapter 3 are that between 1928 and 1938 the

Dairy Disposal Company exercised its considerable autonomy to formulate a whole new

strategy for itself: the expansion of the creamery system into the dairying periphery.

Through their support for this strategy, the successive Cumann na nGaedheal and Fianna

Ffiil govemments demonstrated that there was continuity between them on a key element

of agricultural policy. The principal broader conclusions from Chapter 4 are that the

decision of the Fianna F~il government not to dissolve the Dairy Disposal Company in

1943 makes clear that Fianna F~il patronised state enterprise so as to manage the economy.

Also, that clientelism was not a factor in the government resistance to the transfer of the

Dairy Disposal Company’s Newmarket group, lending weight to the widely held, but

largely unproven, view that clientelism has been an illusionary phenomenon in the Irish

state. Lastly, Chapter 4 concludes that there was an instance ofprivatisation in Ireland in

1944, during an era synonymous with nationalisation. The foremost broader conclusions

from Chapter 5 are that in west Munster during 1945-72, through the Dairy Disposal

Company’s activities, the government policy of increasing farm productivity was realised.
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Also, that the impact of the agricultural science revolution in Ireland was significant. The

foremost broader conclusions from Chapter 6 are that as well as the general continuity in

the general flee-trade economic policy of successive Fianna F~iil and Fine Gael-led

governments from the mid-twentieth century, there was continuity on interventionism.

Also, that ministerial interference in the operations of a state enterprise has happened

outside of the usual context for ministerial interference. On a related point, Chapter 6

concludes that the high level of autonomy that characterised the functioning of the Dairy

Disposal Company was indubitably a good thing. Regarding clientelism, Chapter 6

underscores the view that it has been an illusionary phenomenon, a view which had never

been backed up by an examination of the semi-state sector. Likewise, it concludes that

political patronage in terms of political appointments to state boards has been exaggerated.

Regarding the farmer organisations, Chapter 6 concludes that had the Dairy Disposal

Company decisively defended its milk prices, relations between the farmer organisations

and government, and between the farmer organisations themselves, could have been much

better. Conversely, it concludes that the Dairy Disposal Company contributed hugely to

the efficacy of the Labour Court after it was created in 1946. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes

that the Dairy Disposal Company contributed hugely to the initial impact of Bord Bainne,

and, in turn, that Bord Bainne complemented its role as a latter-day Congested Districts

Board. The main broader conclusion of Chapter 7 is that the nature of privatisations that

have taken place in Ireland since the mid-1980s, on which the current literature on

privatisation in Ireland is based, are not entirely representative.
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Dairy Disposal Company leases Dromkeen sub-
condensing factory to Limerick & Tipperary Milk
Products Ltd for chocolate crumb manufacture

Fine Gael-led second inter-party government enters
office and James Dillon returns as minister for
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factory
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First elections held to select the farmers’
representatives on the board of Bord Bainne
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Company
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Fianna Fail government
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James Gibbons becomes minister for agriculture in
Fianna F~iil govemment
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committee and the Dairy Disposal Company board
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Fine Gael-led government, the National Coalition,
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Company to McMahon Confectioners
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groups, Clarecastle Cattle-Breeding Station and the
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TERMINOLOGY

The minister for agriculture and the Department of Agriculture have been constant features

of Irish government throughout the history of the Irish state. However, over the years, the

minister’s portfolio has been added to, and the department’s purview has been widened.

For example, between 23 June 1927 and 3 April 1930, there was the minister for lands and

agriculture, and the Department of Lands and Agriculture. From 6 July 1965 to 5 July

1977, there was the minister for agriculture and fisheries, and the Department of

Agriculture and Fisheries. In the interests of clarity, this thesis nonetheless consistently

uses minister for agriculture and Department of Agriculture.
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Figure 1:

A map of Ireland showing the Dairy Disposal Company’s creamery groups and other major assets
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Figure 2:

A map of Kerry showing the Dairy Disposal Company’s creameries in the county
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Figure 3:

A map of Clare showing the Dairy Disposal Company’s creameries in the county
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Figure 4:

A map of Cork showing the Dairy Disposal Company’s creameries in the county
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Figure 5:

A map of -lqpperary showing the Dairy Disposal Company’s creameries in the county
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Figure 6:

A map of Limerick showing the Dairy Disposal Company’s creameries in the county
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Introduction

Government has no business in business...But the business of government is business.

JOSEPH HELLER

Catch-22 (3rd ed., London, 1962), p. 304.

Before now, there has been no study of the Dairy Disposal Company. The Dairy

Disposal Company Ltd/Cuideachta na Driri-Dhrighlefila Tta was a state-sponsored

company created in 1927. It was created to run former private creameries and related

agribusinesses until such time as they were transferred to co-operative societies. Co-

operative societies are run by, and for the benefit of, farmers. Between 1927 and 1978, the

Dairy Disposal Company ran 191 creameries and eighty-six other agribusinesses,

principally in six Irish counties. At its height in the 1940s it was an industrial outlet for

approximately 25,000 farmers. In the 1970s, it transferred all of its creameries and other

agribusinesses to co-operatives. Some of these creameries and other agribusinesses

became the foundation for some of contemporary Ireland’s largest co-operatives and,

indeed, businesses; for instance, the Kerry Group. Moreover, before now no study of the

Dairy Disposal Company has ever been made despite the fact that, as its name indicates, it

was not supposed to have run any creameries or agribusinesses on the long-term. It was

supposed to have dissolved and transferred its assets to co-operative control soon after its

creation. Instead, it evolved, assuming responsibility for operating and developing

creameries and other agribusinesses. The creameries and other agribusinesses that it

developed were predominantly located in peripheral areas, particularly counties Clare and

Kerry. Thus, the Dairy Disposal Company became, it could be said, the Irish government’s

version of the Congested Districts Board. This thesis recognises the oversight of the Dairy

Disposal Company and asks, as a result; as its central question: was the evolution of the

Dairy Disposal Company compliant with its original remit? In order to address the

question satisfactorily, it considers it from three angles: 1) Why did the Dairy Disposal

Company evolve? 2) How did it evolve? 3) What were the consequences of the evolution?



Government’s Creameries

As well as examining the Dairy Disposal Company both as a significant state-sponsored

company, and a semi-state whose brief changed significantly, this thesis uses its history to

examine the economic policy of successive Irish governments from a new perspective. As

organs of the state, state-sponsored companies’ behaviour reflects the changing policy of

government. As the first comprehensive, scholarly study of a state-sponsored company -

and one involved in the agricultural sector and in existence during the first six decades of

the Irish state - this thesis is ideally suited to reassessing govemment economic policy.

That the Dairy Disposal Company evolved from a holding company into a development

agency does not compromise this line of analysis. Instead, it demonstrates how

government economic policy could lead to unintended activism. In tandem with this line

of analysis, the relationships between a state-sponsored company, govemment departments

and the relevant minister have never been systematically examined and this is pursued.

Regarding state-sponsored companies specifically, the way in which the Dairy Disposal

Company was created, without parameters established by legislation, which allowed it to

evolve, has not been considered vis-a-vis the creation of other semi-states. This thesis

examines how unusual the creation of the Dairy Disposal Company was and its legacy in

the context of Irish semi-state formation. At the other end of the spectrum, the

circumstances of the Dairy Disposal Company’s dissolution have not been considered,

despite it being one of the largest Irish state-sponsored companies ever privatised. Finally,

clientelism in the state sector has long been alleged but no state-sponsored company has

been closely studied for evidence of it, nor, indeed, of the politicisation of patronage. Such

a study forms part of this thesis and because of the size, unorthodox evolution and rural

base of the Dairy Disposal Company, it is an ideal case study.

In the early twentieth century, as it was until comparatively recently, agriculture was the

backbone of the Irish economy. In turn, the dairy industry, centred on counties Cork,

Limerick and Tipperary, was the cornerstone of Irish agriculture. Ireland was one of the

world’s leading exporters of dairy products, particularly butter. Furthermore, the dairy

industry supplied calves for Irish agriculture’s biggest sector, the livestock industry.

However, from a position in the late eighteenth century when, David Dickson states, ’Cork

became the most important centre for commercial butter production in the Atlantic world’,

by the early twentieth century the Irish dairy industry was in decline.~ Irish dairy exports

i David Dickson, ’Butter comes to market: the origins of commercial dairying in County Cork’ in Patrick

O’Flanagan, Cornelius G. Buttimer and Gerard O’Brien (eds), Cork history and society: interdisciplinary
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were losing out to Danish competition for the huge British market and, separately, Irish

dairy farmers were switching to livestock.2 If the Irish dairy industry collapsed, Irish

agriculture would be undermined. Between 1860 and 1900, Danish butter exports to

Britain rose ninety-six per cent.3 In 1879, the cream separator had been patented. It could

extract butterfat from milk fifty-six times faster than by hand.4 Therefore, rather than make

butter on the farm, farmers could now bring their milk to a separator, housed in a creamery.

Denmark embraced the more efficient creamery system; Ireland less so, and by the First

World War Irish farmers still produced sixty-one per cent of Irish butter.5 Danish butter

undercut Irish butter. It also drew British consumers because Irish farmers’ butter was very

salty and, latterly, because it was of a universal high quality, thanks to the efforts of the

essays on the history of an lrish county (Dublin, 1993), p. 368. For a discussion of the history of Irish
dairying see Thomas Mowbray Charles-Edwards, Early Christian Ireland (Cambridge, 2000), pp 74, 110 &
153; Finbar McCormick, ’Dairying and beef production in Early Christian Ireland: the faunal evidence’ in

Terence Reeves-Smyth and Fred Hammond (eds), Landscape archaeology in lreland (Oxford, 1983), p. 253;
idem, ’The decline of the cow: agriculture and settlement change in Early Medieval Ireland’ in Peritia, xx
(2008), pp 210-12 & 215-25; Donnchadh 6 Corr~iin, Ireland before the Normans (Dublin, 1972), p. 53;

Raymond Gillespie, The transformation of the Irish economy 1550-1700 (Dundalk, 1991), pp 6, 45 & 47;

Irish Trade Journal/Irisleabhar Tr6d6il na hEireann (Feb. 1928), p. 43; Raymond D. Crotty, Irish
agriculturalproduction: its volume and structure (Cork, 1966), pp 14, 50, 72-88 & 284; Colin Rynne, At the

sign of the cow: the Cork butter market 1770-1924 (Cork, 1998), pp 8-95; Dickson, "Butter comes to market’,
pp 369-85; Jo Kerrigan, ’The butter road’ in Ireland of the Welcomes, liv, no. 4 (Aug. 2005), pp 25-7;
William J. Smyth, ’Social, economic and landscape transformations in County Cork from the mid-eighteenth
century to the mid-nineteenth century’ in O’Flanagan, Buttimer and O’Brien (eds), Cork history and society,
pp 663,664-5,673,685 & 689; Charles Bernard Gibson, The history of the county andcity of Cork (2 vols,
London, 1861), ii, p. 328; Tim Robinson, Connemara: listening to the wind(Dublin, 2007), pp 12-14;
Maurice O’Sullivan, Twenty years a-growing (4th ed., Oxford, 2000), pp 51 & 127; Margaret Digby, Horace

Plunkett: an Anglo-American lrishman (Oxford, 1949), pp 65-6, 72-3, 89-91 & 107; Trevor West, Horace
Plunkett: co-operation and politics, an Irish biography (Gerrards Cross, 1986), pp 20-86; idem, Horace
Plunkett’s socialphilosophy (Oxford, 1981), pp 7-13; Cormac (3 Gr~ida, ’The beginnings of the Irish
creamery system, 1880-1914’ in Economic History Review, xxx (1977), pp 285-6, 289-93,295,297, 298-9 &
300-01; Report from the Select Committee on Industries (Ireland); together with the proceedings of the

committee, minutes of evidence, and appendix, pp 196, 197, 203,208,242-3,864 & 866-7 H.C. 1885 (288),
ix, 3693, 3720, 3816, 3892-6, 4479-90; Andy Bielenberg, Cork’s industrial revolution 1780-1880:
development or decline (Cork, 1991), p. 121; Mary E. Daly, The first department: a history of the
Department of Agriculture (Dublin, 2002), pp 3, 8, 43, 47, 49, 54-6, 59-60, 77-9 & 86; Anon., The Irish

creamery and dairying review 1891-1951 (Dublin, 1951 ), p. 41 ; Patrick Bolger, The Irish co-operative
movement: its history and development (Dublin, 1977), pp 183-6, 189-90, 194-7, 203-04, 208, 210 & 213;
William Jenkins, Tipp Co-op: origin and development of Tipperary Co-operative Creamery Ltd. (Dublin,

2000), pp 13-20, 29-30, 33, 38, 40-52, 68 & 71-9; Robert A. Anderson, With Horace Plunkett in Ireland
(London, 1935), pp 3-4; Horace Curzon Plunkett, lreland in the new century (London, 1904), pp 119 & 187-
9; Ulick O’Connor, Celtic dawn." aportrait of the lrish literary renaissance (2nd ed., Dublin, 1999), pp 207-

09; Liam Kennedy, ’Aspects of the spread of the creamery system in Ireland’ in Carla Keating (ed.), Plunkett
and co-operatives: past, present and future (Cork, 1983), pp 101 & 103; John O’Donovan, The economic
history of live stock in Ireland (Cork and Dublin, 1940), pp 336-8; James J. Kennelly, The Kerry way: the
history of the Kerry Group, 1972-2000 (Dublin, 2001), pp 6-8, I0, 14 & 15; Oliver MacDonagh, lreland

(Englewood Cliffs, N J, 1968), p. 120; Margaret O’Callaghan, ’Language, nationality and cultural identity in
the Irish Free State, 1922-7: the lrish Statesman and the Catholic Bulletin reappraised’ in Irish Historical
Studies, xxiv, no. 94 (Nov. 1984), p. 236.
2 Crotty, Agriculturalproduction, p. 72.

3 F.H. Webster, Agricultural co-operation in Denmark (Oxford, 1973), p. 21.
4 Rynne, Sign of the cow, p. 96.
5 Daly, First department, p. 48.
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Danish creameries federation.6 By closing off Britain to foreign imports, the First World

War did grant Irish dairy exports a fillip but their mixed quality compromised their

reputation and following the war Britons were even more eager to buy Danish.7

Meanwhile, Irish dairy farmers were moving to livestock because of better prices.8 To

compound matters, Ireland’s creamery system was shambolic. Denmark had been well

placed to establish creameries; having adopted peasant-proprietorship, it had flee-holding

farmers who were able to form co-operatives to open them.9 In contrast, significant

tenurial reform was not realised in Ireland until the 1900s and only some farmers could

form co-operatives. 10 Moreover, unlike in Denmark, Irish butter merchants, owing to their

one-time strength, opened creameries.ll These were generally in competition with the co-

operative creameries. Curtailing them was a prerequisite to rescuing the dairy industry.

In the dairying heartland of east Munster, co-operative creameries often operated cheek

by jowl with proprietary creameries, and what should have been the foundation for a more

efficient creamery system was actually a model of inefficiency. In addition, the

competition between the co-operative and proprietary creameries for the same milk supply

was so fierce that it became known as ’the milk war’. Notably, suppliers - dairy farmers -

and consumers benefited in no way from the milk war. The nascent co-operatives could

not usually pay much for milk and the proprietors took full advantage of this by offering as

little as possible for milk. In order to secure a supply, creameries regularly accepted poor

quality milk, which made for poor quality butter (comparing unfavourably, once again, to

Danish butter, and further damaging Irish dairy products’ reputation). In 1899, the British

government devolved responsibility for Irish agriculture to Dublin, establishing the

Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction (henceforth, DATI). It recognised the

problems in the dairy industry. However, it tried to address them by regulating the finished

dairy product and investing in marketing.12 Only the reorganisation of the dairy-production

system could solve the problems. Reorganisation would mean ending the multiplication of

creameries in east Munster, extending the creamery system to all dairy farming areas and

ending the exportation of farmers’ butter. During 1920-22, the Revolutionary D~il t~ireann

6 Webster, Agricultural co-operation, p. 73.
7 David Johnson, The interwar economy in Ireland (Dundalk, 1989), p. 5.

Crotty, Agriculturalproduction, p. 77.9 Webster, Agricultural co-operation, p. 156; Digby, Horace Plunkett, p. 64.
l0 Philip Bull, Land, politics and nationalism: a study of the Irish land question (Dublin, 1996), p. 3.
ii Einar Jensen, Danish agriculture: its economic development, a description and economic analysis
centering on the free trade epoch, 1870-1930 (Copenhagen, 1937), p. 318; 6 Gr~da, ’Irish creamery system’,
p. 297.
12 Daly, First department, p. 48.
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published the reports of its Commission of Inquiry into the Resources and Industries of

Ireland pertaining to the dairy industry. Like DATI, the reports apprehended the problems

in the industry but focused on the finished product and marketing, as well as on the stage

before dairy production: recommending the improvement of the national dairy herd.13 In

1922, the independent Irish state came into existence. From 1923 until 1932, Cumann na

nGaedheal was in government. Initially, the new, Irish, minister for agriculture, Patrick

Hogan, continued in the vein of DATI and the commission of inquiry and sponsored

legislation to regulate finished dairy products and improve dairy stocks. Yet, he too

understood the problems in the dairy industry, and in the creamery system specifically.

Decisively, therefore, in 1926, when an opportunity arose to remove most of the

proprietary creameries from the creamery system, Hogan took it.

In November 1926, the Condensed Milk Company of Ireland (henceforth, the CMC),

incorporating the Newmarket Dairy Company, was effectively offered for sale to the Irish

government. There were 180 proprietary creameries in the Irish state in 1926 and the CMC

operated 113, in east Munster, where there were approximately 140 co-operative

creameries.14 It also operated ten milk-condensing factories and a toffee factory and had

premises in Cork city. 15 London-based wholesale grocer Lovell & Christmas owned the

CMC, along with minority shareholders, but the Cleeves family of Limerick had

established it in 1889.16 They still owned it in 1919 when CMC factory workers launched

a strike against the imposition of martial law in Limerick, and were denounced as architects

of a Limerick ’Soviet’. ~7 Hogan believed that if the CMC was bought, reorganisation of

the dairy-production system could be achieved. He believed that the remaining, smaller,

proprietary concerns would also be offered to the government, and all the former

proprietary creameries, or, moreover, their milk supplies, could be resold to co-operatives.

This would end the multiplication of creameries in east Munster. In turn, the removal of all

of the proprietary creameries from the creamery system would allow Hogan to introduce

the Co-operative Act. Co-operative societies were not generally being properly run.

13 Coimisirn Fhiafriughthe Maoin is Tionnscal l~ireann/Commission of Inquiry into the Resources and

Industries of Ireland (henceforth, CIRII), Report on dairying and the dairy industry, pp 28-32; CIRII, Ad
interim report on milk production, pp 5-7; CIRII, Report on stock-breeding farms for pure-bred dairy cattle,
pp 7-8.
14 Dril Eireann deb., xviii, 1870 (15 Mar. 1927); Kennedy, ’Spread of the creamery system’, p. 93.
15 Dril Eireann deb., xviii, 1870 (15 Mar. 1927).
16 Jenkins, Tipp Co-op, p. 22.
17 D.R. O’Connor Lysaght, The story of the Limerick Soviet (3rd ed., Limerick, 2003), pp 7-11 ; S6ivOidi na
h[~ireann, TG4 (22 Oct. 2008). Farmers supplying the CMC with milk would have supported the strike; apart
from anything else, they were then very dissatisfied with the price that the CMC was giving for milk (Witness
Statement of Daniel Breen (National Archives of Ireland, Bureau of Military History, 1913-21, Witness
Statement 1739, p. 3)).
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Suppliers were supposed to capitalise them by purchasing shares in them, but because of

the presence of the proprietary creameries, co-operatives had been reluctant to ask

suppliers to pay for shares. This meant that co-operatives had been unable to pay more for

good milk and invest in equipment, which, in the long-term, would improve the quality of

produce and see suppliers reap a financial dividend. The Co-operative Act would compel

suppliers to buy shares in co-operatives and in the absence of proprietary creameries they

would have no alternative. When the dairy farmers supplying the existing creamery system

began to prosper, this would encourage those dairy farmers not supplying creameries to

extend the creamery system to all dairying areas. Finally, that would render obsolete the

commercial production of farmers’ butter. In 1927, the Cabinet agreed to purchase the

CMC as the forerunner to reorganisation for £365,000.

In April 1927, the Dairy Disposal Company was created to handle the transfer, initially,

of the CMC to co-operatives and to run it in the intervening period. It was, therefore,

established as a holding company. However, much of the CMC could not be transferred to

co-operatives. Many co-operatives could not afford to acquire creameries or milk supplies

without credit from the newly created Agricultural Credit Corporation. It could only

provide credit to co-operatives whose suppliers had bought shares in them. Until every

proprietary creamery was purchased, and the Co-operative Act could be passed, suppliers

would not do that. By early 1928, every proprietary creamery had not been purchased.

Consequently, the Dairy Disposal Company prepared to operate creameries - and the CMC

condenseries, which also could not be transferred - for the foreseeable future.

Furthermore, in late 1927 it had taken over an insolvent co-operative society on the basis

that it would quickly transfer the former co-operative’s creameries to a new co-operative.

The Dairy Disposal Company was able to evolve from a holding company for former

proprietary creameries into a commercial state-sponsored company because it had been

created with no accompanying act of legislation to define its remit.

Chapter 1, the Creation of the Dairy Disposal Company, begins the inquiry into whether

the evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company was compliant with its original remit by

considering why did the Dairy Disposal Company evolve? It asks why it remained in

control of the acquired proprietary concerns after it became clear that they could not be

transferred in the short-term. Moreover, it questions why, in this context, Patrick Hogan, a

solicitor by profession, had left the Dairy Disposal Company without legislatively

established parameters. The chapter compares the creation of the Dairy Disposal Company

XXX
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to the contemporaneous creation of the Agricultural Credit Corporation and the Electricity

Supply Board. The three state-sponsored companies constitute the first generation of Irish

state-sponsored companies. However, only the Dairy Disposal Company was created

without legislatively established parameters. In view of this, Chapter 1 considers if Hogan

realised, as was likely, that former proprietary concerns would not be transferred and if he

consequently envisaged the nationalisation of part of the dairy industry. The conservative

Department of Finance certainly believed this to be the case and opposed the Dairy

Disposal Company’s creation. Heretofore, historiography (see below) has emphasised

Hogan’s and Cumann na nGaedheal’s conservative economic ideology, and harmonious

relations between government departments and Cumann na nGaedheal ministers.

Furthermore, as part of this, it has emphasised Cumann na nGaedheal’s laissez-faire

attitude to the economy and its practise of fiscal retrenchment, citing the cause cOl~bre that

was the 1923 reduction in the old age pension. 18 Yet the context of the Dairy Disposal

Company’s creation and the immediate outlay of£365,000 suggest a more interventionist

attitude and a willingness to invest. This would make the Shannon Scheme more

representative of Cumann na nGaedheal economic policy. Finally, historiography has

emphasised that Hogan and Cumann na nGaedheal gave primacy to the livestock industry

as the basis for the Irish economy. However, whilst, as stated, the livestock industry would

benefit from a buoyant dairy industry, the policy on the dairy industry, which led to the

creation of the Dairy Disposal Company, suggests a different focus.

In 1928, the Dairy Disposal Company arranged thirty-two CMC creameries into five

creamery groups and refined its management structure to enable it to operate the groups. A

creamery group consisted of a central creamery and a variable number of auxiliary, or

branch, creameries. Auxiliaries and centrals separated butterfat from milk but only centrals

churned it into butter (or used it to manufacture other dairy products, such as cheese), and

so auxiliaries forwarded the butterfat that they separated to the central. As a holding

company for former proprietary creameries, the Dairy Disposal Company had had a single

purpose, to facilitate the reorganisation of the dairy-production system. As a commercial

state-sponsored company, it had to service suppliers, generate profits and facilitate

reorganisation. By late 1928, it had added the creameries of the co-operative that it had

taken over to its Tipperary creamery group. Rather than transfer them to a new co-

operative, it had deemed that this would best satisfy its three-fold requirement. Also by

late 1928, it had absorbed two more co-operatives on the same basis, and on the same basis

J8 See Mel Cousins, The birth of social welfare in Ireland, 1922-52 (Dublin, 2003), p. 31.
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constructed an auxiliary creamery for its Terelton creamery group. It was evolving from

disposal into development. From this position, it was almost unremarkable when in 1928

the Dairy Disposal Company advanced proposals through which it would cease to facilitate

the reorganisation of the dairy industry and would instead direct it. In the dairying

periphery of west Munster, in north Kerry, creameries were small and to transfer small

creameries to small creameries would not contribute sufficiently to reorganisation.

Therefore, the Dairy Disposal Company wanted to acquire the co-operative creameries

wholesale, to allow it to redesign the southwestern dairy industry. It also sought the power

to purchase any creamery compulsorily. The Cumann na nGaedheal government approved.

A policy of reorganisation through rationalisation was adopted. Then, from 1933, in the

course of rationalising north Kerry, the Dairy Disposal Company seized the initiative and

extended the creamery system into all of Kerry. In fact, in 1932 it had begun bringing

creameries to County Clare. Impressively, it had patented the travelling creamery, whose

deployment ensured the success of the expansions. Furthermore, in Clare it was fostering

ancillary economic activities, such as egg sales. The Dairy Disposal Company was

developing the economy in the marginal west and so was coming to resemble the

Congested Districts Board, the agency created by the British in 1891 to do just that.19 It

even progressed the project by becoming involved in international marketing. In 1943 the

Creameries (Acquisition) Act was passed, which would allow it to buy the remaining

proprietary creameries, and in 1944 it transferred its Newmarket creamery group.

Chapter 2, Evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company: Entrenchment; Chapter 3,

Evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company: Expansion; and Chapter 4, Evolution of the

Dairy Disposal Company: Completion; continue the inquiry into whether the evolution of

the Dairy Disposal Company was compliant with its original remit by considering how did

it evolve? They detail all of the above and consider how beneficial it was. For instance,

through its milk cheques, the Dairy Disposal Company effectively provided the first wage

that farmers in the areas where it had expanded the creamery system had ever received.

Thus, did it mitigate significantly, for a significant amount of farmers, the effects of the

Great Depression and, even more notably, the Economic War? Moreover, in the course of

the analysis, the chapters continue the re-evaluation of the conservatively portrayed

Cumann na nGaedheal government. They show that by approving the evolution of the

Dairy Disposal Company, Cumann na nGaedheal was actually very radical. In addition,

19 Ciara Breathnach, The Congested Districts Board of h-eland, 1891-1923: poverty and development in the

west of Ireland (Dublin, 2005), pp 33-4.
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the Fianna Ffiil government, which succeeded Cumann na nGaedheal in 1932, is radically

portrayed and is contrasted with Cumann na nGaedheal, but this is re-examined too. Part

of the basis for Fianna Fail’s portrayal (see below) is the emphasis placed on its attempt to

reconfigure the Irish economy so that it was not structured around livestock export.

However, in the acceptance of the evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company from 1932 by

Fianna Fail there is evidence of continuity in policy between it and Cumann na nGaedheal.

The fact that the various stages of the evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company were

initiated by the Dairy Disposal Company and not by either government provides the first

evidence for an Irish state-sponsored company’s insubordination. Such insubordination

subsequently became a major issue (see below) for which, therefore, the Dairy Disposal

Company had established the precedent. Yet Fianna Fail clearly deemed that the evolution

of the Dairy Disposal Company meant that autonomy in state-sponsored companies was

not entirely a bad thing. This is because the Dairy Disposal Company would also

subsequently set a precedent for how Fianna Fail constituted Aer Lingus, the Turf

Development Board, An C6ras Trachtala, An Chomhairle Oilifina and Bord na gCon. The

Dairy Disposal Company established another precedent when it became involved in

international marketing in the 1920s. The civil servants that were its directors were

compelled to acquit themselves successfully as businessmen. Finally, the Dairy Disposal

Company set a fourth precedent in this period when it transferred the Newmarket creamery

group. This was the first instance ofprivatisation in independent Ireland. The Dairy

Disposal Company, government departments and the minister resisted the transfer, but

clientelism was not a factor.

From 1945, the Dairy Disposal Company sought to maximise the potential of its

creamery groups and other agribusinesses. It promoted innovation in eight broad areas:

grassland improvement, agricultural education, cattle breeding, milk transportation, quality

control, infrastructure modernisation, in its factories and in ancillary activities. This was in

pursuit of its three-fold requirement to service suppliers, generate profits and facilitate

reorganisation. The range of economic development measures initiated by the Dairy

Disposal Company that would boost the incomes of small farmers in the marginal west

confirmed its status as a latter-day Congested Districts Board. Having purchased the

remaining proprietary creameries, the Dairy Disposal Company could have pursued the

transfer of its creamery groups and other agribusinesses. Yet it contended that

circumstances were not conducive to reorganisation through rationalisation and purported

to be continuing in pursuit of its three-fold requirement in the interim. In reality, it seemed
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likely that it would continue to operate its creameries and other agribusinesses in

perpetuity. The changes in its boardroom, its relationship with Bord Bainne (the dairy

export board created in 1961) and its establishment of fora for its senior staff and suppliers

were all indications of this. However, from 1950 it dealt increasingly with the farmer

organisations the Irish Creamery Milk Suppliers’ Association and the National Farmers’

Association, and they forced the reassertion of the urgency for reorganisation. They

believed that suppliers would best be serviced by reorganisation; in short, they believed

that farmers would earn more following the Dairy Disposal Company’s dissolution. In the

1960s, prompted originally by Ireland’s application for membership of the European

Economic Community, there were five reviews of the dairy industry. Overall, their

recommendations regarding the Dairy Disposal Company were inconsistent but during the

1960s suppliers themselves started to believe that they would earn more if it dissolved.

The Department of Agriculture, which had approved the evolution of the Dairy Disposal

Company, deemed its perpetuation illegitimate and agreed that it should dissolve. Local

leaders in the southwest prepared the ground. However, the Dairy Disposal Company

resisted dissolution: in fact, it obstructed it. It had assumed that its evolution had bestowed

upon it permanency. Fine Gael minister for agriculture between 1973 and 1977, Mark

Clinton, had to intervene before its creameries and other agribusinesses were transferred in

the 1970s. The transfers were substantially to west Munster co-operatives and as a result

the dairying complexion of Ireland was re-orientated: west Munster was no longer the

dairying periphery, and in time it would become the dairying heartland. Not only had the

Dairy Disposal Company succeeded the Congested Districts Board in seeking to alleviate

the marginal west, it had surpassed it in achieving the amelioration of the marginal west.

Chapter 5, Innovation of the Dairy Disposal Company; Chapter 6, Perpetuation of the

Dairy Disposal Company?; and Chapter 7, Dissolution of the Dairy Disposal Company;

conclude the inquiry into whether the evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company was

compliant with its original remit by considering what were the consequences of its

evolution? Chapter 5 looks at the immediate consequence of the evolution, the emergence

of the Dairy Disposal Company as a dairy development company promoting agricultural

innovation. It asks if, like with the Dairy Disposal Company’s expansion, a significant

amount of farmers benefited significantly from this. Moreover, it assesses the importance

of the Dairy Disposal Company in the context of the agricultural science revolution from

the 1950s, which gave birth to modem, intensive farming. Chapter 6 examines the

apparent perpetuation of the Dairy Disposal Company. It evaluates the favourable reaction
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of successive Fianna Ffiil and Fine Gael-led governments to this - more evidence of

continuity between the parties - and the negative reaction of the farmer organisations to it.

Furthermore, the 1950s and 1960s were characterised by tension between the farmer

organisations and government and between the organisations themselves and through its

examination of the Dairy Disposal Company the chapter gives a new perspective on this.

Inversely, the period was initially characterised by reduced tension between trades unions

and government, thanks to the creation in 1946 of the Labour Court, and Chapter 6, with a

focus on the Dairy Disposal Company’s employees, also gives a new perspective on that.

The Dairy Disposal Company’s employees were either members of the Irish Creamery

Managers’ Association or the Irish Transport and General Workers’ Union. The Dairy

Disposal Company was generally a good employer, but its employees did not push for its

perpetuation. Neither, on a self-serving basis, did the Dairy Disposal Company itself

pursue its perpetuation: pointedly, in the changes in its boardroom it vigorously opposed a

ministerial appointment that was political and not what was best for dairy development. In

terms of pursuing its perpetuation, the Dairy Disposal Company was inept. It failed to use

the main forum for its suppliers, the central consultative committee, to convince them that

they were better offwith it: indicating, again, that it was focused on dairy development.

Suppliers precipitated the dissolution of the Dairy Disposal Company, and this is

significant because Irish state-sponsored companies are rarely disestablished and,

previously, no state-sponsored company had been disestablished on foot of public pressure.

Both chapters 5 and 6 relate the Dairy Disposal Company to the new economic climate

created in the wake of Economic Development, the seminal White Paper drawn up by T.K.

Whitaker, and show that it did not precipitate the Dairy Disposal Company’s dissolution.

Chapter 7 discusses the ultimate consequence of the evolution of the Dairy Disposal

Company, the dissolution, and the nature of it. As a result of its evolution, the Dairy

Disposal Company became convinced that it was a permanent dairy development agency

that would not be transferring its creamery groups. This was despite the fact that by the

late 1960s circumstances had become conducive to reorganisation through rationalisation.

Remarkably, the Dairy Disposal Company had lost sight of its original, and overriding,

purpose. Indeed, it had lost sight of its requirement to service suppliers and generate

profits too: suppliers would be better off if the creamery groups were transferred, and

through dissolution profits would be generated. It has been put forward that government

departments develop ’philosophies’ that become embedded and remain, even when they
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are no longer useful.2° This is an instance of a state-sponsored company developing such a

philosophy. By the late 1960s, suppliers realised that they would eam more if the Dairy

Disposal Company was dissolved and demanded its dissolution. It had been asserted that

Ireland’s accession in 1973 to the European Economic Community, with its regulations on

public enterprise in the private sector, dictated the dissolution.2J The Dairy Disposal

Company resisted its dissolution but the Department of Agriculture and Minister for

Agriculture Mark Clinton saw that this was unjustified and pursued it. The Dairy Disposal

Company obstructed this. It is recognised that relations between state-sponsored

companies and the state are always a bit ambivalent (see below), as they were always

between the Dairy Disposal Company and the state. However, it has not been recognised

that a state company and the state actually came into conflict. The Dairy Disposal

Company was dissolved and its original purpose, and two subsequent requirements, were

generally fulfilled. In addition, it had achieved as a dairy development agency also, with

the geographical re-orientation of the Irish dairy industry its most enduring legacy. Yet,

while this was all the consequence of its evolution, so too was the intransigence that could

have undermined it.

As has been demonstrated, the history of the Dairy Disposal Company provides a new

prism through which to view the history of the Irish state. Just as a prism diffracts white

light into seven, constitutional colours so this history of the Dairy Disposal Company

separates that history into seven discussions, which correspond to its seven chapters.

Through the history of the Dairy Disposal Company, Chapter 1 reappraises govemmental

policy on Irish agriculture and the development of Irish state enterprise immediately post-

independence. It variously bridges gaps in, confounds, provides a comparative for or

substantiates the work of Patrick Bolger, John Bristow, Basil Chubb, Raymond Crotty,

Joan Cullen, L.M. Cullen, Mary Daly, Ronan Fanning, Diarmaid Ferriter, Garret

FitzGerald, David Fitzpatrick, R.F. Foster, Tom Garvin, Desmond Gillmor, K.T. Hoppen,

Alvin Jackson, David Johnson, Dermot Keogh, Felicity Lee, J.J. Lee, F.S.L. Lyons,

Maurice Manning and Moore McDowell, James Meenan, J.A. Murphy, Cormac 0 Grfida,

Eunan O’Halpin, John Regan, Raymond Ryan, Lothar Schoen and Charles Townshend,

20 Dr Garret FitzGerald, The legacy of Lemass conference, UCD, 6 Nov. 2009.
21 Interview with James C. Moloney, former chief executive and director general of the Irish Co-operative

Organisation Society, of Rathfamham, Dublin (7 Nov. 2004).
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along with the discourse in this area of Sehn Lemass, the 1969 Devlin report and the 1965

interdepartmental committee on manpower reportY

Through the Dairy Disposal Company’s history, Chapter 2 reappraises the development

and functioning of Irish state enterprise under Cumann na nGaedheal. It relates to the work

of John Bristow, Basil Chubb, Donal Clarke, Mary Daly, Richard Dunphy, Richard

English, Praxy Femandes, Tom Garvin, G.M. Golding, Felicity Lee, J.J. Lee, Frank Litton,

James Meenan, Cormac 6 Gr~ida, P~tdraic O’Halpin, Colm 6 Nuall~iin, Ray Rees and Barry

Vaughan, along with the discourse of Todd Andrews, Niall Crowley, Brendan Halligan,

Ivor Kenny, Se~n Lemass, D6nal O’Connor, Drnal O’Mahony, the Devlin report and the

National Economic and Social Council in this area in the same way.23

22 Patrick Bolger, The Irish co-operative movement: its history and development (Dublin, 1977); John A.

Bristow, ’State-sponsored bodies’ in Administration, xxx, nos 2,3 (1982), pp 165-82; Basil Chubb, The
government and politics oflreland (3r° ed., London, 1992); Raymond D. Crotty, Irish agricultural

production: its volume and structure (Cork, 1966); Joan M. Cullen, ’Patrick J. Hogan, T.D. minister for
agriculture, 1922-1932: a study of a leading member of the first government of independent Ireland’ (Ph.D.
thesis, Dublin City University, 1993); L.M. Cullen, An economic history of lreland since 1660 (2nd ed.,
London, 1987); Mary E. Daly, The first department: a history of the Department of Agriculture (Dublin,

2002); Ronan Fanning, Independent Ireland (Dublin, 1983); idem, The Irish Department of Finance 1922-58
(Dublin, 1978); Diarmaid Ferriter, The transformation of Ireland 1900-2000 (London, 2004); Garret
FitzGerald, State-sponsored bodies (2"d ed., Dublin, 1963); idem, Reflections on the Irish state (Dublin,

2003); David Fitzpatrick, The two lrelands: 1912-1939 (Oxford, 1998); R.F. Foster, Modern Ireland, 1600-
1972 (London, 1988); Tom Garvin, Preventing the future." why was Ireland so poor for so long? (Dublin,
2004); Desmond Gillmor, ’Land and people, c. 1926’ in J.R. Hill (ed.), A new history oflreland, vii: lreland,
1921-84 (Oxford, 2003), pp 62-85; K. Theodore Hoppen, Ireland since 1800: conflict and conformity (2nd
ed., London, 1999); Alvin Jackson, lreland 1798-1998: politics and war (4th ed., Oxford, 2002); David

Johnson, The interwar economy in Ireland (Dundalk, 1989); Dermot Keogh with Andrew McCarthy,
Twentieth-century lreland: revolution and state building (2"d ed., Dublin, 2005); Felicity Lee, ’Ireland’s

semi-state bodies in a time of change’ (Department of Government Working Paper Series 2007, no. 4,
University College, Cork, 2007); J.J. Lee, lreland 1912-1985: politics and society (8th ed., Cambridge, 1998);
F.S.L. Lyons, Ireland since the Famine (4th ed., London, 1985); Maurice Manning and Moore McDowell,
Electricity supply in lreland: the history of the ESB (Dublin, 1984); James Meenan, The lrish economy since

1922 (Liverpool, 1970); John A. Murphy, lreland in the twentieth century (Dublin, 1975); Cormac 0 Gr~ida,
A rocky road." the lrish economy since the 1920s (Manchester and New York, 1997); idem, lreland: a new
economic history 1780-1939 (Oxford, 1994); Eunan O’Halpin, ’Politics and the state, 1922-32’ in Hill (ed.),

New history of Ireland, pp 86-125; John M. Regan, The Irish counter-revolution 1921-1936: Treatyite
politics and settlement in independent Ireland (Dublin, 1999); Raymond Ryan, ’The butter industry in
Ireland, 1922-1939’ in lrish Economic and Social History, xxviii (2001), pp 32-46; Lothar Schoen, ’The Irish

Free State and the electricity industry, 1922-1927’ in Andy Bielenberg (ed.), The Shannon Scheme and the
electrification of the lrish Free State: an inspirational milestone (Dublin, 2002), pp 28-47; Charles
Townshend, Ireland." the 20’h century (London and New York, 1999); Se~n F. Lemass with C.S. Andrews and

J.P. Beddy, The role of the state sponsored bodies (Dublin, 1959); Report of public services organisation
review group 1966-1969 (Green Devlin report), Prl 792; Report of inter-departmental committee on
administrative arrangements for implementing manpower policy, Pr 8260.
z3 Donal Clarke, Brown gold." a history of Bord na Mrna and the Irish peat industry (Dublin, 2010); Richard

Dunphy, The making of Fianna Fril power in lreland 1923-1948 (Oxford, 1995); Richard English, Radicals

and the republic: socialist republicanism in the lrish Free State 1925-1937 (Oxford, 1994); Praxy Fernandes,
Managing relations between government and public enterprises: a handbook for administrators and
managers (Geneva, 1986); G.M. Golding, ’The juristic basis of the Irish state enterprise’ in The lrish Jurist

(1978), pp 302-19; Frank Litton, The structural characteristics of state sponsored bodies (Institute of Public
Administration Library (henceforth, I.P.A.L.), R 37); P~idraic O’Halpin, The chief executive in state
enterprise (Dublin, 1979); Colm 0 Nualhiin, ’Ireland: the consultative group of chief executives of state
organisations’ in Roger Wettenhall and Colm 0 Nuall~iin (eds), Getting together in public enterprise
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Chapter 3 reappraises the development and performance of Irish state enterprise and

agricultural economics history between 1928 and 1938 and relates to the work in this area

of Mike Cronin, Mary Daly, Richard Dunphy, Diarmaid Ferriter, R.F. Foster, Tom Garvin,

Brian Girvin, Cathal Guiomard, E.W. Henry, K.T. Hoppen, Alvin Jackson, David Johnson,

Labhras Joye, Dermot Keogh, J.J. Lee, F.S.L. Lyons, Michael MacCormac, Deirdre

McMahon, James Meenan, William Murphy, Peter Neary, Robert O’Connor, Mervyn

O’Driscoll, Cormac 6 Gr~da, J.W. O’Hagan and D.C. McDonald, Eoin O’Malley, John

Regan, Seamus Sheehy and Anne-Marie Walsh, along with the discourse of Edmond Kent,

Richie Ryan and T.K. Whitaker.24

(Brussels, 1987), pp 35-51; Ray Rees, Public enterprise economics (2nd ed., London, 1984); Barry Vaughan,
’State agencies: once and future kings?’ in Administration, liii, no. 4 (2006), pp 50-64; C.S. Andrews, Man of
no property (2nd ed., Dublin, 2001); idem, ’Comments I [on] role of the state-sponsored bodies in the
economy’ in Administration, vi, no. 4 (winter 1959), pp 295-9; Lemass with Andrews and Beddy, State
sponsored bodies; Niall Crowley, ’The role of the board’ in Papers presented at conference on the role of the
boards of directors: developing the state-sponsored sector in the 1990s (I.P.A.L.); Brendan Halligan, ’The
case against privatisation’ in State sponsored bodies program: public sector forum: privatisation of state
sponsored bodies: papers presented at a seminar on ’privatisation of state-sponsored bodies’ (ibid.); Ivor
Kenny, ’Concluding remarks’ in Papers presented at conference on the role of the boards of directors (ibid.);
D6nal O’Connor, ’The departmental secretary’ in Seirbhis Phoibli: Journal of the Department of the Public
Service, iv, no. 1 (Meitheamh 1983), pp 8-13; D6nal O’Mahony, ’Relationship between government
departments and state-sponsored bodies’ in Papers presented at conference on the role of the boards of
directors (I.P.A.L.); National Economic and Social Council, Enterprise in thepublic sector, Report no. 49.
24 Mike Cronin, ’Golden dreams, harsh realities: economics and informal empire in the Irish Free State’ in

idem and John M. Regan (eds), Ireland." the politics of independence, 1922-49 (Basingstoke and London,
2000), pp 144-63; Mary E. Daly, ’An Irish-lreland for business?: the control of manufacturers acts, 1932 and
1934’ in Irish Historical Studies, xxiv, no. 94 (Nov. 1984), pp 246-72; Brian Girvin, Between two worlds:

politics and economy in independent Ireland (Dublin, 1989); idem, ’The republicanisation of Irish society,
1932-48’ in Hill (ed.), New history oflreland, pp 127-60; Labhras Joye, ’The reserves of the Irish army under
Fianna F~iil’ in Joost Augusteijn (ed.), Ireland in the 1930s: new perspectives (Dublin, 1999), pp 143-62;
Michael MacCormac, ’The boards of semi-state companies’ in IBAR." Journal oflrish Business and
Administrative Research, v, no. 1 (Apr. 1983), pp 12-19; idem, ’The functions of the board of directors: a
reassessment’ in ibid., vii, no. 1 (1985), pp 90-97; Deirdre McMahon, Republicans and imperialists: Anglo-
Irish relations in the 1930s (New Haven and London, 1984); William Murphy, ’Cogging Berkeley? The
Querist and the rhetoric of Fianna F~il’s economic policy’ in Irish Economic and Social History, xxxii
(2005), pp 63-82; J. Peter Neary and Cormac O’Grada (sic), Protection, economic war and structural
change: the 1930s in Ireland." Discussion paper series no. 117 (E.S.R.I.L., no. 117) & Irish Historical
Studies, xxvii, no. 107 (May 1991), pp 250-66; Robert O’Connor and Cathal Guiomard, ’Agricultural output
in the Irish Free State area before and after independence’ in Irish Economic and Social History, xii (1985),
pp 89-97; Robert O’Connor and E.W. Henry, ’Estimates of gross and net output and income in agriculture in
all Ireland and in the Free State area, 1900/01-1926/27’ in Irish Economic and Social History, xxiii (1996),
pp 45-72; Mervyn O’Driscoll, ’The Economic War and Irish foreign trade policy: Irish-German commerce
1932-9’ in Irish Studies in International Affairs, x (1999), pp 71-89; Cormac 6 Gr~ida, ’Snapshots of Irish
agricultural history: output and productivity pre-Famine and post-Famine’ in A.E.S.I.P. (1988/89), pp 201-25;
J.W. O’Hagan and D.C. McDonald, ’The rationale for, and extent of, government intervention’ in J.W.
O’Hagan (ed.), The economy oflreland: policy and performance (Dublin, 1975), pp 58-76; Eoin O’Malley,
Industry and economic development: the challenge for the latecomer (Dublin, 1989); Seamus J. Sheehy and
Robert O’Connor, Agricultural economics (E.S.R.I.L., no. 16); Anne-Marie Walsh, ’Cottage schemes for
agricultural labourers’ in Augusteijn (ed.), Ireland in the 1930s, pp 47-66; Edmond Kent, ’A review of
agricultural policy in Eire, 1932-’38’ in The Irish Monthly, lxviii, no. 810 (Dec. 1940), pp 661-74; Richie
Ryan, ’The role of the state-sponsored body in the new public service’ in Administration, xxi, no. 4 (winter
1973), pp 387-95; T.K. Whitaker, ’From protection to free trade-the Irish experience’ in Administration, xxi,
no. 4 (winter 1973), pp 405-23.
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Chapter 4 reappraises the development and functioning of Irish state enterprise under

Fianna Ffiil, clientelism and privatisation and relates to the work in this area of E.A.

Attwood, Scan Barrett, Frank Barry, Mart Bax, Basil Chubb, Sefin Dooney and John

O’Toole, Diarmaid Ferriter, Garret FitzGerald, Michael Gallagher and Lee Komito,

Sarsfield Hogan, Michael Keane, Patrick Lynch, Moore McDowell, Robert O’Connor,

Brendan O’Sullivan, Seamus Sheehy, Louis Smith and Breffni Tomlin, along with the

discourse of Tom Farnham, Joseph Johnston, Se/m Lemass, James Moloney and the Devlin

report.25

Chapter 5 reappraises agricultural economics history between 1945 and 1972 and the

Irish agricultural science revolution from the 1950s and relates to the work in this area of

Jonathan Bell and Mervyn Watson, Raymond Crotty, Mary Daly, John Feehan, Desmond

Gillmor, J.F. Heavey, Brendan Keamey, J.J. Lee, Alan Matthews, Joseph McGough,

Cormac (3 Grfida, Carol Power and Ray O’Connor, Niamh Puirs6il, Paul Rouse, Seamus

Sheehy and John O’Connell, Gear6id Stakelum and Bernadette Whelan, along with the

discourse of John Scully and the National Farmers’ Association.26

25 E.A. Attwood, ’The dairy industry and the national economy’ in Agricultural Economics Society oflreland

Proceedings (henceforth, A.E.S.I.P.), iv, no. I (1972), pp 5-10; Scan D. Barrett, ’Transport deregulation and
privatisation’ in Frank Convery and Moore McDowell (eds), Privatisation: issues of principle and
implementation in Ireland (Dublin, 1990), pp 102-27; Frank Barry, ’Irish growth in historical and theoretical
perspective’ in idem (ed.), Understanding Ireland’s economic growth (Economic and Social Research

Institute Library (henceforth, E.S.R.I.L.), no. 137); Mart Bax, Harpstrings and confessions: machine style
politics in the Irish republic (Assen, 1976); Sefin Dooney and John O’Toole, Irish government today (2"d ed.,

Dublin, 1998); Michael Gallagher and Lee Komito, ’The constituency role of Dfiil deputies’ in John Coakley
and Michael Gallagher (eds), Politics in the republic oflreland (5th ed., Limerick, and Abingdon and New

York, 2010), pp 230-62; Sarsfield Hogan, A history oflrish Steel (Dublin, 1980); Michael Keane, ’Marketing
of dairy products and seasonality’ in A.E.S.I.P. (1986/87), pp 167-87; Patrick Lynch, ’Public enterprise in a
free economy’ in Administration, ii, no. 1 (spring 1954), pp 11-20; Moore McDowell, ’Privatisation: an
overview of the issues’ in Convery and McDowell (eds), Privatisation, pp 6-17; Brendan O’Sullivan and

Breffni Tomlin, ’Innovation in established Irish industry’ in IBAR, vii, no. 1 (1985), pp 57-78; Louis P.F.
Smith, ’Structure of the food processing industry in Ireland’ in A.E.S.LP. (1974), pp 37-54; Tom Farnham,
’Access to the British market for agricultural products’ in A.E.S.LP., i, no. 1 (1969), pp 25-8; Joseph

Johnston, ’A plea for winter dairying’ in Journal of the Statistical & Social Inquiry Society of lreland, xv, no.
1 (1930/31), pp 33-44; Sefin F. Lemass, ’The role of the state-sponsored bodies in the economy’ in

Administration, vi, no. 4 (winter 1959), pp 277-95; James C. Moloney, ’Rationalisation of the Irish dairy

industry’ in A.E.S.LP. (1987/88), pp 205-10.
26 Jonathan Bell and Mervyn Watson, A history of Irish farming 1750-1950 (Dublin, 2008); John Feehan,

Farming in Ireland." history, heritage and environment (Dublin, 2003); Desmond A. Gillmor, Agriculture in
the republic of lreland (Budapest, 1977); idem, ’Agriculture’ in idem (ed.), Irish resources and land use
(Dublin, 1979), pp 109-36; J.F. Heavey, ’On farm efficiency’ in I.F. Baillie and S.J. Sheehy (eds), Irish

agriculture in a changing worm (Edinburgh, 1971), pp 118-29; Brendan Kearney, Irish agriculture in
perspective: performance and prospects, An Foras Talfintais publication; Alan Matthews, Farm incomes."

myths and reality (Cork, 2000); Joseph C. McGough, ’Whither the Irish dairy industry’ in Irish Farmers’
Association (henceforth, IFA), Whitherlreland." agriculture in the ’70s (Dublin, 1974), pp 35-8; Cormac 0

Gr/tda, ’Irish agriculture north and south since 1900’ (Working Paper WP89/1, Centre for Economic
Research, Department of Political Economy, University College, Dublin); Carol Power and Ray O’Connor,
’Contemporary economic development in Iveragh’ in John Crowley and John Sheehan (eds), The Iveragh
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Chapter 6 reappraises the economic policy of successive Fianna Fail and Fine Gael-led

governments, the development, functioning and performance of Irish state enterprise,

clientelism and political patronage, the relations between the farmer organisations and

government and between the farmer organisations themselves, the relations between trades

unions and government after the creation of the Labour Court and the early role of Bord

Bainne and relates to the work in this area of John Bristow, Basil Chubb, Donal Clarke,

Mary Daly, Michael Dargan, Se~n Dooney and John O’Toole, Brian Farrell, Garret

FitzGerald, Michael Gallagher and Lee Komito, Brian Girvin, Niamh Hardiman, Tim

Hastings, Ellen Hazelkorn, Michael D. Higgins, Brian Hillery, Sarsfield Hogan, Aidan

Kelly, Valerie Kelly, J.J. Lee, Michael MacCormac, John McCullen, Geoffrey

MacKechnie, Maurice Manning, NoEl Meade, Gary Murphy, Emmet O’Connor, Pfidraic

O’Halpin, David O’Mahony, Michefil 6 Riain, John Pratschke, Eoin Reeves, W.K. Roche,

Paul Sacks, Louis Smith and Sefin Healy, Fergal Tobin, Tony Varley and Barry Vaughan,

along with the discourse of Hugh MacNeill.2v

peninsula: a cultural atlas of the ring of Kerry (Cork, 2009), pp 372-85; Niamh Puirs6il, ’"If it’s socialism
you want, join some other party": the left in the Irish Labour Party, 1948-69’ (Ph.D. thesis, University

College, Dublin, 2002); Paul Rouse, ’Ireland’s own soil’: government and agriculture in Ireland, 1945-1965
(Dublin, 2000); Seamus J. Sheehy and John J. O’Connell with John A. Murphy, Policies to accelerate
agricultural development, National Economic and Social Council publication, Prl 7127; Gear6id Stakelum,
’Achieving high performance from dairy cows on grazed pastures’ in Irish Grassland andAnimal Production
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Finally, Chapter 7 reappraises privatisation in Ireland and relates to the work in this area

of Scan Barrett, Tony Butcher, Harvey Feigenbaum, Jeffrey Henig and Chris Hamnett,

Garret FitzGerald, David Kennedy, Moore McDowell, David Parker and Paul Sweeney,

along with the discourse of James Moloney and the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development.28
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1 Creation of the Dairy Disposal Company

I hope that nobody will make the mistake of regarding this transaction as the beginnings of a policy under

which the Government proposes to run the creameries of the country.

PATR1CK HOGAN

D~il Eireann deb., xviii, 1892 (15 Mar. 1927).

This chapter begins the inquiry into whether the evolution of the Dairy Disposal

Company (henceforth, DDC) was compliant with its original remit by considering why it

evolved? The answer to that lies in the circumstances of its creation. The first two

sections of the chapter deal with the context of the DDC’s creation. Section I details how,

in the early years of the Irish Free State, Minister for Agriculture Patrick Hogan continued

in the vein of DATI and Dfiil t~ireann’s commission on resources regarding dairying. It

discusses how he introduced three legislative measures aimed at regulating finished dairy

products, improving dairy stocks and advancing dairy science. As explained, such

measures could not solve the dairy industry’s problems because these were problems in the

dairy-production system - in short, too many creameries in some areas, none in others.

Therefore, when it came, Hogan grasped the opportunity to intervene in the dairy-

production system. Section II details how the CMC was offered for sale and Hogan

persuaded the Cumann na nGaedheal government to purchase it as a preliminary to

reorganising dairy production. It discusses how the government agreed, apparently on the

understanding that the CMC’s creameries, or its milk supplies, along with its other

agribusinesses, would be quickly resold to co-operatives. The final section of the chapter

deals with the creation of the DDC itself. Section III details how it was created to handle

the transfer of the CMC, and the other proprietary concerns, to co-operatives and to run

them in the intervening period. It discusses how it was created without legislation to define

its remit, apparently because it was expected that the transfers would be quickly effected.

Lastly, it discusses how, when the transfers could not be effected, the unframed DDC

evolved into a commercial state-sponsored company. That the DDC was created as a

temporary mechanism ensured that it would not be.



Government’s Creameries

In 1922, when the Free State was formed, the livestock sector still dominated Irish

agriculture: ’Livestock...accounted for 85 per cent of the total value of agricultural

output’. 1 Moreover, it was continuing to suffocate dairying, as beef cattle were favoured

over milch cows, and therefore undermine itself and Irish agriculture.2 In 1920, DATI had

identified the problem in its report, The decline of dairying in lreland.3 It had rationally

hoped to address it by incentivising dairy farming through the recovery of Ireland’s share

of the British market for dairy products. Furthermore, it had rationally hoped to do this by

ensuring that Ireland produced a universally high quality dairy product. DATI had,

however, futilely hoped to do that with the Agricultural Produce (Ireland) Bill, 1920. It

would simply regulate finished dairy products.4 During 1920-22, D~iil I~ireann’s

Commission of Inquiry into the Resources and Industries of Ireland had recognised the

problem, and the solution, too. Yet, likewise, it had misguidedly advocated the breeding of

superior dairy progeny, to improve dairy stocks, and the production of superior, regulated,

dairy products.5 Universally high quality dairy products, which were also competitively

priced, could only be produced if the problems within the dairy industry were solved, that

is: the milk war was ended; the proprietary creameries were transferred to co-operative

societies in such a way as to end the multiplication of creameries in east Munster; co-

operatives were made run along co-operative lines, rather than the joint-stock, or even

proprietary lines that the 1922 Commission on Agriculture criticised; and the creamery

system was extended to all dairying areas.6 During the Irish Revolution, DATI’s bill and

Dfiil t~ireann’s commission on resources’ recommendations fell by the wayside.

I Desmond Gillmor, ’Land and people, c. 1926’ in J.R. Hill (ed.), A new history ofh’eland, vii: Ireland, 1921-
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’Griffith on his noble head: the determinants of Cumann na nGaedheal’s economic policy, 1922-32’ in Irish
Economic and Social History, iii (1976), pp 62-3.
3 Mary E. Daly, Thefirst department: a history of the Department of Agriculture (Dublin, 2002), p. 33; J.J.

Lee, Ireland 1912-1985: politics and society (8th ed., Cambridge, 1998), p. 123.
4 Joan M. Cullen, ’Patrick J. Hogan, T.D. minister for agriculture, 1922-1932: a study of a leading member of
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The Cumann na nGaedheal governments of 1923-32 have been remembered as pro-

livestock; endorsing the trend in Irish agriculture, and so ensuring that the livestock sector

continued to dominate Irish agriculture.7 As minister for agriculture in the Cumann na

nGaedheal governments, Patrick Hogan could have been assumed to have encouraged this.

However, Hogan was not simply pro-livestock. He saw that the sector was the mainstay of

the economy, employing the largest proportion of the fifty per cent plus of the population

involved in agriculture.8 Yet he saw too that the dairy sector could not be allowed to

collapse. Moreover, he envisaged that in future years mixed farming could be the basis of

a better economy. When Britain ended its Irish Agricultural Organisation Society

(henceforth, IAOS) subvention in March 1922, Hogan released scarce departmental funds

to guarantee ongoing and increased financing for the IAOS.9 Given that it was concerned

almost exclusively with organising co-operative creameries, such a gesture consequently

signalled that he was also pro-dairying. Indeed, this marked the start of substantial state

intervention in the dairy sector directed by Hogan. Mixed farming could be the basis of a

better Irish economy because milch cows need not compromise the national herd’s beef

value and as well as in Britain, again, dairy exports could be highly marketable globally.1°

At the very least, a greater diversity in Irish agricultural produce would ensure that Irish

agricultural exports would be more robust. Hogan was very aware that since

independence, Ireland’s trading position with Britain had changed.11 Furthermore, by 1923

livestock prices in Britain had declined by over forty per cent on wartime levels (though all

agricultural prices worldwide were depressed).12

Hogan’s intervention to rehabilitate the dairy sector began in earnest with the Dairy

Produce Act, 1924. It was partly inspired by the Agricultural Produce (Ireland) Bill, 1920,

and the findings of the 1922 Agricultural Commission, and the dairy industry itself had

also pressed for much contained in it.13 The Agricultural Commission had recommended

’a national brand, general powers of inspection and the enforcing of regulations on

7 See, for instance, Ronan Fanning, Independent Ireland (Dublin, 1983), pp 73-4; Alvin Jackson, Ireland

1798-1998: politics and war (4th ed., Oxford, 2002), pp 283 & 285.
8 L.M. Cullen, An economic history of lreland since 1660 (2nd ed., London, 1987), pp 173-4.
9 Patrick Bolger, The Irish co-operative movement: its history and development (Dublin, 1977), p. 139;

George O’Brien, ’Patrick Hogan minister for agriculture 1922-1932’ in Studies, xxv, no. 97 (Mar. 1936), p.
359.J0 Daly, First department, pp 124 & 127.
11Cullen, ’Patrick J. Hogan’, p. 100.
12David Johnson, The interwar economy in Ireland (Dundalk, 1989), pp 5-6.
13Cullen, ’Patrick J. Hogan’, pp 90-92; (National Archives of Ireland (henceforth, N.A.1.), Department of
Agriculture (henceforth, DA) AG 1/A2527/24); Ddil l~ireann deb., viii, 1974-5 (23 July 1924).
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cleanliness’, and the act addressed all of this.In Under it, Patrick Bolger summarised,

’creameries had to be registered and had to adhere to strict standards regarding the

suitability of their premises and equipment, and...staff.’15 Like DATI and D~iil t~ireann’s

commission on resources, Hogan realised that dairy products could only be highly

marketable if raised to a universal high quality standard. Regarding Britain, Irish dairy

products’ good pre-war reputation had to be regained.16 Hogan was especially adamant

that no over-moist or poorly packaged butter be exported.17 In 1924, with the D~il not

recognised by republicans, the Farmers’ Party and the Labour Party were the only

parliamentary opposition to the Cumann na nGaedheal government. The Farmers’ Party

had welcomed the Dairy Produce Bill.18 It included Cork North, Limerick and Tipperary

deputies, and this had all suggested support for the measure in the dairying districts. Yet

the Dairy Produce Act was of course premature. Dairy products could not be raised to a

universal high quality standard without at least parallel efforts being made to reorganise the

dairy-production system. The act, as Bolger bemoaned, had no ’effect on the haphazard

proliferation of...creameries...in...Munster, or on the war of attrition...between proprietary

and co-operative concerns’. 19 It would not deter sixty-one per cent of dairy farmers

producing homemade butter for direct sale, or for blending factories.2° However, Hogan

would have known that the act was premature. His conviction in 1927 that the purchase of

the CMC was imperative would prove that. Yet until Lovell & Christmas’s offer how

could he have intervened in the dairy-production system? It would have meant utterly

transcending the government’s ethos and compelling the nationalisation of private

enterprise. Lovell & Christmas’s offer would be momentous; Hogan would get a feasible

opportunity to switch the emphasis in government intervention from the finished dairy

product to the dairy-production system.

Hogan’s second significant intervention in the dairy sector was the Live Stock Breeding

Act, 1925. Through it, he intended to improve dairy (and general cattle) stocks.21 This

was viable without the dairy-production system’s reorganisation because it intervened in

the dairy industry at a stage when the state of the dairy-production system was immaterial.
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In fact, it was only developing an established programme. The Department of Agriculture

already subsidised pedigree dairy shorthorn bulls. Under the act, additional money was

allocated for this. In 1923,259 bulls had been subsidised but in 1927 the number would be

445. Cow testing also received financial support and the number of cow testing

associations would grow from 144 in 1922, to 272 in 1928.22 Yet, of course, while the act

was viable without the dairy-production system’s reorganisation, the benefits of improved

dairy stocks could not be realised without the dairy-production system’s reorganisation.

Before the purchase of the CMC, Hogan made another immediately constructive but

ultimately unavailing intervention in the dairy sector. In 1926, his department founded the

Faculty of Dairy Science at UCC, the first such institution in Britain or Ireland, along with

the UCD Faculty of AgricultureY The CMC purchase would be the first, decisive, step

towards harmonising the production system and the faculty also promoted harmonisation,

in dairying education. Before the faculties’ foundation - under the University Education

Act, 1926 - Joan Cullen wrote: ’Agricultural education had been spread over a large

number of institutions...This cannot have been an adequate way to support agriculture’ .24

The faculties would receive state subvention.25 UCC soon began its pioneering creamery

manager course, of which many DDC-appointed creamery managers would be graduates,

but the full benefits of this would only accrue following dairy production’s reorganisation.

II

The figure that alerted Hogan to the opportunity to intervene in the dairy-production

system was Dr Henry Kennedy. James Moloney recalled Henry Kennedy as ’an economic

nationalist who did all in his power to promote the economic development of [Ireland]’ .26

In July 1926, Kennedy became secretary of the IAOS. His apprenticeship had been served

while director of the White Cross, the fund established during the Irish Revolution that had

financed the restoration of the many creameries damaged by Crown forces.27 This ’work

took him around the country and thus he gained first hand knowledge of the creamery

22 O’Donovan, Live stock, pp 388-9, 390 & 396.
23
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system’.28 Consequently, like Hogan, Kennedy saw that dairying could be the basis of a

better economy. He was converted to co-operation too.29 Todd Andrews alleged that

Kennedy abused ’officials of the Department of Agriculture and particularly those

associated with the Dairy Disposal Board. ,30 However, his role in what led to the creation

of the DDC is unimpeachable. Kennedy was, B olger noted, ’chief architect’ of the

resolution of ’the struggle between co-operative and proprietary creameries’.31

In a memorandum to the Executive Council of the Cumann na nGaedheal government in

November 1926, Kennedy proposed a state buyout of all proprietary creameries and the

dairy sector’s complete conversion to co-operation.32 This had been prompted by a Lovell

& Christmas offer to sell the CMC to the IAOS. The offer was, in Mary Daly’s words, ’an

indirect approach to the government, since the company must have been aware that the

IAOS lacked the necessary capital.’33 Hogan recognised the opportunity to reorganise the

dairy-production system and quickly drafted a programme to achieve this.34

On 5 January 1927, Hogan presented his programme for reorganisation of the dairy-

production system to the Executive Council. He sought government approval for three

measures forthwith. The first was capital provision for struggling co-operative creameries,

and the second was credit provision for constructing co-operative creameries. The third

measure was the purchase of the CMC, and, in due course, the purchase of the other

proprietary creameries. The first two measures were interim measures pending the creation

of the Agricultural Credit Corporation (henceforth, ACC). Hogan stated that the CMC

purchase was a preliminary measure. He argued that the CMC was the only obstacle to the

prosperity of Irish dairying. Comprising sixty-three per cent of the state’s proprietary

creameries, if Lovell & Christmas sold it, the other proprietors would sell their creameries.

With the buyout of proprietary creameries, the inadequacies of the dairy-production system

could be tackled. Former proprietary creameries, or just their milk supplies, depeffding on

what made for the most efficient creamery system, would either have been resold or lined

up for resale to new or existing co-operatives. Hogan could then introduce a Co-operative

Act stipulating that co-operatives had to be truly co-operative, with every supplier

28 Moloney, Reflections, p. 9.
29 Bolger, Co-operative movement, pp 114 & 216.
30 C.S. Andrews, Man of no property (Cork and Dublin, 1982), p. 125; Moloney, Reflections, p. 9.
31 Bolger, Co-operative movement, pp 216-17.
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purchasing shares in their creamery. This measure would ensure that suppliers had a

vested interest in the prosperity of Irish dairying and would draw those farmers producing

homemade butter into the creamery system. Once shares were issued, the ACC would

have the security it needed to provide credit for the poorer co-operatives that had

acquisitions lined up. With the dairy-production system thus reorganised, dairy products

could be raised to a universal high quality standard.35 On 11 January 1927, the Executive

Council agreed in principle to the purchase of the CMC after Lovell & Christmas offered to

sell directly to the government.36 A new era for Irish dairying had begun.

The CMC was the antagonist in the milk war and its purchase alone would end the war.37

The war reached its height in winter 1926-7 and, as Bolger observed, the purchase of the

CMC ’saved the co-operative movement from disaster, if not extinction.’38 The Kennedy

memo had been sent amidst multiple applications for IAOS assistance from desperate co-

operatives, all fearing bankruptcy.39

Why had Lovell & Christmas offered to sell? Three broad reasons may be identified.

Firstly, reluctance to become embroiled in protracted, expensive wrangles with the hardier

co-operatives; secondly, belief that the new Irish state would rally to defend indigenous

industry; and lastly, the difficulties that it was experiencing in its British operations.4°

However, these would not have deterred Lovell & Christmas from persevering with the

milk war. As Andrew O’ Shaughnessy, Cork Borough Progressive Association TD and

CMC minority shareholder, had warned Hogan, it had sufficient resources to crush co-

operation.4~ Therefore, with Lovell & Christmas’s offer, the government had been given

an ultimatum as much as an opportunity.42

35 ’Memorandum on re-organisation of the dairying industry’, 5 Jan. 1927 (N.A.I., Department of an
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The Dairy Produce Act, 1924 proved useful when the government valued the CMC in

preparation for negotiations with Lovell & Christmas. Under the act, the CMC’s

creameries had been inspected and the Department of Agriculture knew their market

value.43 The department’s valuation of the condenseries and the toffee factory was made

by an ex-chairrnan of the Institute of Civil Engineers, London, and by the chief engineer of

one of the largest German dairy engineering firms.44 The department deemed that

£180,000 for the creameries and £120,000 for the condenseries and toffee factory would be

fair.45 Subsequently, departmental technical officers and IAOS organisers spent early

February 1927 making investigations into the CMC as a business.46 Solicitor Arthur Cox

was then briefed.47 Hogan had delegated the responsibility for negotiating to the IAOS,

and as its solicitor, Cox was plenipotentiary-in-chief.48 This was not as strange as it seems;

Hogan wanted ’the position...preserved’ that the CMC was being bought for co-operatives,

and Cox was very close to Hogan and the government.49 By 22 February, a purchase price

of £365,000 had been agreed.5° This was a fair price for the CMC as a going concern. Six

days later, the Executive Council approved the agreement.5~ It considered the £365,000

largely as a loan in the name of those co-operatives to which the government would resell

the CMC. It conceded that about £ 100,000 would have to be written-off as a result of the

closure of several CMC creameries and the resale of their milk supplies only.52

The contract of sale was signed on 12 March 1927. Three directors ofLovell &

Christmas - E.G. and W.G. Lovell and J.G. Elliott - signed as vendors, while remarkably,

a Department of Agriculture inspector, Michael McAuliffe, signed as purchaser.53 Three

days later, when the D~iil debated the purchase, T.J. O’Connell, Galway Labour TD, asked

Hogan why the minister or the department had not signed as purchaser.54 Hogan replied:

’this individual is a trustee’.55 In fact, McAuliffe was a stopgap: post-sale arrangements

43, Memorandum on re-organisation’ (N.A.I., D T S 5213).
44 Dril Eireann deb., xviii, 1885 (15 Mar. 1927).
45 Daly, First department, p. 130.
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50 McCague, Arthur Cox, p. 58.
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54 D6il l~ireann deb., xviii, 1966 (15 Mar. 1927).
55 Ibid.
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had not yet been considered.56 This establishes a small trend. Ronan Fanning found that

when the Shannon Scheme had been authorised in 1925, the government had taken the

view: ’The future management of the undertaking...can be considered...later’.57 Hogan had

not even decided what to do with the CMC Lansdowne complex, in Limerick city, which

included a central condensery and the toffee factory. Once the CMC was disaggregated, its

position would be very tenuous.

On 15 March 1927, an estimate of £455,000 for the purpose of the CMC purchase came

before the Dfiil. An extra £90,000 was included to defray the CMC’s liabilities pending the

realisation of debts and to facilitate its operation pending transfer. Hogan then presented

his programme for reorganisation of the dairy-production system.58 Major Bryan Cooper,

Dublin County Independent TD, was the first to react. He decried state socialism. In an

era of anti-communist hysteria, this was extremely pejorative but also hackneyed; nearly

every state initiative up to 1939 was so derided. Indeed, the next day Cooper would also

term the Electricity (Supply) Bill ’Socialistic’ !59 However, addressing the purchase alone,

he declared that it was not the state’s role to acquire any business when, as he saw it, it

would be unable to resell parts of the business, and would have to run them long-term.

Cooper had made the obvious point, what was to say that the other proprietors would

follow Lovell & Christmas’s lead and sell their creameries, so ensuring that the

government could resell all of the creameries that it had acquired? Hogan had asserted that

the other proprietors would sell their creameries in his presentation and he did not say

anything further. At the very least, Cooper wanted the CMC purchase made statutory, so

as to ensure that the Comptroller and Auditor General could review each transaction in the

CMC transfer to co-operatives.6° The appeal was not considered. Instead a precedent was

set for the exemption from audit of the accounts of several state-sponsored companies.

These included the ACC, Comhlucht Sifiicre t~ireann, the Electricity Supply Board, Grain

Importers Ltd, the Industrial Credit Company, the Pigs and Bacon Commission, the Racing

Board, the Sea Fisheries Association and Tea Importers Ltd.6~ Later in 1927, as a member

of the Public Accounts Committee, Cooper registered his disapproval of the CMC purchase

56 Lynd to Leydon (N.A.I., DF 145/1/27).
57 Ronan Fanning, The lr&h Department of Finance 1922-58 (Dublin, 1978), p. 182.
58 D6il Eireann deb., xviii, 1868-94 (15 Mar. 1927).
59 Ibid., 1927 & 1984 (15 & 16 Mar. 1927); P~idraic O’Halpin, ’The evolution of state enterprise in Ireland’
(Ph.D. thesis, Trinity College, Dublin, 1976), p. 68. In 1933, Comhlucht Si6icre l~ireann and the Industrial
Credit Company were both created aspublic limited companies in an effort to circumvent allegations of state
socialism.
60 D6il [~ireann deb., xviii, 1927-30 (15 Mar. 1927).
61 (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/17).
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by opposing £303,487 in supply of the DDC. The CMC purchase estimate was allocated in

two instalments and this was the second instalment; therefore, Cooper’s opposition was

totally in vain.62 Of twelve further contributors to the D/ill debate, only one, M.R.

Heffernan, Tipperary Farmers’ Party TD, shared Cooper’s misgivings. Nine TDs

supported the purchase, six of whom were non-government deputies. They mostly

endorsed the purchase and an opportunity to reorganise the southern creamery system.

They did not grasp the extent of Hogan’s programme and an opportunity to reorganise the

national dairy-production system.63

By taking Cooper’s criticisms of the programme for reorganisation of the dairy-

production system and the Electricity (Supply) Bill together, it could be put forward that he

was reacting to an attack by the Cumann na nGaedheal government on private enterprise.

The programme for reorganisation would remove private entrepreneurs from the dairy-

production system, and the Electricity (Supply) Bill would remove them from the

burgeoning electricity-supply sector. However, whatever about the motivation behind the

Electricity (Supply) Bill, it was highly unlikely that Hogan desired the removal of

proprietors from the dairy-production system as an end in itself rather than a means to one.

The blind pursuit of profits by proprietors had compromised the dairy-production system

and Hogan had a vocational commitment to the advancement of Irish agriculture.

Furthermore, there would not surely have been such broad support for the programme for

reorganisation (see below too) if this had been the case.

If the D~il generally supported the purchase of the CMC, it could not prevent it in any

case. The attitude and position of the Department of Finance was very different. On 24

December 1926, Finance first reacted to the Kennedy memo. J.L. Lynd, who had

responsibility for agricultural matters in the department, wrote to J.J. McElligott, de facto

secretary of the department.64 Lynd began by seeming to see the opportunity that Hogan

did, but concluded that the ’Government should [not] finance any such undertaking until

the new Co-operative Act is passed and the Agricultural Credit Corporation established.’65

Lynd wanted suppliers to have purchased shares in impecunious co-operatives and the

62 O’Halpin, ’State enterprise’, p. 68.
63

DrilEireann deb., xviii, 1932-67 (15 Mar. 1927).
64

Memo from J.L. Lynd to J.J. McElligott, 24 Dec. 1926 (N.A.I., DF 145/1/26). Joseph Brennan was
officially secretary of the Department of Finance but had delegated his responsibilities to James McElligott

because in January he would tender his resignation (Fanning, Department of Finance, p. 189; M~iire Cruise
O’Brien, Same age as the state (Dublin, 2003), p. 126).
65 Lynd to McElligott, 1926 (N.A.I., DF 145/1/26).
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ACC to have the security that it required to provide credit, so that the government would be

repaid in full, promptly. This was typically cautious, but well advised. Like Cooper, Lynd

anticipated that other proprietors would not sell their creameries and that the state would be

unable to resell all of the creameries that it had acquired. On 5 January 1927, McElligott

gave his view to Minister for Finance Ernest Blythe. He asserted that without the Co-

operative Act and ACC in place before the CMC purchase, there was no guarantee that the

government would be fully repaid. He opposed the purchase and, like Cooper, decried

state socialism; which, the state’s taking over of a private business, with no certitude that

the business could be returned to private hands, would undeniably be an instance of.66

However, unlike Cooper, McElligott could influence a member of the Executive Council,

and one who had the power to veto the purchase.

When Hogan presented his programme for reorganisation of the dairy-production system

to the Executive Council on 5 January 1927, he knew how Finance had reacted to the

Kennedy memo, because his presentation represented a masterful rebuttal. He explained

that was the Co-operative Act passed before the CMC purchase, then suppliers would flock

to the proprietary creameries, in which they would not have to buy shares. Consequently,

after the CMC purchase, the ACC would not have the security that it required to provide

credit for impecunious co-operatives to acquire creameries from the govemment.67

Furthermore, in such circumstances, Hogan declared, ’Irish Creameries and their products

must remain in [a]...state of chaos, disorganisation, waste, and lack of uniformity’.68

Blythe was clearly persuaded to see things Hogan’s way. On 7 January, Lynd wrote to

McElligott to discuss the CMC purchase and transfer. He wanted a co-operative-creamery

federation to purchase the CMC directly with a government loan.69

The Irish Independent and Irish Times praised Hogan’s programme for reorganisation of

the dairy-production system. The Independent stated that the CMC purchase was unusual

but: ’the possibilities in regard to the dairying industry are so enormous as to justify it.’7°

The Irish Times saw the purchase as a necessary preliminary too, and added: ’We

congratulate Mr. Hogan on his courage in grappling so boldly with an issue that has been

standing in the way of the country’s progress for many years.’TJ By contrast, it would call

66 Memo from J.J. McElligott to Ernest Blythe, 5 Jan. 1927 (N.A.I., DF 145/1/26).
67 ’Memorandum on re-organisation’ (N.A.I., DT S 5213).
68 Ibid.
69 Memo from J.L. Lynd to J.J. McElligott, 7 Jan. 1927 (N.A.I., DF 145/1/26).
70 lrish Independent (henceforth, 1/), 16 Mar. 1927.
71 IT, 16 Mar. 1927.
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the Electricity (Supply) Bill ’socialism’.72 The press in the dairying districts was mostly

positive towards Hogan’s programme. The Cork Examiner, Tipperaryman and Limerick

Recorder and Tipperary Star all praised it.73 The Examiner claimed that the CMC

purchase would not ’start a State industry’.74 Only the Limerick Leader was negative,

commenting only on the purchase of the CMC and myopically mouming the end of the

milk war, which had artificially inflated milk prices in some areas.75 The Creamery

Manager was the Irish Creamery Managers’ Association (henceforth, ICMA) joumal and it

opposed Hogan’s programme. Understandably, the fate of the managers of those

creameries that would be closed concerned it. Hogan had sought to forestall this - and a

confrontation - when addressing the Drill. He had stated that though not required to, it

behoved the govemment to compensate staff made redundant when creameries were closed

at its behest. In addition, he had stated that as the creamery system expanded to absorb

dairy farmers who produced homemade butter, new staff would be needed and the ACC

would insist, when providing credit, that new creameries prioritise the redundant staff.76

The Creamery Manager did not fully accept this because it did not see the creamery system

expanding.77 It saw a ’bold...step taken by the Govemment for the benefit of the farmer’,

where nothing changed beyond the closure of proprietary creameries.TM Fancifully, the

Creamery Manager wanted dairy products raised to a universal high quality standard

without creamery closures.79 It was unconcerned with creamery workers. An extensive

trawl of newspapers and joumals has not turned up letters to editors from creamery

workers and it is difficult to know how they reacted to Hogan’s programme. They were in

a similar position to managers and presumably had similar worries. In 1920, the workers at

the CMC Knocklong central creamery had presaged the Limerick Soviet by proclaiming:

’We make butter, not profits’.8° Thus, given that the Knocklong creamery was unlikely to

be closed, they must have welcomed the prospect of a co-operative future anyway!

III

72 Ibid., 2 Apr. 1927.
73 Cork Examiner (henceforth, CE), 16 Mar. 1927 & Tipperaryman and Limerick Recorder (henceforth, TLR)

& Tipperary Star (henceforth, TS), 19 Mar. 1927.
74 CE, 16 Mar. 1927.

7s LL, 19, 23 & 26 Mar. 1927.
76

Dail Eireann deb., xviii, 1964-5 (15 Mar. 1927).
77 Creamery Manager (henceforth, CM), xviii, no. 3 (Mar. 1927), p. 3.
78

Ibid.
79 Ibid.
80

Donal Nevin, ’Radical movements in the twenties and thirties’ in T. Desmond Williams (ed.), Secret
societies in Ireland (Dublin, 1973), p. 167.
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Post-sale arrangements were considered before the government took control of the CMC

on 31 March 1927.81 Hogan decided that a holding company would take the CMC over,

with its 300-350 employees, and, in due course, the other proprietary creameries. It would

manage the former proprietary concerns until they were transferred to co-operatives and

would also handle those transfers.82 This was expedient. A holding company could simply

pick up proprietary creameries and place them in co-operative control without requirement

for the development of a complex relationship between them and the government. It was

also prudent. The government would not be seen to be running former proprietary

creameries, rather a company that ran them; emphasising that their purchase did not mean

that the government now had a stake in the dairy sector. To this end, Hogan named the

company the Dairy Disposal Company. Arthur Cox, who became the DDC solicitor,

advised Hogan to make the DDC a private limited company.83 This meant that only DDC

directors could hold DDC shares and that they would not be liable for any debts greater

than their nominal shareholding. However, this was as much as post-sale arrangements

were, apparently, considered. For one thing, the DDC would effectively be left to its own

devices. The creation of an unregulated, unlegislated state-sponsored company was

unusual. The ACC and the Electricity Supply Board (henceforth, ESB) were also created

in 1927, and together with the DDC make up the first generation of Irish state-sponsored

companies. However, having examined the ACC’s and ESB’s creation, Pfidraic O’Halpin,

writing in the 1970s, commented in this way on the creation of the DDC: ’The transaction

which follows differs sharply from those...already considered - we shall see an

enterprise...created without...legislation. There was no...Act in prospect...none of the

progression through stages of a bill of which we have been reading, no submission of

completed Bill to the Senate.’84

Why was the DDC unregulated? Moreover, why had Hogan not just decided at the

outset that a co-operative-creamery federation would purchase the CMC, and the other

proprietary creameries, directly with a government loan, as Lynd wanted? Hogan had

ruled out the latter in the D/ill: ’a committee of a co-operative society cannot commit its

8~ Letter from F.J. Meyrick, secretary of the Department of Agriculture, to J.J. McElligott, 25 Mar. 1927

(N.A.I., DF 145/1/26). From March 1927 Lovell & Christmas ceased to have an interest in the Irish state but
retained one in Northern Ireland until June 1998, when a fire forced its pig plant at Ballymoney to close
(Northern Ireland Assembly, Committee for Agriculture and Rural Development, minutes of evidence, 30

June 2000).
82 Letter from John Hennigan, DDC chairman, to Pfidraic O’Halpin, 2 Oct. 1975 (in the possession of Prof.

Eunan O’Halpin of the School of Histories and Humanities, Trinity College, Dublin); DDC minutes, 15 Oct.

1929 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
83 Moloney, Reflections, p. 9.
84 O’Halpin, ’State enterprise’, p. 64.
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members to a financial transaction...there must be a general meeting. Imagine trying to

negotiate [with Lovell & Christmas] with general meetings all over the country! ,85 The

DDC was unregulated because Hogan, apparently, expected it to be a temporary

mechanism. Instead, he ordained that its six directors would be senior civil servants,

meaning that the government would be in absolute control. By contrast, none of the ACC’s

or ESB’s directors were government employees.86 The DDC had not been incorporated

when Lovell & Christmas’s directors relinquished their CMC directorships on 31 March

1927. Thus, Michael McAuliffe; F.J. Meyrick, secretary of the Department of Agriculture;

and P.J. Murray, principal officer in the department’s education and production division;

briefly became CMC directors.87 When it was on 24 April, they became DDC directors.88

J.H. Breen, an officer in the education and production division of the Department of

Agriculture; R.J. Leach, accountant in the department; and J.L. Lynd, the obvious choice to

represent the Department of Finance; joined them on the Dublin-based board.89 Their

shareholding was £7.90 Meyrick served as DDC chairman until August 1931 when he was

succeeded by Dr J.H. Hinchcliff, the Department of Agriculture’s agricultural director.91

Murray served as DDC deputy-chairman and he was succeeded by Leach and then Lynd.92

In February 1939, Henry O’Friel, former secretary of the Department of Justice, was

appointed creamery development controller in the Department of Agriculture and was

seconded to become the first full-time executive DDC chairman.93 In 1927, Breen and

McAuliffe had been seconded and were the only full-time directors until 1939. Chief

Executive Breen managed the DDC, while Executive Director McAuliffe handled transfers

(see Appendix 1 for details of board members between 1927 and 1 978).94 A Limerick-

based advisory committee helped Breen manage what had been the Cleeves component of

the CMC because its former enterprises (condenseries etc) were the most demanding.95

The committee comprised Department of Agriculture, IAOS and Irish Agricultural

Wholesale Society (henceforth, IAWS) representatives and the general manager of the

85 Ddil Eireann deb., xviii, 1960-61 (15 Mar. 1927).
86 O’Ha|pin, ’State enterprise’, pp 173 & 176.
87 (N.A.I., DF 145/1/26); Thom’s Official Directory of Ireland for the year 1929 (Dublin, 1929), p. 615.
88 O’Halpin, ’State enterprise’, p. 71.
89 Thom’s Official Directory, p. 615. The DDC initially had its offices in the South Block of Government
Buildings. In the 1930s, they were at 33 St Stephen’s Green North, in the early 1950s, 5 South Frederick
Street, and from the late 1950s they were at 22 Eartsfort Terrace.
90 O’Halpin, ’State enterprise’, p. 71.
91 Thom’s Official Directory, p. 615. Between 1926 and 193 I, Dr J.H. Hinchcliff sat on the Tariff

Commission (Daly, First Department, pp 149-51).
92 DDC minutes, 24 Nov. 1931, 11 May 1932 & 25 Sept. 1933 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
93 (N.A.I., DT S 16388 A); Daly, First department, p. 152. During the 1930s, Henry O’Friei chaired the

Tariff Commission.
94 Hennigan to O’Halpin (in the possession of Prof. Eunan O’Halpin).
95 LL, 4 May 1927.
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Lansdowne Complex, John Cunningham.96 Due to the nature of the enterprises that the

DDC operated generally - creamery groups - its management structure by and large was

very simple and well defined. Creamery groups were very self-contained business units.

They collected milk from the dairy farmers in their catchment areas, separated that milk,

and, for the most part, manufactured it into butter. Their auxiliary creamery managers

handled the collection and separation of the milk and their central creamery managers the

manufacturing of the milk. Therefore, by and large, the DDC’s central and auxiliary

creamery managers were able to take care of the micro-management of the DDC, and DDC

directors could take care of its macro, strategic management.

Like Hogan, apparently, almost everybody expected the DDC to be a temporary

mechanism. Cooper having said his piece, there was no Dfiil reaction to its creation;

indeed, ’by its silence’, O’Halpin contended, ’the Dail may be said to have acquiesced in

the creation’.97 The national newspapers and the Creamery Manager did not react.98 As

far as nearly everyone was concerned, the CMC purchase had been discussed and the

matter dealt with. Yet one provincial newspaper thought differently.99 The Tipperaryman

and Limerick Recorder saw not a temporary mechanism, but government institution, and as

such something unlikely to be disestablished soon. It was happy about this. Since the

Limerick Soviet, Tipperary’s CMC condensery and creameries had been closed and it saw

the DDC running them long-term and as stably as only a government institution could,l°°

Having consulted with Executive Director McAuliffe, co-operatives wishing to acquire

ex-proprietary creameries or their milk supplies were to apply to the Department of

Agriculture. If transfers were deemed contributory to an efficient creamery system,

applications would be approved. Co-operatives had to cover the prices at which creameries

had been purchased, or the milk supplies at a rate of £ 1 per gallon of peak-day supply.l°~

Many co-operatives wishing to acquire creameries or their supplies would be impecunious,

and to cover the costs would require the credit that only a state-sponsored credit agency,

capable of making large loans, on flexible terms, could provide. The ACC was established

96 Hennigan to O’Halpin (in the possession of Prof. Eunan O’Halpin).
97 O’Halpin, ’State enterprise’, p. 71.
9SH& IT, 30 Apr. 1927 & CM, Apr., May & June 1927.
99 CE, 30 Apr. & 2 May 1927, LL, 4 May 1927 & TS, 7 May 1927.
~oo TLR, 7 May 1927.
~0~ ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 99 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor of the Department
of Government, University College, Cork). In the 1930s, the Department of Finance temporarily revived the
British bureaucratic practice of compiling - Tom O’Connor summarises - ’background notes each year on
the constituents of the Estimates for Public Services.’ In 1938, these ’Blue Notes’ reviewed DDC
expenditure (Tom O’Connor, ’Blue Notes’ in Administration, xlix, no. 4 (winter 2001-02), p. 81).
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in May 1927. To capitalise and thus revitalise Irish agriculture, the Banking Commission

had recommended it in 1926.102 Of course it could only provide credit for impecunious co-

operatives when all their suppliers had purchased shares in them. Therefore, until each

proprietary creamery was purchased and the Co-operative Act passed, many co-operatives

would be unable to acquire creameries or their supplies.

As Hogan had stated that they would, once Lovell & Christmas sold the CMC, other

proprietors sought to sell their creameries. Practically all thirty met and resolved to

approach the government. 103 However, by late 1927 the DDC had only purchased-

another estimate having allocated it the money - for £16,500, the Golden Vein Dairy

Company, Kilfinane, County Limerick. By early 1928, it had only added, for £3,000,

Riordan’s creamery, Baile Mhic [re, County Cork, and, for £2,600, Sweeney’s Shannon

Vale Creamery, Causeway, County Kerry.l°n Consequently, many co-operatives were

unable to acquire many of the purchased creameries or their supplies. Left managing many

creameries for almost a year, the DDC had had to begin managing them as businesses

proper; balancing their books, and making profits. The DDC had become a commercial

state-sponsored company. That it was unregulated permitted this evolution. The processes

of purchasing the three additional proprietary concerns were similar to the CMC purchase.

In 1926, Clonoulty Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society, County Tipperary, had

closed due to insolvency. Previously, mid-west Tipperary had had a model creamery

system, free of proprietary creameries. In 1927, its dairy farmers faced dumping their

milk. Hogan’s programme was compromised and the DDC intervened. In October 1927,

Hogan asked the Drill to sanction, under the supplementary estimate above, the £4,000 that

the DDC had spent in clearing the Clonoulty society’s debt and reopening its creameries.

He relayed that the DDC had collected £ 1,000 from suppliers and that this had gone not

just towards paying-off the debt but would be considered a share purchase in a new co-

operative society. He concluded that when the DDC deemed fit; it would transfer the

creameries to the new co-operative.1°5 The Dfiil agreed. The DDC, created to take over,

manage, and transfer, proprietary dairy businesses to co-operative control, had taken over,

was managing, and would retransfer to co-operative control, co-operative creameries. It

102Daly, First department, p. 135.
~03Ibid., p. 130; (N.A.I., DDC 2/7/1).
~o4Dril Eireann deb., xxi, 187 (19 Oct. 1927); ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 100 (in the
possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
~o5 Dfil [~ireann deb., xxi, 187 & 189-90 (19 Oct. 1927); Letter from Dr Henry Kennedy to Dr James Ryan,

minister for agriculture, 12 Dec. 1932 (N.A.I., DA AG1/7042/32).
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was a small mutation of its remit but nonetheless set a precedent for the radical evolution

of the DDC, and showed how easily that could happen because the DDC was unregulated.

The DDC closed five CMC sub-condenseries. They were written-off like redundant

creameries. They were in south Munster and once the CMC was disaggregated would lack

sufficient separated milk supplies because local supplies were needed for pigs. County

Cork had the highest number of pigs in Ireland, 234,000, which meant that, despite its size,

it still had the second highest concentration of pigs in Ireland: 127 per 1,000 acres.1°6

Diverting separated milk from pigs to condenseries was part of Hogan’s vision, but Lynd

opposed it until a universal high quality standard in condensed milk had been achieved. 107

Thus, only sub-condenseries at Bruree, Dromkeen and Knocklong and the Lansdowne and

Tipperary central condenseries were maintained because they were situated in the dairying

heartland, which had a separated milk surplus. Yet, even these condenseries took supplies

from multiple creameries and the problem remained, particularly with Lansdowne

condensery, which required a huge gallonage, as to who would run them post-CMC.1°8

The problem as to who would run the toffee factory was quickly solved; surely to

Hogan’s relief: the government’s purchase of a toffee factory had been grist to the mill for

the CMC purchase’s critics.2°9 In May 1927, the DDC transferred it to the Irish-owned

Blue Badge Toffee Company for the £ 15,000 that had been paid for it.~° Furthermore,

Blue Badge Director Horace Wheatley increased staff wages, promised to hire 100 more

people and ordered 500 tons of Lansdowne condensery’s condensed milk.ill The factory

was not really part of the dairy-production system and had never been intended for transfer

to co-operative control.

IV

106 Table 8 Numbers of selected livestock (000), June 1847-1996, in Farming since the Famine." Irish farm

statistics 1847-1996, Pn 4175, pp 172-251; Table 9.-Population, area and valuation of urban and rural
districts and of all towns with a population of 1,500 inhabitants or over, showing particulars of town and
village populations and of the number of persons per 100 acres in Saorstdt Eireann. Census of population
1926, i: population, area and valuation of each district electoral division and of each larger unit of area, pp
19-29; Gillmor, ’Land and people’, p. 82. Wexford had the highest concentration of pigs in Ireland: 146 per
1,000 acres.
~07 ’Notes on the proposal of the I.A.O.S. to take over the organization of Messrs. Lovell & Christmas and

application for state assistance in connection therewith’, 29 Dec. 1926 (N.A.I., DF 145/1/26).
lo8 DeVil [~ireann deb., xviii, 1888 (15 Mar. 1927).
109 Ibid., 1929 (15 Mar. 1927).

ll°LL, 4 May 1927.
Ill TLR, 7 May 1927.
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The DDC evolved, initially, from a holding company into a commercial state-sponsored

company because many of the proprietary creameries, and other agribusinesses, that the

government had, through it, acquired could not be resold to co-operatives. Therefore, they

had to be run as going concerns. It was able to evolve because it had not been given

legislatively established parameters. On the basis of this, the evolution of the DDC was

reasonable, and it was compliant with its original remit. Moving on, the background to the

DDC’s initial evolution provides a new insight into the economic policy of the Cumann na

nGaedheal governments; their development of state enterprise and their agricultural policy.

The Saorstrt Eireann Official Handbook misrepresented the state of the Irish dairy

industry in the mid-1920s, emphasising that co-operative creameries produced eighty per

cent of Irish creamery produce.J 12 Truthfully, the Irish dairy industry in the mid-1920s was

embattled: the milk war was raging where there was a surfeit of creameries, co-operative

creameries were uncooperative, and in much of the state there was a deficit of creameries.

Nevertheless, Patrick Hogan envisaged a mixed - dairy and livestock - industry as the

basis for economic prosperity. The key was dairy products of a universal high quality

standard. He intervened in the dairy industry in pursuit of this. However, without

nationalising it, he could not orchestrate the reorganisation of the dairy-production system

and thus could not be successful. Examining the Irish dairy industry in the 1920s,

Raymond Ryan discussed Hogan’s initial interventions, and reorganisation, but not that the

interventions’ success depended on reorganisation.113 Examining Cumann na nGaedheal

agricultural policy, neither did L.M. Cullen, Mary Daly, David Johnson, J.J. Lee or James

Meenan. 114

Subsequently, the Kennedy memorandum of November 1926 alerted Hogan to an

opportunity for reorganisation apparently without nationalisation. He formulated a

programme and presented it to the Executive Council. All that was required was the

purchase of the CMC, and the other proprietary creameries. The council approved the

CMC purchase. This was significant. Regarding Cumann na nGaedheal agricultural

policy, generally, Mary Daly declared: ’Very few measures...during the 1920s...could not

l l2 Joseph Hanly, ’Agriculture’ in Saorstrt l~ireann lrish Free State Official Handbook (Dublin, 1932), p.

126.
i13 Raymond Ryan, ’The butter industry in Ireland, 1922-1939’ in Irish Economic and Social History, xxviii

(2001), pp 33-9.
114 Cullen, Economic history of Ireland, pp 174-5; Daly, First department, pp 138-9; Johnson, lnterwar

economy, p. 11; Lee, lreland, pp 113-15; Meenan, lrish economy, pp 93-4.
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have been implemented by...DATI before independence’.1 ~5 Yet purchase the CMC was

something that DATI ’by its constitutional position and by contemporary principles’, in

James Meenan’s words, would have been incapable of.1~6 However, both Daly and

Meenan missed the significance of this initiative, affirming that Hogan adhered to the 1922

Agricultural Commission, which rejected financial intervention.117 In addition, Daly

claimed that Hogan had a ’laissez-faire philosophy’, but in urging the purchase he could

not have, as J.J. Lee found.118 Instead, what is borne out is Cormac 6 Grfida’s avowal that

Hogan was pragmatic, not dogmatic. 119 Regarding Cumann na nGaedheal economic

policy, 6 Gr~ida argued that in the late 1920s Cumann na nGaedheal inaugurated the

financial interventionism associated with Fianna Ffiil, though Lee disagreed. However, the

purchase could be seen as the start of this. Even if it was precipitated by an ultimatum,

later interventionism was also a response to pressure. The only differences were that later

interventionism was motivated by protectionism, not free trade, and involved

subsidisation. 120

In the conservative climate of the 1920s, opposition to the CMC purchase was

inevitable. Yet it was not impetuous. Major Bryan Cooper saw the government being

unable to resell much of the CMC, and thus perceived the creeping nationalisation of the

dairy-production system. Indeed, what was to say that the other proprietors would sell, the

Co-operative Act could be passed, and the ACC would be enabled to provide credit for co-

operatives to acquire many of the creameries etc? J.L. Lynd and J.J. McElligott recognised

the remarkable assumption too. So did the Creamery Manager. Most in the Dfiil and most

of the press did not realise it, but how could Hogan, and the sober Cumann na nGaedheal,

have been so sanguine? Based on everything we know about Hogan, it is reasonable to

believe that he could not have been, and neither could Cumann na nGaedheal.~21 They

must have actually understood that many of the creameries would not be quickly resold and

that part of the dairy industry would be nationalised. Historiography would suggest that

some state socialism was tolerable to them where the ends justified it. Eunan O’Halpin

~15 Daly, First department, p. 101.
l l6 Meenan, Irish economy, p. 302.
117 Daly, First department, pp 121 & 134; Meenan, lrish economy, pp 93 & 303.
118 Daly, First department, p. 144; Lee, Ireland, p. 113.
119 Cormac 0 Gr~ida, Ireland." a new economic history 1780-1939 (Oxford, 1994), p. 387.
120 Ibid.; Lee, Ireland, p. 124.
12~ Brigid Hogan-O’Higgins, Patrick Hogan’s daughter, agrees absolutely with this contention.

Unfortunately, there may have been categorical support for it in Hogan’s papers but although they were
lodged with Arthur Cox & Company, they are now lost (Interview with Brigid Hogan-O’Higgins of Kilrickle,
County Galway (6 May 2010)).
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concluded that ’Hogan was conservative but not cautious.’122 Diarmaid Ferriter likewise

concluded that Cumann na nGaedheal was conservative but ’far-sighted regarding state

intervention in some areas’.123 Moreover, 6 Gr~tda revealed that Ernest Blythe

endeavoured to run the state on £20 million per annum, whereas Lee emphasised Blythe’s

faith in Hogan’s vision for prosperity (evident in Blythe’s papers).124 In short, as Daly

argued, if Blythe supported an agricultural initiative in pursuit of prosperity, so, generally,

did the Executive Council, because it generally believed in agriculture-based prosperity. 125

Finally, the milk war would end. Thus, it was likely that Cumann na nGaedheal,

surreptitiously, gave the state a stake in the dairy industry. Examining its agricultural

policy, Daly, () Gr~ida, Raymond Crotty and David Johnson failed to identify this. 126

Consequently, the Shannon Scheme, through which Cumann na nGaedheal gave the state

the stake in electricity supply, can no longer be considered as atypical as Ronan Fanning,

R.F. Foster, K.T. Hoppen, Dermot Keogh, John Regan and Lothar Schoen have asserted.127

Instead, despite Keogh’s claim that Patrick McGilligan’s fellow ministers treated him with

’diffidence’ over his espousal of the Shannon Scheme, his idea of public intervention for

the private good actually would seem to have had traction within Cumann na nGaedheal.128

This is not to suggest that Cumann na nGaedheal put the Free State on a ’"socialist" road to

development’ - like so many post-independence African governments did their states in the

1960s - merely that nationalisation was a salient feature of its economic policy.129 As for

the Department of Finance, its opposition to the CMC purchase reiterates that its

opposition to nationalisation was doctrinaire. However, the Cumann na nGaedheal

government’s dismissal of this opposition refutes the belief, as shaped by Foster and F.S.L.

122 Eunan O’Halpin, ’Politics and the state, 1922-32’ in Hill (ed.), New history oflreland, p. 113.
123 Diarmaid Ferriter, The transformation of Ireland 1900-2000 (London, 2004), pp 301 & 315.
124 ColTilac C) Gr~ida, A rocky road." the lrish economy since the 1920s (Manchester and New York, 1997), p.

67; Lee, Ireland, p. 112; see, for instance, the presence of the pamphlet Advantages of a dressed meat trade
in Blythe’s papers, indicating his openness to modifying the Irish agricultural model (U.C.D.A., Ernest
Blythe papers, P24/2376).
125 Daly, First department, p. 157; see also Richard Douthwaite, The growth illusion." how economic growth

has enriched the few, impoverished the many and endangered the planet (Dublin, 1992), p. 263.
126 Daly, First department, pp 130-38, 141 & 155; 0 Gr~da, lreland, pp 391-2; Crotty, Agricultural

production, p. 115; Johnson, lnterwar economy, p. 12.
127 Fanning, Independent lreland, p. 78; R.F. Foster, Modern lreland, 1600-1972 (London, 1988), p. 521; K.

Theodore Hoppen, lrelandsince 1800: conflict and conformity (2"ded., London, 1999), p. 209; Dermot
Keogh with Andrew McCarthy, Twentieth-century Ireland." revolution and state building (2nd ed., Dublin,
2005), p. 37; John M. Regan, The lrish counter-revolution 1921-1936: Treatyite politics and settlement in
independent lreland (Dublin, 1999), p. 308; Lothar Schoen, ’The Irish Free State and the electricity industry,
1922-1927’ in Andy Bielenberg (ed.), The Shannon Scheme and the electrification of the lrish Free State: an
inspirational milestone (Dublin, 2002), p. 28.
128 Keogh, Twentieth-century Ireland, p. 37; ’Shannon Scheme. Organisation for future control’, nd, Various

documents, Dec. 1926 (U.C.D.A., Patrick McGilligan papers, P35/15-16).
129 Roel van der Veen, ’What went wrong in Africa?’ in DevlSSues: Development lssues, v, no. 3 (Dec.

2003), p. 5.
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Lyons, that Cumann na nGaedheal always followed Finance’s lead. 130 Rather, it proves

that Finance’s hegemony had collapsed by the late 1920s, as Fanning has argued.13a

Before the CMC purchase, Hogan decided that a holding company would take over the

CMC, and, in due course, the other proprietary creameries, pending their transfer. Yet he

apparently considered nothing further, apparently assuming that every proprietor would

sell, and that the DDC would be temporary. The DDC was left unregulated and with six

civil servants in control: there was no ministerial control. If every proprietor did not sell, at

the very least, much of the CMC would remain potentially permanently in the unfettered

control of a board of civil servants. This was in sharp contrast to the ACC and the ESB.

As Maurice Manning and Moore McDowell have demonstrated, Patrick McGilligan was

giving a master class in how to constitute state-sponsored companies in the creation of the

ESB.132 Later, Se~n Lemass would pronounce that ministers should only delegate

responsibility for state companies’ control if their functions were well defined. 133 John

Bristow, Felicity Lee and the 1969 Devlin report into public services explained that state

companies should be flexible, but the DDC was amorphous. 134 Of course, there was no

criticism at the time because almost everybody failed to question whether every proprietor

would sell, and therefore saw no reason why the DDC would not be temporary. Though,

strikingly, the Tipperaryman and Limerick Recorder did anticipate Garret FitzGerald’s

observation that state-sponsored companies are never temporary.135 However, in light of

what has been discussed above, Hogan doubtlessly knew that the DDC would not be

temporary, that it would evolve. Basil Chubb and, implicitly, the 1965 interdepartmental

committee on manpower contended that state companies were created because ministers

lacked confidence in the ability of their departments to perform tasks. 136 Yet Hogan had

complete faith in his civil servants, he would not have put them in charge of the DDC

otherwise, and he probably decided that they would be best placed to oversee the evolution.

He probably expected, in mid-1927, that Fianna Fail, having entered the parliamentary

130Foster, Modern Ireland, pp 521-2; F.S.L. Lyons, Ireland since the Famine (4th ed., London, 1985), p. 474.
131Fanning, Department of Finance, p. 185.
132Maurice Manning and Moore McDowell, Electrici~ supply in Ireland: the history of the ESB (Dublin,
1984), pp 58-60.
133 Sefin F. Lemass with comments by C.S. Andrews and J.P. Beddy, The role of the state sponsored bodies

(Dublin, 1959), p. 9.
134 John A. Bristow, ’State-sponsored bodies’ in Administration, xxx, nos 2,3 (1982), p. 168; Felicity Lee,

’Ireland’s semi-state bodies in a time of change’ (Department of Government Working Paper Series 2007, no.
4, University College, Cork, 2007), pp 17-18; Report of public services organisation review group 1966-1969
(Green Devlin report), Prl 792, p. 22.
135 Garret FitzGerald, State-sponsored bodies (2nd ed., Dublin, 1963), p. 5.
136 Basil Chubb, The government and politics of Ireland (3~d ed., London, 1992), pp 250-51; Report of inter-

departmental committee on administrative arrangements for implementing manpower policy, Pr 8260, p. 16.
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process, would soon enter government. Thus, if he put himself, the minister, in control of

the DDC, that stewardship could pass to a Fianna F~iil minister, who might oppose the

evolution, and jeopardise his whole programme for reorganisation. Hogan probably did

not give the DDC legislatively established parameters because he had legislated for its

evolution. A loose, unregulated constitution, overseen by proficient civil servants, would

best facilitate the evolution that he envisaged. Consequently, the DDC was probably as

carefully conceived as the ACC and the ESB. Following on to the discussion above,

therefore, the DDC should be more widely recognised as a Cumann na nGaedheal state

enterprise. The ACC, the ESB and the DDC should be taken together - rather than always

just the first two, as in J.A. Murphy’s analysis of the 1920s - to emphasise that Cumann na

nGaedheal’s development of state enterprise was a salient feature of its economic policy.137

Finally, given how Hogan constituted the DDC, it is most likely that he envisaged its

ongoing evolution; its taking over of co-operative societies such as the Clonoulty society,

and its more significant evolution.

137 John A. Murphy, lreland in the twentieth century (Dublin, 1975), p. 65.
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2 Evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company:

Entrenchment

Variability is not actually caused by man; he only unintentionally exposes organic beings to new conditions

of life, and then nature acts on the organisation and causes it to vary.

CHARLES DARWIN

On the origin of species by means of natural selection, or the preservation of favoured races in the struggle

for life (London, 1859), p. 233.

This chapter continues the inquiry into whether the evolution of the DDC was compliant

with its original remit by considering how it evolved. Specifically, it details the first

significant phase of the evolution of the DDC, 1927-8, and considers how beneficial it was.

Its first section deals with what happened when all proprietors did not offer to sell their

creameries. Section I details how the DDC was left with thirty-four creameries, and five

condenseries. It details how it arranged the creameries into five main groups and refined

its management structure to enable it to operate them and the condenseries. It discusses

how as a holding company, the DDC had simply to facilitate the reorganisation of the

dairy-production system, but how this was no longer the case. Having evolved into a

commercial state-sponsored company, it had to consider the need to service suppliers,

generate profits and facilitate reorganisation. The chapter’s second section deals with what

happened when the DDC had to satisfy this three-fold requirement. Section II details how

it absorbed the creameries of the Clonoulty society, and two more co-operatives, and

constructed a creamery to add to its operation. It discusses how the DDC was now

evolving from disposal into development, and how it sought to dictate, rather than

facilitate, reorganisation. Remarkably, the Cumann na nGaedheal government approved its

extremely interventionist policy of reorganisation through rationalisation. The third section

of the chapter deals with what happened when reorganisation was reviewed and thoroughly

debated. Section III discusses how Patrick Hogan had lost sight of his own vision and how

Fianna Ffiil supported the Cumann na nGaedheal initiative, while conservative elements

opposed it.



Government’s Creameries

By mid-1928, the DDC had transferred to co-operative control twenty-nine CMC

creameries and over forty-six milk supplies of CMC creameries that it had deemed

superfluous and closed. It realised £95,190 from this, meaning that it had resold the

transferred creameries for what they had cost the exchequer and the write-off on the closed

creameries was over forty per cent less than the Executive Council had anticipated. Of the

other proprietary concerns that the DDC had purchased, it had transferred four creameries

and one milk supply (see Appendix 2 for creameries/supplies transferred). Hogan

trumpeted annual average savings of £560, through increased efficiencies, for many

suppliers of the former proprietary creameries. However, thirty-three CMC creameries and

over three CMC milk supplies were not transferable and c. £55,000 remained to be

recouped on them. Of the other proprietary concerns, one creamery and one milk supply

could not be transferred. 1

The DDC was able to transfer roughly eighty creameries/milk supplies, even though

many co-operatives were unable to acquire creameries/milk supplies, because the eighty

creameries/supplies were located mainly where wealthier co-operatives were concentrated.

In addition, some of the purchasing co-operatives made multiple acquisitions. In total,

fifty-eight co-operatives purchased the eighty creameries/supplies. For example,

Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery and Mitchelstown Co-operative Agricultural Society

bought eleven creameries/supplies. Consequently, their supplies rose by 55 per cent and 22

per cent respectively, whereas the national average rise for the decade after 1928 was 1.5

per cent.2 Banteer Co-operative Creamery, Castlecor Co-operative Creamery and

Freemount Dairy Society acquired four creameries/supplies, but duly amalgamated to form

North Cork Co-operative Creameries.3 This all made for a very efficient creamery system

and the optimum contribution to reorganisation. Thus, both the nature and number of

l Ddil Eireann deb., xxv, 236-7 (11 July 1928). Hogan stated that forty-eight CMC creameries were closed.

However, one creamery was missed and another two were closed whose milk supplies were partly transferred
and partly not transferable. Hogan stated that thirty-five CMC creameries were not transferable. Yet two of
these creameries were two of: Ballinvreena creamery, the non-CMC creamery that could not be transferred;
Inchigeela creamery, which the DDC built in 1927 and added to the CMC creameries; and Tullybrackey
creamery, which was later erroneously listed as a DDC creamery (see below).
2 James C. Moloney, Reflections on a centu~ of change: the Dr. Henry Kennedy Memorial Lecture (Dublin,

1994), p. 10.
3 Co-operative societies registered since 1928, 1930 (N.A.I., DA AG1/1978/30); (ibid., DDC 2/52/37, 1927-

31). Freemount Dairy Society subsequently re-emerged as a separate entity (Dhit [~ireann deb., clix, 1820
(26 July 1956)).
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transfers effected by mid-1928 reflected well on the DDC. During the transfer process, the

IAOS consulted with DDC Executive Director Michael McAuliffe on behalf of the co-

operatives.4 This role revitalised the IAOS following a torrid period that had begun with

accusations of unionism in 1908 and had ended with the attacks by Crown forces on co-

operative creameries during the Irish Revolution.5

As might be expected, the closure of creameries occasioned criticism. One supplier of

Cullen creamery in Tipperary, which was due to be closed, described McAuliffe as ’some

official in...Dublin...unaware...that milk cannot be brought to a creamery in a direct line’.6

Indeed, the closures did upset rural life.7 For instance, Timothy Sheehy, Tipperary Fianna

Fail TD, complained in July 1928: ’Some...people...hardly get...Mass on Sunday, as they

do not get home [from their new creameries] until 12’.8 In Limerick, suppliers

commandeered the condemned Ballylanders creamery.9 Dismantling it and two more

Limerick creameries, DDC workmen needed garda protection. 10 This was the first time

that gardai were deployed in this capacity, the Special Infantry Corps having handled post-

independence agrarian disorder. 1J Yet the DDC did close the creameries outside the butter

season (May-September). Before the DDC took it over, R.W. Hurley would close his

Dooneen creamery in Cork during the 1928 season: preventing suppliers adjusting to

Raheen creamery, two miles away, where the DDC planned to transfer their supply.12

Moreover, the £560 in savings to suppliers that Hogan proclaimed in mid-1928 referred to

overheads savings for the suppliers of those creameries that the DDC had closed, and

opposition to the closures abated after these savings became apparent. Therefore, the

winnowing out of superfluous creameries also reflected well on the DDC.

4 Letter from J.H. Breen, DDC chief executive, to Dr Henry Kennedy, secretary of the IAOS, 3 Mar. 1928

(Irish Co-operative Organisation Society Archives (henceforth, I.C.O.S.A.), A/312).
5 Daniel Hoctor, The department’s stork,." a history of the Department of Agriculture (Dublin, 1971), pp 154-

5.
6 TLR, 15 Oct. 1927.
7 With suppliers often used to arriving at their creameries everyday at almost exactly the same time, even a

short additional distance disrupted routines (Sefin Kelly, Rule 42 and all that (2"ded., Dublin, 2008), p. 10).
8 D6il Eireann deb., xxv, 597 (17 July 1928).
9 CM, xix, no. 3 (Mar. 1928), p. 28.
l0 Ibid.; D6il Eireann deb., xxi, 219 (19 Oct. 1927). Dismantling the Ballylanders creamery, DDC workmen

had army and garda protection.
i i Terence Dooley, ’The land for thepeople ’: the land question in independent Ireland (Dublin, 2004), p. 51.
~2 Facsimile of letter from F.J. Meyrick, secretary of the Department of Agriculture and DDC chairman, to

J.J. McElligott, secretary of the Department of Finance, Aug. 1928 (N.A.I., DA AG1/982/28); ROalt
A ’Deiscirt/Southern Star (henceforth, SS), 1 Sept. 1928; Second interview with Jerome Geaney, retired
Drinagh Co-operative Society creamery manager, of Union Hall, County Cork (30 Sept. 2008).
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By mid-1928, twenty-six creameries/milk supplies were not transferred because every

proprietor had not exited the creamery system. These creameries/supplies were located in

areas where there were virtually no existing co-operatives, and new co-operatives could not

acquire them without ACC credit.13 Of the other non-transferable creameries/supplies,

approximately seven were non-transferable due to discord between the DDC and Tipperary

Co-operative Creamery (explored below), while five were temporarily non-transferable.

With twenty-six creameries/supplies not transferable until each proprietor was bought out,

and with only four proprietors having been bought out, it was clear that the DDC would not

be a temporary mechanism. It reregistered the CMC as its operating company.TM The

creameries/supplies that could not be transferred controlled or represented a massive, 11

million-gallon, supply (consequently, the condenseries could not be transferred either).15

Co-operative creameries, proprietary creameries and government creameries (as suppliers

started to call DDC creameries - ambiguity dissipating) now comprised the creamery

system. 16

The non-transferable creameries/supplies were arranged into five main creamery groups.

The groups were named after their central creameries: Coachford, Knocklong, Newmarket,

Terelton and Tipperary, and consisted of the auxiliary creameries and milk supplies below:

Table 1: DDC Creamery Groups

CREAMERY GROUPS AUXILIARY MILK SUPPLIES

CREAMERIES INCORPORATED

Carriganima

Caum

Kilcolman
Coachford

Macroom

Rusheen

Rylane

13 Dril E, ireann deb., xxv, 237 (11 July 1928). Clonmel and Newcastle co-operative creameries were new co-

operatives that acquired creameries/milk supplies (see Appendix 2). However, Clonmel was the state’s
largest inland town, and Newcastle is just southwest of Clonmel: so they would have had no shortage of
commercial backers.
14 In December 1928, the CMC was reregistered as the Condensed Milk Company of Ireland (1928) Ltd

((N.A.I., DDC 2/47/17)).
15 Dhil F, ireann deb., xxv, 237 (11 July 1928); Creamery statistics (N.A.I., DA AG1/1472/28).
16 William Jenkins, Tipp Co-op: origin and development of Tipperary Co-operative Creamery Ltd. (Dublin,

2000), pp 80 & 165.
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Ballinvreena

Ballylanders

Bruff
Former Ballylanders

Bulgaden
Knocklong Central Creamery’s

Elton
Former Emly Auxiliary’s

Gormanstown

Knockaney

Knockcarron

Ballyhoulihan

Cummer

Glasha-Kinleen
Newma~et

Kiskeam

Lismire

Rowels

Bengour

Mossgrove
Terelton

Shinaugh

Teergay

Former Cullen Auxiliary’s

Former Ironmills
Annacarty

Auxiliary’s
Blackbridge

Tipperary Part of former Lattin
Grantstown

Auxiliary’s
Greenane

Part of former Limerick

Junction Auxiliary’s

Cloncleigh central creamery in Littleton in Tipperary constituted its own group.17 The

creameries/supplies had always been CMC creameries/supplies, except Ballinvreena

~7 ’Memorandum containing preliminary survey on the proposal of the Irish Agricultural Organisation

Society that the Terelton group of creameries should be split up and divided between Clondrohid Co-

operative Society and Bandon Co-operative Society and that Macroom cream-separating station should be
detached from the Coachford group of creameries and sold to Clondrohid Co-operative Society’ (N.A.I., DA

AG1/1896/28); (ibid., DDC 2/52/37, 1927-31); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19); (ibid., DDC 2/47/35); (ibid., DDC

3/180); (ibid., DDC 3/111); DDC minutes, 19 Mar. 1928 (ibid., DDC minutes); ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52
Agriculture, 1938, pp 100-02 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor of the Department of Government,
University College, Cork); Dril l~ireann deb., lxxxix, 1365, 1368 & 1369-70 (24 Mar. 1943); TLR, 11 Feb.
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auxiliary and the former Ballylanders central creamery’s supply.IS Ballinvreena auxiliary

and Ballylanders central creamery had been Golden Vein Dairy Company creameries.19

But for the dispute with the DDC, Tipperary Co-operative Creamery would have largely

acquired the Tipperary creamery group (less the former Cullen auxiliary’s supply and plus

the former Emly auxiliary’s). From late 1928, the five temporarily non-transferable

creameries/supplies were resold to co-operatives. In 1929, North Cork Co-operative

Creameries bought Ballyhoulihan auxiliary. The following year, Greybridge Co-operative

Creamery purchased Bruff auxiliary. Cloncleigh central was acquired by Centenary Co-

operative Creamery Society in 1931, and in 1932 Oola Co-operative Creamery acquired the

former Cullen auxiliary’s supply. Finally, in 1935 Clondrohid Co-operative Creamery

took over Carriganima auxiliary.2° The transfers were held up generally because the DDC

had sought assurances that suppliers were satisfied with co-operatives before transfers were

completed. For example, the transfer of Carriganima auxiliary was postponed for two

years pending such assurances.21 Furthermore, individual suppliers could, if they wished,

apply to transfer to other co-operatives.22 Thus, the way that the DDC conducted transfers,

again, reflected well on it. The thirty creameries that the DDC was ultimately left

operating can be located on maps 4-6.

1928. Ballylanders auxiliary naturally incorporated the former Ballylanders central creamery’s milk supply.
Ex-suppliers of the central were still so aggrieved at its closure, though, that they temporarily sent their milk
to Kilmallock Co-operative Creamery, ten miles away! (CM, xix, no. 3 (Mar. 1928), p. 28; TLR, 11 Feb.
1928). DATI’s 1927-8 report stated that by the end of 1928, the DDC had five groups. However, Cloncleigh
creamery, being a central creamery, and far removed from the other groups, unquestionably constituted a
group (Twenty-sixth general report of the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland

1927-28, p. 136).
18 When it is stated that creameries/milk supplies had always been CMC creameries/supplies, it is meant that

they were before it was reregistered. For instance, Ballyhoulihan creamery had not been a CMC creamery
since erection; it had originally been O’Leary’s creamery (Interview with Louis McCarthy of Boherbue,
County Cork (30 Oct. 2008)).
19 D6il Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1368 (24 Mar. 1943); (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19); (ibid., DDC 2/47/35); TLR, 11

Feb. 1928.
20 D6il Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1369-70 (24 Mar. 1943); (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/35); ’Memorandum containing

preliminary...’ (ibid., DA AG 1/1896/28); Memorandum from Robert Langford, IAOS organiser, to F.J.
Meyrick, Facsimile of memorandum from P.J. Murray, assistant secretary of the Department of Agriculture
and DDC director, to Robert Langford, 24 May 1933, Facsimile of letter from the IAOS to Clondrohid Co-

operative Creamery, 5 Dec. 1934 (ibid., DA AG 1/8172/34); Interview with Louis McCarthy; Interview with
Austin Cregan, retired Greybridge Co-operative Creamery creamery manager, of Bruff, County Limerick (29

Oct. 2008); Interview with D6nal English of Cullen, County Tipperary (30 Oct. 2008); Timothy Joseph
Guerin, A history of Boherbue Co-operative Agricultural and Dairy Society (Boherbue, 2006). In D~il
t?ireann deb., Tullybrackey creamery is listed as the DDC creamery transferred to co-operative control in

1930, but Tullybrackey creamery was never a DDC creamery. Greybridge Co-operative Creamery happened
to build it around this time and it was one mile from Bruff. Much of the former Cullen creamery’s supply
actually went to Tipperary Co-operative Creamery’s Ballinard creamery, but due to the discord unofficially.

Cullen’s supply was acquired for £285, officially, and Carriganima creamery was bought for £1,650 (Cullen
creamery was not demolished and was put to social use as St Patrick’s Hall).
21 DDC minutes, 6 July 1933 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
22 IT, 30 Aug. 1928.
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The management structure of the DDC was altered slightly when it became clear that the

DDC would not be temporary. The remit of the Limerick-based advisory committee was

redefined. The committee was concerned with the condenseries, but its remit also

encompassed the creameries in the Knocklong and Tipperary groups because they and the

condenseries had together constituted Cleeves, and the committee was a Cleeves legacy.

Hereafter, it was exclusively concerned with the condenseries. The two excised groups

would not suffer. The creameries in the Coachford, Newmarket and Terelton groups

functioned without the advisory committee. Although they did have a general manager,

initially Michael Horgan, who was based at the CMC premises, on MacCurtain Street, in

Cork city. These creameries had constituted the Newmarket Dairy Company (henceforth,

NDC), which the CMC had taken over, and this was an NDC legacy.23 Indeed, the CMC

had not dissolved the NDC due to its renown and the DDC likewise retained the CMC and

NDC brand names. In 1932, the DDC reregistered the NDC, the charter of which

empowered the DDC to borrow money on its behalf.24 The administrative decoupling of

the condenseries and the creameries in the Knocklong and Tipperary groups also meant

that the creameries should be easier to transfer. Co-operatives would not now see the

burden of the condensery connection, but rather the custom of condenseries requiring

regular, reserved milk supplies from the creameries.25 The further refining of its

management structure reflected well on the DDC.

DDC creameries differed significantly from co-operative or proprietary creameries. The

rationale guiding co-operatives was the service of suppliers (in theory, at any rate), while

proprietors were concerned with generating profits.26 However, decision-making for their

enterprises, DDC directors had to reconcile servicing suppliers, generating profits and

reorganising the dairy-production system.27 Although the altruism of government agencies

may be questioned, the context in which the DDC came to intervene in the dairy industry

dictated that if it was to remain in the industry it must serve farmers as well as possible.

Having taken over directly commercial, business units, the DDC had to run them as such

and maintain their profitability so that they were not a drain on the exchequer and were

23 ’Management of the Condensed Milk Company and of creameries acquired by The Dairy Disposal

Company’ memorandum (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
24 Ibid.; Memo assessing the future of the DDC, 19 Aug. 1960 (N.A.I., DT S 14624); DDC minutes, 25 Sept.

1933 (ibid., DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC 2/47/17). In February 1932, the NDC was reregistered as the
Newmarket Dairy Company (1932) Ltd.
25 ’Management of the Condensed Milk Company’ (N.A.I., DDC minutes); Letter from P.J. Murray to J.J.

McElligott, 9 Oct. 1934 (ibid., DF 145/7/28).
26 Paul O. Mohn and Joan Buckley, Decision processes in h’ish dairy co-ops (Cork, 1990), p. 15.
27 Ibid.; P~draic O’Halpin, ’The evolution of state enterprise in Ireland’ (Ph.D. thesis, Trinity College,

Dublin, 1976), p. 89.
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attractive to the co-operatives that it was hoped would buy them.28 Finally, facilitating the

reorganisation of the dairy-production system was the basic purpose of the DDC. The

advent of DDC creameries went uncommented upon. Patrick Hogan emphasised that they

were the creameries that had compelled the purchase of the CMC; thus stressing the

imperative behind their takeover, and that they were not second-rate.29

II

The provision of condenseries and the production of butter placed huge pressure on the

DDC groups, despite their huge milk supply. In 1926, the Tipperary group operated by

Lovell & Christmas, which included several creameries/supplies that would be transferred,

had supplied the Tipperary central condensery and markets demanding 7,509 cwt of butter.

This had required 2.4 million gallons of milk.3° The DDC Tipperary group could not

guarantee such an enormous volume. A solution had to be found. Like Hogan, the DDC

directors, from the outset, must have understood that the DDC would not be temporary.

They must have known that every proprietor would not sell. This is surely proven by the

fact that they, moreover, clearly foresaw which creameries/supplies would be non-

transferable, and the kind of pressure that this would generate, because they had solutions.

In December 1928, DDC Chairman F.J. Meyrick wrote that it was ’moot’ whether the

DDC would have purchased the Clonoulty society in mid-1927, had the directors not

envisaged the DDC Tipperary group duly absorbing its creameries.31 Clonoulty’s

estimated 1.2 million gallons of milk would remove the pressure on Tipperary.32 By

December 1928, Clonoulty’s Rossmore central creamery and Ballybrack, Clogher and

Glenough auxiliaries had become auxiliaries of the DDC Tipperary group.33 The DDC

would only deem fit to transfer them when it transferred the Tipperary group. It proposed

the registration of a Rossmore co-operative society, to succeed the Clonoulty society, but

only perfunctorily.34

28 Donal Clarke, Brown gold." a histo~ of Bord na M6na and the Irish peat industry (Dublin, 2010), p. 145.
29Ddil Eireann deb., xxv, 237 (11 July 1928).
3o Creamery statistics (N.A.I., DA AG1/1472/28).
3~ Letter from F.J. Meyrick to J.J. McElligott, 5 Dec. 1928 (ibid., DF 145/7/28).
32 Letter from F.J. Meyrick to J.J. McElligott, 9 Nov. 1928 (ibid., DF 153/5/28); Interview with Tom Murphy,
Teagasc agricultural advisor, Agricultural Advisory Centre, Mellows Development Centre, Athenry, County
Galway (21 Nov. 2008).
33 Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DF 153/5/28); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19); (ibid., DDC 2/47/35).
34 DDC minutes, 11 June 1928 (ibid., DDC minutes). Clonoulty and Rossmore are twin villages (hence

Clonoulty-Rossmore Hurling Club), and to refer to one was to refer to the other by another name.
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As a holding company, the DDC would have retransferred Clonoulty’s re-capitalised

creameries to a new co-operative in pursuit of the reorganisation of the dairy-production

system. Having evolved into a commercial state-sponsored company, it could have

retransferred the creameries, but because of its three-fold requirement to service suppliers,

generate profits and facilitate reorganisation, would not. The absorption of Clonoulty’s

creameries ensured that the DDC Tipperary group would generate profits (by December

1928, it was showing profits despite the opposition of Tipperary Co-operative Creamery).35

However, the absorption of Clonoulty’s creameries actually facilitated reorganisation too.

The consolidation of the creameries and the Tipperary group contributed more to an

efficient creamery system than the retransfer of the creameries would have. In addition,

the absorption of Clonoulty’s creameries also better served the suppliers of the creameries,

because a re-floated co-operative could so easily have collapsed once again. The nature of

the three-fold requirement meant that in satisfying one requirement, the DDC also had to

satisfy the other two.

The £1,000 collected from Clonoulty’s suppliers, which Hogan had said would be

considered a share purchase in a new co-operative, the DDC stated had always been simply

a contribution to paying-off Clonoulty’s debt.36 While it did not comment on Hogan’s

claim, it stated that when organising the collection, the IAOS had misled suppliers.37

Minister for Finance Ernest Blythe had always held that the money was a debt contribution,

and that the Tipperary group would absorb Clonoulty’s creameries; making ’the difference

between success and failure’, or otherwise he would not have approved the take over.38

Indeed, while acknowledging some confusion, the Department of Finance would still only

refund £300; what suppliers had borrowed to give.39 Hogan’s ignorance regarding the

DDC’s intentions in taking over Clonoulty illustrates that the DDC board had, in future

director Timothy Dennehy’s words, ’a free hand’.4° Hogan had delegated responsibility for

reorganisation to the DDC, but, equally, the sponsoring minister should not have been

oblivious to his state-sponsored company’s activities. It could be argued that because

35
Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DF 153/5/28).

36
Ibid.

37 Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DF 145/7/28).
38

Minute from J.L. Lynd, official of the Department of Finance and DDC director, to Arthur Codling, head
of the supply division of the Department of Finance, 19 Dec. 1928, Facsimile of memo from Arthur Codling

to F.J. Meyrick, 21 Dec. 1928 (ibid., DF 145/20/28); Minute from Arthur Codling to Se~in T. O’Kelly, acting

minister for finance, 29 Oct. 1934 (ibid., DF 145/7/28).
39 Facsimile of letter from C.C. Riddall, assistant secretary of the IAOS, to Patrick Fitzsimon, secretary of the

DDC, 23 June 1933, Facsimile of letter from C.C. Riddall to the DDC, 19 June 1934, Letter from R.J. Leach,
accountant in the Department of Finance and DDC director, to C.C. Riddall, 30 Nov. 1934 (I.C.O.S.A.,
A/439); Murray to McElligott, Codling to O’Kelly (N.A.I., DF 145/7/28).
4o (ibid., DDC 2/47/19).
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Hogan had appeared oblivious to the fact that all proprietors were unlikely to sell their

creameries prior to the CMC purchase, he just appeared oblivious in this instance also.

Yet, then Hogan had only created an impression that every proprietor would sell, whereas

in this instance he had been explicit that there would be a new co-operative. Ironically in

this context, P~draic O’Halpin has demonstrated that only the Department of Finance

questioned the autonomy of the evolving DDC.41

In 1927, Suirvale Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society took over the struggling

Bansha Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society, temporarily; it could not afford to

acquire it permanently.42 In 1928, the DDC purchased Bansha for £5,000 (from the CMC

estimate).43 Its Bansha central creamery and Kilmoyler auxiliary duly became auxiliaries

of the Tipperary group. As a holding company the DDC would have capitalised the

Bansha or Suirvale society. As a commercial state-sponsored company it absorbed

Bansha’s creameries. This served suppliers; suppliers of Kilmoyler auxiliary had already

offered their milk to the DDC, generated profits; the DDC would make an additional £300-

£400 annually, and facilitated reorganisation; being a further consolidation.44 In 1928 too,

the DDC purchased the struggling Toames Co-operative Creamery for £ 1,500 and the DDC

Terelton group duly absorbed the co-operative’s Toames central creamery as an auxiliary.

This served suppliers; a re-capitalised Toames, like a re-capitalised Clonoulty, could have

collapsed, generated profits; the Terelton group, like the Tipperary group, needed extra

supplies to ensure a profit, and facilitated reorganisation; being yet further consolidation.45

Regarding the Terelton group, it had been the DDC’s smallest creamery group and the

absorption of Toames’s creamery alone would not have boosted its supplies and guaranteed

that it made a profit had the DDC not already taken action. West of the Terelton group

area, around Iveleary, farmers were producing homemade butter. Therefore, in late 1927,

at a cost of £818 (again taken from the CMC estimate), the DDC had constructed

41 O’Halpin, ’State enterprise’, p. 172.
42 DDC minutes, 30 Apr. 1928 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
43 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 100 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
44 DDC minutes, 19 Mar. & 30 Apr. 1928 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
45 Ibid., 15 Aug. 1927; ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 100 (in the possession of Dr Tom
O’Connor); ’Memorandum containing preliminary survey...’ (N.A.I., DA AG1/1896/28). ’Blue Notes’ states
that the DDC purchased Toames Co-operative Creamery for £ 1,500 while ’Memorandum containing
preliminary survey...’ states that it purchased it for £1,800. 1 have opted for the former because the
Department of Finance compiled ’Blue Notes’. In addition, I have used them for other such information. For
the record, Toames creamery processed approximately 290,000 gallons of milk annually. In 1929, Lissarda
Co-operative Creamery applied to acquire it, East Muskerry Co-operative Dairy Society having applied to
acquire the Terelton group’s Mossgrove auxiliary in 1928. Both co-operatives were of course turned down
(East Muskerry was promised first refusal on the Terelton group’s Bengour and Mossgrove auxiliaries were
the group dissolved) (Breen to Kennedy (I.C.O.S.A., A/312); DDC minutes, 8 Jan. 1929 (N.A.I., DDC
minutes)).
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Inchigeela auxiliary, in Iveleary, and had added it to the Terelton group.46 It drew the milk

of farmers producing homemade butter, and its supply when combined with the supply of

Toames auxiliary ensured that the Terelton group generated profits. Furthermore, the

building of Inchigeela auxiliary served suppliers and facilitated reorganisation by

extending the creamery system. The evolution of the DDC into a commercial state-

sponsored company, with its three-fold requirement, was, in turn, causing its evolution into

a commercial state-sponsored development company. That the DDC, which had started

out disposing of creameries, could evolve into a developer of creameries, showed just how
47amorphous it was.

For all its freedom, if the DDC wanted funding it nonetheless had to have the approval

of the Department of Finance. Following the purchase of the CMC, it routinely secured

approval for the purchase, from supplementary estimates, of the Golden Vein Dairy

Company, Riordan’s creamery and Sweeney’s Shannon Vale Creamery. However, in

February 1928 Finance opposed an estimate that would enable it to acquire four more

proprietary concerns.48 Hogan had ordained that the DDC would reconstitute all the

proprietary creameries. In August 1927, a DDC directors’ resolution had rubberstamped

this.49 Yet Finance argued that the DDC was only to reconstitute the CMC, or creameries

whose reconstitution facilitated that (the supply catchments of Golden Vein and Riordan’s

creamery had overlapped the CMC’s. Though, tellingly, the supply catchment of Shannon

Vale had not).5° That the DDC recoup its outlay remained a primary concern for Finance.

In the ten months since its incorporation in April 1927, the DDC had received £523,500 -

one-tenth of the cost of the Shannon Scheme - and had recovered around £110,000.51

When it was not acquiring all the proprietary creameries, Finance baulked at giving it a

further £ 13,100 for Cow & Gate’s and Walsh’s creameries, in Kildorrery, Cork; Keyes

McDonnell’s Castlelack Dairy, Bandon; and Noonan’s creamery, in Barna, Limerick. For

instance, Finance argued that the Kildorrery creameries, worth £6,250, would be absolutely

impossible to transfer. Indeed, Meyrick had reported that preliminary negotiations for their

46 ’Memorandum containing preliminary survey...’ (N.A.I., DA AG1/1896/28); Eugene O’Riordan, The r&e

and fall of the local creameries (Inchigeela, 1996), p. 1 (http://homepage.eircom.net/-sosul/page 19.html) (16

June 2004).
47 O’Halpin, ’State enterprise’, pp 89 & 128.
48 Letter from F.J. Meyrick to J.J. McElligott, 16 Feb. 1928, Facsimile of letter from J.J. McElligott to F.J.

Meyrick, Feb. 1928 (N.A.I., DF 145/1/27).
49 DDC minutes, 15 Aug. 1927 (ibid., DDC minutes).

5o McElligott to Meyrick (ibid., DF 145/1/27).

51DailEireann deb., ix, 2810 (19 Dec. 1924).
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resale had proved inconclusive.52 Finance official and DDC director J.L. Lynd also

remained convinced that funding should only be approved when it was certain that the

government would be repaid promptly. In a revealing annotation on Meyrick’s letter

seeking Finance’s approval for the four proprietary concems’ purchase, he wrote: ’We

cannot deal with...proprietary creameries in the haphazard way we have’.53 Despite his

directorship of the DDC, Lynd’s position on the approach to reorganisation had not

changed from that of his department. Meyrick disregarded Lynd’s observations and wrote

directly to the secretary of the Department of Finance, J.J. McElligott, in March. He

reasoned that once proprietors offered to sell, their creameries should be bought, because

’if...deferred, ultimately...higher prices will have to be paid.’54 So it proved in the case of

Dennehy’s and Watsons’ creameries, in Farranfore, Kerry, which cost an additional £3,460

following a deferral (their milk supplies having increased).55 Meyrick also maintained that

proprietary creameries should be bought as soon as possible because inefficiency was

costing the dairy industry.56

Finance was unbending. Thus, Meyrick went higher, submitting DDC proposals for

purchasing the four proprietary concems, and all remaining proprietary creameries as soon

as possible, to the Executive Council. As with the CMC purchase, in June 1928, Ernest

Blythe and the rest of the Executive Council approved.57 Meyrick duly informed Finance:

’You may take it that the proposals which we shall make to you will contemplate the

purchase of all...remaining proprietary creameries...on the lines on which the Condensed

and Newmarket...Companies were bought.’58 He informed it too that the DDC would now

be funding the amalgamation of co-operatives.59 For example, Banteer Co-operative

Creamery had £3,609 written-off when joining North Cork Co-operative Creameries.6°

The DDC remit had been broadened once again. Later in 1928, the DDC purchased the

52 Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DF 145/1/27).
53 Note from J.L. Lynd to John Leydon, official of the Department of Finance, 17 Feb. 1928, at the end of

Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DF 145/1/27).
54 Letter from F.J. Meyrick to J.J. McElligott, 2 Mar. 1928 (ibid.).
55 ’Memorandum. Watson’s and Dennehy’s creameries’ (N.A.I., DA AG1/1654/28); ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52

Agriculture, 1938, p. I00 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); DDC minutes, 28 June 1928 (N.A.I.,
DDC minutes).
56 Meyrick to McElligott, 2 Mar. 1928 (N.A.I., DF 145/1/27).
57 Letter from F.J. Meyrick to Diarmuid 6 hl~igeartaigh, secretary of the Department of the President of the

Executive Council, 14 May 1928, ’Re-organisation of the creamery industry’ memo, nd, Facsimile of memo
from Diarmuid O hl~igeartaigh to F.J. Meyrick, 18 June 1928 (ibid., DT S 5213).
58 Letter from F.J. Meyrick to Arthur Codling, 23 June 1928 (ibid., DF 145/7/28).
59 Ibid.
6o ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 100 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
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Castlelack Dairy (see Appendix 3) and Noonan’s and Walsh’s creameries for £7,000.61

They were closed and most of their milk supplies transferred (see Appendix 2), including

the supply of Walsh’s creamery, which Finance had argued could not be transferred. The

DDC Knocklong group incorporated part of the supply of Noonan’s creamery.62

Displeased at the delay in the purchase, Cow & Gate had demurred.63 The Executive

Council approved the DDC proposals because Meyrick promised that all remaining

proprietary creameries could be purchased in the medium term.64 However, even this was

somewhat premature. The council should have realised that when he discussed the

southwest, particularly ’Kerry, that portion of Cork adjoining...Kerry and West Cork’,

where proprietors were rooted.65 Thirty still operated in the state, and twenty-two were

there.66 Moreover, Meyrick conceded that compulsion might ultimately be necessary. Yet

he estimated a final outlay of about £87,000, which was £13,000 less than the Executive

Council had expected to write-off on the CMC purchase.67

As part of the proposals, Meyrick recommended that of 127 creameries in Kerry and

west Cork, the DDC close fifty-six, not all of these proprietary.68 In the peripheral

southwest creameries were predominantly small. Transferring small creameries/milk

supplies to small creameries would not make the maximum contribution to reorganisation

of the dairy-production system. The DDC wanted to create a new creamery system in old

Desmond. Given how it had evolved, this phase of its evolution was something of a

natural corollary. Meyrick stated again that compulsion might be necessary but this time in

respect of purchasing co-operatives (in December 1928, Kerry’s co-operatives duly

resolved to oppose the DDC, questioning its authority).69 Through all of this, the DDC

would not actually be contributing to the reorganisation of the dairy-production system, but

directing it. Furthermore, its usage of wide-ranging compulsion would amount to radical

6~ Ibid.; D6il Eireann deb., xli, 2468 (25 May 1932); Meyrick to McElligott, 16 Feb. 1928 (N.A.I., DF

145/1/27). Castlelack creamery cost £3,000, Noonan’s £1,250 and Walsh’s £2,750.
62 D6il Eireann deb., xli, 2468 (25 May 1932); lxxxix, 1369-70 (24 Mar. 1943); Meyrick to McElligott, 2

Mar. 1928 (N.A.I., DF 145/1/27).
63 DDC minutes, 19 & 26 Mar. 1928 (N.A.I., DDC minutes). C.H. Gates, Old Castletown, Kiidorrery, was

British-registered Cow & Gate Ltd’s Irish representative. His father, William, had established the Kildorrery
creamery ((ibid., DDC 2/47/19); Interview with Peadar (3 Coilefiin of Kildorrery, County Cork (20 June
2005)).
64 Meyrick to 6 hI~igeartaigh (N.A.I., DT S 5213).
65 Ibid.
66 The thirty proprietors operated ninety-four creameries: forty centrals and fifty-four auxiliaries.
67 ’Re-organisation of the creamery industry’ (N.A.I., DT S 5213).
68 Ibid. Of the 127 creameries, 81 - 32 centrals and 49 auxiliaries - were proprietary, and 46 - 25 centrals
and 21 auxiliaries - were co-operative.
69 ’Re-organisation of the creamery industry’ (N.A.I., DT S 5213); The Kerryman (henceforth, KM), 15 Dec.

1928.
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state interventionism. However, the Cumann na nGaedheal govemment approved the new,

DDC-formulated policy of reorganisation through rationalisation, along with the rest of the

proposals, because, more than anything else, it had committed to reorganisation.

III

Before it moved to a significant new stage, the reorganisation process could benefit from

some shoring up. On 27 June 1928, Hogan introduced the Creamery Bill in the D~iil.7°

The bill’s first major provision decreed that shares issued to suppliers by co-operatives that

had acquired their creameries/milk from the DDC had to be purchased. If not, the co-

operatives would have to refuse milk, or face fines.71 The second provision made it illegal

to build creameries without license.72 The bill was intended to ensure that ex-proprietary

creamery suppliers became true co-operators (and also that more co-operatives could afford

creameries/milk supplies), and that the proprietary-creamery sector did not re-emerge.73

On another level, the Creamery Bill was the first piece of legislation to deal with

reorganisation; it represented the first opportunity for the entire Oireachtas to discuss

reorganisation, and the first to be debated by a meaningful D~iil opposition.

In August 1927, Fianna Fail had entered D~il t~ireann, and by June 1928 it had fifty-

seven seats, just five less than Cumann na nGaedheal.TM There was deep hostility between

the two parties. The Treaty had shattered the fragile alliance of revolutionary Sinn F6in

and the Civil War embittered these pro- and anti-Treaty sidesY Since August 1927,

Fianna F~iil’s comments on some twenty-six legislative measures had been at best

ambivalent, but often antipathetic.76 Yet, the Creamery Bill brought some agreement

70 The Creamery Bill’s long title was: An Act to make provision for the more effective regulation and control

in certain respects of the dairying industry and persons and co-operative societies engaged therein with a
view to the better re-organisation of that industry and for other matters connected with such re-organisation.
7~ In September 1929, a Tipperary co-operative was the first co-operative to be fined (11, 27 Sept. 1929).
72 CM, xix, no. 6 (July 1928), p. 5; (N.A.I., DT S 2352).
73 IT, 30 Aug. 1928.
74 John M. Regan, The Irish counter-revolution 1921-1936: Treatyite politics and settlement in independent
lreland (Dublin, 1999), pp 274-6.
75 From the 1916 Rising to the 1921 Treaty, Sinn F6in, Peter Hart stated, ’was a coalition; a flag of

convenience as well as conviction for a spectrum of groups and tendencies’; ’with its original leaders’, Arthur
Mitchell stated, ’reluctantly agreeing to accept the new objective of an independent republic’ (Peter Hart,
’Definition: defining the Irish Revolution’ in Joost Augusteijn (ed.), The Irish Revolution, 1913-1923
(Basingstoke and New York, 2002), p. 22; Arthur Mitchell, ’Alternative government: "exit Britannia" - the
formation of the Irish national state, 1918-21’ in ibid., p. 72).
76 D6il Eireann deb., xxi, 278 (19 Oct. 1927); xxi, 333 (20 Oct. 1927); xxi, 1196 (10 Nov. 1927); xxi, 1301-

02 (11 Nov. 1927); xxi, 1450 (16 Nov. 1927); xxi, 1794-5 (23 Nov. 1927); xxii, 153 (22 Feb. 1928); xxii, 172
(22 Feb. 1928); xxii, 277 (23 Feb. 1928); xxii, 1348 (15 Mar. 1928); xxii, 1646 (22 Mar. 1928); xxii, 1943
(28 Mar. 1928); xxiii, 102 (18 Apr. 1928); xxiii, 123 (18 Apr. 1928); xxiii, 820-21 (3 May 1928); xxiii, 890
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between Cumann na nGaedheal and Fianna Ffiil. Receiving it, t~amon de Valera

announced: ’We are not opposing this...We welcome it.’77 Addressing the issue of

reorganisation, Matthew O’Reilly, Meath Fianna F~iil TD, stated: ’although a few

redundant...or proprietary creameries may suffer...it will benefit the whole nation’.78 In

fact, Fianna F~il support for reorganisation should not have been surprising.

Reorganisation was generally accepted as beneficial, and on the question of state

intervention, Fianna F~iil adhered to the Sinn-F6in objective of a protectionist economy,

and urged state intervention.79 In short, with reorganisation, Cumann na nGaedheal and

Fianna Ffiil were on policy common ground. By contrast, the leader of the Farmers’ Party,

M.R. Heffernan, who had become a parliamentary secretary in the government, continued

to be concerned by the nationalisation of part of the dairy industry.8°

In the Seanad, there was also concern at the nationalisation of part of the dairy industry,

and that this was setting a precedent. Sir John Keane, a notable Waterford businessman,

stressed his anxieties about ’the new economics’ validated by the Creamery Bill, and the

’tendencies’ that this embodied.81 He claimed that reorganisation was tantamount to

paternalist government, as even co-operative shareholders were not being consulted, and as

a result, viable creameries had been closed.82 Though Keane was pro-co-operation per se

(a co-operative creamery had been opened on a site he donated), he believed, consistent

with laissez-faire principles, that dairy farmers should ’co-operativize’ dairy production.83

The conservative elements throughout the Oireachtas had all expressed their opposition to

the reorganisation policy.

Outside Leinster House, the Creamery Act, which was passed on 31 July 1928,

prompted some appraisal of reorganisation, and indeed the DDC. Summarising the act, the

Irish Times pronounced on reorganisation a year on: ’If the objectives aimed at are reached

the material benefit should be considerable...The moral results...depend on forces not now

(3 May 1928); xxiii, 1549 (17 May 1928); xxiii, 1818 (23 May 1928); xxiii, 1941 (24 May 1928); xxiii, 2547

(1 June 1928); xxiv, 695 (15 June 1928); xxiv, 968 (20 June 1928); xxiv, 1109 (21 June 1928); xxiv, 1220
(21 June 1928); xxiv, 1259 (22 June 1928).
77 D6il l~ireann deb., xxiv, 1477-8 (27 June 1928).
78 Ibid., xxv, 218 (11 July 1928).

79 John A. Murphy, lreland in the twentieth century (Dublin, 1975), pp 86 & 95; The constitution of Sinn

Fkin, reproduced in Nollaig 0 Gadhra, Civil war in Connacht 1922-1923 (Cork and Dublin, 1999), p. 155.

8°D6ill~ireann deb., xxv, 211 (11 July 1928);//, 12 July 1928.
81 SeanadEireann deb., x, 1124 (24 July 1928).

82 Ibid., 1124-5 & 1129-30 (24 July 1928).

83 Ibid., 1175-6 (25 July 1928); CE, 29 July 1927; (N.A.I., DDC 3/115). The creamery opened, in 1927, was

the Blackwater Valley Co-operative Creamery, in Cappoquin, Waterford.
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calculable, and...on future legislation.’84 The slow pace of reorganisation had cooled, but

had not diminished, the Times’s initial enthusiasm for reorganisation. The legislation

prompted another newspaper to pronounce on reorganisation. The communist Irishman

protested at state intervention resulting in creamery closures, but did not, obviously, cry

socialism, rather fascism!85 The Creamery Manager’s response to the Creamery Act

revealed that its opposition to reorganisation was unchanged, and that it, uniquely,

recognised the evolution of the DDC, and disapproved. However, its perception of the act

as evidence of this was misguided:

Bills...can be debated...and if they pass the test which is that of benefiting the Industry...we

cannot...fault...them...The danger...which we fear and apprehend is the handing over to a body

of officials the...power of framing and making Regulations which...become part and parcel

of...Acts,...this is...to be viewed with a certain amount of seriousness, for not alone is it

objectionable, but...unconstitutional.86

The Creamery Act was unsuccessful. It could not ensure that ex-proprietary creamery

suppliers became true co-operators or that the proprietary-creamery sector did not re-

emerge. Instead, just as the Co-operative Act would be if it were passed before every

proprietary creamery was purchased, so the Creamery Act was counter-productive.

Following its enactment, many suppliers of creameries/milk that had been transferred to

co-operatives, rather than purchase shares in the co-operatives - at £3 per cow (payable in

instalments) - simply switched to supplying the remaining proprietary creameries.87 For

example, some suppliers who should have bought shares in Kilmallock Co-operative

Creamery started supplying the Cork & Kerry Creamery Company. Having acquired their

milk, Kilmallock was naturally aggrieved, but there could be no redress. The case was

belatedly considered by the Department of Agriculture in 1933 but it could only suggest

that Kilmallock try suing the suppliers, and insisted that it remained liable for the milk.88

This is exactly what Hogan had explained to the Executive Council would happen were the

Co-operative Act passed before the CMC, and every proprietary creamery, was purchased;

yet he had brought the Creamery Act.

841T, 30 Aug. 1928.
85 The Irishman, 21 July 1928.

86 CM, xx, no. 3 (Apr. 1929), p. 3.

871T, 30 Aug. 1930. The shares were payable in eight annual instalments, which were deducted from
suppliers’ milk cheques. In 1932, the ephemeral Transferred and Redundant Milk Suppliers’ Association

demanded a reduction in the £3 rate, reasoning that because milk prices had fallen by on average one-third, it
should be adjusted accordingly (SS, 30 Apr. 1932; KM, 27 Feb. 1932).
88 ’Memorandum on Kilmallock Co-op. Creamery’, 24 Apr. 1933 (N.A.I., DA AG1/7042/32).
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Fianna Ffiil had opposed one section of the Creamery Bill during its final stages. Section

14 related to the dispute between the DDC and Tipperary Co-operative Creamery

(henceforth, TCC). This disagreement centred on the refusal of TCC to purchase the c.

seven CMC creameries/milk supplies in Tipperary identified above on the terms stipulated

by the DDC. In turn, the DDC was retaliating by declining TCC skim milk at its Tipperary

condensery. Not to be outdone, TCC had invited a German, proprietary, skim-milk

processor to enter the dairy-production system and take its skim. Section 14 sought to

counteract that development by decreeing that foreign processors could not operate in the

Irish state without a licence. De Valera contended that Hogan and the DDC had created the

DDC-TCC discord by declining TCC’s skim, and that section 14 was unjust.89

The TCC president, P.L. Ryan, initially claimed that TCC refused the DDC offer of

£6,000 for the creameries/supplies because it deemed the 5.5 per cent interest payable

excessive. Moreover, he also claimed that this rate had been concealed.9° Yet this was the

standard rate, and Ryan later conceded that TCC had expected ’indulgence’ given its

struggle over ’twenty years to fight the strongest...proprietary institution in the country’.91

Of course, every co-operative could have had similar expectations. It is perhaps closer to

the truth again to suggest that TCC expected indulgence because Ryan was the Cumann na

nGaedheal chairman of South Tipperary County Council.92 TCC did, however, have some

genuine grounds for expecting a better deal, as the DDC wanted it to maintain the CMC

Tipperary central creamery. This was adjacent to TCC’s central creamery but its lease was

twenty times more expensive.93 TCC’s rejection of the DDC offer was not accompanied

by any undertaking to pay for the 3,000-4,000 gallons of milk that CMC suppliers had

redirected to it on a daily basis since the CMC purchase. It was against this background

that Hogan ordered that TCC skim milk be turned away.94 Ryan maintained that TCC did

not intend to compromise reorganisation when it encouraged a Hamburg firm to reopen the

Tipperary casein works that had closed in the mid-1920s. However, he accepted that this

could not be beneficial to reorganisation.95 Pointedly too, he admitted that TCC had ’had

89D6ilEireann deb., xxv, 245 & 1032 (11 & 31 July 1928).
9o TLR, 4 June & 3 Dec. 1927 & 21 July 1928.
91 Ibid., 21 July 1928; D6ilEireann deb., xxv, 1020 (31 July 1928). TCC was founded in 1908 (Maurice

Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century (Dublin, 1994), p. 127).
92 TLR, 3 Dec. 1927.
93 Ibid., 3 Dec. 1927 & 21 July 1928; Jenkins, Tipp Co-op, pp 82 & 165. TCC had a 100-year lease and paid

100s. annually in rent, whereas annual rent on the CMC creamery was £100 (these figures are from a P.L.
Ryan interview, but William Jenkins stated that TCC paid ls. annually and that rent/rates on the CMC
creamery was £400).
94 D6il l~ireann deb., xxv, 1021-3 (31 July 1928).
95 TLR, 21 July 1928.
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considerable difficulty’ disposing remuneratively of skim since the casein plant’s closure

(but only after falling out with the DDC had it contacted the German firlTl).96 Thus, Fianna

Ffiil’s opposition to section 14 of the Creamery Bill was disingenuous.97 By latching on to

this section, Fianna Ffiil could oppose the government while at the same time supporting its

reorganisation policy. In addition, in a populist sense, it could be seen to support the

disaffected members of South Tipperary County Council, which had condemned the

government, and people of Tipperary, who had held a protest.98 This position also relieved

the under-pressure Tipperary Fianna Ffiil TD Andrew Fogarty, who had unsurprisingly

bucked party line on reorganisation.99

IV

Between 1927 and 1928, the DDC, having transferred over eighty creameries/milk

supplies, arranged over thirty-seven creameries/supplies into the Coachford, Knocklong,

Newmarket, Terelton and Tipperary creamery groups. It also streamlined its management

structure to enable it to operate these five creamery groups, along with five condenseries,

efficiently. As a commercial state-sponsored company, and one without legislatively

established parameters, the DDC assumed, by default, a propitious, but ambitious, three-

fold objective to service suppliers, generate profits and facilitate reorganisation. However,

considering how it was handling the transfer of creameries/milk supplies, it had

demonstrated that it was capable of delivering on this promise. In pursuit of the objective,

the DDC absorbed the seven creameries of the Clonoulty, Bansha and Toames co-operative

societies and constructed Inchigeela creamery, and duly achieved on the objective. This

led it to put forward plans through which it would give Kerry and west Cork the optimum

creamery system, through a policy ofreorganisation through rationalisation. On the basis

of this, the first significant phase of the evolution of the DDC was beneficial, and was

compliant with its original remit. Even if every proprietary creamery had been purchased

and reorganisation of the dairy-production system had taken place, the benefits that were

accruing from its evolution would not have been realised. Switching focus, the background

to the first phase of the evolution of the DDC allows for a re-examination of the

96 Ibid.
97 Dril l~ireann deb., xxv, 1021 (31 July 1928).
98

TLR, 21 July 1928; 11, 1 Aug. 1928. South Tipperary County Council voted 20:7 to adopt ’a resolution
emphatically protesting against the action of the Government in suppressing private enterprise in the dairying
industry.’
99 Dril E, ireann deb., xxv, 1035 (31 July 1928).
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development and functioning of Irish state enterprise under Cumann na nGaedheal. It also

provides a new perspective on the economic policy of Cumann na nGaedheal.

By late 1927, it was evident that the DDC had evolved into a commercial state-

sponsored company and that without legislatively established parameters within which to

work, a board of civil servants were managing it guided only by a three-fold objective.l°°

Yet the evolution went unquestioned, perhaps because of the transfers that the DDC was

engineering. Surveying state enterprise, John Bristow, Basil Chubb, G.M. Golding,

Felicity Lee, Cormac 0 Gr~da, Barry Vaughan and the 1969 Devlin report into public

services also failed to note the evolution. This is particularly flagrant considering that it

was unorthodox by Irish, and by international standards (as defined by Praxy

Fernandes). J0~ Moreover, it had, for instance, foreshadowed the analogous evolution of the

Turf Development Board, as described by Donal Clarke and P~draic O’Halpin, and An

C6ras Tr~icht~ila’s constitution as a state-sponsored, rather than a departmental, body.l°2

For, although Colm 6 Nuall~iin’s analysis of public enterprise efficiency stressed that

’optimum performance can [only] be achieved by a body given a clear mandate’, the DDC

would epitomise dynamism.1°3

The DDC’s evolution led it to absorb the creameries of the Clonoulty, Bansha and

Toames societies and satisfy a three-fold objective. Given that Patrick Hogan had foreseen

it simply re-capitalising the Clonoulty society, that presumably is all that it would have

done with the three societies had it not evolved. The evolution had also led it to build

loo Report of public services organisation review group 1966-1969 (Green Devlin report), Prl 792, pp 30-31

& 134; John A. Bristow, ’State-sponsored bodies’ in Administration, xxx, nos 2,3 (1982), p. 165; Basil
Chubb, The government and politics oflreland (3rd ed., London, 1992), p. 273; Felicity Lee, ’Ireland’s semi-
state bodies in a time of change’ (Department of Government Working Paper Series 2007, no. 4, University
College, Cork, 2007), p. 4; Se~n F. Lemass with C.S. Andrews and J.P. Beddy, The role of the state
sponsored bodies (Dublin, 1959), p. 1 ; Frank Litton, The structural characteristics of state sponsored bodies,
Sept. 1980, pp 6-7 (Institute of Public Administration Library (henceforth, I.P.A.L.), R 37).
101 Green Devlin report, pp 13-14, 23, 43 & 134; Bristow, ’State-sponsored bodies’, pp 168 & 178; Chubb,

Government and politics, pp 270-73,279-80 & 284; G.M. Golding, ’The juristic basis of the Irish state
enterprise’ in The Irish Jurist (1978), pp 302-06; Lee, ’Semi-state bodies’, pp 8-9; Cormac 6 Gr~da, A rocky
road." the Irish economy since the 1920s (Manchester and New York, 1997), pp 136-40; Barry Vaughan,
’State agencies: once and future kings?’ in Administration, liii, no. 4 (2006), pp 52-4; Praxy Fernandes,
Managing relations between government and public enterprises." a handbook for administrators and
managers (Geneva, 1986), pp 26-8 & 43-4.
102 Clarke, Brown gold, p. 27; P~draic O’Halpin, The chief executive in state enterprise (Dublin, 1979), pp 1

& 62; O Gr~da, Rocky road, p. 138; C.S. Andrews, Man of no property (2nd ed., Dublin, 2001), pp 119-29;
Green Devlin report, pp 15 & 43; Chubb, Government and polities, pp 275-6; Vaughan, ’State agencies’, p.
53. Notably, the DDC’s evolution set a precedent for Aer Lingus’s, An Chomhairle Oilit~na’s and Bord na
gCon’s constitution too (O’Halpin, ’State enterprise’, p. 74).
~03 Colm O Nuall~in, ’Ireland: the consultative group of chief executives of state organisations’ in Roger

Wettenhall and Colm 0 Nuall~in (eds), Getting together inpublic enterprise (Brussels, 1987), p. 37; Green
Devlin report, p. 43.
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Inchigeela creamery and satisfy a three-fold objective. This definitely would not have

happened had the Dairy Disposal Company not evolved. However, while the DDC’s

effective evolution into the Dairy Development Company demonstrated its dynamism, it

highlighted its capacity for deviation too.l°4 The DDC evolved unilaterally. Hogan, its

sponsoring minister, was oblivious to its intentions when it purchased the Clonoulty

society. 105 State-sponsored companies are supposed to have loose relationships with their

ministers; it facilitates day-to-day functioning. In fact, it is why, generally, the minister-as-

corporation-sole concept is abandoned and they are created in the first place. Furthermore,

Hogan had excluded himself from the board of the DDC. Yet, nonetheless, state-sponsored

companies and their ministers should liase; the policies of state-sponsored companies are a

public prerogative and ministers represent that prerogative. In short, a state-company-as-

corporation-sole concept should not succeed the minister-as-corporation-sole concept.

State-company tails wagging ministerial dogs Barry Vaughan has called ’the principal-

agent problem’. 106 The DDC’s evolution was an example, independent Ireland’s first.

Subsequently, govemments were so preoccupied with state companies’ dynamic potential

that they partly ignored their deviation potential. Consequently, while few others were not

given legislatively established parameters - the Turf Development Board was one

exception - many were only partly legislated for, including An Crras Tr~icht~la.107

Todd Andrews, John Bristow, Basil Chubb, Niall Crowley, G.M. Golding, Brendan

Halligan, Ivor Kenny, Felicity Lee, Sefin Lemass, Frank Litton, D6nal O’Mahony, Colm 6

Nuall~iin, Barry Vaughan and the Devlin report (internationally, Praxy Femandes and Ray

Rees) have described how state companies should have autonomy, but not sovereignty. 10g

All of them have discussed the principal-agent problem. However, none have identified,

104O’Halpin, Chief executive in state enterprise, p. 51.
105Fernandes, Government and public enterprises, p. 41.
106Vaughan, ’State agencies’, p. 58.
107O’Halpin, Chief executive in state enterprise, p. 1; 6 Gnida, Rock7, road, p. 138; Andrews, Man of no

property, pp 119-29.
~08 Lemass with Andrews and Beddy, State sponsored bodies, pp 9, 12 & 15; Bristow, ’State-sponsored

bodies’, pp 165, 174 & 178; Chubb, Government and politics, pp 270-81; Niall Crowley, ’The role of the
board’ in Papers presented at conference on the role of the boards of directors: developing the state-
sponsored sector in the 1990s, Sept. 1990, p. 6 (I.P.A.L.); Golding, ’State enterprise’, pp 302,306 & 312;
Brendan Halligan, ’The case against privatisation’ in State sponsored bodies program: public sector forum:

privatisation of state sponsored bodies: papers presented at a seminar on ’privatisation of state-sponsored
bodies ’, 1987, pp 8-9 (I.P.A.L.); Ivor Kenny, ’Concluding remarks’ in Papers presented at conference on the
role of the boards of directors, p. 32 (ibid.); Lee, ’Semi-state bodies’, pp 20-23; Litton, State sponsored
bodies, pp 3-4, 16 & 19 (I.P.A.L.); D6nal O’Mahony, ’Relationship between govemment departments and
state-sponsored bodies’ in Papers presented at conference on the role of the boards of directors, pp 27-8
(I.P.A.L.); 6 Nuall~in, ’State organisations’, pp 44-5; Vaughan, ’State agencies’, pp 51, 53 & 58; Green
Devtin report, pp 14, 23, 42, 44 & 134; Fernandes, Government andpublic enterprises, pp 26-8, 43-4 & 100;
Ray Rees, Public enterprise economics (2nd ed., London, 1984), pp 13 & 24.
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and Chubb precluded, the DDC’s evolution as its first instance, and that the lesson of its

evolution went unlearned. The DDC instance was clear-cut too; Hogan was not merely

indifferent, as future ministers would be. 109 In contrast, P~draic O’Halpin hypothesised

that a DDC history would identify everything.110 The DDC could have been given

legislatively established parameters, and have evolved and been dynamic. Had Hogan

taken shares in and carefully constituted it, like Patrick McGilligan had the ESB, it could

have been like the ESB, as expounded on by James Meenan.111 Its evolution from

electricity supplying into supplying-cum-mechanical engineering was instigated

bilaterally.112 Ironically in this context, because McGilligan doubted civil servants’

enterprise, none were on the board of the ESB, whereas Hogan so obviously believed in

them!113 In 1983, D6nal O’Connor encouraged departmental secretaries to become

entrepreneurs; as early as 1927, F.J. Meyrick, as secretary of the Department of Agriculture

and DDC chairman, had been entrepreneurial.ll4

Subsequent state companies were not given legislatively established parameters, or were

only partly legislated for, probably out of convenience.115 The 1969 Devlin report

prescribed these state companies aireachtai: departmental supervisory units, which would

be responsible to ministers. Indeed, what the DDC board should have been.116 The

aireachtai were not introduced and by 1979 the National Economic and Social Council

contended that state company dynamism and deviancy had reduced.1 iv Although the

precedent that the DDC’s unilateralism set was significant, and mandarins acting

unbeknownst to their minister was remarkable, the deviation was in isolation minor.

Meyrick et al’s actions were very much in the spirit of Hogan’s programme for

reorganisation. Therefore, only the Department of Finance foresaw consequences,

expensive consequences. For it even opposed the DDC purchasing four proprietary

109 Bristow, ’ State-sponsored bodies’, p. 179; O’ H alpin, Chief executive in state enterprise, pp 13-14.

1~00’Halpin, ’State enterprise’, p. 88; idem, Chief executive in state enterprise, p. 62.
ill Golding, ’State enterprise’, pp 306 & 315; Green Devlin report, p. 43; James Meenan, The Irish economy

since 1922 (Liverpool, 1970), p. 388.
112 O’Halpin, Chief executive in state enterprise, p. 2.
l l3 Lee, ’Semi-state bodies’, p. 6; Maurice Manning and Moore McDowell, Electricity supply in Ireland." the

history of the ESB (Dublin, 1984), p. 58. Hogan tended to have faith in his officials (Miche~l 6 Fathartaigh,
’Cumann na nGaedheal, the land issue and west Galway 1923-1932’ in Journal of the Galway
Archaeological and Historical Society, lx (2008), p. 166).
114 D6nal O’Connor, ’The departmental secretary’ in Seirbhis Phoibli: Journal of the Department of the

Public Service, iv, no. 1 (Meitheamh 1983), p. 11.
115 Chubb, Government and politics, p. 277; Green Devlin report, pp 43-4.
116 Chubb, Government and politics, pp 244 & 281; O’Halpin, Chief executive in state enterprise, p. 18;

Vaughan, ’State agencies’, p. 54; Green Devlin report, pp 157-64.
117 Chubb, Government and polities, pp 281-2; National Economic and Social Council, Enterprise in the

public sector, Report no. 49, p. 16.
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concerns because two could not, apparently, be immediately resold. Finance’s DDC

director, J.L. Lynd, could have reassured it on this. Yet, unlike his Department of

Agriculture co-directors, he wore just one hat and would not compromise his department’s

principle of caution. Todd Andrews argued that civil servants on state-sponsored company

boards had to wear two hats, undermining their integrity, but he was clearly unaware of

Lynd’s conduct, l J8 The Executive Council not alone, however, approved the purchases,

but Meyrick’s proposals for turning the DDC from an agent of reorganisation into the

architect of reorganisation through rationalisation. J.J. Lee has observed: ’Finance officials

found it easier than they...anticipated to impose...views on...ministers in the...early

years.’ 119 The approval lends further proof to Ronan Fanning’s argument that by the late

1920s the Department of Finance’s hegemony had collapsed. Mary Daly implied that

Finance accepted, rather than acquiesced in, Agriculture initiatives in this period, but she

was clearly unaware of the disputations over, and dissension within, the DDC.120

Meyrick’s proposals (which in superseding Hogan’s programme again confirmed the

DDC’s enterprise), with their suggestion of compulsory creamery purchase, were approved

because they promised the quick, economical realisation of reorganisation. Moreover,

empowering the DDC was the simplest way to realise reorganisation. Cumann na

nGaedheal’s sanction of such radical interventionism reveals how much it believed in

reorganisation as the basis for an antidote for Ireland’s economic ills. It also reiterates its

capacity for intervention.

When the Creamery Bill, 1928 prompted a thorough discussion of reorganisation,

radically orientated Fianna Ffiil voiced support, while conservative elements opposed the

policy. Therefore, it is writ large that there was concurrence on this salient feature of

Cumann na nGaedheal economic policy between Fianna F~il and Cumann na nGaedheal.

Yet this is something that was not recognised by, for example, Richard Dunphy and

Richard English in their studies of Fianna Ffiil in opposition during the 1920s.TM The

conservatives did not recognise that reorganisation was a means to an end (M.R. Heffernan

had considered wheat subsidies a Trojan Horse for a communist realignment!)122 The lrish

~8 C.S. Andrews, ’Comments I [on] role of the state-sponsored bodies in the economy’ in Admin&tration, vi,

no. 4 (winter 1959), p. 298.
119 j.j. Lee, lreland 1912-1985: politics andsociety (8th ed., Cambridge, 1998), p. 107.
120 Mary E. Daly, The first department: a history of the Department of Agriculture (Dublin, 2002), p. 157.
121 Richard Dunphy, The making of Fianna Fril power in lreland 1923-1948 (Oxford, 1995), pp 84-5;

Richard English, Radicals and the republic: socialist republicanism in the Irish Free State 1925-1937
(Oxford, 1994), p: 96.
12z Connacht Tribune (henceforth, CT), 29 Aug. 1925.
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Times did recognise this.123 The Creamery Manager recognised the DDC’s evolution:

what conservatives should have questioned. In their defence, Basil Chubb, G.M. Golding

and Frank Litton exposed the Oireachtas’s inability to scrutinise state-sponsored companies

(unsurprisingly failing, though, to cite this as the first time that it missed something).124

The Creamery Act marked Hogan’s re-engagement with reorganisation, minus his original

clear-sightedness. In 1927, he stalled the Co-operative Act, explaining that suppliers

would flock to proprietary creameries. In 1928, he sponsored the Creamery Act, a Co-

operative Act, and suppliers flocked to them. A maladroit Hogan can be traced to his

refusal to be irenic after TCC rejected the CMC Tipperary creameries/milk supplies.

123 Michefil 6 Fathartaigh, ’Cumann na nGaedheal, sea fishing and west Galway, 1923-32’ in Irish Historical

Studies, xxxvi, no. 141 (May 2008), p. 90; idem, ’Land issue and west Galway’, pp 168-70.
124 Chubh, Government and politics, pp 271-2,278, 281 & 283-5; Golding, ’State enterprise’, p. 316; Litton,

State sponsored bodies, pp 3 & 19 (I.P.A.L.). The Oireachtas receives only a one-dimensional picture of the
operations of state-sponsored companies, given the information, for instance annual reports, available to it on
them (Sefin Dooney and John O’Toole, Irish government today (2nd ed., Dublin, 1998), pp 198-9).
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3 Evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company: Expansion

The direct effect of an expansionist [state economic] policy must be to cause government borrowing, [and] to

throw some burden on the budget.

JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES

New Statesman and Nation, 7 Mar. 1931

This chapter continues the inquiry into whether the evolution of the DDC was compliant

with its original remit by, again, considering how it evolved. Specifically, it details the

second significant phase of the evolution, 1928-38, and considers how beneficial it was. Its

first section deals with the reorganisation through rationalisation of Kerry and west Cork.

Section I details how the DDC purchased numerous proprietary and co-operative

creameries, mainly in north and mid-Kerry, and rationalised most of them into creamery

groups. As several proprietary creameries still had to be acquired, it could not transfer the

groups but this would allow it to service suppliers, generate profits and facilitate

reorganisation. The section also details how the DDC used them to extend the creamery

system into all of Kerry. This would also satisfy its three-fold objective, and made

manifest its evolution into the Dairy Development Company: along with its expansion of

the creamery system into Clare. The chapter’s second section deals with that. Section II

details how the DDC’s three-fold objective led it to integrate the dairy farmers of an entire

county. Both sections I and II discuss how much the expansions mitigated the effect of the

Great Depression, from 1929, and the Economic War, 1932-8, for farmers through the

DDC’s payment of weekly milk cheques. These cheques were in effect the first wages that

farmers in south and west Kerry and Clare had ever received. In 1932, Fianna Ffiil

replaced Cumann na nGaedheal in government, and sections I and II also discuss how its

support for the expansions shows continuity in policy between the parties. The chapter’s

third section deals with the DDC’s involvement in international marketing. Section III

details how it repurchased the Limerick toffee factory and marketed its products, the

products of the condenseries, and butter. It discusses how the DDC directors, as senior

civil servants, acquitted themselves in the world of commerce.
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With the approval of F.J. Meyrick’s proposals for reorganising through rationalisation

the creamery system of the southwest, the DDC tumed its attention to County Kerry.

There were forty-nine creameries in Kerry, the majority of which were located within a

thirteen-mile radius in the north of the county. There, eight proprietors operated thirty-two

creameries and eleven co-operatives operated seventeen creameries. Inefficiency and the

legacy of the milk war had meant that the average price for a gallon of milk in Kerry in

1927 had been 6d., ld. less than poorer west Limerick. In 1927, Kerry suppliers had lost

£50,000.1

In late 1928, the DDC purchased Dennehy’s and Watsons’ creameries in Farranfore for

£12,000 and £21,460 respectively.2 They were the only proprietary concerns outside north

Kerry - they were in mid-Kerry - and would be easily reduced into one creamery group,

which would pay good prices and would encourage the north-Kerry co-operatives to sell.3

Dennehy’s Dicksgrove creamery became the new group’s central creamery. Watsons’

Ballyfinane, Castlemaine, Fieries, Kilcummin, Killorglin, Scartaglin and Tubbermaine

creameries became its auxiliaries. Four Dennehys and Watsons creameries were closed.4

In early 1929, Milltown & Ballyhar Co-operative Creamery, mid-Kerry’s sole co-

operative, sold up for £2,701. Ballyhar and Listry creameries became auxiliaries of the

mid-Kerry DDC group.5 By early 1929, the mid-Kerry group had contributed to

reorganisation and was servicing suppliers; to whom it paid an appropriate price for milk.

However, it was not generating profits, and the DDC would make a twenty-five per cent

loss on it if it were transferred to co-operative control. Yet, because every proprietary

1 ’Memorandum from Mr Ward to E & P. Div.’, nd (N.A.I., DA AG1/1159/27).
2 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 100 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor of the Department

of Government, University College, Cork); Facsimile of memo from F.J. Meyrick, secretary of the
Department of Agriculture and DDC chairman, to J.J. McElligott, secretary of the Department of Finance,
Aug. 1928 (N.A.I., DA AG1/982/28). These two sources give different prices for Dennehy’s and Watsons’
creameries. For the same reasons as stated in Footnote 45, Chapter 2, I have used the ’Blue Notes’ figures.
3 Meyrick to McElligott, ’Memorandum. Watson’s and Dennehy’s creameries’, nd (N.A.I., DA

AG 1/982/28).
4 Meyrick to McElligott, ’Watson’s and Dennehy’s creameries’ (ibid.); Interview with Teddy Curran of

Killorglin, County Kerry (21 Mar. 2009); Interview with Patrick Houlihan of Killorglin, County Kerry (11
Apr. 2009). The Co-operative Wholesale Society built Dicksgrove central creamery in the late 1800s, selling
it to Thomas Dennehy in 1911. Dennehy’s Kilcummin and Scartaglin auxiliaries were closed. In 1930,
Tubbermaine auxiliary was rebuilt ((N.A.I., DDC 2/17/49, Jan. 1966-Dec. 1971); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19); ’Blue
Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor)).
5 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 100 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); ’Watson’s and

Dennehy’s creameries’ (N.A.I., DA AG1/982/28).
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creamery had not been purchased, and the group could not be transferred, it would come to

generate profits, and the DDC would most likely make a profit when it was transferred.

There were 2,000 mid-Kerry cows whose milk was not supplied to creameries and once the

group had drawn that supply, it would begin to generate profits. This would cancel out

what the DDC had lost when it had closed the four Dennehys and Watsons creameries and

would mean that at very least it would not make a loss when the group was transferred.6

Furthermore, it would of course also allow the DDC to even more effectively serve

suppliers and contribute to reorganisation.

Having overcome their initial opposition, most north Kerry co-operatives actually

needed little encouragement to sell up; as Meyrick observed, many were failing.7

Moreover, decisively, the proprietors also wished to sell, as they foresaw DDC

competition, and many had other business interests that they could focus on.8 In August

1929, the DDC and IAOS met to map out the reorganisation through rationalisation of

north Kerry.9 They devised the Ardfert and Listowel creamery groups for northwest and

northeast Kerry respectively.

In 1929, the DDC purchased Ardfert, Ballinascreena and Causeway co-operative

creameries for £8,613, £3,843 and £2,461 respectively. In Tralee it acquired the

creameries of the Co-operative Wholesale Society (henceforth, CWS - despite the name, a

proprietary concern) for £7,850 and Slatterys for £ 19,000. In Ballyheigue it bought

Palmer’s creamery for £4,250. J0 Ardfert creamery became the Ardfert group’s central,

with Ballinascreena, Ballyheigue and Causeway, the Ardfert society’s Banemore, the

CWS’s Baltovin and Kielduff and Slatterys’ Chapeltown creameries as auxiliaries. J1 One

of the Ardfert society’s creameries, one CWS creamery and five of Slatterys’ creameries

were closed.12 Ballinclemesig Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society refused to sell

6 ’Watson’s and Dennehy’s creameries’ (N.A.I., DA AG1/982/28).
7Facsimile of memo from F.J. Meyrick to J.J. McElligott, 7 Sept. 1929 (N.A.I., DA AG1/1601/29).
8Ibid.
9’Conference at the Plunkett House’, 23 Aug. 1929 (I.C.O.S.A., A/516). DDC Executive Director Michael
McAuliffe and Department of Agriculture inspectors W.P. Clifford and Michael Ward represented the DDC,
while Dr Henry Kennedy, secretary of the IAOS, James Fant, IAOS engineer, and Patrick Courtney, IAOS
official, represented the 1AOS.~0 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 100-01 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor). Slatterys’

also included a bacon-curing factory and Palmer’s a cold store, sawmill and stables. In 1928, John McMahon
had actually bought out Ross Palmer from Palmer’s ((N.A.I., DDC 2/11/1); Bryan MacMahon, The story of
Ballyheigue (Ballyheigue, nd), p. 170).
~l Ballinascreena auxiliary was also known as Drumnacurra auxiliary and Baltovin auxiliary as Ballymacquin

auxiliary.12 ’Conference at the Plunkett House’ (I.C.O.S.A., A/516); Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA

AG 1/1601/29); Table detailing remaining proprietary concerns and their estimated prices, 1928 (ibid., DT S
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because its two creameries would be closed.13 The local press supported Ballinclemesig

and vilified the DDC, in its own estimation.14 Therefore, and because it would not really

compromise reorganisation, Ballinclemesig was simply excluded. By paying an

appropriate milk price, the DDC Ardfert group serviced suppliers. As several proprietary

creameries still had to be purchased, and it could not be transferred, the DDC Ardfert group

could accumulate profits, and could cancel out the £46,487 that its creation had cost.15

Finally, having replaced six different creamery concerns, operating fifteen creameries, the

DDC Ardfert group, operating eight creameries, had facilitated reorganisation. In 1938,

Lee Strand Co-operative Creamery acquired Kielduffcreamery.16 To locate the Ardfert

group and its creameries, and all the following DDC groups and their creameries in Kerry,

see maps 1-2.

The Listowel group was also created in 1929 when the DDC purchased Ballylongford

Co-operative Creamery for £4,338, Tarbert Co-operative Creamery for £ 1,848 and the milk

supply of McKenna’s creamery in Listowel for £7,000.17 McKenna’s creamery was too

small to be the Listowel group’s central and so a new central was built in Listowel, with

Ballylongford and Tarbert and Slatterys’ Asdee creameries as auxiliaries.TM In 1930,

Collins’s proprietary concern, Ballylongford, was acquired for £22,500 and its three

creameries closed.19 The following year, Ballybunion and Coolard co-operative creameries

5213); D6il Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1365 & 1369-70 (24 Mar. 1943); ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938,
p. 102 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor). Ardfert Co-operative Creamery’s Listrim auxiliary
remained open until it was considered that Chapeltown auxiliary could accommodate its suppliers. CWS’s
Tralee central creamery and Slatterys’ Crotta, Kilquane and Tubrid centrals and Kilflynn and Knockeen
auxiliaries were closed.
13 ’Conference at the Plunkett House’ (I.C.O.S.A., A/516); Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA

AG1/1601/29); ’Ward to E & P’ (ibid., DA AG1/1159/27); DDC minutes, 31 Aug. 1931 & 21 Jan. 1932
(ibid., DDC minutes). Ballinclemesig’s Ballinclemesig central and Glenderry auxiliary would be closed.
14 DDC minutes, 31 Aug. 1931 & 21 Jan. 1932 (N.A.I., DDC minutes). The only other opposition to the

DDC’s intervention in north Kerry came in 1934 when Lee Strand Co-operative Creamery successfully
opposed the opening of a DDC shop in Tralee (facsimile of letter from Dr Henry Kennedy to Michael
O’Connor, chairman of Lee Strand Co-operative Creamery, 7 Dec. 1934 (I.C.O.S.A., A/619)).
15 Ardfert creamery required a £500 upgrade. The sale of redundant property realised £30 (Meyrick to

McElligott (N.A.I., DA AG1/1601/29); DDC minutes, 23 Dec. 1932 (ibid., DDC minutes)).
16 Ddil Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1369-70 (24 Mar. 1943).
~7 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 100-01 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); Meyrick to

McElligott (N.A.I., DA AG1/1601/29).
~8 Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA AG1/1601/29); ’Conference at the Plunkett House’ (1.C.O.S.A.,

A/516); DDC minutes, 17 Oct. 1930 (ibid., DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC 2/11/1); D6il E, ireann deb., lxxxix,
1365 (24 Mar. 1943); ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 102 (in the possession of Dr Tom
O’Connor). McKenna’s creamery was leased for two years for £10. McKenna’s also included a fish-
wholesaling business. Asdee auxiliary was also known as Kilcolman auxiliary (CT, 16 July 1932).
19 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 101-02 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); ’Conference

at the Plunkett House’ (I.C.O.S.A., A/516); Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA AG 1/1601/29); ’Ward to E &
P’ (ibid., DA AG1/1159/27); DDC minutes, 17 Oct. 1930, 23 Dec. 1932 & 15, 16 & 20 June 1933 (ibid.,
DDC minutes); Remaining proprietary concerns (ibid., DT S 5213); Ddil l~ireann deb., lxxxix, 1365 (24 Mar.
1943). Collins’s Ballylongford central and Lisselton auxiliary were closed.
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were bought for £3,170 and £1,963 respectively and their four creameries were closed and

replaced by new auxiliaries at Coolaclarig and Lisselton, which were optimally located,z°

Notably, both co-operatives had requested DDC-directed reorganisation in north Kerry.21

This was continued in 1932 with the construction of Duagh auxiliary, and in 1933 with the

building of Lyrecrumpane auxiliary. These would draw the milk of 2,000 Feale Valley and

1,300 Stacks Mountain cows, which had not heretofore been part of any creamery supply,zz

The DDC Listowel group had contributed hugely to reorganisation, was servicing suppliers

like the other groups and, because it could not be transferred, could realise profits that

could cancel out the £52,650 that it had cost (which was £17,000 more than expected).23

This was highly likely because in the 1930s the Listowel group processed the greatest

volume of milk of any DDC group in Kerry.24

Ballymacelligott Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society was viable and was not

included in the plans for the reorganisation through rationalisation of Kerry.z5 In 1932, it

sought, but did not receive, the transfer of the former Slatterys’ Gortatlea creamery, which

had become an auxiliary of the DDC mid-Kerry group.26 However, in 1934 it sought a

DDC buyout due to financial mismanagement.27 The IAOS worried, understandably, that

co-operatives viewed the DDC as ’a fairy godmother’, and felt that they could ’neglect

their business with impunity’.28 Yet, notably, the DDC purchase of Ballymacelligott in

1937 for £5,430 was its penultimate co-operative acquisition,z9 One creamery was closed

2o ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 101-02 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); ’Conference

at the Plunkett House’ (I.C.O.S.A., A/516); Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA AG1/1601/29); DDC
minutes, 21 Jan. & 23 Dec. 1932 & 15, 16 & 20 June 1933; DtkilEireann deb., lxxxix, 1365 (24 Mar. 1943).
Ballybunion’s Lahesragh central and Trippol auxiliary and Coolard’s Coolard central and Ballyconry
auxiliary were closed. Coolaclarig auxiliary was equipped with five 1,100-gallon separators (two were Alpha
separators, costing £108, and three were Westphalia separators, costing £ 110). Lisselton auxiliary was also
known as Loughanes auxiliary.
21 (N.A.I., DDC 2/11/1).
_,2 ’Conference at the Plunkett House’ (I.C.O.S.A., A/516); Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA

AG1/1601/29); DDC minutes, 26 Apr. 1933 (ibid., DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC 2/2/1-3); D6il Eireann deb.,
lxxxix, 1365 (24 Mar. 1943); ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 101-02 (in the possession of Dr
Tom O’Connor).
23 ’Conference at the Plunkett House’ (I.C.O.S.A., A/516); Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA

AG1/1601/29); DDC minutes, 17 Oct. 1930, 3 & 12 Nov. 1931 & 23 Dec. 1932 (ibid., DDC minutes); ’Blue
Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor). The five new creameries
cost £11,256 and a refit for Ballylongford creamery cost £685. The sale of redundant property realised £110.
24 Interview with Denis McCarthy, former DDC Ardfert group creamery manager, of Causeway, County

Kerry (10 & 11 Dec. 2004); S6amus Lafferty, Patrick Commins and James A. Walsh, Irish agriculture in
transition: a census atlas of agriculture in the republic of Ireland (Dublin, 1999), p. 63. In northwest Kerry,
in the Ardfert group area, barley, beet, oats and wheat were grown and tillage competed with dairying.
25 Ballymacelligott’s and Lee Strand’s amalgamation would probably be ultimately desirable

(’Ballymacelligott C.A. & D.S.’, 23 Apr. 1934 (I.C.O.S.A., A/579)).
26 DDC minutes, 21 Jan. 1932 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
27 ’Ballymacelligott’ (1.C.O.S.A., A/579).
_,8Ibid.
29 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
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and Ballymacelligott creamery became an auxiliary of the Dicksgrove group.3° The

addition of Gortatlea creamery had increased the number of auxiliaries in the mid-Kerry

group to ten. The ten were unwieldy and spread across a large area. Thus, in 1934 the

group had been divided into two groups, Castlemaine and Dicksgrove. The Castlemaine

group had a newly constructed central in Castlemaine, with auxiliaries at Ballyfinane,

Ballyhar, Fieries, Killorglin and Listry. The Dicksgrove group retained the central in

Dicksgrove (better known as Currow, the place that has bred three of rugby union’s British

& Irish Lions!), with Gortatlea, Kilcummin, Scartaglin and Tubbermaine auxiliaries.31

The division of the mid-Kerry group also had a wider purpose: to act as a catalyst for the

extension of the creamery system into south Kerry. South Kerry, ’the Kerry cattle area’,

produced butter but had no creameries.32 Diffuse, mountainous milk supplies had deterred

proprietors and co-operators. The DDC intended that the south-stretching, tractable

Castlemaine group would be a bridgehead for creamery development in south Kerry, and

on into Beara.33 Just as the construction of single auxiliaries in virgin territory by the DDC

had serviced suppliers, generated profits and facilitated reorganisation on a small scale, so

this would satisfy the DDC’s three-fold objective on a more significant scale.

Consequently, the evolution of the DDC into the Dairy Development Company was

established. It did not require government approval because, of course, the DDC did not

have legislatively established parameters, and because the profits that it had generated

would fund the expansion.34

Beaufort and Glenbeigh auxiliaries were built on the southern fringe of the Castlemaine

group area and were the trailblazers, amassing suppliers and paving the way for the

development of three new creamery groups.35 In 1937, the Cahirciveen group came into

being with a central at Cahirciveen, and auxiliaries at Ballinskelligs and Chapeltown, on

30 Ibid., p. 102; ’Conference at the Plunkett House’ (I.C.O.S.A., A/516); Dril Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1366 (24

Mar. 1943); ’Ward to E & P’ (N.A.I., DA AG1/1159/27); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19). Ballymacelligott’s Potalley
auxiliary was closed.
31 Memo from Dr J.H. Hinchcliff, agricultural director in the Department of Agriculture and DDC chairman,

to F.J. Meyrick, secretary of the Department of Agriculture, 13 Jan. 1933, Memo concerning the extension of
the creamery industry to south and west Kerry, nd, Memo concerning the extension of the creamery industry
into the Kerry cattle area, 14 Apr. 1934 (N.A.I., DA AG1/8261/34); Minute sanctioning the Castlemaine
group’s development, 10 Sept. 1934 (ibid., DF 55/9/34); Dfil Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1366 (24 Mar. 1943);
’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 101-02 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
32 Hinchcliff to Meyrick (N.A.I., DA AG1/8261/34); ’Ward to E & P’ (ibid., DA AG1/1159/27).
33 Hinchcliff to Meyrick, Memo concerning creameries for south and west Kerry, Memo conceming

creameries for the Kerry cattle area (N.A.I., DA AG 1/8261/34).
34 DDC minutes, 15 Oct. 1929 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
35 Dfil Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1366 (24 Mar. 1943); ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 101-02 (in

the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
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Valentia Island. In the same year, the Kenmare group was formed, comprising Kenmare

central, and the Castletownbere group, comprising Castletownbere central, and an auxiliary

at Ballinakilla, on Bere Island.36 The Cahirciveen, Kenmare and Castletownbere groups

immediately served suppliers, who had made an average 3.5d. per gallon of milk producing

homemade butter, but now earned an average 4.5d. per gallon of milk by supplying them.37

Without the need for creamery purchase, the creation of the groups had cost £9,014 and in

1938 the groups, which could not be transferred because proprietary creameries still had to

be acquired, generated a profit of around £270, and by 1951 had offset their cost.38

Regarding reorganisation, the groups weaned approximately 5,300 dairy farmers off

producing homemade butter, and integrated them into the creamery system.39

The three groups circumvented the problem of diffuse, mountainous milk supplies with

the travelling creamery, invented by John Blackwell, manager of Ardfert central creamery.

He devised a lorry that ran a 1,100-gallon separator off its engine, and more so than the

milk being brought to the creamery, the creamery went to the milk (not unlike the 1994

film Speed, if the engine fell below a certain rpm, the cream could not be separated!)4°

Three travelling creameries (see Photograph 1) operated in the Cahirciveen, the Kenmare

and the Castletownbere group areas. They stopped at collecting points called ’stations’. If

consistently large supplies were assured at these points, auxiliaries were constructed. Only

Ballinskelligs auxiliary had succeeded a travelling creamery station, the auxiliaries on the

islands being built for logistical reasons. A travelling creamery cost about £700 to

assemble, whereas, on average, an auxiliary cost about £1,000 to construct.41 However, the

running costs of travelling creameries were higher than auxiliaries, so, ultimately, their

costs were similar. With the travelling creamery, not alone did the DDC unlock the

36 Dfil Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1366 (24 Mar. 1943); Minute sanctioning the creamery industry’s extension into

the Kerry cattle area, 29 Nov. 1937 (N.A.I., DF 55/8/37); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19); (ibid., DDC 2/17/49, Feb.
1963-Dec. 1965); Memo concerning creameries for the Kerry cattle area (ibid., DA AG 1/8261/34).
Cahirciveen central started out as an independent auxiliary (’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101
(in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor)).
37 Statistical Abstract 1938, P 3404, p. 193; Lafferty et al, Atlas of agriculture, p. 11.
38 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); Hinchcliffto

Meyrick (N.A.I., DA AG1/8261/34); StatisticalAbstract 1947-1948, P 8926, p. 187.39 lreland. Census of population 1936, i: population, area and valuation of each district electoral division

and of each larger unit of area, P 2913, pp 23-5; Farming since the Famine." Irish farm statistics 1847-1996,
Pn 4175, pp 265-6.40 Memo from R.J. Leach, DDC director, to F.J. Meyrick, 21 Sept. 1933 (N.A.I., DA AG1/8319/34); DDC

minutes, 12 Sept. 1933 (ibid., DDC minutes); Eddie Cotter, Memories of Ennistymon creamery (Ennistymon,
2001 ), p. 39; Anon., ’Travelling creameries’ in Journal of the Department of Agriculture (henceforth, J.D.A.),
xxxvi (1939), p. 247; Interview with Denis McCarthy.
41 Leach to Meyrick (N.A.I., DA AG1/8319/34).
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potential of peripheral dairying areas such as south Kerry, but it provided the key. The

Castlemaine group operated a travelling creamery around Carrantuohill.42

Although the DDC’s expansion of the creamery system had not required government

approval, the government could, nonetheless, have vetoed it, and in March 1932 Fianna

Ffiil had replaced Cumann na nGaedheal, the DDC’s creator, in government. Yet Fianna

Ffiil had voiced support for the reorganisation policy, and was elected on a manifesto that

promised to elevate small farmers.43 Moreover, in June 1932 the Fianna F~iil government

withheld land annuities from Britain and triggered the Economic War.44 It intended to use

this trade war, which devastated the Irish livestock industry, and thus the Irish economy, to

restructure Irish agriculture, and restructure it in favour of small farmers. In the face of

British duties on Irish agricultural imports, it bolstered agricultural exports other than

livestock, especially exports of dairy products,as It had already passed the Dairy Produce

(Price Stabilisation) Act, 1932, which paid a 2d. per lb bounty on exports of farmers’

butter, and twice that on exports of creamery butter. Following on from the Butter

Exporting (Examination) Order of 1928, which had set stringent standards for farmers’

butter, this had, in addition, thoroughly dis-incentivised the production of farmers’ butter.46

Fianna F~il supported the DDC’s expansion of the creamery system because it had

maintained the Cumann na nGaedheal policy of reorganisation. This, in turn, was because

reorganisation suited Fianna F~iil’s agenda, just as it had underpinned Patrick Hogan’s

vision. Therefore, while Fianna Ffiil’s attempt to reconfigure the Irish economy in the

1930s is emphasised to contrast its political philosophy with Cumann na nGaedheal’s,

there is evidence of continuity in policy.47

In 1933, the DDC planned the integration of west Kerry into the creamery system.48

This district also produced butter but had no creameries, though Slatterys of Tralee did

42 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 101-02 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
43 F.S.L. Lyons, lrelandsince the Famine (4th ed., London, 1985), p. 504; Alvin Jackson, lreland 1798-1998:

politics and war (4th ed., Oxford, 2002), pp 292 & 454. The Fianna Ffiil government relied on the support of
the Labour Party.44 David Fitzpatrick, The two Irelands: 1912-1939 (Oxford, 1998), p. 274; Jackson, Ireland, p. 454.
45 Jackson, Ireland, p. 292; Raymond D. Crotty, Irish agricultural production: its volume and structure
(Cork, 1966), p. 182; J.J. Lee, Ireland 1912-1985: politics and society (8th ed., Cambridge, 1998), p. 186.
46 Raymond Ryan, ’The butter industry in Ireland, 1922-1939’ in Irish Economic and Social History, xxviii

(2001), pp 38 & 42; DdilE, ireann deb., xli, 535 (22 Apr. 1932); xli, 1321 (4 May 1932); xlvi, 1735 (30 Mar.
1933); Mary E. Daly, The first department: a history of the Department of Agriculture (Dublin, 2002), p. 176;
SS, 30 Apr. 1932.47 See, for instance, John M. Regan, The Irish counter-revolution 1921-1936: Treatyite politics and

settlement in independent Ireland (Dublin, 1999), pp 364-5.
48 Hinchcliffto Meyrick (N.A.I., DA AG1/8261/34).
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Photograph 1:
A photograph showing the Dairy Disposal Company’s Kenmare travelling creamery, 1938
(courtesy of Padraig Kennelly, press photographer).
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collect cream for blending there,a9 Owing to the large number of dairy farmers in west

Kerry, it was acutely affected by the govemment measures to phase out farmers’ butter.5°

Notably, Tralee Harbour Board had sought relief from the DDC for its dairy farmers.51

The DDC purchased Slatterys’ collecting centres in Dingle and Stradbally in 1934 for

£3,250 and established a creamery group comprising a newly constructed central in Dingle,

with eight auxiliaries.52 Four travelling creameries facilitated the transition.53 So too did

the payment of peak milk prices to farmers, who temporarily earned double what they had

producing homemade butter.54 Not erecting auxiliaries immediately allowed the DDC to

do this and still generate profits.55 The auxiliaries were built at An Clochfin, An

Fheothanach, Annascaul, Baile an Fheirt6araigh, Camp, Ceann Tr~i, Lios P6il and

Stradbally.56 The travelling creameries became breakdown cover or were redeployed to,

for example, south Kerry.

Given that west Kerry includes the Corca Dhuibhne Gaeltacht, and a core state policy

was the preservation and propagation of the Irish language, the DDC’s investment there

was not alone agriculturally but agri-culturally beneficial.57 In 1925, Coimisifin na

Gaeltachta had urged financial investment in Gaeltachtai.58 The DDC had responded

impressively. As it did, once again, in 1936 when it built B6al J~tha an Ghaorthaidh

auxiliary creamery in the Mfiscrai Gaeltacht in mid-Cork and added it to the Terelton

group.59 The Dingle group served suppliers, who, like their south Kerry counterparts, had

made an average 3.5d. per gallon of milk producing homemade butter but earned an

49 Memo concerning creameries for south and west Kerry (ibid.); KM, 23 Nov. 1934.
5o Lafferty et al, Atlas of agriculture, p. 85.
51 Clare Champion (henceforth, CC), 29 Aug. 1931.
52 Memo concerning creameries for south and west Kerry (N.A.I., DA AG 1/8261/34); Minute sanctioning the
creamery industry’s extension onto the Dingle peninsula, 25 May 1934 (ibid., DF 55/8/34); ’Blue Notes’,
Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
53 ’Organisation of the creamery industry in the Dingle peninsula’, 7 Nov. 1936 (N.A.I., DA AG/3818/36);

DDC minutes, 12 Sept. 1933 (ibid., DDC minutes); KM, 7 Apr. 1934; Leach to Meyrick (N.A.I., DA
AG1/8319/34).
54 Memo conceming creameries for south and west Kerry (N.A.I., DA AG1/8261/34); Anon., ’Travelling

creameries’, p. 248.
55 ’Creamery industry in the Dingle peninsula’ (N.A.I., DA AG/3818/36).
56 Ibid.; ’Re creamery development in Dingle peninsula’, 2 July 1937 (N.A.I., DA AG1/5164/37); D6il

Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1366 (24 Mar. 1943).
57 Terence Brown, Ireland." a social and cultural history 1922-1985 (London, 1985), p. 47; Neil Buttimer and

Mfiire Ni Annrachfiin, ’Irish language and literature, 1921-84’ in J.R. Hill (ed.), A new history oflreland, vii:
Ireland, 1921-84 (Oxford, 2003), p. 544; Adrian Kelly, Compulsory Irish: language and education in Ireland
1870s-1970s (Dublin, 2002), p. 111.
58 Report of Coimisit~n na Gaeltachta, p. 68.
59 DDC minutes, 19 Jan. 1931 & 29 Aug. 1933 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); ’Memorandum containing

preliminary survey on the proposal of the Irish Agricultural Organisation Society that the Terelton group of
creameries should be split up...’ (ibid., DA AG1/1896/28); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19); ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52
Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
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average 4.5d. per gallon supplying creameries.6° It generated profits; in 1936, even before

its auxiliaries had been built, it had made £581, and this, because it could not be

transferred, would cancel out the £20,500 that it had cost to develop by 1950.61 Finally, it

had reorganised dairying on the Dingle peninsula so that approximately 2,100 dairy

farmers had been integrated into the creamery system.62

In October 1929, the Wall Street Crash had precipitated a catastrophic international

recession. The Great Depression lasted from 1929 until it was subsumed by the Second

World War in 1939. In the Irish Free State, the effects of the Great Depression were

compounded from 1932 until 1938 by the Economic War. Between 1928 and 1938, the

national income of the Irish state rose by seven per cent, but the average income in the

agricultural sector declined by twenty-four per cent.63 However, in south and west Kerry,

the average incomes of farmers who began supplying DDC creameries between 1928 and

1938 increased by six per cent.64 In addition, the average incomes of those farmers in

south and west Kerry who continued to produce homemade butter decreased by twenty-

seven per cent.65 The fact that the DDC paid the farmers with weekly milk cheques and

effectively provided the first wages that they had ever received also gave them the security

of a regular income.66 Between 1928 and 1938, the average size of the farming population

in Kerry was 18,900 and thirty-three per cent of that population began supplying DDC

creameries during the period.67 Thus, the DDC mitigated significantly, for a significant

amount of farmers, the effect of the Great Depression and the Economic War.

60 Statistical Abstract 1938, p. 193; Lafferty et al, Atlas of agriculture, p. 11.
61 ’Creamery industry in the Dingle peninsula’ (N.A.I., DA AG/3818/36); ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture,

1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); Memo concerning creameries for south and west
Kerry (N.A.I., DA AG1/8261/34); StatisticalAbstract 1947-1948, p. 187. The Dingle group’s cost included
£580 for the lorry that was required to convey separated milk from the auxiliaries to Dingle central. Lee
Strand Co-operative Creamery could acquire the Dingle group’s eastern auxiliaries only (’Creamery
development in Dingle’ (N.A.I., DA AG1/5164/37)).
62 Census of population 1936, i, p. 25; Farming since the Famine, p. 266.
63 R.C. Geary, ’Irish economic development since the Treaty’ in Studies, xl, no. 4 (Dec. 1951), p. 413;

Interview with Sheila Dennehy and Kieran Riordan, clerical officers in the agricultural prices section of the
Central Statistics Office (9 July 2010); Statistical Abstract 1938, p. 191.
64 Farming since the Famine, p. 215; E.A. Attwood, ’The structure of Irish agriculture and its future

development’ in Agricultural Economics Society of Ireland Proceedings (henceforth, A.E.S.I.P. ), iv, no. 1
(1972), pp 43-4; Interview with Pat Chonair 6 Conchubhair, former DDC Dingle group supplier, of Baile
Dh~ith, County Kerry, Comhr6, TG4 (19 Feb. 2007); Interview with Con O’Sullivan, former DDC Kenmare
group supplier, of Kenmare, County Kerry, Hidden history: land is gold, RTE 1 (8 Nov. 2005).
65 Statistical Abstract 1938, p. 193.
66 Sehn Sheehan, Jack’s world:farming on the Sheep’s Head peninsula, 1920-2003 (Cork, 2007), p. 82;

Hinchcliff to Meyrick (N.A.I., DA AG 1/8261/34); Interview with Pat Chonair 6 Conchubhair; Interview
with Con O’Sullivan.
67 Farming since the Famine, p. 266.
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In 1928, the east Kerry dairying district, which incorporated mid-west Cork, desperately

needed reorganisation through rationalisation. Milk prices were as low as 3d. per gallon

due to inefficiency and the legacy of the milk war. Owing to the absolute reliance on

dairying in the district, the DDC feared that distress would grip it.68 In 1920s Ireland,

distress was endemic, but in very peripheral places, not in inland Munster.69 The co-

operatives in the district wanted to sell, as did one of the two proprietors; yet the other,

Timothy O’Callaghan, owner of the Lakelands Dairy Company in Rathmore, held out. He

demanded a price of £30,000 for his creameries even though the DDC deemed that £20,000

would be a fair price for them.v° The DDC knew that O’Callaghan really wished to sell,

however, and the pursuit of compulsory purchase was not considered.71 He eventually

capitulated in 1935 and sold up for £18,850. In the same year, the DDC purchased

Hegarty’s creamery in Millstreet for £4,000 and Millstreet Co-operative Creamery for

£4,700.72 The following year, it acquired Rathmore Co-operative Creamery for £3,900.73

The Rathmore creamery group comprised a central in Rathmore, which had been the

Rathmore society’s central, with the Millstreet society’s Aubane and Ballydaly, Hegarty’s

Millstreet and O’Callaghan’s Bealnadeega, Gullane and Lacka creameries as auxiliaries.TM

In addition, O’Callaghan’s Shanavoher creamery became an auxiliary of the Newmarket

group.75 One of the Millstreet society’s creameries and one of O’Callaghan’s creameries

were closed.76 The wider east Kerry dairying district had no creameries and farmers

lobbied the DDC to expand the creamery system to it. Consequently, Annablaha auxiliary

was constructed and travelling creameries for the Flesk and Maine valleys were

commissioned.7v Cloghane auxiliary duly succeeded the Flesk-Valley travelling

68 DDC minutes, 19 Jan. 1931 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); Lafferty et al, Atlas of agriculture, p. 85.
69 NEA Service, 20 Feb. 1925 (N.A.I., DT S 1693). For a literary portrayal of distress, see Peadar O’Donnell,

Adrigoole (London, 1929).
70 Timothy O’Callaghan also owned the Leelands Dairy Company, which made butter for the wholesale and

retail markets, and operated from Cork city’s Paul Street ((N.A.I., DDC 2/92/2)).
71 ’Memorandum. Creamery re-organisation of the Rathmore-Millstreet area’, 22 Sept. 1934 (ibid., DA

AG1/8319/34).
72 Minute sanctioning creamery purchase in the Rathmore-Millstreet area, 30 July 1935 (ibid., DF 55/5/35).

Hegarty’s creamery was also known as St Brendan’s Creamery (Remaining proprietary concerns (ibid., DT S
5213)).
73 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
74 ’Re-organisation of the Rathmore-Millstreet area’ (N.A.I., DA AG 1/8319/34); D6il l~ireann deb., lxxxix,

1366 & 1369-70 (24 Mar. 1943).
75 (N.A.I., DDC 3/180). Shanavoher auxiliary was also known as Lakevale auxiliary.
76 ’Re-organisation of the Rathmore-Millstreet area’ (N.A.I., DA AG 1/8319/34). Millstreet’s Millstreet

central and O’Callaghan’s Rathmore central were closed.
77 ’Re proposed new creamery group Rathmore’, 29 June 1936 (N.A.I., DA AG1/3259/36); Minute

sanctioning the Rathmore group’s development, 28 July 1936 (ibid., DF 55/5/35); ’Creamery development in
Dingle’ (ibid., DA AG I/5164/37).
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creamery.TM The Rathmore group serviced suppliers, who earned about 5d. per gallon in

1938, it generated profits; around £700 in 1938, and would wipe out its £38,472 cost by

1954, and it facilitated reorganisation to the greatest extent.79 Furthermore, had the DDC

not created the Rathmore group, this, Sliabh Luachra district would have experienced

80distress. In 1937, Kilcorney Co-operative Dairy Society acquired Aubane creamery.

During the period between the rationalisation of the creamery system in north, mid and

east Kerry and the expansion of the creamery system into south and west Kerry, Kerry’s

creamery managers were disgruntled. In 1927, the government had begun to compensate

the staff of those creameries that the DDC had closed. Managers and workers received

thirteen weeks pay, with employees aged forty or more receiving an extra 25 per cent,

those over fifty an extra 50 per cent and those over sixty an additional 100 per cent.81

Following ICMA representations, the government had also reduced places on UCC’s

creamery manager course to improve prospects for unemployed managers - seemingly, the

Cumann na nGaedheal government’s first concession to trade unionism.82 This had

satisfied the 246 managers and workers made unemployed throughout the south following

the CMC purchase. It had also satisfied the creamery workers made unemployed during

Kerry’s rationalisation, but not the managers.83 In November 1929, an emboldened ICMA

stated that unless managers made unemployed ’were dealt with on terms satisfactory to the

Kerry branch...the remaining managers would refuse to handle...transferred milk.’84 The

DDC decided to dismiss disobedient managers. Nevertheless, executive directors J.H.

Breen and Michael McAuliffe agreed to meet a Kerry ICMA delegation, the first time that

a state-sponsored company agreed to parley with a union. However, instead of a

deputation, twenty-four managers, with differing demands, confronted the directors and

precluded any agreement. In December, the DDC offered the ICMA another chance. A

way forward was found. The DDC would re-employ redundant managers before their

78 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); D6il Eireann

deb., lxxxix, 1366 (24 Mar. 1943).
79 StatisticalAbstract 1939, P 3923, p. 199; ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the

possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); ’Re-organisation of the Rathmore-Millstreet area’ (N.A.I., DA
AG1/8319/34); ’Creamery group - Rathmore’ (ibid., DA AG1/3259/36); ’Creamery development in Dingle’
(ibid., DA AG 1/5164/37); Statistical Abstract 1962, Pr 6571, p. 321. The Rathmore group’s development
included the upgrade of Rathmore Co-operative Creamery’s central.
8o D6il Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1369-70 (24 Mar. 1943).
8~ Minute sanctioning compensation for those made unemployed by the DDC, 19 Aug. 1927 (N.A.I., DF

145/1/27); (ibid., DT S 7543).
82 CM, xix, no. 4 (May 1928), p. 6; Douglas F. McLernon, ’Ireland’ in Joan Campbell (ed.), European labor

unions (Westport, CT, 1992), p. 244.
83 (N.A.I., DT S 7543).
84 CM, xix, no. 4 (May 1928), p. 2 & xx, no. 1 t (Nov. 1929), pp 15 & 17; DDC minutes, 28 Nov. 1929

(N.A.I., DDC minutes).
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compensation payments were exhausted. The DDC had to strike an agreement lest Kerry’s

rationalisation be impeded. This gave added impetus to the expansion of the creamery

system.85 Despite the expansion, there were nine long-term unemployed managers. They

were bought off by the govemment, which doubled their redundancy package, to the

Department of Finance’s dismay. It complained that civil servants made redundant would

not have been as well treated.86 This should not overshadow the indications that the DDC

was adept at managing industrial relations.

In west Cork the creamery system required none of the redesigning witnessed in Kerry.

The DDC had simply to purchase the remaining proprietary concems. In 1929, it acquired

Hill’s creameries and O’Sullivan’s creameries in Clonakilty for £ 16,000 and £2,500

respectively. It also bought Hurley’s creamery in Dooneen for £ 1,125 and Lambert’s

creameries in Skibbereen for £2,000.87 The DDC transferred six of these creameries to co-

operatives and, having closed four creameries, four of their milk supplies (see Appendix 2).

Yet, what seemed a straightforward process in west Cork, did run into difficulties.

Centred on Skibbereen and comprising sixteen creameries was the Cork & Kerry Creamery

Company, owned by the Irish Butter Exporters’ Association (henceforth, IBEA - despite

the name, a corporation), which was the last major proprietary concern in the state.88 In

1929, the DDC failed to purchase it.89 Moreover, subsequently, Cork & Kerry, acting as an

~minence grise, began frustrating reorganisation in west Cork by facilitating rogue actions

by some suppliers of transferred creameries and milk. For example, suppliers of the

transferred Hill’s Reenascreena auxiliary and Hurley’s milk supply should have been

supplying Drinagh Co-operative Society. Instead, with Cork & Kerry’s support, they had

established hand-operated separating stations.9° Compounding matters, Drinagh was

unable to pay for any creamery or supply until the stations were shut down, and they could

not be because, anomalously, their establishment was not subject to license. Reenascreena

85 DDC minutes, 28 Nov. 1929, 3 Nov. 1931 & 26 Apr. 1933 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
86 (ibid., DT S 7543).
87 Memorandum from the DDC to F.J. Meyrick, 8 Mar. 1933 (ibid., DA AG1/6137/33); ’Blue Notes’, Vote
52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 100-01 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor). Lambert’s also included a coal-
wholesaling business (SS, 16 Nov. 1929).
88 Remaining proprietary concerns (N.A.I., DT S 5213). The Cork & Kerry Company operated four central

creameries around south-central Munster, of which Skibbereen central was primus inter pares. Its main
office was on Dunbar Street, Cork ((ibid., DDC 2/10/16)).
89 Minute from F.J. Meyrick to Minister for Agriculture Patrick Hogan, 21 May 1929 (N.A.I., DA

AG/2006/29).
9o The separating station of the suppliers of the transferred Hurley supply was known as the ’people’s dairy’

(Kathleen Geaney and Monica Hurley, ’The history of Dooneen creamery, privately owned by R.W. Hurley’
(Diploma dissertation, University College, Cork, 1993); SS, 20 July 1929).
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auxiliary was eventually repossessed by the DDC, which retransferred it to Lisavaird Co-

operative Creamery, Drinagh’s neighbouring co-operative.91 This soured relations between

Drinagh and the DDC. Drinagh’s chairman, Fr John Crowley, declared that the co-

operative ’would have nothing further to do with the Dairy Disposal Company’ .92

Nonetheless, the DDC believed that Cork& Kerry could be bought and compulsory

acquisition was not considered.93 In 1934, the Creamery (Amendment) Act proscribed

separating stations.94 In 1935 and 1937, the DDC eventually purchased two remaining

minor proprietary concerns in west Cork: Sheehy’s creamery in Union Hall for £850 and

O’Donovan’s creamery in Leitra for £ 1,400.95 Both were transferred to Drinagh and good

relations were restored.96 However, by 1938 the DDC had lost faith in Cork & Kerry’s

intransigence waning and it asked the government to initiate the compulsory acquisition of

Cork & Kerry, and O’Regan’s creameries in Aughadown.97 They were the last proprietary

concerns in west Cork, and in the state.98 The government agreed and would bring in the

Creameries (Acquisition) Act, 1943, which is discussed in Chapter 4. In view of the

disruption caused by Cork & Kerry, and the time that it took to buy proprietary concerns

with voluntary agreements, compulsory acquisition should have been initiated in 1928. If

it had, by 1938 the reorganisation of the dairy-production system would have taken place.

Yet, in that case, the benefits of the evolution of the DDC between 1928 and 1938,

particularly of expansion, would not have been realised.

The DDC’s partial reorganisation of west Cork was not really something that the pre-

evolution DDC could not have carried out. Nevertheless, it should be noted that it served

suppliers well, with average milk prices rising by fourteen per cent (which compares

9~ DDC to Meyrick (N.A.I., DA AG1/6137/33); SS, 16 May 1931; DDC minutes, 11 May 1932 (N.A.I., DDC

minutes); Facsimile of letter from F.J. Meyrick to Arthur Cox, DDC solicitor, 28 Aug. 1933, Copy of
agreement between the DDC and Drinagh Co-operative Society, Nov. 1933 (ibid., DA AG/6037/33).
Between its repossession and retransfer, Reenascreena auxiliary was attached to the Terelton group (DDC
minutes, 30 June 1931 (ibid., DDC minutes)).
92 DDC minutes, 30 June 1931 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
93 Ibid., 19 Jan. & 30 June 1931.
94 Dhil Eireann deb., liii, 1738-9 (18 July 1934); Seanad [?ireann deb., xix, 518-20 (30 Aug. 1934); DDC to

Meyrick (N.A.I., DA AG1/6137/33).
95 (N.A.I., DDC 2/2/1-3); (ibid., DDC 2/10/10); DDC minutes, 15, 16 & 20 June 1933 (ibid., DDC minutes);

’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
96 Meyrick to Hogan (N.A.I., DA AG/2006/29); (ibid., DDC 2/2/1-3); (ibid., DDC 2/10/10); (ibid., DDC

2/1 O/4).
97 Remaining proprietary concerns (N.A.I., DT S 5213); (ibid., DDC 2/92/2); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19); (ibid.,

DDC 2/2/1); (ibid., DDC 2/10/14).
9s There was one other proprietary concern in the state, and, indeed, in west Cork. Yet Carton’s Irish Dairy

Produce Company, comprised of Enniskeane central creamery and Ballinacarriga auxiliary, and with offices
on Lavitt’s Quay, Cork, was moribund. Reacting to its poor milk prices, in 1932 its suppliers had opened
their own auxiliary creamery at Enniskeane, attached to Bandon Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society
((N.A.I., DDC 2/10/8); Meyrick to Hogan (ibid., DA AG/2006/29); (ibid., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1955-Dec.
1958)).
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favourably with the five per cent increase in the south following the CMC purchase).99

Furthermore, it greatly facilitated reorganisation, with twelve creameries reduced to eight.

However, most notably, profits were not generated from it; rather, a thirty-three per cent

loss was made on the transfer of the creameries and the milk supplies.l°° This illustrates

perfectly what one of the outcomes would have been had compulsory acquisition been

initiated in 1928, and the DDC not continued to evolve as an operator of creamery groups.

The entire project in Kerry and west Cork had cost roughly £227,000 but the DDC would

not have to write-off£87,000 on it, as Meyrick had estimated that it would, or even be

content with recouping the full figure.I°] Instead, when it did transfer the new creamery

groups, an outright profit would be made.

The Kerry and west Cork project aside, between 1928 and 1938 the DDC also

reorganised the creamery system elsewhere. In County Cork, outside of west Cork, it

purchased Meelin Co-operative Creamery for £ 1,116 in 1929 and Hurley’s creamery in

Donoughmore for £2,200 in 1931.1°2 In 1933, it acquired Aughabullogue Co-operative

Creamery for £2,632 and, in 1934, Killowen Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society for

£1,400. ]03 Meelin creamery was closed and its supply redirected to the Newmarket DDC

group. Hurley’s creamery was also closed and its supply transferred to co-operative

control (see Appendix 2 for the co-operatives to which creameries and milk supplies were

transferred). Aughabullogue and Killowen creameries became auxiliaries of the Coachford

and Terelton DDC groups respectively. J04

99 Cotter, Ennistymon creamely, p. 30; Jerome Geaney, ’The history of Drinagh Co-op’ in Rosscarbery -

Past & Present: Journal of the Rosscarbery Historical Society, no. 4 (Dec. 2002), p. 21; ’Ward to E & P’
(N.A.I., DA AG1/1159/27).
~00 Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA AG1/982/28); (ibid., DDC 2/2/1-3); (ibid., DDC 2/10/10); (ibid., DDC

2/10/4); ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 100-01 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); DDC
to Meyrick (N.A.I., DA AG 1/6137/33); Remaining proprietary concerns (ibid., DT S 5213).
i 01 , Re-organisation of the creamery industry’ memorandum, nd (N.A.I., DT S 5213).
102 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 100-01 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); DDC

minutes, 19 Jan. 1931, 9 June & 6 July 1933 (ibid., DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC 2/2/1-3); Remaining
proprietary concerns (ibid., DT S 5213).
103 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); Facsimile of

letter from C.C. Riddall, assistant secretary of the IAOS, to Michael Twomey, chairman of Aughabullogue
Co-operative Creamery, 16 Nov. 1932 (I.C.O.S.A., A/553); Minute from Michael McAuliffe to F.J. Meyrick,
16 Aug. 1928 (N.A.I., DA AG1/2057/28); DDC minutes, 9 June 1933 (ibid., DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC
2/2/1-3); Letter from Dr Henry Kennedy to Patrick Fitzsimon, DDC secretary, 21 June 1934 (ibid., DA
AG/2240/34).
J o4 Ddil [~ireann deb., lxxxix, 1365 (24 Mar. 1943). The IAOS thought that Bandon Co-operative

Agricultural & Dairy Society should take over Killowen creamery (Facsimile of letter from Dr Henry
Kennedy to Dr J.H. Hinchcliff, 10 Nov. 1932 (1.C.O.S.A., A/535)).
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In County Tipperary in 1930 the DDC bought Hanly’s creamery in Cashel for £2,250

and McCluskey’s Rosebower Dairy Company in Cashel for £5,500.105 Hanly’ s creamery

was closed and its supply and McCluskey’s three creameries were transferred.

McCluskey’s Grange auxiliary was subsequently reacquired by the DDC and added to the

Tipperary DDC group because that better satisfied the DDC’s three-fold objective.l°6 The

DDC ignored demands from Cashel for a Cashel co-operative society because that would

not best service suppliers or facilitate reorganisation. 107 It believed that townspeople,

’people who had no cows and were not interested in cows’, were making the demands. 108

In County Waterford, the DDC purchased Dunne’s Shandon Dairy Company in

Dungarvan in 1931 for £31,500 and Stradbally & Comeragh Valley Co-operative

Agricultural & Dairy Society in 1936 for £4,800.109 Closing one creamery, it transferred

three creameries and a milk supply.110 Finally, in County Kilkenny in 1931 the DDC

bought Mahers’ creamery in Freshford for £4,500 and Staunton’s Cascade Joint-Stock

Creamery in Freshford for £ 1,700.111 Mahers’ creamery and Staunton’s supply were

transferred to the new Freshford Co-operative Dairy Society. This followed pressure from

suppliers, who wanted a creamery on their doorstep rather than accept the DDC’s plan to

close both creameries and transfer their supplies to Kilkenny Co-operative Creamery. 112 A

Freshford creamery did not best facilitate reorganisation and, in the long run, would not

best serve suppliers, but because suppliers wanted it, the DDC compromised.113 Between

1928 and 1938, this was the only instance in which it deviated from its three-fold objective.

Based on the archival material, Ddil Eireann debates and local newspapers, there is no

105 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); Remaining

proprietary concerns (N.A.I., DT S 5213).
106 (N.A.I., DDC 3/111).
107Ddtil E, ireann deb., xxxix, 1109-22 (25 June 1931).
108Ibid., 1117 (25 June 1931).
109’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); Remaining
proprietary concerns (N.A.I., DT S 5213); (ibid., DDC 2/2/1-3); DDC minutes, 19 Jan. 1931, 9 June & 6 July
1933 (ibid., DDC minutes); McAuliffe to Meyrick (ibid., DA AG1/2057/28); Kennedy to Fitzsimon (ibid.,
DA AG/2240/34). Dunne’s Shandon Dairy Company included a condensery, engineering shop, granary and
sawmill as well as creameries ((ibid., DDC 2/23/76)).
110 For further details concerning reorganisation in Waterford, see Kennedy to Fitzsimon (N.A.I., DA

AG/2240/34); DDC minutes, 29 Aug. 1933 (ibid., DDC minutes); Facsimile of letter from R.J. Leach to Dr
Henry Kennedy, 12 Nov. 1934 (ibid., DA AG/2240/34). The DDC transferred to Dungarvan Co-operative
Creameries Dunne’s ancillary assets and closed creamery too (ibid., DDC 2/2/1-3).
Ill ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); Remaining

proprietary concerns (N.A.I., DT S 5213); (ibid., DDC 2/2/1-3); DDC minutes, 19 Jan. 1931 & 6 July 1933
(ibid., DDC minutes). Staunton’s also included a victualling business ((ibid., DDC 2/23/76)).
1~2 II, 2 June 1930; (N.A.I., DDC 2/2/1-3). Owing to its temporary closure, following a fire, some suppliers

of Mahers’ creamery had gone to Kilkenny Co-operative Creamery, and more had gone to Tullaroan Co-
operative Creamery. Freshford Co-operative Dairy Society waived its right to their milk ((ibid., DDC
2/23/76); (ibid., DDC 3/143); DDC minutes, 6 July 1933 (ibid., DDC minutes)).
l l3 (N.A.I., DDC 2/2/1-3).
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evidence that local political pressure was brought to bear on the DDC. As with west Cork,

the DDC’s reorganisation, generally, in the rest of Cork, Tipperary, Waterford and

Kilkenny, serviced suppliers and facilitated reorganisation but did not generate profits. A

loss was made on the transfer of the creameries and the milk supplies.J 14

II

County Clare was, Meyrick testified, ’the largest cohesive home-butter producing area in

the Irish Free State’ in 1931.115 It had effectively no prosperous creameries because the

tradition of producing farmers’ butter was so strong. It had had four CWS creameries but

they had had to close.116 In 1931, Scarriff Co-operative Creamery and, despite their rather

grandiose names, East Clare Co-operative Society and West Clare Co-operative

Creameries, were marginal, struggling co-operatives. Bridgetown Co-operative Creamery

and Bunratty Co-operative Creamery were sturdier, but were really extensions of the

creamery networks in Tipperary and Limerick respectively.ll7 The expansion of the

creamery system into Clare would service suppliers, generate profits and facilitate

reorganisation on a very significant scale. Consequently, in 1931 the DDC pursued it and

its evolution into the Dairy Development Company was apparent.

The moribund West Clare Co-operative Creameries presented the DDC with an

opportunity to intervene in Clare.liB In April 1931, Meyrick informed J.J. McElligott,

secretary of the Department of Finance, that building on West Clare’s Kilrush central and

Cooraclare auxiliary, the DDC could develop a successful creamery network in Clare.119

Unlike for the expansion of the creamery system into south and west Kerry, the DDC

required approval for the expansion into Clare because it could not fund it. Meyrick

asserted that by covering Clare in creameries, the farmers’-butter culture would be

smothered. He requested £48,100 for the first, west Clare phase of the development and

was confident that it would be achieved, and the outlay recouped, quickly. 120 McElligott

J l4 Remaining proprietary concerns (ibid., DT S 5213); McAuliffe to Meyrick (ibid., DA AG 1/2057/28);

(ibid., DDC 2/25/20); (ibid., DDC 2/2/i-3); DDC minutes, 8 Jan. 1929 (ibid., DDC minutes).
~ls Copy of letter from F.J. Meyrick to Diarmuid 6 hl~igeartaigh, secretary of the Department of the

President, 18 May 1931 (N.A.I., DA AG/1133/31).
116 Cotter, Ennistymon creamer),, pp 23-4.
~7 (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, May 1974-May 1976); Interview with Eddie Cotter, former DDC North Clare group

creamery manager, of Ennis, County Clare (10 June 2006); Maurice Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century (Dublin,
1994), p. 125; Interview with David Lang of Bunratty, County Clare (5 June 2006); CC, 27 Aug. 1927.
1~8 Copy of memo from F.J. Meyrick to J.J. McElligott, 9 Apr. 1931 (N.A.I., DA AG/450/31).
119 Ibid.; Paul Markham, The histo~ of the west Clare creameries (Kilrush, 2001), p. 70.
~20 Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA AG/450/31).
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was incensed. He argued that there had already been three stages in the evolution of the

DDC: purchasing proprietary creameries in the CMC sphere, purchasing all proprietary

creameries and purchasing co-operative creameries. Another was simply unconscionable.

Moreover, the Clare proposal, he contended, was not reorganisation but formation; setting

a precedent for the creamery system’s national expansion, and it amounted to premeditated

state socialism because the auguries were that the DDC would run the Clare creameries.

Lastly, he stated that the outlay was impossible under the current agricultural estimate, as

the proposal exceeded its subheads, and the Executive Council would have to sanction a

supplementary estimate. 121 The funding for the DDC to acquire proprietary concems in

1928 had overreached the 1928/9 estimate but this had been criticised by the Comptroller

and Auditor General and the Public Accounts Committee. 122

In May 1931, Meyrick told the Cabinet that Clare had to be converted to creameries and

that the DDC could do it, economically, through paying the farmers of Clare one-third

more for their milk. He tempered McElligott’s state socialism allegations by highlighting

how the government of the Canadian province of Saskatchewan had undertaken a similar

project.123 Canada was considered decidedly conservative (although, in 1944

Saskatchewan would return a socialist government!)TM Indeed, Bishop Michael Fogarty of

Killaloe had sought DDC intervention.125 The Cumann na nGaedheal govemment

approved and in July moved an unchallenged supplementary estimate. 126 Regardless of

Meyrick’s attempt to put it into perspective, the Cumann na nGaedheal government did

commit to further financial intervention and probable nationalisation. This alone serves to

confirm that both were salient features of its economic policy. However, the fact that it

committed to both with a sum of£48,100 in the midst of the Great Depression, ’with the

economy in crisis’, reaffirms it.127 That also underscores Cumann na nGaedheal’s

commitment to reorganisation, and that as well as the incomes of large livestock farmers

further east, the incomes of predominantly small farmers (as were in Clare) did concern it.

121 Copy of memorandum from J.J. McElligott to F.J. Meyrick, 24 Apr. 1931 (ibid., DF 55/3/31).
122 Appropriation accounts, 1928-29: appropriation accounts of the sums granted by the Oireachtas for

public services for the year ended 31st March, 1929, together with the report of the Comptroller and Auditor
General thereon and his reports on certain store accounts, P 137, p. ix; Appropriation accounts, 1929-
30...together with the report of the Comptroller and Auditor General, P 353, pp ix-x; Report of the
Committee of Public Accounts together with the proceedings of the committee, minutes of evidence and
appendices (appropriation accounts, 1928-29), 9, p. 82.
123 Meyrick to 0 hl~igeartaigh (N.A.I., DA AG/1133/31).
124John H. Archer, Saskatchewan: a history (Saskatoon, 1980), p. 684.
~25Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 30.
126Daly, First department, p. 132; DfilEireann deb., xxxix, 1436-56 (2 July 1931).
~27Regan, lrish counter-revolution, p. 308.
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Finally, the approval proves conclusively that the Department of Finance’s hegemony had

collapsed.

In November 1931, the work in west Clare began when the DDC accepted tenders for

auxiliary creameries at Annageragh, Bella Cross, Cranny, Derrylough, Doonaha, Kilbaha,

Kildysart, Kilmihill, Kilmurry McMahon, Labasheeda and Power’s Cross.128 In early

1932, the DDC bought West Clare Co-operative Creameries for £8,190. Between May and

August, the eleven new auxiliaries joined Cooraclare auxiliary in supplying Kilrush central

(see Photograph 2).129 By December, the DDC had declared the West Clare group (see

maps 1 & 3) a success. It had handled 22,000 gallons of milk on the peak day of its first

season; the Cork & Kerry Company averaged 15,000 gallons per peak day.13° Meyrick

was vindicated. Indeed, the group was so successful that in 1934 Clondegad and

Lissycasey auxiliaries were added to it and in 1935 Blackweir auxiliary.TM As it

transpired, and despite extra auxiliaries, the development of the West Clare group cost only

£27,218. The DDC’s expansion of the creamery system into west Clare may have

contributed to the Fianna Fail vote. Strikingly, while the new creameries were a Cumann

na nGaedheal-backed initiative, farmers referred to them as ’Fianna Fail creameries’. 132

Just as it had appropriated the 1932 Eucharistic Congress, Fianna F~iil seemed to do

likewise with the expansion and at the 1933 general election its vote in Clare increased by

six per cent, to sixty-five per cent, the second highest Fianna Fail vote in the state. 133

Fianna Fail certainly supported the expansion to the extent that the farmers of Clare were

convinced that it had embraced the policy of reorganisation.

128 DDC minutes, 3 Nov. 1931 (N.A.I., DDC minutes). Pre-fitted, Annageragh, Derrylough, Kilmihill and

Power’s Cross auxiliaries cost £485; Bella Cross, Cranny, Doonaha, Kilbaha, Kilmurry McMahon and
Labasheeda auxiliaries cost £460; and Kildysart auxiliary cost £449. Derrylough auxiliary was also known as
Brown(e)’s Cross auxiliary and Power’s Cross as Bealaha.
129 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); Meyrick to

McElligott (N.A.I., DA AG/450/31); Markham, West Clare creameries, pp 72-86. In April 1931, the DDC
actually had to take over West Clare Co-operative Creameries to ensure that if the Clare proposal was
approved, there would be something to build on; in May 1931, the co-operative society folded. The DDC
enlarged Kilrush central and completed Cooraclare auxiliary, which had been opened before being fully
finished (ibid., pp 32 & 70; Iris Oifigihil (The Dublin Gazette), no. 41 (22 May 1931), p. 573).
130 Facsimile of memorandum from the DDC to F.J. Meyrick, 12 Dec. 1932 (N.A.I., DA AG1/7359/32);

Remaining proprietary concerns (ibid., DT S 5213).
13J DDC to Meyrick (N.A.I., DA AGI/6137/33); DDC minutes, 29 Aug. 1933 (ibid., DDC minutes);

Markham, West Clare creameries, pp 88-9. Blackweir auxiliary was also known as Lisdeen auxiliary.
132 Markham, West Clare creameries, pp 38 & 96.
133 Dermot Keogh, Ireland and the Vatican: the politics and diplomacy of church-state relations, 1922-1960

(Cork, 1995), p. 94; Cornelius O’Leary, Irish elections 1918-1977:parties, voters and proportional
representation (Dublin, 1979), p. 27; Michael Gallagher (ed.), lrish elections 1922-44: results and analysis
(Limerick, 1993), pp 159 & 176.
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The DDC quickly put forward plans for north Clare and east Clare.TM The development

of the large north Clare area commenced immediately. By April 193 5, Ennistymon central

had been built and auxiliaries at Ballinacarra, Coore, Darragh, Doolin, Honan’s Bridge,

Inagh, Kilmaley, Kilnamona, Liscannor, Moy and Smithstown.13s The North Clare group

(see maps 1 & 3) had thus been inaugurated, at a cost of£28,374.136 It too was an instant

success.137 The Clare Champion assisted in this by helping to dispel the fallacy,

perpetuated by butter merchants, that creamery-returned milk killed calves. 138 The social

revolution that swept away the ’innocence’ of Irish rural life was started in Clare long

before the Rural Electrification Scheme (1946-79), by DDC creameries. This was

something overlooked by the American sociologists C.M. Arensberg and S.T. Kimball in

their seminal study of rural life in Clare in the 1930S.139 The development of the much

smaller east Clare area would proceed in 1940 (this is discussed in Chapter 4). By 1938,

the DDC employed approximately 1,400 people.

The majority of people employed by the DDC were, obviously, employed in its

creamery groups. There were of course two broad categories for these employees,

creamery managers and creamery workers, but under these categories there were further,

specific classifications. Under creamery manager, there was central creamery manager,

first assistant creamery manager, second assistant creamery manager, junior assistant

creamery manager, auxiliary creamery manager and travelling creamery manager. 140 The

first and second assistant creamery managers assisted the central creamery managers. The

junior assistant creamery managers were effectively serving their apprenticeship. Under

creamery worker, there was adult male creamery worker, female butter maker and cheese

maker, other female creamery worker, juvenile male creamery worker and typist. 141 Butter

and cheese making were traditionally seen as a woman’s purview, as were other tasks, such

as egg testing, which were carried out by the other female creamery workers. The juvenile

male creamery workers were effectively serving their apprenticeship for the role of adult

J34DDC to Meyrick (N.A.I., DA AG1/6137/33).
135Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 31; Dril Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1366 (24 Mar. 1943).
136’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 100-01 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); Minute
sanctioning the North Clare group’s establishment, 10 Mar. 1933 (N.A.I., DF 55/3/31). The funding for the
North Clare group was under the 1932/3 agricultural estimate: the subhead ’Extension of the Creamery
Industry’ having been created after the approval of the Clare proposal. In the following financial year,
1933/4, the ’Extension of the Creamery Industry’ subhead was combined with the original ’Purchase of
Creameries’ subhead, creating the ’Improvement of the Creamery Industry’ subhead.
137 Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 34.
~38 Ibid., pp 33-4; CC, 25 Mar. 1933; (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/17).
139 Conrad M. Arensberg and Solon T. Kimball, Family and community in lreland (Cambridge, Mass., 1948),

p. 235.
~40 DDC minutes, 16 Nov. 1956, 24 Jan. 1957, 2 Nov. 1961 & 28 Sept. 1964 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
14~ Ibid., 8 Mar. 1956, 13 Feb. 1958, 12 Oct. 1960 & 11 Apr. 1962.
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Photograph 2:
A photograph showing the Dairy Disposal Company’s Kilrush central creamery, circa 1935
(courtesy of Paul Markham of the Kerry Group).
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male creamery worker. The creamery-manager classifications also had grades. There were

three grades for the central and first assistant creamery managers, two for the second

assistant creamery managers and six for the auxiliary creamery managers. J42 These

reflected levels of responsibility. For example, if an auxiliary creamery manager managed

a very large auxiliary, he would be a grade 1 auxiliary creamery manager; if he managed a

very small auxiliary, he would be a grade 6 auxiliary creamery manager. Due to the

number of DDC creamery groups and creameries, there was great scope for managerial

mobility within the organisation. Creamery managers could, and did, rise through the

ranks, traversing the various groups. This meant that ambitious creamery managers

followed a career path within the DDC, and remained DDC creamery managers, rather than

journeymen creamery managers. This corporate culture meant that, in turn, the DDC could

rely on having in-house expertise, and did not, in the manner of a co-operative society,

have to headhunt for managerial talent. Even if a creamery manager’s pretensions were not

slaked by achieving grade 1 central creamery manager status, he could aspire to becoming

a DDC inspector of creameries. Along with inspectors, a minority of DDC employees

were not employed in its creamery groups. They were employed by its factories -

managers, workers, engineers, product testers and salesmen - and by its Dublin head office

and Cork office - clerical staff (the Cork office handled day-to-day administration).

The DDC’s expansion of the creamery system into Clare served suppliers, who,

collectively, had made an average £135,000 per year producing homemade butter, but
143earned an average £175,000 per year supplying the West Clare and North Clare groups.

In 193 8, the groups generated a profit of around £2,150, and by 1948 their cost would be

recouped. 144 In addition, the milk that the groups separated provided the DDC Lansdowne

complex with a much-needed source of skim milk, which ensured that it generated profits

(see below) and that suppliers got the best price for their milk. 145 Of course, the integration

of the dairy farmers of an entire county into the creamery system could not have facilitated

reorganisation more. Just as the DDC’s expansion of the creamery system into south and

west Kerry mitigated significantly, for a significant amount of farmers, the effects of the

Great Depression and the Economic War, so also did the expansion into Clare. However,

in Clare, the average incomes of suppliers who began supplying DDC creameries between

~42
Ibid., 16 Nov. 1956, 24 Jan. 1957, 2 Nov. 1961 & 28 Sept. 1964.

143 StatisticalAbstract 1938, p. 193; CC, 1 Apr. 1939.
144 Statistical Abstract 1947-1948, p. 187.
145 Frank Prendergast, ’The decline of traditional Limerick industries’ in David Lee and Debbie Jacobs (eds),

Made in Limerick, history of industries, trade and commerce (2 vols, Limerick, 2003), i, p. 11.
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1928 and 1938 rose by ten per cent.146 Also, the average size of the farming population in

Clare was 14,900, 4,000 less than Kerry, but half of that population began supplying DDC

creameries during the period)47 In addition, the former North Clare group creamery

manager Eddie Cotter remembered how bleak it would have been in the 1930s but for the

expansion: ’the community was glad to opt for the creamery system to survive’)48 Finally,

in 1933 the DDC was able to increase the weekly wages of the auxiliary creamery

managers of the West Clare group by 5s.149 In 1933, the average wage in the agricultural

sector fell by Is. 3d.15° Signally, the construction of Ardnacrusha hydroelectric power

station, in Clare, during the more prosperous 1920s, employed at most 4,800 people (from

all over Ireland), for four years. 151 Considering this, the DDC’s expansion of the creamery

system into Clare had a bigger direct impact on Clare than the renowned Shannon Scheme.

Contrary to McElligott’s contention, the expansion of the creamery system into Clare did

not set a precedent for its national expansion. In 1934, having tried to establish creameries

in County Mayo, Mayo Co-operative Creameries collapsed.152 Yet the DDC did not

intervene. The expansion of the creamery system into Mayo would have serviced suppliers

and would have generated profits. However, because Mayo had no tradition of dairying, it

would not have been to facilitate reorganisation of the dairy-production system, but to

instigate formation of the dairy-production system.153 Therefore, the DDC did not

intervene. Most of the state had no tradition of dairying. Even where there was a dairying

tradition the DDC did not always intervene. In the 1930s, north Connacht-south Ulster had

too many co-operatives and required reorganisation.154 Yet the DDC did not intervene.

146 Farming since the Famine, p. 209; Lafferty et al, Atlas of agriculture, p. 85.
147 Census of population 1936, i, p. 23.
148 Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 36.
149 DDC minutes, 29 Aug. 1933 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
150 Cormac 6 Gr~ida, Ireland." a new economic history 1780-1939 (Oxford, 1994), p. 416.
151 Gerald O’Beirne, Siemens in Ireland, 1925-2000." seventy-five years of innovation (Dublin, 2000), p. 56;

The building of the Shannon hydro-electric scheme
(www.C~are~ibrary.ie/e~~as/c~c~are/hist~ry/shann~n-hydr~e~ectric-scheme/shann~n-hydr~-e~ectric-scheme.
htm) (2 July 2010).
15z Co-operative societies registered since 1928, 1930 (N.A.I., DA AG1/1978/30); CT, 7 Nov. 1929, 22 Feb.,

17 May & 2 Aug. 1930 & 21 Apr. 1934.
153 Donald Jordan, Land and popular politics in Ireland." Coun~ Mayo from the Plantation to the Land War

(Cambridge, 1994), pp 6-9.
154 Meyrick to 6 ht~igeartaigh (N.A.I., DA AG/1133/3 I); Co-operative societies registered since 1928 (ibid.,

DA AG1/1978/30); CM, xviii, no. 2 (Feb. 1927), p. 9; xviii, no. 4 (Apr. 1927), p. 22; xix, no. 7 (Aug. 1928),
p. 19; xx, no. 2 (Feb. 1929), p. 25; Brian MacDonald, LakelandDairies & the triumph of co-operation 1896-
1996 (Killeshandra and Tullynahinera, 1996), pp 74-5 & 88-9; DDC minutes, 3 Nov. & 23 Dec. 1932
(N.A.I., DDC minutes); Facsimile of letter from C.C. Riddall to the secretary of the Scottish Co-operative
Wholesale Society, 21 May 1932 (I.C.O.S.A., A/531); Proprietary creameries not purchased, 6 Feb. 1933
(N.A.I., DA AG 1/2519/33); Remaining proprietary concerns (ibid., DT S 5213); Facsimile of letter from C.C.
Riddail to J. Cole, official in the Department of Agriculture, 6 July 1933 (1.C.O.S.A., A/549); Letter from
Patrick Fitzsimon to Dr Henry Kennedy, 10 July 1933 (ibid.); (N.A.I., DDC 2/2/1-3); Daly, First department,
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Although the reorganisation through rationalisation of the northwest would, obviously,

have facilitated reorganisation, because most of the co-operatives were viable, it would not

necessarily have serviced suppliers, and would not have generated profits)55 The co-

operatives discouraged DDC intervention; Killeshandra Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy

Society went as far as to deem the prospect ’government meddling’. 156 However, they

need not worry; between 1928 and 1938 the DDC conspicuously adhered to its three-fold

objective.

III

In 1931, the DDC repurchased the failing Cleeves toffee factory in Lansdowne,

Limerick, from the Blue Badge Toffee Company for a reasonable £10,000. The factory

played a vital role in the DDC’s operations as the largest customer of the condenseries,

something recognised by the Department of Finance, which offered no opposition.157

Arguably, it should never have been sold in the first place. Before the repurchase, the

p. 132; Mike Joe Mahon, Kiltoghert creamery 1901-2000: a history of its development (Carrick-on-Shannon,
2001), pp 71-3. There were two remaining proprietary concerns in north Connacht-south Ulster, Candon’s
creameries in Boyle, County Roscommon, and the Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society creameries in
Blacklion, County Cavan. However, the DDC had never purchased proprietary concerns in the northern half
of the state because it had known that those worth acquiring could, and would, be bought by the wealthier co-
operatives, as these two would be. In fact, knowing this, in 1930 it allowed Thomas Hourican to purchase
Columbkille Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society’s liquidated creamery at Aughnacliffe, County
Longford. In the event, it never even reopened (Longford Leader, 27 Sept. 1930 & 21 Mar. & 4 Apr. 1931;
(N.A.I., DDC 2/92/6); Facsimile of letter from the IAOS to Dominick McCabe, peace commissioner, 8 Jan.
1933 (I.C.O.S.A., A/560)).
155 Daly, First department, p. 132; Mahon, Kiltoghert creamery, pp 71-3; (N.A.I., DT S 5213); (ibid., DDC

2/2/1-3); DDC minutes, 23 Dec. 1932 (ibid., DDC minutes).
~56 Mahon, Kiltoghert creamery, pp 71-3; DDC minutes, 3 Nov. & 23 Dec. 1932, 17 & 18 Jan. & 26 Apr.

1933 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); MacDonald, LakelandDairies, pp 74-5; (N.A.I., DDC 2/11/2); Facsimile of
letter from Dr Henry Kennedy to Martin Roddy, Sligo-Leitrim Cumann na nGaedheal TD, 10 Apr. 1933
(I.C.O.S.A., A/426); Facsimile of letter from Dr Henry Kennedy to Fr James Spelman, parish priest of
Tubbercurry, County Sligo, 5 May 1933 (ibid.); Facsimile of letter by Dr Henry Kennedy, 6 May 1933
(ibid.); Daly, First department, p. 132; (N.A.I., DT S 5213); (ibid., DDC 2/2/1-3); Historical details about
Connacht Gold (www.connachtgold.ie) (8 Aug. 2004); Patrick Murray, Oracles of God: the Roman Catholic
Church and Irish politics, 1922-37 (Dublin, 2000), p. 432; Irish Press (henceforth, 1P), 29 June 1933.
157 ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 101 (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); Ddil Eireann

deb., xxxvii, 1135-6 (6 Mar. 1931); Copy of letter from Arthur Cox to J.H. Breen, 29 Oct. 1930 (N.A.I., DA
AG1/4111/30); Copy of memo from F.J. Meyrick to J.J. McElligott, 7 Nov. 1930 (ibid., DA AG/3149/30);
DDC minutes, 2 June 1930 & 19 Jan. 1931 (ibid., DDC minutes); Copy of memo from Arthur Codling, head
of the supply division of the Department of Finance, to F.J. Meyrick, 19 Nov. 1930 (ibid., DF 145/7/28). The
toffee factory, on O’Callaghan’s Strand, was established as a chocolate factory in 1900, which closed in 1906
because of its failure to produce decent chocolate. It reopened as a slab-toffee factory in 1911. During 1911-
14, it prospered before the Great War restricted the import of sugar and other raw materials. After the war
demand for slab toffee never fully recovered and it diversified into manufacturing toffee sweets. In 1929, the
Blue Badge Toffee Company partnership of Liam Devlin and Horace Wheatley dissolved, Devlin (father of
the poet Denis) refocusing on his confectionery factory on Cork Street, Dublin. Their Cleeves Confectionery
Ltd company passed to Wheatley. In 1931, the DDC reregistered the company as Cieeves Confectionery
(Limerick) Ltd ((N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5A, June 1966-Jan. 1968) (ibid., DDC 2/47/17); (ibid., DDC 2/8/5, 1931-
3); (ibid., DDC 2/8/5, 1933-8); (ibid., DDC 2/8/5A, Feb. 1968-Mar. 1969); (ibid., DDC 2/8/7A); Business
and Finance, 18 Apr. 1969; Mfiire Cruise O’Brien, The same age as the state (Dublin, 2003), p. 54).
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DDC had discovered that Lovell & Christmas had retained the rights to the Cleeves brand

in the British market, which had massive potential. 158 Meyrick accused Lovell &

Christmas of concealment but in an out-of-court settlement the DDC and Blue Badge

bought the British rights for £3,000.159 Following the repurchase, the DDC set about

winning a significant share of the British market; instead of attempting to increase its

fourteen per cent stake in the small, highly competitive Irish market.16° The quality of the

toffee produced by the factory had declined, which was why it was failing, and the DDC

implemented a new procedure for quality control.161 It also engaged a British agent for the

factory: Hendry Bros of the City.162 By the end of 1931, and despite the Great Depression,

Cleeves toffee factory had made a profit of £1,288.163 The directors of the DDC,

particularly Chief Executive J.H. Breen, had shown remarkable business acumen.

Moreover, in 1932 they oversaw the widening of the factory’s product range and travelled

to London to advise Hendry Bros on how it could further improve the marketing of Cleeves

toffees.164 Since 1905, Irish agricultural officials had dealt with London salesmen, but

never as businessmen. 165 One can only imagine the incongruity when Irish mandarins

encountered City sales reps! Of course, in 1932 the Economic War intervened, but when it

ended in 193 8, Cleeves toffee factory was perfectly poised to win a significant share of the

British market. 166

158 Letter from F.J. Meyrick to J.J. McElligott, 19 Jan. 1928 (N.A.I., DF 145/1/27); Meyrick to McElligott

(ibid., DA AG/3149/30). Amid the disruption of the Irish Revolution a London Cleeves - Cleeves Ltd (or
Cleeves O’London) - had been established. The Cleeves trademark was a shamrock ((ibid., DDC 2/8/7A)).159 Meyrick to McElligott, ’Draft heads of agreement’, nd (N.A.I., DF 145/1/27); (ibid., DDC 2/8/7A); DDC

minutes, 10 Jan. 1928 (ibid., DDC minutes); Copy of report by W.G. Shannon SC, 13 Jan. 1928. Cleeves Ltd
would seek to circumvent the settlement by registering another London Cleeves, Cleeves Milk Products Ltd.
In 1932, the DDC would secure its termination and undertakings that Cleeves Ltd would not try this again,
and would cease selling Cleeves-branded butter. However, the DDC would have to terminate its London
Cleeves company, Cleeves Toffees (England) Ltd, and assure that it would not create any more British
companies so that Cleeves Ltd was the only British Cleeves enterprise. In 1954, the DDC would deal with
Cleeves Ltd for the last time when Cleeves Ltd would transfer to it its remaining international rights to the
Cleeves brand (DDC minutes, 21 Jan. & 19 July 1932, Memorandum 37 (ibid., DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC
2/8/5A, Apr. 1971-Aug. 1973)).
16o Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DF 145/1/27); Meyrick to McElligott (ibid., DA AG/3149/30).
161 Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA AG/3149/30); (ibid., DDC 2/8/5, 1931-3); Ddil Eireann deb., xxxvii,

1137 (6 Mar. 1931).
162 (N.A.I., DDC 2/92/7); (ibid., DDC 2/52/37, 1927-31).
163 Memo reviewing Horace Wheatley, who had been retained as manager of the toffee factory, 17 Feb. 1934

(N.A.I., DF 145/7/28).
~64 DDC minutes, 21 Jan. & 11 May 1932 (ibid., DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC 2/92/7); (ibid., DDC 2/52/37,

1927-31); (ibid., DDC 2/8/5, 1933-8); Memo reviewing Wheatley (ibid., DF 145/7/28).
165 Daly, First department, p. 48; Paddy the Cope (Patrick Gallagher), My story (2na ed., Dungloe, nd), pp

133-40.
166 James Meenan, ’From free-trade to self-sufficiency’ in Francis MacManus (ed.), Theyears of the great

test 1926-39 (Cork, 1967), p. 76; Memo reviewing Wheatley, ’Memorandum. Cleeves Confectionery
(Limerick) Limited’, 28 Feb. 1934, Copy of memo from Arthur Codling to Daniel Twomey, secretary of the
Department of Agriculture, 4 May 1934 (N.A.I., DF 145/7/28); (ibid., DDC 2/8/5A, June 1966-Jan. 1968);
(ibid., DDC 2/8/5, 1933-8); CT, 22 Apr. 1933; CC, 24 Jan. 1931. In 1938, Cleeves toffee factory produced:
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In the midst of the Great Depression, the repurchase of the factory guaranteed about

eighty jobs.167 Nonetheless, it caused some controversy in the Ddil. Se~n Lemass, shadow

spokesperson on economic matters, raised the repurchase and resumed the ethics debate

surrounding the DDC.168 He stated that nationalising an individual confectioner created

unfair competition, which threatened employment.169 This was unfair criticism, as Umeys,

Cleeves toffee factory’s main rival, could call upon the resources of its US parent

company, W.R. Grace.17° However, Lemass alleged that the exchequer allocation had

allowed the DDC to spend £ 1,000 on a Cleeves promotion, and Patrick Hogan conceded

this.171 In actual fact, though, Fianna Fail was broadly in agreement with the repurchase, it

just wanted further nationalisation to follow. This pointed to the continuity that there

would be on the policy of reorganisation of the dairy-production system between Cumann

na nGaedheal and Fianna F~iil. As previously, it was the small conservative parties that

really opposed the Cumann na nGaedheal government. James Coburn, Louth National

League TD, claimed that the repurchase confirmed Hogan’s patronage, through the DDC,

of a particular industry.172

The British market also held huge potential for the products of the DDC’s condenseries.

The DDC had inherited the CMC’s interest in the oligopoly on the British market for

condensed milk that had been established in 1912 when Distributors Ltd had been created.

The DDC’s partners in Distributors were three Dutch companies - the Condensed Milk

Company of Holland, Hollandia and Van Heel.173 Yet, by 1932 Distributors’ share of the

British market had slumped to twenty-five per cent, due, ironically, to strong competition

from Dutch co-operatives.174 Showing their business acumen again, the DDC directors

played Distributors. When Britain introduced tariffs on foreign condensed milk in

response to the Great Depression, but exempted condensed milk from the Dominions, the

Cream Cleevona: The Toffee Supreme, Guinea Gold Toffee, Ireland’s Own Toffee, Our Boys’ Toffee, Plavfair
Toffee and Scout’s Own Toffee.167 Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA AG/3149/30).
168 John A. Murphy, Ireland in the twentieth century (Dublin, 1975), p. 85.
169 Ddil [?ireann deb., xxxvii, 1136-7 (6 Mar. 1931).
170 DDC minutes, 11 May 1932 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC 2/8/7A).

171DdilEireann deb., xxxvii, 1139-91 (6 Mar. 1931); DDC minutes, 19 Jan. 1931 (N.A.I., DDC minutes);
CC, 31 Jan. & 9 May 1931; Cox to Breen (N.A.I., DA AG1/4111/30); Meyrick to McElligott (ibid., DA
AG/3149/30); Memo reviewing Wheatley, Copy of agreement between the DDC and Horace Wheatley, 24
Dec. 1930 (ibid., DF 145/7/28).172 Ddil Eireann deb., xxxvii, 1199 (6 Mar. 1931); John Coakley, ’The foundations of statehood’ in idem and
Michael Gallagher (eds), Politics in the republic of Ireland (2"ded., Limerick, 1996), pp 15 & 18.
173 Facsimile of memo from F.J. Meyrick to J.J. McElligott, 22 Oct. 1932 (N.A.I., DA AG1/3179/32); (ibid.,

DDC 2/52/37, 1927-31).174 Meyrick to McElligott (N.A.I., DA AG 1/3179/32).
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DDC availed of this, while remaining a part of Distributors. 175 The Economic War did

result in tariffs on condensed milk from the Irish Free State but they were lower than the

tariffs on foreign condensed milk. 176 The directors also began to examine the market for

condensed milk in South Africa. 177 As senior civil servants, the directors had experience of

policy formulation and high-level intergovernmental negotiation but their performance in

the world of commerce was nevertheless impressive. During the Economic War, the DDC

appointed Hendry Bros as a British agent and a Lovell & Christmas subsidiary as a British

wholesaler for its condensed milk products.ITS Throughout 1928 to 1938, the condensing

business generated annual profits. When the Economic War ended in 1938 the DDC noted

with satisfaction that the combined confectionery and condensing businesses were well

placed, ’stable and efficient industries’. 179

After the CMC purchase in 1927, butter, the staple DDC product, continued to be sold to

Lovell & Christmas for the staple British market. Hogan envisaged that when harmony

was brought to the dairy-production system, it would be to the marketing of dairy products,

and the co-operatives would create an association for selling butter abroad. 180 Yet in April

1928 the IAOS rashly established Irish Associated Creameries (henceforth, IAC).TM

Although many co-operatives supported IAC, critically, one-fifth did not, and then there

were the DDC and proprietary creameries. 182 By contrast, the New Zealand Dairy Produce

Board had the support of all producers and would continue to get 8-10s. per cwt more for

New Zealand butter, even though it was of a poorer quality than Irish butter. 183

Interestingly, IAC did have the potential to be representative of the island of Ireland and

175 DDC minutes, 22 Jan. 1932 (ibid., DDC minutes); David S. Johnson, ’The economic history of lreland

between the wars’ in Irish Economic and Social History, i (1974), p. 55; II, 10 Aug. 1928 & 24 Nov. 1932;
Imperial Economic Conference 1932: report of the conference, supplementary volume, annex 5, p. 68.
1~6 (N.A.I., DDC 2/92/9).
177 Meyrick to McElligott (ibid., DA AG1/3179/32); DDC minutes, 8 & 12 Dec. 1927 & 3 & 24 Nov. 1931

(ibid., DDC minutes). Since 1928 there had been very small markets for DDC condensed milk in the Cape
Colony, Central and South America, Demerara, Malta, Newfoundland, Port Said and Trinidad ((ibid., DDC
2/52/37, 1927-31)).
178 (N.A.I., DT S 2413).
179 (ibid., DDC 2/8/5A, June 1966-Jan. 1968).
is0 (ibid., DT S 5213); SeanadEireann deb., x, 1135 (24 July 1928).
181 (N.A.I., DT S 5213); I1, 15 Dec. 1928; Daniel Hoctor, The department’s story: a history of the Department

of Agriculture (Dublin, 1971), p. 156; SS, 18 May 1929.
x82 Ryan, ’Butter industry’, pp 39-40; Hoctor, Department’s story, pp 156-7; Daly, First department, p. 140;

(N.A.I., DT S 5213);//, 15 Dec. 1928; CM, xviii, no. 6 (June 1927), p. 2; xviii, no. 10 (Nov. 1927), p. 2; xix,
no. 4 (May 1928), p. 1; xix, no. 5 (June 1928), p. 5; xx, no. 1 (Jan. 1929), p. 24; xx, no. 7 (Nov. 1929), pp 18
& 21; xx, no. 8 (Dec. 1929), pp 17-19; MacDonald, LakelandDairies, pp 34, 49 & 76; TLR, 14 July 1928;
DDC minutes, 26 Mar. & 11 June 1928 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
183 CM, xviii, no. 6 (June 1927), p. 3 & xviii, no. 9 (Oct. 1927), pp 3-4.
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buck the trend of the consolidation of two Irish jurisdictions.~84 Notably, creamery

managers in Northem Ireland and Sir Edward Archdale, Northern minister for agriculture,

were very curious.185 IAC faded and in 1930 the government established the Butter

Marketing Tribunal to inquire into the optimum arrangement for selling butter in Britain

pending reorganisation.186 It recommended an organisation to assist co-operatives to sell

independently but concertedly. ~87 However, the IAC failure meant that most co-operatives

were anti-centralisation and they baulked at the prospect.188 The Economic War, though,

demonstrated the importance of co-ordinated action when endeavouring to exploit every bit

of a market’s potential and this was not lost on the co-operatives. The Butter Marketing

Committee was duly formed in 1936.1s9 While all of this had been going on, the DDC had

already enhanced the marketing arrangements for its butter. It had employed Hendry Bros

as its British butter and cream agent and, following the outbreak of the Economic War, had

astutely cultivated non-British markets.19°

Since 1928, the DDC had sold butter in China, Gibraltar, India, Mombasa and the Straits

Settlements but in 1933 it sought bigger markets, closer to home.191 In

Belgium/northeastern France, it commissioned a proxy, V.P. Cailleau.192 It also consulted

the Irish chargO d’affaires in Berlin, Leo McCauley, about the German market. This

established a precedent for the relationships that exist today between Irish companies and

legations.193 McCauley was positive, and the Department of External Affairs offered

Berlin a quidpro quo - if it sanctioned Irish butter imports, then Ireland’s new sugar

factories would be fitted out with German equipment. As Mervyn O’Driscoll revealed, this

set the tone for Irish-German trade relations during the mid-1930s, and the DDC had

pointed the way.194 Berlin agreed and the services of a Hamburg butter importer, Turnbull

184 J.L. McCracken, ’The political scene in Northern Ireland, 1926-1937’ in MacManus (ed.), Great test, p.

158.185 CM, xix, no. 8 (Sept. 1928), p. 21 & xx, no. 8 (Dec. 1929), p. 15.
186 Daly, First department, pp 140-41; CT, 14 Feb. 1931.
187 Department of Agriculture, lnterim report of the Tribunal to Inquire into the Marketing of Butter, P 322,

p. 11; Daly, First department, pp 140-41.
188 Report of the Tribunal to lnquire into the Marketing of Butter, p. 5; Daly, First department, p. 141; CC, 28
Feb. 1931.
~89 Ryan, ’Butter industry’, p. 41.
190DDC minutes, 7 Apr. 1933 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
191(ibid., DDC 2/92/7 & 2/52/37, 1927-31).192DDC minutes, 17 Jan. 1933 (ibid., DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC 2/62/1).193DDC minutes, 30 Apr. 1928 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC 2/62/1); Daily Express, 31 Dec. 1928;
Niall Keogh, Con Cremin." Ireland’s wartime diplomat (Cork, 2006), p. 198.
194 See Mervyn O’Driscoll, ’The Economic War and Irish foreign trade policy: Irish-German commerce

1932-9’ in Irish Studies in lnternationalAffairs, x (1999), pp 72, 77 & 81.
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& Jacobs, were secured. 195 DDC butter exports to the Continent were modest but

significant. In 1936, 9,800 cwt of off-season (winter) DDC butter went to Belgium and

France and 3,000 cwt went to Germany. About 45,000 cwt remained in Ireland. 196

Significantly also, DDC butter challenged Denmark’s northern European monopoly, as

DDC butter retailed for 155s. per cwt while Danish butter retailed at 200s. per cwt.197

Between 1928 and 1938, the six senior civil servants that were the DDC’s directors had

shown more commercial flair than the entire dairy industry proper. In 1936, the minister

for agriculture acknowledged their enterprise.198 In 1938, the Banking Commission

acknowledged it. 199 It was so invaluable at a time when markets for Irish agricultural

products were needed desperately.

IV

Between 1928 and 1938, the DDC rationalised twenty creamery concems in north, mid

and east Kerry into five creamery groups. This serviced suppliers by markedly increasing

the prices that they received for their milk and singularly contributed to the reorganisation

of the dairy-production system. The fact that the DDC could not transfer the new groups,

and continued to evolve as a creamery operator, also meant that the groups could generate

profits for it, to the extent that what they had cost would be wiped out within fifteen years.

However, in the history of the DDC, the period 1928-38 is really characterised by the

continued evolution of the DDC into the Dairy Development Company. During 1928-38,

the DDC, in pursuit of its three-fold objective, brought thirteen creameries to south and

west Kerry - and two to Beara - and twenty-six creameries to the virgin county of Clare.

In order to do this, it had to overcome the natural, as well as artificial, obstacles that had

held back the creamery system, which it did by patenting the revolutionary travelling

creamery. These expansions of the creamery system facilitated reorganisation to the

utmost degree. They generated profits - in reference to this chapter’s opening, Keynesian

quotation, they required borrowing from the government and threw some burden on the

budget, but the new creameries’ profits too would soon cancel out their cost. On this point,

195 (N.A.I., DDC 2/62/1A); (ibid., DDC 2/62/1); (ibid., DDC 2/62/2); Robert Brennan, Ireland standing firm:

my wartime mission in Washington and Eamon de Valera: a memoir (2nd ed., Dublin, 2002), p. 17.
196 (N.A.I., DDC 2/2/1-3); DDC minutes, 3 Nov. 1932 (ibid., DDC minutes).
197(N.A.I., DDC 2/62/4); (ibid., DDC 2/62/9).
198Fifth annual report of the minister for agriculture 1935-36, P 2267, p. 35.
199Commission of inquiry into banking, currency and credit, memoranda and minutes of evidence, p. 645 7
June 1935, i, 4698.
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by 1938 the DDC had been voted £ 1,191,966, including two subventions.2°° Yet it had

recouped over half of what it had expended on acquisitions and its generation of profits

meant that it was in a strong financial position.2°1 Finally, the expansions serviced

suppliers. Indeed, they mitigated entirely, for 13,750 farmers, the effect of the Great

Depression and the Economic War through the DDC’s payment of weekly milk cheques.

By developing the economy in the marginal west, the DDC had cast itself firmly in

succession to the Congested Districts Board. In addition, between 1928 and 1938 the

directors of the DDC belied their civil service background to market the DDC’s products as

successfully as they could in very adverse circumstances. Their enterprise came as a great

help to the state in its struggle to dispose of agricultural goods in the 1930s. On the basis

of this, the second significant phase of the evolution of the DDC was beneficial, and was

compliant with its original remit. In 1938, the initiation of the compulsory purchase of the

remaining proprietary creameries was agreed. It might have been initiated long before and

reorganisation could have taken place. However, especially in view of the period 1928-38,

the full benefits that accrued from the evolution of the DDC would not have been realised.

Changing emphasis, the second phase of the evolution of the DDC offers a new perspective

on the economic policy of the successive Cumann na nGaedheal and Fianna F~il

govemments. It relates to the development and performance of Irish state enterprise and,

particularly, to agricultural economics history.

In 1931, still under the Cumann na nGaedheal government, the board of the DDC

exercised its considerable autonomy to formulate a whole new strategy of expansion of the

creamery system. Michael MacCormac has written that in formulating new strategies, the

boards of state-sponsored companies actually become fully independent, for this is the

priority of the boards of private sector companies.2°2 Of course, while, as discussed in the

conclusion to Chapter 2, the DDC demonstrated sovereignty in its decision-making, with

the Department of Agriculture’s secretary as chair, it would not become fully independent.

At any rate, in 1931 the DDC was not financially self-sufficient and it had to seek

govemment approval, and funding, for the expansion strategy. J.J. McElligott recoiled,

foreseeing the expansion of the creamery system nationwide. Yet Cumann na nGaedheal

200 Ibid., p. 644 7 June 1935, i, 4682; ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, pp 101-02 (in the possession

of Dr Tom O’Connor); Vote 52, Agriculture, supplementary estimate 1938/9, P 3262, p. 203.
201 John O’Donovan, ’State enterprises’ in Journal of the Statistical and Social Inquiry Society of Ireland,

xviii, pt 3 (1949/50), pp 330-31.
2o2 Michael MacCormac, ’The boards of semi-state companies’ in IBAR: Journal oflrish Business and

Administrative Research, v, no. 1 (Apr. 1983), p. 16; idem, ’The functions of the board of directors: a
reassessment’ in ibid., vii, no. 1 (1985), p. 90.
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recognised that the DDC wanted to make ’potentially viable’, not ’non-viable’, dairy farms

’viable’ (as proven by its non-intervention in Mayo) and it approved.2°3 From 1932, the

Fianna Frill govemments lent their imprimatur to the DDC’s expansion strategy.

Historians have noted that Fianna Ffiil did continue to foster state enterprise, but Fianna

F~iil also clearly liked how the evolving DDC was performing, and, as discussed in the

conclusion to Chapter 2, its constitution of state enterprises clearly reflected this.TM Richie

Ryan, as minister for the public service, remarked that the performance of state-sponsored

companies is often hard to assess, but since its creation the DDC’s had been very good.2°5

Between 1932 and 1938, Fianna Ffiil created five major commercial state-sponsored

companies and to allow for evolution, two of these, Aer Lingus and the Turf Development

Board, were created without specific legislative process.2°6 J.W. O’Hagan and D.C.

McDonald have observed that Irish state-sponsored companies invariably evolve, and

pursue development in peripheral areas; the DDC set the precedent for this.2°7

From 1932, the Fianna F~iil governments’ support for the DDC’s expansion strategy also

showed continuity between Cumann na nGaedheal and Fianna F/til on agricultural policy.

Historians have not generally noted Fianna F~iil’s continued support for the expansion

strategy. By focusing on how pro-tillage and anti-livestock industry Fianna F~iil was

between 1932 and 1938, they have instead, therefore, contrasted Cumann na nGaedheal’s

and Fianna F~il’s agricultural policies.2°8 In fact, Fianna Fail wished to rebuild agriculture

203 Seamus J. Sheehy and Robert O’Connor, Agricultural economics (Economic and Social Research Institute

Library (henceforth, E.S.R.I.L.), no. 16), p. 178.
204 Diarmaid Ferriter, The transformation of Ireland 1900-2000 (London, 2004), p. 373; Jackson, Ireland, p.

291; Dermot Keogh with Andrew McCarthy, Twentieth-century lreland: revolution and state building (2nd
ed., Dublin, 2005), pp 89-90; Lee, Ireland, p. 190.
205 Richie Ryan, ’The role of the state-sponsored body in the new public service’ in Administration, xxi, no. 4

(winter 1973), p. 392; Mary E. Daly, ’An Irish-lreland for business?: the control of manufacturers acts, 1932
and 1934’ in lrish Historical Studies, xxiv, no. 94 (Nov. 1984), p. 249.
206 O’Donovan, ’State enterprises’, pp 327-45; Pfidraic O’Halpin, ’The evolution of state enterprise in

Ireland’ (Ph.D. thesis, Trinity College, Dublin, 1976), p. 74. The other three state-sponsored companies were
Ceimici Teoranta, Comhlucht Siflicre t~ireann and the Industrial Credit Company.
207 J.W. O’Hagan and D.C. McDonald, ’The rationale for, and extent of, govemment intervention’ in J.W.

O’Hagan (ed.), The economy oflreland: policy and performance (Dublin, 1975), p. 62.
208 Mike Cronin, ’Golden dreams, harsh realities: economics and informal empire in the Irish Free State’ in

idem and John M. Regan (eds), Ireland." the politics of independence, 1922-49 (Basingstoke and London,
2000), pp 145-6 & 153; Daly, First department, p. 178; Richard Dunphy, The making ofFianna Fdilpower
in lreland 1923-1948 (Oxford, 1995), pp 151-5; R.F. Foster, Modern lreland, 1600-1972 (London, 1988), p.
541; Brian Girvin, Between two worlds: politics and economy in independent Ireland (Dublin, 1989), pp 91,
113 & 127; idem, ’The republicanisation of Irish society, 1932-48’ in Hill (ed.), New history oflreland, p.
131; K. Theodore Hoppen, Ireland since 1800: conflict and conformity (2"ded., London, 1999), pp 245-6;

Jackson, lreland, p. 291; David Johnson, The interwar economy in lreland (Dundalk, 1989), pp 18-19; Lee,
Ireland, p. 185; Lyons, lreland since the Famine, p. 620; James Meenan, The Irish economy since 1922
(Liverpool, 1970), pp 95-7; William Murphy, ’Cogging Berkeley? The Querist and the rhetoric of Fianna
Fhil’s economic policy’ in Irish Economic and Social History, xxxii (2005), p. 64; Cormac 0 Grfida, A rocky
road." the lrish economy since the 1920s (Manchester and New York, 1997), p. 145.
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around smaller farmers and the most sustainable type of farming for smaller farmers was

dairy farming. Reviewing agricultural policy in 1940, Edmond Kent did recognise Fianna

Ffiil’s support for the DDC’s expansion strategy and he consequently recognised the

continuity between Cumann na nGaedheal and Fianna F~iil on agricultural policy.2°9 This

also ties in with much recent historiography that has emphasised greater continuity

between the parties.2~° Returning to agriculture, though, historians, not having noted

Fianna Ffiil’s support for the DDC’s expansion strategy, have not generally acknowledged

the DDC’s expansion of the creamery system either. Seamus Sheehy and Robert

O’Connor stated that pre-1939 the principal concem of intemational govemments

regarding agriculture was irregular farmer incomes.TM However, through creamery

cheques the new DDC suppliers of south and west Kerry and Clare effectively became

wage eamers, and they did so during the Economic War. Historians have argued that the

incomes of all farmers suffered during the Economic War, and have not acknowledged that

the incomes of a significant number of farmers in the southwest actually improved.2~2

Naturally, this is not to suggest that the DDC’s expansion of the creamery system mirrored

the expansion in the industrial sector during the Economic War, which was the result of

protectionism.Z13

Historians have shown, categorically, that Irish agricultural products were very difficult

to sell internationally between 1928 and 1938, especially during the Economic War.214 Yet

both before, and during, the Economic War, the directors of the DDC did assist the

marketing process with a pro-active approach to marketing the DDC’s products.

Regarding toffee, their approach was market-led, regarding condensed milk, it was

ruthless, and regarding butter, it was innovative; and it foreshadowed the way in which

2o9 Edmond Kent, ’A review of agricultural policy in Eire, 1932-’38’ in The Irish Monthly, lxviii, no. 810

(Dec. 1940), pp 669-70.
2J0 Ferriter, Transformation ofh’eland, pp 358, 362 & 372; Labhras Joye, ’The reserves of the Irish army

under Fianna Ffiil’ in Joost Augusteijn (ed.), Ireland in the 1930s." new perspectives (Dublin, 1999), p. 144;
Anne-Marie Walsh, ’Cottage schemes for agricultural labourers’ in ibid., p. 50.
2ii Sheehy and O’Connor, Agricultural economics, p. 176.
212 Tom Garvin, Preventing the future." why was Ireland so poor for so long? (Dublin, 2004), pp 29-30; ~)

Grfida, Ireland, p. 416; idem, ’Snapshots of Irish agricultural history: output and productivity pre-Famine and
post-Famine’ in A.E.S.1.P. (1988/89), p. 220; J. Peter Neary and idem, Protection, economic war and
structural change: the 1930s in Ireland." Discussion paper series no. 117 (E.S.R.I.L., no. 117), pp 9, 13, 23-4
& 28 & Irish Historical Studies, xxvii, no. 107 (May 1991), p. 255; Robert O’Connor and Cathal Guiomard,
’Agricultural output in the Irish Free State area before and after independence’ in Irish Economic and Social
History, xii (1985), p. 93; Robert O’Connor and E.W. Henry, ’Estimates of gross and net output and income
in agriculture in all Ireland and in the Free State area, 1900/01-1926/27’ in ibid., xxiii (1996), p. 68.
2~3 T.K. Whitaker, ’From protection to free trade the Irish experience’ in Administration, xxi, no. 4 (winter

1973), p. 418.
214 Lee, Ireland, p. 527; Deirdre McMahon, Republicans and imperialists: Anglo-Irish relations in the 1930s

(New Haven and London, 1984), p. 145.
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Irish agricultural products would be marketed in the future. In their foray into intemational

marketing, the civil servants that were the DDC directors demonstrated great business

aptitude. They could, indeed, be seen as part of the emergent entrepreneurial dynamic,

arising outside the traditional, Anglo-Irish firms from the 1930s, which has been identified

by Eoin O’Malley.215 Although in this context, it should be pointed out that Dr J.H.

Hinchcliff, who succeeded F.J. Meyrick as DDC chairman in 1931, was an English

Presbyterian!216

215 Eoin O’Malley, Industry and economic development." the challenge for the latecomer (Dublin, 1989), p.

63.
216 Census of Ireland, 1911 (www.census.nationalarchives.ie) (20 July 2010).
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4 Evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company: Completion

This impossibility of making so complete and entire a separation of all the...labour employed in agriculture is

perhaps the reason why the improvement of the productive powers of labour in this art does not keep pace

with their improvement in manufactures.

ADAM SMITH

An inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealth of nations (London, 1776), p. 4.

This chapter continues the inquiry into whether the evolution of the DDC was compliant

with its original remit by, once more, considering how it evolved. Specifically, it details

the final phase of the evolution, 1939-45, and considers how beneficial it was, and the

response to the fully evolved DDC and how beneficial it could be. The first section of the

chapter deals with the nature of the final phase of the DDC’s evolution. Section I details

the way in which the DDC evolved to meet challenges during the Emergency, 1939-45.

The chapter’s second section deals with reaction to the fully evolved DDC. Section II

details the introduction, passage and implementation of the Creameries (Acquisition) Act,

1943, which should have set in motion the DDC’s dissolution. Instead, the Fianna Fail

government and, passively, the opposition, co-operatives, farmers and the media did not

really pursue it, because it was recognised that the evolved DDC still had a role to play.

Indeed, in the aftermath of the act, another DDC creamery group was actually created: the

West Cork group. The third section of the chapter deals with the substantive response to

the fully evolved DDC. Section III details the sole transfer of a DDC creamery group, the

Newmarket group, in the aftermath of the Creameries (Acquisition) Act and how the DDC,

the departments of Agriculture and Finance and the government resisted the transfer.

Despite the resistance to a piece of a state enterprise leaving state control, clientelism was

not a factor on the part of the government, as jobbery was not on the DDC’s part. Section

III discusses this. In the course of everything, it also discusses independent Ireland’s first

instance of privatisation.*

* ’Denationalisation’ was the term used at the time, the term ’privatisation’ succeeded it in the 1970s (Germfi
Bel, ’The coining of"privatization" and Germany’s National Socialist Party’ in Journal of Economic
Perspectives, xx, no. 3 (summer 2006), pp 187 & 192).
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The Irish output of creamery butter fell from 717,770 cwt in 1939 to 606,219 cwt in

1945.1 This was partially due to many farmers who had supplied milk switching to tillage.

In October 1939, the government issued a compulsory tillage order to try to make the state

self-sufficient in cereals in response to the threat to imports occasioned by the outbreak of

the Second World War. Only a fraction of all arable land - three-eighths under the revised

1943/4 order - had to be cultivated, but with a guaranteed price for wheat - 55s. per barrel

in 1944 - many farmers sowed extra land, often to the detriment of dairying.2 Although it

was incompatible with the development of dairying, the DDC assisted in the tillage drive.

The drive was a national imperative, and it was a state-sponsored company. At any rate,

tillage was not the menace to dairying that the post-Economic War restocking of beef cattle

was. When possible, DDC creameries distributed seed and artificial fertiliser and two

threshing machines were purchased for the Ardfert and Dingle groups.3 DDC central

creameries already had grain-mills, but during 1942-5 mills were built at numerous

auxiliaries.4 In the Rathmore group, Ballydaly auxiliary’s mill ground so much wheat in

1945 that local shopkeepers protested at the decline in demand for meal!5

To clarify, the wartime fall in the output of creamery butter was chiefly due to beef cattle

supplanting milch cows. An exodus of agricultural labourers to Britain or to midlands

bogs and farmers’ consequent reduction of dairy herds, and sales of milch cows in the UK,

where an attractive price for whole milk had increased their value, accelerated this.6 The

continuing subsidisation of creamery butter was the government’s response; it raised the

average milk price from 6d. per gallon in 1940, to 7d. in 1942.7 However, with UCC’s

Faculty of Dairy Science stating that farmers needed to get 8.5d. a gallon to make dairying

StatisticalAbstract 1940, P 4207, p. 71; StatisticalAbstract 1946, P 7745, p. 61.
2 Mary E. Daly, Thefirst department: a history of the Department of Agriculture (Dublin, 2002), pp 224, 226,

232 & 251.
3 (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19).
4 (ibid., DDC 2/83/4); (ibid., DDC 2/83/5); (ibid., DDC 2/83/8); (ibid., DDC 2/83/10); (ibid., DDC 2/83/11);

(ibid., DDC 2/83/13); (ibid., DDC 2/83/15); Paul Markham, The history of the west Clare creameries
(Kilrush, 2001), p. 57. Auxiliaries given permits for mills by the Department of Industry and Commerce
included: Cooraclare and Kilbaha (West Clare); Baile an Fheirtraraigh, Ceann Tr~i and Stradbally (Dingle);
Ballinskelligs and Chapeltown (Cahirciveen); and Ballydaly (Rathmore).
s (N.A.I., DDC 2/83/8).
6 Joseph Johnston, Irish agriculture in transition (Dublin and Oxford, 1951), p. 85; Daly, First department, p.

243.
7 Daly, First department, pp 249 & 251.
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viable, this was inadequate, and during 1939-43 milch cow numbers fell by 169,297.8 As

domestic butter consumption rose, with cheaper fats unobtainable, butter export had to be

stopped during 1942.9 The DDC could not raise its milk prices to 8.5d. but it did

supplement suppliers’ incomes. 10 In 1940, an egg store at Kilrush central creamery opened

and the West Clare group’s auxiliaries began collecting eggs.11 The group paid Is. 8d. per

dozen eggs.12 The North Clare group followed suit, egg testers were recruited and a

poultry and rabbit trade was also developed.13 These ancillary DDC activities were

initially confined to Clare but with especially small dairy herds, and a particular reliance on

dairying, incomes there most needed augmentation to sustain the dairy industry.14

Wartime fuel shortages impeded the DDC lorry fleet, which brought whole milk, and

skim milk, to, and fro, between auxiliaries and central creameries. Yet improvisation

alleviated this. 15 The lorries were fitted with gas-producer plants, and charcoal burnt at

twelve kilns in Clare, Kerry and Limerick powered these. 16 When coal became scarce, the

DDC’s creameries used turf to heat their boilers. ~7 Although privileged in British coal

allocations because they supplied the British Ministry for Food, the condenseries also had

to use turf. The 7,700 tons of condensed milk produced for Britain in 1942 would have

required 5,800 tons of coal to process, but Britain could only afford 650.18 The Limerick

Steamship Company’s vessel Moyalla was used to export DDC condensed milk to Britain;

it sailed from Limerick to Liverpool.19 However, in 1944 the DDC organised for its

condensed milk to be transported by rail to Cork and then shipped to Britain to conserve

fuel and to obviate the hazardous circumnavigation of Kerry.2° For similar reasons, it had

8 Ibid., pp 257-8; Raymond Ryan, ’The butter industry in Ireland, 1922-1939’ in Irish Economic and Social

History, xxviii (2001), p. 44; Statistical Abstract 1945, p. 72.
9 Johnston, Irish agriculture, p. 84; Daly, First department, p. 251.
10 The price paid by the DDC for milk varied of course from group to group. For instance, in 1942 the most

was paid on average to the Cahirciveen group’s suppliers: the least to the Ardfert group’s ((N.A.I., DDC
2/47/19)).
11 Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 47; (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19).
12 Markham, West Clare creameries, pp 47 & 49.
13 Ibid., pp 47-9; (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19); Eddie Cotter, Memories of Ennistymon creamery (Ennistymon,

2001), p. 41.
14 Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 47.
15 Ibid., p. 36.
16 Ibid.; (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19); DDC minutes, 18 Feb. 1941 (ibid., DDC minutes).
17 Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 62.
18 Table showing the coal requirements of the three major Irish dairy processors supplying the Ministry of
Food, incorporating the decision on the amount of British coal that would be allocated to them, 1942
(National Archives of Britain, Ministry of Agriculture and Food 83/355).
~9 Copy of memo from John Leydon, secretary of the Department of Supplies, to Daniel Twomey, secretary

of the Department of Agriculture, 22 Apr. 1944 (N.A.I., Department of Foreign Affairs P33); Markham, West
Clare creameries, p. 48.
20 Minutes of a meeting between British and Irish senior civil servants at the Dominions Office, 23 June 1944

(N.A.I., Department of Foreign Affairs P23.1).
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already organised a cold-storage train service for butter for export to Britain for all

creameries, co-operative and DDC.21 There was a shortage of artificial fertiliser from 1941

for which the DDC could not find substitutes, but it distributed lime. Tureenamult

limestone quarry near Rathmore was leased and a new kiln was constructed that turned out

twelve tons of lime per day.22

In October 1939, the DDC incorporated as a subsidiary Northern Irish Condensed Milk

Distributors Ltd (henceforth, NICMD).23 Under NICMD, the DDC traded in condensed

milk, but also butter, cream, liquid milk and eggs, in Northern Ireland until 1959; its

Belfast agent, F.J. Dolan, doubling as NICMD’s sales manager.24 NICMD was created

because during the war the UK began controlling imports and the Ministry for Food would

recognise it as a primary distributor for Northern IrelandY It was, therefore, a clever

device. As discussed, the ministry also took DDC imports for Britain and the DDC was

recognised there as a member of the Association of British and Dominion Condensed Milk

Manufacturers.26 Throughout the Emergency, the DDC also dealt directly with the US

government. The toffee factory required American-made ingredients, such as Arabol gum,

and through the US consulate in Dublin the DDC organised imports.27 With little

competition from less well-provisioned competitors, the factory prospered.28

The Emergency Powers Act, 1939 enabled the Irish government to issue orders covering

almost anything arising from wartime exigency without need for legislation.29 To avoid

inflation, orders 83 and 166 froze wages.3° Yet the cost of everyday necessities continued

to increase and DDC employees, nonetheless, demanded higher wages.31 The DDC

acknowledged their difficulties. Bonuses were permitted, and so from March 1943, it gave

the North and West Clare groups’ creamery workers, for example, a 4s. bonus on their 40s.

,.1 Great Southern Railways, Weekly circular, 18 July 1942, 2823, pp 6-7 (Irish Railway Record Society

Archives); Peter Rigney, Trains, coal and turf: transport in Emergency Ireland (Dublin, 2010), p. 170.
22 (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19). A creamery at Tureenamult was later temporarily attached to the Rathmore group

((ibid., DT S 13505 B/2)).
23 (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/17).
24 (ibid., DDC 2/90/6).
2s (ibid.); Daly, First department, p. 215. NICMD had two Belfast addresses, the first on Tomb Street and the

second in Adelaide Park.
26 (N.A.I., DDC 2/92/7).
27 (ibid., DDC 2/92/1).
28 (ibid., DDC 2/8/5A, June 1966-Jan. 1968).
29 Daly, First department, p. 211.
30 Ibid., p. 249; D6il E, ireann deb., lxxxiv, 407 (26 June 1941); DDC minutes, 13 Nov. 1942 (N.A.I., DDC
minutes).
31 Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 105; DDC minutes, 13 Nov. 1942 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
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weekly wage.32 These groups’ managers received commission when they diversified into

egg collecting etc.

In 1955, the president of the IAOS, Fr E.J. Coyne, praised ’the foresight, skill, ingenuity

and courage of the managers of the co-operative societies’ during the Emergency.33

Considering the odds, they had helped to maintain an impressive national output of

creamery butter. However, the DDC deserved as much, if not more, recognition.34 During

1939-45, it had evolved to meet wider challenges, in poorer parts of Ireland, for the

greatest proportion of dairy farmers. Notably too, there was an ongoing challenge. In

1945, the output of creamery butter was nevertheless unsatisfactory, even for domestic

purposes. In 1944, Irish households had experienced up to two weekly butter shortages,

despite a six-ounce ration.35 Furthermore, saleable milk was also scarce.36 In February

1944, a group of TDs had called for a select committee to investigate the dairy industry’s

problems.37 Patrick Halliden, Cork North Clann na Talmhan TD and secretary of the Irish

Dairy Shorthorn Breeders’ Society, had also put down a motion in the Dfiil calling for an

average of ls. per gallon to be paid year-round for milk.38 By 1944, an average of 10.5d. a

gallon was paid for milk during the summer, and ls. per gallon during the winter.39 The

Irish dairy industry had reached a crossroads. Would the government just continue to

increase subsidisation, or would it try to find other solutions to the fall in milk production -

which could undermine the reorganisation of the dairy-production system.4° With the

government’s Committee on Economic Planning having stressed the importance of

livestock export in September 1944, an emphasis on subsidies appeared unlikely.41

Finally, the DDC had actually passed a milestone during the Emergency. In 1941, it had

generated a £50,891 overall profit.42

There was also progress towards reorganisation during 1939-45. The two marginal,

struggling co-operatives in east Clare, East Clare Co-operative Society and Scarriff Co-

operative Creamery, had merged. Yet by 1940, East Clare Co-operative Creamery,

32 DDC minutes, 13 Nov. 1942 & 30 Mar. & 12-14 June 1943 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
33 Edward J. Coyne, ’The future of agricultural productive co-operation’ in Studies, xliv (1955), p. 44.
34 Markham, West Clare creameries, pp 106-07.

3511, 6 Sept. 1944.
36 (N.A.I., DDC 2/48/89).
37 CE, 25 Feb. 1944.

38 Ibid.; Thom "s Official Directory of lreland for the year 1948 (Dublin, 1948), p. 57.
39 Dril E, ireann deb., xcv, 1056 (29 Nov. 1944).
40 CE, 30 Mar. 1944.
41 j.j. Lee, Ireland 1912-1985: politics and society (8th ed., Cambridge, 1998), p. 231.
42 (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19).
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Scarriff, remained marginal and struggling and it entreated the DDC to complete the

expansion of the creamery system into Clare.43 The DDC duly took over its Scarriff

central creamery and Feakle and Whitegate auxiliaries and they became the seventeenth

DDC creamery group.44 Fallacies about creameries - like in north Clare - had meant that

most farmers had not supported the co-operative, and during the Economic War they had

sold homemade butter for 6d. per lb, when it paid the equivalent of 1s.45 Then after the

Emergency began, they also withheld milk from the creameries because rationing allowed

them to make greater profits selling homemade butter on the black market.46 However, the

DDC canvassed hard, and was so successful in winning over farmers that it had to add

auxiliaries at Monageena, Moyreisk and Tulla to the East Clare group (see maps 1 & 3).

The group’s Lough Derg butter would become popular across the west.47 In mid-Cork, the

DDC added two auxiliaries to the Coachford group. Magoola creamery was a DDC-

reconstructed milk-reception shack, originally built in 1933 by Cornelius Murphy, a Cork

city-based butter manufacturer. Several suppliers of Coachford central had sold milk to

Murphy because Magoola was closer to them than Coachford. Coachford central had

forfeited 400 gallons of milk per peak day. Instead of pursuing Murphy under the

Creamery (Amendment) Act, 1934, the DDC was able to negotiate a purchase. In 1940,

the shack was bought for £500. Berrings Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society also

lost milk to Murphy but the 235 gallons that it surrendered caused it to collapse. The DDC

duly acquired Berrings creamery.48

Prior to the Creameries (Acquisition) Act, 1943, co-operatives and farmers did pursue

the DDC’s dissolution. For instance, in July 1943 Drombane Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society sought the Tipperary group’s Clonoulty creameries. It contended: ’the

suppliers would be willing to come in with us’.49 Yet the DDC declined.5° Having

adopted the policy of reorganisation through rationalisation, it categorically wanted

transfers to reflect the consolidation of the dairy-production system. In addition, co-

operatives and farmers also looked to the continuity of the DDC. For instance, in April

43 (ibid.); Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 44; Seanad Eireann deb., liii, 740 (4 Jan. 196 i); CC, 25 Mar.

1933; Ddil Eireann deb., xxiv, 2272 (6 July 1928); lxxxix, 1369-70 (24 Mar. 1943).
44 Ddil Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1366 (24 Mar. 1943); Facsimile of memo from the DDC to F.J. Meyrick,

secretary of the Department of Agriculture and DDC chairman, 12 Dec. 1932 (N.A.I., DA AG 1/7389/32);
CC, 18 Mar. 1933.
45 CC, 25 Mar. 1933.
46 CE, 16 Mar. 1944.
47 Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, pp 44-5 & 100.
48 Ddil Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1366 (24 Mar. 1943); (N.A.I., DDC 2/12/13); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19).
49 (I.C.O.S.A., A 179).
50 (ibid., A/1378).
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1943 a group of suppliers of Lixnaw Co-operative Dairy Society sought to switch to the

Listowel group. They were ’dissatisfied’ with Lixnaw.51 Of course, the DDC could not

accept them.52

II

The Creameries (Acquisition) Act, 1943 initiated the compulsory purchase of the

remaining proprietary creameries.53 Thus, it commenced the conclusion to the preliminary

to the reorganisation of the dairy-production system.54 Like the CMC purchase, which

inaugurated the preliminary stage, proprietary creameries threatening co-operatives

prompted it. In August 1938, Bandon Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society sent the

DDC this resolution: ’the Committee view with grave concern, the...war being at present

raged by the Cork & Kerry Company, against neighbouring Co-operative Societies’.55

Cork & Kerry, whose resistance to acquisition, and obstruction of Drinagh Co-operative

Society, had forced the suspension of reorganisation in west Cork, could no longer be

tolerated. Bandon urged the DDC to ask Minister for Agriculture Dr James Ryan to

introduce the legislation compelling its sale.56 When it approached Ryan, he was all in

favour.57 The new chairman of the DDC, Henry O’Friel, had actually proposed preventing

Cork & Kerry ’invading the districts’ of co-operatives, but Ryan wanted the legislation.58

Up to March 1943, when the bill was finally introduced, the DDC had closed seventy-eight

proprietary creameries, transferred forty-seven and retained fifty.59 Nineteen remained,

including Cork & Kerry’s sixteen.6°

Introducing the bill, Ryan stated: ’We are not doing anything original...because in most

countries, particularly when it comes to...co-operative enterprise...where a...majority...go in

for such activities...the minority is compelled to go along’.61 This could have been

challenged under article 43 of the constitution (the right to private property), and was

5~ (ibid., A 179).
52 (ibid., A/1378).
53 Hugh L. Cook and Gordon W. Sprague, lr&h dairy industry organ&ation, Prl 225, p. 46.
54 Dfil Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1408 (24 Mar. 1943).
55 (N.A.I., DDC 2/10/16).
56 Ibid.
57 (N.A.I., DDC 2/92/2); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19).
58 (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19).
59 D6il Eireann deb., lxxxix, 826-7 (3 Mar. 1943); (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19); (I.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid.,
A/1378).
60 IT, 25 Mar. 1943.
61 Dfil [~ireann deb., lxxxix, 1409 (24 Mar. 1943).
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certainly not so in Denmark, where proprietary creameries were tolerated when regulated.62

The compulsory-purchase process would involve notice being given to the creamery

proprietors and the appointment, by the Attorney General, of an arbitrator, who would fix

the proprietors’ compensation.63 Non-cooperation by the proprietors would result in a £20

fine.64 Following the elimination of proprietary creameries, Ryan promised that the Co-

operative Act would become reality ’as soon as possible’.65 He therefore implied that

reorganisation would be accomplished shortly, despite the DDC showing no sign of

winding up. Before the bill’s introduction, there was growing disquiet within the IAOS at

what it perceived to be its reluctance to transfer creameries. In 1939, an IAOS deputation,

including three government TDs, had requested Ryan’s intervention.66 After this and

similar attempts had failed, the debate on the bill offered an opportunity to highlight the

issue.67

When the IAOS learned that opposition TDs planned to oppose the bill on the grounds:

’the Government do not deserve the facilities it provides so long as they virtually deny the

right of farmers to purchase creameries’, it resolved to give them every assistance.68 It

briefed George Bennett, Limerick Fine Gael TD, and on 25 March he sought an assurance

from Ryan on a ’time limit’ on the DDC.69 H.M. Dockrell, Dublin County Fine Gael TD,

and Professor J.M. O’Sullivan, Kerry North Fine Gael TD, questioned the delay in

transfers; if, tellingly, all three TDs still praised the DDC’s role.7° After all, it had been

created by Cumann na nGaedheal, Fine Gael’s precursor. However, responding to the

proposed amendment: ’Any creamery acquired by the company shall be disposed of, not

later than three months after its acquisition’ on 7 April, Ryan revealed that even the west

Cork creameries to be compulsorily purchased would be held for ’some time’.71 On 6

May, he confirmed that many DDC creameries would be held for ’some years’.72 So,

despite what he had implied, Ryan was actually allowing the continuity of the DDC. It is

clear that the Fianna Ffiil government appreciated what the evolved DDC had achieved,

62 Bunreacht na hEireann/Constitution of lreland, pp 142-5; F.H. Webster, Agricultural co-operation in

Denmark (Oxford, 1973), p. 73.
6s D6il Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1669 (7 Apr. 1943); (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19).

64
IT, 5 Mar. 1943.

65
D6il Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1411 (24 Mar. 1943).

66
The deputation included Francis Carty, Sligo Fianna F~iil TD; Patrick Gorry, Leix-Offaly Fianna Fail TD;

and Cornelius Meaney, Cork North Fianna Fail TD.
67 (1.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid., A/1378).
68 (I.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid., A/1378).
69 (I.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid., A/1378); Dfil [~ireann deb., lxxxix, 1516 (25 Mar. 1943).

7°DfilF, ireann deb., lxxxix, 1417, 1419 & 1459 (24 Mar. 1943).
71 Ibid., lxxxix, 1675-6 (7 Apr. 1943).
72 Ibid., 2467 (6 May 1943).
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and, in view of the state of the dairy industry, what it could achieve. It had adduced that

more would be lost than gained from the DDC’s dissolution in the prevailing

circumstances.

Before Ryan’s comments regarding the DDC, the debate on the Creameries

(Acquisition) Bill had already moved on to become the first forum to discuss the DDC as a

state enterprise since the debate on the Creamery Bill, 1928. Opposition deputies probed

DDC financing.73 George Bennett stated: ’the House has been...voting money for the

Dairy Disposals Board in much the same manner as we vote money for the Secret

Service’.TM Replying, Ryan maintained that discretion was necessary because co-operative

purchasers could claim that profits had been realised using their suppliers, or that losses

proved that a creamery was worthless.75 The opposition wanted more than to see the

books, though; they wanted the DDC regularised and given definite standing, however long

it operated.76 James Dillon, Monaghan Independent TD, wondered: ’Is it just going to go

on "futhering"’?77 He believed that it should be reconstituted and that it could have a long-

term role. He recognised that dairying was in trouble: ’For the first time...since Brian

Boru...we are unable to produce sufficient butter to meet the requirements of the Irish

people’, and he called for the DDC to be equipped to rescue it.TM Consequently, following

Ryan’s comments, the opposition no longer appeared interested in pursuing the DDC’s

immediate dissolution. In 1944, Ryan, although under no obligation to, released the

DDC’s annual balance sheets, but he did not regularise it, and its functions went

unaltered.79 Yet the opposition did not pursue that either.

Outside the Dfiil, the only media reaction to the Creameries (Acquisition) Bill came from

the west Cork newspaper the Southern Star. It opposed the legislation. Considering that

the motivation behind the measure was the safeguarding of west Cork’s co-operatives, its

fulsome support could have been expected. However, on 10 April the Star criticised the

loaning of taxpayers’ money to rid west Cork of creamery competition, when since 1928

73 See also (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/17); Reports of the commission of inquiry into banking, currency and credit,

1938, P 2628, p. 291; Johnston, Irish agriculture, p. 32.
74 D6il [?ireann deb., lxxxix, 1515 (25 Mar. 1943).
75

Ibid., 1527 (25 Mar. 1943).
76

(N.A.I., DDC 2/47/17).
77 Dfiil Eireann deb., Ixxxix, 2460-61 (6 May 1943).
78

Ibid., 1446 (24 Mar. 1943); IT, 26 Mar. 1943.
79 (N.A.I., DT S 13505 A). Kean & Company chartered accountants and auditors, Dame Street, Dublin,
prepared the balance sheets.
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the Department of Agriculture had licensed four co-operative creameries in the region.8° In

opposing the bill, the Star did not seem interested in pursuing the DDC’s dissolution.

Neither, judging by their silence on the issue, did the national newspapers.81 On 26 May

1943, the Creameries (Acquisition) Bill was passed. For the employees of the creameries

to be compulsorily purchased, Ryan had announced that compensation at the rate of one

month’s income would be paid where alternative employment was unavailable.82 This

exceeded what the ICMA had proposed. Ryan predicted that thirty to thirty-five auxiliary

managers/creamery workers would require compensation.83 The DDC had so far paid out

£53,000 to redundant staff.84

The Creameries (Acquisition) Act was not fully implemented until October 1945 but

there was no protest from opposition deputies at this.85 Only Michael Colbert, Limerick

Fianna Ffiil TD, who supplied Athea Co-operative Creamery, which hoped to benefit from

transfers, queried it in the Dfiil, in February 1945.86 In March 1944, the DDC had begun

implementing the act when it issued nineteen notices to the remaining proprietary

creameries.8v In addition to Cork & Kerry’s sixteen creameries and O’Regan’s three was

Cow & Gate’s Kildorrery creamery.88 Yet it was exempted from compulsory purchase

because of its unique contribution to the Irish dairy industry as a supplier of milk for baby

formula.89 In 1947, some farmers, styling themselves ’Kildorrery Milk Suppliers’

Association’, did ask then minister for agriculture, Patrick Smith, to instruct the DDC to

acquire it, and transfer it to Mitchelstown Co-operative Agricultural Society. However, in

1948 Smith’s successor, James Dillon, confirmed the exemption.9°

In April 1945, the DDC paid £60,000 for the Cork & Kerry Creamery Company, and the

other properties of its parent company, the IBEA.91 During arbitration, the IBEA’s

8°SS, 10 Apr. 1943.
81 11, 1P & IT, 25 & 26 Mar. 1943.
82 Dfil Eireann deb., lxxxix, 2454 (6 May 1943); CE, 12 Nov. 1943.
83 Dfil Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1693 (7 Apr. 1943); 2454 (6 May 1943).

841T, 25 Mar. 1943.
85 (N.A.I., DDC 2/85/2).
86 D6il Eireann deb., xcvi, 136 (15 Feb. 1945); D.J. Hickey and J.E. Doherty, A dictionary oflrish history

1800-1980 (3rd ed., Dublin, 1989), p. 81; (I.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid., A/1378).
87 DDC minutes, 13 Mar. 1944 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
88 Ibid.; Interview with Liam O’Regan, son of Joseph O’Regan, joint owner of O’Regan’s creameries, of

Skibbereen, County Cork (21 Jan. 2005).
89 D6il t~ireann deb., lxxi, 1667-8 (24 May 1938); Daly, First department, p. 176. Cow & Gate’s Surrey

plant had produced the formula, but from 1938 Dungarvan Co-operative Creameries also manufactured it.
90 Interview with Peadar (3 Coilefiin of Kildorrery, County Cork (20 June 2005); Dfil Eireann deb., cx, 1999-

2000 (25 May 1948).
9~ (N.A.I., DDC 2/84/1); (ibid., DDC 2/47/17).
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managing director, Louis Roche, had persuaded the DDC to buy the two Cork city

premises along with Cork & Kerry.92 From these, the IBEA had exported creamery,

factory, farmers’, roll and tinned butter but losing Cork & Kerry meant that Roche ’felt

compelled to go into...liquidation’.93 He promised that if the DDC undertook to purchase

the properties and compensate non-creamery staff as part of Cork & Kerry’s acquisition, he

would settle independently of the arbitrator. This was advantageous to the DDC because

the arbitrator, J.J. McAuley, appeared to be contemplating valuing Cork & Kerry very

highly, and he was accruing heavy costs chargeable to it.94 Cork & Kerry and the

premises’ worth was nothing like £60,000 - auditors Kean & Company reckoned the entire

IBEA to be worth £20,000 - but it was a fairly good deal nonetheless.95 The DDC would

have considered £50,000 for Cork & Kerry, alone, to be reasonable.96 In 1946, the IBEA

premises were auctioned.97 The DDC did not acquire the IBEA’s famous tinned butter

brands. From April 1945, Armaghdown Creameries, a proprietary concern based in

Newry, County Down, of which Roche was a principal shareholder, used them.98

Interestingly, Roche had become involved with Armaghdown at the invitation of the

Northern minister for agriculture, Sir Basil Brooke. From 1934, Brooke had taken the

opposite approach to the South in trying to save Northern Ireland’s dairy industry from

collapse: he had fostered proprietary creameries.99 By 1943, he had closed forty co-

operative creameries in favour of proprietary creameries and, again unlike the South,

without compensation.~°° Yet the Northern co-operative creamery system, west of the

Bann, was the heartbeat of the Northern dairy industry and Brooke’s actions were rash.l°1

Dairying in the North expanded massively from the war, initially to meet wartime demand

and subsequently because the Northern Ministry for Agriculture took full advantage of the

price supports and market access available through the UK’s Milk Marketing Board.I°2

92 (N.A.I., DDC 2/84/1). The premises were on Dunbar Street and at Mary Court.
93 (ibid., DDC 2/10/16); (ibid., DDC 2/84/1).94 (N.A.I., DDC 2/84/1); Ddtil l~ireann deb., clxxxv, 1080 (14 Dec. 1960). J.J. McAuley was an experienced
arbitrator; he was an executor of the Acquisition of Land (Assessment of Compensation) Act, 1919.
95 (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19).
96 Ibid.; DDC minutes, 30 June 1931 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
97 (N.A.I., DDC 2/84/1).
98 (N.A.I., DDC 2/84/1); Patrick Bolger, The Irish co-operative movement: its history and development
(Dublin, 1977), p. 146. The tinned-butter brands were: Lorna Doon, Messrs. Connells ’, Messrs. Lunhams’
and Messrs. Shanahans ’.99 Bolger, Co-operative movement, p. 146; Jonathan Bardon, A history of Ulster (5Lh ed., Belfast, 2001), p.

547.
10o Bolger, Co-operative movement, pp 146 & 152.
101 John M. Mogey, Rural life in Northern Ireland:five regional studies made for the Northern Ireland

Council of Social Service, Inc. (London and New York, 1947), p. 24.
102 D.W. Harkness, Northern Ireland since 1920 (Dublin, 1983), pp 100 & 102; Patrick Buckland, The factory

of grievances: devolved government in Northern Ireland 1921-39 (Dublin, 1979), pp 144 & 148-9.
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Brooke’s policy threatened to undermine this. Given that the west side of the Bann was

predominantly nationalist, a sectarian rationale cannot be discounted.1°3

The DDC transferred five Cork & Kerry creameries and six milk supplies to co-

operatives (see Appendix 2). One creamery that was transferred was Castletown Conyers

creamery. It was surrounded by four co-operatives, which ensured that its fate was

contested. Feenagh Co-operative Dairy & Agricultural Society tried to convince the IAOS

that if Ballyagran Co-operative Creamery acquired it, the three other co-operatives would

be snuffed out. 104 All four, Glenwilliam and Granagh were the others, solicited the

DDC. 105 One letter to O’Friel opened: ’I think that we were at lectures together at

University College Dublin’. 106 However, O’Friel replied: ’Our orbits did not cross in those

days and it is only recently that your name has come to my notice’.1°7 The DDC seemed to

be consistently guided only by its three-fold objective: in this instance, specifically,

facilitating reorganisation as much as possible. The Ballyagran society acquired

Castletown Conyers creamery.1°8

The DDC retained five Cork & Kerry creameries. Kilmoma creamery joined the

Listowel group, while four creameries became the foundation for the eighteenth, and final,

DDC creamery group, the West Cork group. 109 When the DDC acquired O’Regan’s

creameries in October 1945, two of its three creameries were added to the West Cork

group. J10 As with Cork & Kerry, O’Regan’s creameries were acquired independently of

the arbitrator.Ill The DDC offered £21,000, to include O’Regan’s Kilcoe and Skibbereen

stores and ’the use of [the] shop and store at Aughadown for twelve months’, and Bernard

and Joseph O’Regan accepted.112 The Creameries (Acquisition) Act had been needed to

ensure the purchase of the remaining proprietary creameries but not to deliver it. The

O’Regans accepted, but the deal was ambiguous on the long-term right to trade at

103 See Buckland, Factory of grievances, p. 135.
~o4 (I.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid., A/1378).
1o5 (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19).
1o6 (ibid.).
lo7 (ibid.).
1o8 (N.A.I., DDC 2/85/3).
1o9 (ibid.); (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19); (ibid., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1955-Dec. 1958); (I.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid.,

A/1378). Kilmoma creamery had a drapery attached to it, which the DDC maintained (Interview with Denis
McCarthy, former DDC Ardfert group creamery manager, of Causeway, County Kerry (10 & 11 Dec. 2004)).
~1o (N.A.I., DDC 2/85/2); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19); (ibid., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1955-Dec. 1958).
~11 (N.A.I., DDC 2/85/2); (ibid., DDC 2/47/17).
112 (N.A.I., DDC 2/85/2).
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Aughadown.113 Aughadown shop/store was O’Regan’s premier enterprise, where most of

its staff was employed.~ 14 The DDC operated it, together with Joseph, until April 1946.

However, it then opened its own Aughadown shop/store and prohibited the O’Regans from

trading at Aughadown for seven years: effectively forever.115 The O’Regans were

mistreated. When Joseph subsequently purchased a new Skibbereen store, despite

promising that it would not, in 1947 the DDC sold O’Regan’s former Skibbereen store to

another proprietor.116 Yet the DDC had been guided by its three-fold objective: in this

instance, specifically, generating profits as much as possible.

By 1947, the West Cork group comprised: Aughadown central and Kilcoe auxiliary (the

O’Regan’s creameries), Church Cross, Dreeney Bridge, Skeagh and Skibbereen auxiliaries

(the Cork & Kerry creameries), and Gurteenakilla auxiliary (see maps 1 & 4).127 The DDC

had closed O’Regan’s Skibbereen creamery. 118 Gurteenakilla creamery had been an

enigma. The IBEA had operated it, independently of Cork & Kerry, it had been situated on

a site that the IBEA had not owned and it had been unregistered. 119 The DDC had acquired

it with Cork & Kerry and had paid a farmer £20 for the site.12° In addition to the

creameries, the DDC had purchased approximately nine milk-reception shacks in west

Cork. It had paid £4,000 to the Bradfield, £750 to the Carey, £800 to the Vaughan and an

undisclosed amount to the O’Brien families for them.~21 West Cork was allocated two

travelling creameries to collect the milk from around where they had operated, Baltimore

and Mizen. 122 The majority of farmers had not questioned the creation of the West Cork

group, and did not pursue its transfer to co-operative control.

The DDC could have transferred the creameries in the West Cork group before the Co-

operative Act was passed, but it did not want to because that would not facilitate

113 (ibid.); Interview with Kevin O’Regan, son of Joseph O’Regan, of Aughadown, County Cork (27 June

2005).
114 Interview with Kevin O’Regan.
115 Ibid.; (N.A.I., DDC 2/85/3); Kevin O’Regan, ’Aughadown creamery’ in Brigid O’Brien and Mary

Whooley (eds), From llen to Roaringwater Bay." reminiscences from the parish of Aughadown (Skibbereen,
1999), p. 104.
116 (N.A.I., DDC 2/85/3); Interview with Kevin O’Regan; Interview with Liam O’Regan.
~27 (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19); (ibid., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1955-Dec. 1958); (ibid., DDC 2/85/3); Interview with

Kevin O’Regan.
~s (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19); Interview with Kevin O’Regan.
119 (N.A.I., DDC 2/84/1); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19); (ibid., DDC 2/19/84).
~20 (N.A.I., DDC 2/84/1); (ibid., DDC 2/19/84).
121 (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19); (ibid., DDC 2/85/3); (ibid., DDC 2/47/17). The Carey family had also run a shop,

at Ballymacrown, which the DDC had taken over and was continuing to run ((ibid., DDC 2/84/1)).
~22 (N.A.I., DDC 2/85/3). By 1955, West Cork had four travelling creameries. The Baltimore travelling

creamery had stations at Dooneen, Drishane and Lackabane, where the Bradfield and Carey shacks had been
((ibid., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1955-Dec. 1958); (ibid., DDC 2/85/3); (ibid., DDC 2/90/9 C)).
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reorganisation through rationalisation. Drinagh Co-operative Society, enclosing the group,

had a claim to all of its creameries, but Lisavaird Co-operative Creamery, to the east of the

group, could claim two.123 The co-operatives needed to merge and there was no prospect

of that. At an IAOS conference in Cork in May 1943, Lisavaird’s manager, Michael

Curtin, had demanded that if Drinagh acquired each creamery it must surrender two

auxiliaries to Lisavaird. Drinagh’s manager, Michael McNamara, had then threatened to

walk out. In fact, the DDC’s prerequisite was the amalgamation of the four west Cork co-

operatives, Bandon, Barryroe, Drinagh and Lisavaird.124 The evolved DDC wanted to

facilitate a reorganised, consolidated dairy-production system, which would be the ideal.

From 1945, Lisavaird did not pursue the transfer of the West Cork group.125 In 1943,

Drinagh had passed a resolution objecting to: ’bureaucratic control of any branch of the

agricultural industry which can be dealt with co-operatively’.126 However, it had

subsequently co-operated with the DDC in collecting Cork & Kerry’s debts.~27 Then, when

a small number of suppliers of the West Cork group informed the IAOS of their desire to

organise a co-operative to take it over, the DDC, Lisavaird and Drinagh opposed them.128

III

In north Cork on 1 September 1944, Newmarket Co-operative Creameries (henceforth,

NCC) took over the Newmarket DDC creamery group. 129 It cost NCC £ 16,000, payable

over eight years. The group manufactured cheese (today producing Killowenfine cheeses),

in addition to butter, and by 1944 also had an egg and store trade. NCC retained the

group’ s staff at existing rates of pay. ~ 3o The joumal of the IAO S, Agricultural Ireland,

hoped that the transfer would be emulated ’so that the views of co-operative development

which led to the re-organisation scheme, may finally prevail.’~31 A Dicksgrove co-

operative society had been formed and was negotiating with the DDC, while there would

1,.3 DdilEireann deb., lxxxix, 1411 (24 Mar. 1943); (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19).
124 (I.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid., A/1378).
12s (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/19).
126 (I.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid., A/1378).
iz7 (N.A.I., DDC 2/84/1).
iz8 (I.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid., A/1378).
~z9 Timothy Joseph Guerin, ’The development of the co-operative creamery movement in north Co. Cork

1900-1945: a case study of four co-operative creamery societies’ (Ph.D. thesis, University College, Cork,
2000), p. 30; (N.A.I., DDC 3/180); D6il Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1365 (24 Mar. 1943); Interview with Raymond
O’Sullivan of Newmarket, County Cork (8 July 2005).~30 Guerin, ’Co-operative creamery movement in north Co. Cork’, pp 19, 30 & 32; (N.A.I., DDC 3/180).
131 Maufice Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century: Irish Co-operative Organisation Society: an illustrated
centenary history 1894-1994 (Dublin, 1994), p. 68; Agricultural Ireland, Sept. 1944.
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be co-operative initiatives amongst the Coachford and Terelton groups’ suppliers too.132

Yet, until the 1970s, the sole DDC creamery group that was transferred was the

Newmarket group. The negotiations between NCC and the DDC/govemment, running

from the foundation of the NCC committee in 1938, to the assumption of control by NCC’s

chairman, Nicholas Barry, in 1944, confirm the reasons why.133

Following an interview with an IAOS deputation in 1937, Dr James Ryan promised to

transfer any DDC creamery groups for which there were then co-operative purchasers

(before every proprietary creamery had been acquired etc), immediately. This provided the

context for a series of meetings to organise a co-operative held around the Newmarket

group area in spring 1938. After the suppliers of the central creamery met, the suppliers of

each auxiliary met, and then delegates were selected to attend a conference arranged by the

IAOS.134 At the conference, IAOS official Patrick Courtney ’explained the procedure

involved in forming a co-operative creamery society and purchasing a group of creameries

from the DDC’. 135 The delegates agreed to propose NCC to a public meeting of all the

Newmarket group’s suppliers on 31 May. That meeting passed a motion on the proposal

unanimously, completed a co-operative registration form and appointed a committee. NCC

duly notified Ryan of its desire to enter negotiations over the transfer of the Newmarket

group, with a view to taking control on 1 July.136 Suppliers had done everything to ensure

such a swift transfer and Dr Henry Kennedy, secretary of the IAOS, was confident that

owing to the group’s ’poor condition’, it would be transferred quickly.137 A valuation of

the group had found that most buildings were over forty-years-old and that the central

needed replacing. It estimated it to be worth £9,137.138 However, Ryan appeared to have

reconsidered his promise because he was, according to Timothy Guerin, ’in no hurry to

respond’ to NCC.139 This was because, according to Daniel Twomey, secretary of the

Department of Agriculture, the departments of Agriculture and Finance were slow to begin

the negotiations. There was a general government unwillingness to transfer the group. As

132 (I.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid., A/1378); (ibid., A/1380); Guerin, ’Co-operative creamery movement in north

Co. Cork’, p. 5.
133 Guerin, ’Co-operative creamery movement in north Co. Cork’, pp 3 & 4; (N.A.I., DDC 3/180).

134 Guerin, ’Co-operative creamery movement in north Co. Cork’, pp 2-4.
135

Ibid., p. 4.
136

Ibid., pp 4-5.
137 Ibid., p. 5.
138 Ibid., p. 6.
139 Ibid.
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if in confirmation, in December 1939, after NCC had in October sought to expedite the

process by offering £12,000 for the group, Ryan put a £19,000 price tag on it.14°

The departments of Agriculture and Finance, the government, and the DDC did not want

to transfer the Newmarket group. The DDC wanted to facilitate reorganisation through

rationalisation, with the Newmarket group forming part of a consolidated north Cork co-

operative. The departments of Agriculture and Finance and the government had recognised

what the fully evolved DDC wanted to achieve, and what the fully evolved DDC had

achieved. Consequently, along with the DDC, at a time when the dairy industry was

struggling, they resisted the transfer, and any diminution of the DDC. The DDC, the

departments and the government had to be resisting the transfer on this basis. They

claimed that it would not service suppliers because NCC was not representative, but NCC

patently was representative.141 They claimed that the DDC would generate a loss if it did

not receive £19,000 for the Newmarket group, but it patently would not. Finally, the

transfer would facilitate reorganisation; it just would not facilitate reorganisation through

rationalisation. Following the same line of analysis, on the same basis the DDC, the

departments and the government resisted, successfully, transfers to the Dicksgrove and

Terelton co-operative societies in 1949 and 1950, respectively.142 Yet NCC persisted.

In consultation with the DDC, in 1941 Ryan decreed that two-thirds of the Newmarket

group’s suppliers had to purchase shares in NCC.143 Under the Creamery Act, 1928, shares

only had to be purchased after creameries were transferred to co-operatives.~44 The share

drive took three years, but 520 out of 834 suppliers, almost two-thirds of the group’s

suppliers, did purchase shares. 145 While obviously generally critical of the resistance to the

transfer, the IAOS would nevertheless have been happy that NCC received shareholders

voluntarily before the transfer, as opposed to under duress afterwards. As Fr E.J. Coyne

observed, ’compulsory co-operation’ is an oxymoron.146 NCC could not raise £19,000, but

in 1941 it argued that the asking price should be reduced to reflect a devalued dairy

industry. O’Friel, Ryan and Minister for Finance Sefin T. O’Kelly had been adamant that

14oIbid., pp 7 & 10-11.
141Ibid., pp 1-3; (N.A.I., DDC 3/180).
142(I.C.O.S.A., A 179); (ibid., A/1380); (N.A.I., DT S 14624); Interview with Eugene O’Riordan, former
DDC Terelton group supplier, of Inchigeela, County Cork (Jan. 1989).
143 Guerin, ’Co-operative creamery movement in north Co. Cork’, pp 20, 26 & 29; SeanadEireann deb., xxv,

1777 (9 July 1941); (N.A.|., DDC 3/180).
144 Guerin, ’Co-operative creamery movement in north Co. Cork’, p. 23.
145 Ibid., pp 26 & 29; (N.A.I., DDC 3/180).
146 Guerin, ’Co-operative creamery movement in north Co. Cork’, p. 24.
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there would be no concessions, but they had to concede this.147 The price was dropped to

E17,500.148 NCC still could not afford this price but when three years later it argued that it

should be decreased again, and it had to be, to £16,000, it was able to raise this sum.149

That, coupled with the share purchase, meant that the DDC, the departments of Agriculture

and Finance and the government could no longer resist the transfer of the Newmarket

group. However, the persistence of NCC was not emulated by the Coachford, Dicksgrove

or Terelton co-operative initiatives, and, as suggested in Section II, co-operatives and

farmers did not really pursue the dissolution of the DDC.

The resistance to the transfer of the Newmarket group engendered accusations of

clientelism. In the lead up to the 1944 general election, the local political opponents of

Sefin Moylan, Cork North Fianna Ffiil TD and parliamentary secretary, alleged that it was

being resisted because he could secure jobs for constituents in the group. Yet, apart from

anything else, there were more votes to be got from suppliers than from creamery workers

and Moylan had actually been engaged by NCC to lobby on its behalf.~5° Furthermore, he

leaked the reduction of the group’s price in 1944 to NCC.~5~ If anything, the position of

Moylan contributed to the final decision to transfer the group. There is no indication of

jobbery on the part of the DDC either, that it had not been guided only by its three-fold

objective: in this instance, specifically, facilitating reorganisation as much as possible.

Instead, public pressure defined the eventual transfer of the Newmarket group, and

independent Ireland’s first example of privatisation.

IV

Between 1939 and 1945, in the final phase of its evolution, the DDC met the challenges

of an inauspicious period, both because of the Emergency and the poor state of the Irish

dairy industry. Co-operatives were praised for their efforts during the period but the DDC

had done more, on a macro level, in mostly more peripheral dairying areas. In addition, it

had continued with reorganisation. The Creameries (Acquisition) Act, 1943, which was

implemented by 1945, should have brought about the DDC’s dissolution. However, during

its passage, the Fianna Ffiil government revealed that the DDC would continue. It was

147(N.A.I., DDC 3/180); Seanad Eireann deb., xxv, 1777 (9 July 1941).
~48(N.A.I., DDC 3/180); Guerin, ’Co-operative creamery movement in north Co. Cork’, p. 16.
149Guerin, ’Co-operative creamery movement in north Co. Cork’, p. 19.
15° Ibid., pp 13 & 18.
~51 Ibid., pp 18-19 & 32; (N.A.I., DDC 3/180); CE, 25 Feb. 1944.
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surely reacting to the now fully evolved DDC, and what it had achieved, and what it could

achieve. Subsequently, the opposition, co-operatives, farmers and the media acquiesced in

the continuity, surely reacting to a future scenario without the fully evolved DDC. Indeed,

had they looked to Northern Ireland, they would have seen how much better the Southern

dairy-production system was thanks to the DDC. This is something that historians of the

North, with their focus on the prodigious growth of dairying in Northern Ireland during,

and following, the war, have overlooked. 152 The Newmarket group’s transfer confirmed

the government’s stance. It was responding to the now fully evolved DDC because it

resisted it only because it recognised that much had been achieved and more could be if the

DDC dissolved only for a consolidated dairy-production system. The fully evolved DDC

was resisting it for this reason, and the departments of Agriculture and Finance and the

govemment recognised this. Clientelism was certainly not a factor in the resistance based

on the support for the transfer from the main govemment politician in Newmarket, and

jobbery on the DDC’s part is not evident and would not have followed. The resistance to

the transfer was eventually broken by public pressure: independent Ireland’s first example

of privatisation was dictated by public pressure, and not govemment initiative. On the

basis of the above, the final phase of the evolution of the DDC was beneficial, and was

compliant with its original remit. Looking beyond, the final phase of the evolution of the

DDC sheds new light on the development and functioning of Irish state enterprise, and,

through this, the economy, under Fianna Ffiil, clientelism and privatisation.

Historians have related how the number of Irish state enterprises expanded under the

first Fianna Ffiil govemments between 1932 and 1948.153 Commentators on Irish state

enterprise have, naturally, also noted this.154 Yet what have not been drawn out are the

trends within that. During 1936-47, seven wholly new commercial state-sponsored

companies were created: Aer Lingus, Aer Rianta, Irish Shipping, the National Stud, the

Racing Board, Aerlinte t~ireann and Irish Steel. Despite the singular reasons for their

establishment (the Emergency in Irish Shipping’s case) they all had one thing in common;

they brought cohesion to the sectors in which they operated.155 When Fianna Ffiil’s

decision not to dissolve the DDC for those reasons identified is also considered, it is clear

~52 See, for instance, Buckland, Factory of grievances, pp 144 & 148-9; Harkness, Northern Ireland, pp 100

& 102.
153 See, for instance, Diarmaid Ferriter, The transformation of Ireland 1900-2000 (London, 2004), p. 373.
t54 See, for instance, Report of public services organisation review group 1966-1969 (Green Devlin report),

Prl 792, p. 14.
155 See Se~in F. Lemass, ’The role of the state-sponsored bodies in the economy’ in Administration, vi, no. 4

(winter 1959), pp 280-84.
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that during 1936-47 Fianna Ffiil developed state enterprise so as to manage the economy.

Patrick Lynch stated that there were no trends underlying semi-state formation, but Basil

Chubb has observed general trends, and Garret FitzGerald allowed for specific trends. 156

During 1936-47, there was a specific trend in the development of state enterprise. The

DDC’s continued presence in the dairy industry was, for instance, conducive to

international marketing. Seamus Sheehy and Robert O’Connor have shown that breaking

into new agricultural markets necessitates ’centralised marketing’ and ’vertical

integration’. 157 A reorganised dairy-production system would not be enough, a

consolidated, reorganised system was required and in the absence of this, the DDC, as a

consolidated business unit, was the next best thing. As discussed in the conclusion to

Chapter 3, it had won new markets with winter butter, and the cold storage of butter for

winter sale was only feasible for large, consolidated producers. The export of winter butter

continued to have huge potential.158 Of course Britain remained the Irish dairy industry’s

biggest market, and could not be replaced by any other markets, but the consolidated DDC

could also improve the Irish market share in Britain. 159 Finally, as a diversified,

consolidated unit, the DDC maximised its contribution to the marketing of Irish dairy

products. 160 With the fully evolved DDC being very much in favour with Fianna Ffiil, the

relationship between the DDC and Minister James Ryan was very good, as it was between

the DDC and the government departments: everyone was singing from the same hymnal.

Irish Steel’s relationship with Sefin Lemass was, for example, very good too, but Ryan was

far more in tune with the DDC, and it is unlikely that it could have made decisions

unbeknownst to him as it had with Patrick Hogan.j61

That clientelism was not a factor in the resistance to the transfer of the Newmarket group

supports Michael Gallagher and Lee Komito’s contention that clientelism has been an

156 Patrick Lynch, ’Public enterprise in a free economy’ in ibid., ii, no. 1 (spring 1954), p. 14; Basil Chubb,

The government and politics of Ireland (2nd ed., London, 1982), p. 275; Garret FitzGerald, State-sponsored
bodies (2nd ed., Dublin, 1963), p. 20.
157 S eamus Sheehy and Robert O’Connor, Agricultural economics (E.S.R.I.L., no. 16), pp 102 & 106.
158 Joseph Johnston, ’A plea for winter dairying’ in Journal of the Statistical & Social hTquiry Society of

Ireland, xv, no. 1 (1930/31), pp 35-6, 38 & 40; Michael Keane, ’Marketing of dairy products and seasonality’
in A.E.S.LP. (1986/7), p. 168; James C. Moloney, ’Rationalisation of the Irish dairy industry’ in ibid.
(1987/8), p. 207.
159 Frank Barry, ’Irish growth in historical and theoretical perspective’ in idem (ed.), Understanding Ireland’s

economic growth (E.S.R.I.L., no. 137), p. 27; Tom Farnham, ’Access to the British market for agricultural
products’ inA.E.S.1.P., i, no. I (1969), p. 28.
160 E.A. Attwood, ’The dairy industry and the national economy’ in A.E.S.LP., iv, no. 1 (1972), p. 6; Brendan

O’Sullivan and Breffni Tomlin, ’Innovation in established Irish industry’ in 1BAR: Journal oflrish Business
and Administrative Research, vii, no. 1 (1985), p. 60; Louis P.F. Smith, ’Structure of the food processing
industry in Ireland’ in A.E.S.LP. (1974), p. 37.
161 Sarsfield Hogan, A histo~ oflrish Steel (Dublin, 1980), p. 69; Chubb, Government and politics, p. 284.
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illusionary phenomenon in the Irish state. Moreover, the Newmarket case complements it.

Gallagher and Komito argued that clientelism is illusionary partly because the Civil

Service and Local Appointments Commission, created in 1920, has prevented politicians

from gifting public jobs to constituents. 162 However, its purview does not include the

semi-state sector. Clientelism will be discussed further in Chapter 6, Perpetuation of the

DDC? Interestingly, in the course of their analysis, Gallagher and Komito disputed the

conclusion of Mart Bax that real brokerage was a feature of Irish political culture: Bax had

based his conclusion on a study of County Cork in the late 1960s.163 Had he made a study

of north Cork in the mid-1940s his conclusion might have been very different.

Regarding the Newmarket group’s eventual transfer and privatisation, it is unsurprising

that privatisation that occurred under the first Fianna Fgil governments was not dictated by

government initiative. What is remarkable is that any privatisation occurred at all and that

privatisation has any precedent in this period. As discussed, nationalisation defined the

period because it was considered that it could achieve the efficiency and improved

performance that from the late 1980s it was thought that privatisation could achieve.164

Therefore, the Newmarket group’s privatisation in the mid-1940s was both atypical, and

untypical of later privatisation, including the dissolution of the DDC. Privatisation will be

discussed further in Chapter 7, Dissolution of the DDC.

162 Michael Gallagher and Lee Komito, ’The constituency role of Dfiil deputies’ in John Coakley and Michael

Gallagher (eds), Politics in the republic oflreland (5th ed., Limerick, and Abingdon and New York, 2010), pp
242-3 & 258.
163 Mart Bax, Harpstrings and confessions: machine style politics in the Irish republic (Assen, 1976), p. 46.
164 Se~n Dooney and John O’Toole, Irish government today (2nd ed., Dublin, 1998), p. 204; see Moore

McDowell, ’Privatisation: an overview of the issues’ in Frank Convery and idem (eds), Privatisation: issues
of principle and implementation in Ireland (Dublin, 1990), pp 6-17; and Sean D. Barrett, ’Transport
deregulation and privatisation’ in ibid., pp 102-27.
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5 Innovation of the Dairy Disposal Company

The effect of the agricultural revolution...has meant that a great deal of agricultural land is grossly over-

valued in terms of modern conditions and much land is also under-valued.

ALEXIS FITZGERALD

SeanadEireann deb., lxvii, 88-9 (12 Nov. 1969).

This chapter starts to conclude the inquiry into whether the evolution of the DDC was

compliant with its original remit by considering what were the consequences of its

evolution? Specifically, it looks at the period between the completion of the DDC’s

evolution and its dissolution, 1945-72, and the innovation that it promoted in eight areas,

and considers how beneficial this was. The first section of the chapter deals with the DDC

and grassland improvement, the second section the DDC and agricultural education, the

third section the DDC and cattle breeding, the fourth section the DDC and milk

transportation, the fifth section the DDC and quality control, the sixth section the DDC and

infrastructure modernisation, the seventh section the DDC and its factories and the eighth

section the DDC and its ancillary activities. In each of the eight broad areas, the DDC

promoted innovation in order to service suppliers, generate profits and facilitate

reorganisation. The sections discuss this, considering particularly, like Chapter 3, if a

significant amount of farmers benefited significantly from the innovation. Assessing this is

very difficult because of the limited nature of the source material available and, therefore,

the conclusions are based on what the indications are. The chapter also assesses the

importance of the innovation that the DDC promoted in the context of the agricultural

science revolution from the 1950s. The innovation that it promoted was often a feature of

the revolution, which gave birth to modern, intensive farming. The chapter assesses where

the DDC left the peripheral dairying areas of west Munster in terms of the revolution.

Finally, the chapter relates the DDC to the new economic climate created in the wake of

Economic Development, the seminal White Paper drawn up by T.K. Whitaker. It shows

that it certainly did not precipitate the dissolution of the DDC.
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The Irish output of creamery butter continued to decline after the Second World War,

falling from 426,699 cwt in 1946 to 364,696 cwt in 1947.] Between 1945 and 1947, there

had been a drop in milch cow numbers of 78,144 and the de-stocking of milch cows in

favour of beef cattle remained the principal reason for the declining output.2 Subsidisation

continued to be the government’s response) In 1946, it gave a five-year guarantee that

farmers would receive a standard price for milk and in 1947 it increased that price: This

was effective, in 1948 the output of creamery butter rose to 404,314 cwt and the milch-cow

population grew by 22,085.5 The government had sponsored the dairy industry

sufficiently, for the time being. In 1947, the chief agricultural officer of County Limerick

had contended that only a fifty per cent increase on 1946’s milk price could save dairying

’from extinction’.6 Yet three White Papers on dairying published in 1946 and 1947 had

emphasised the importance of ’grassland enterprises’ in increasing milk production and,

therefore, the incomes of dairy farmers.7 The DDC responded.

Aphosphorosis afflicted Irish soil.s This phosphorous deficiency resulted in poor grass

growth and, consequently, lower milk yields.9 Slag, according to Joseph Johnston ’the

form of phosphatic manure most appropriate to grass’, was imported after the Emergency

by the DDC and sold to its suppliers at cost price, to be paid for over two milk seasons.]°

The West Clare group benefited first, with 2,100 tons landed in three shipments near

J (N.A.I., DT S 14627 A).
2 Ibid.; Raymond D. Crotty, Irish agriculturalproduction." its volume and structure (Cork, 1966), p. 167;

Mary E. Daly, The first department: a history of the Department of Agriculture (Dublin, 2002), p. 312; Letter
from Michael Lane, manager of Kilrush central creamery, to Michael Horgan, DDC director, 11 Aug. 1948
(N.A.I., DDC 2/90/10, Feb. 1946-Nov. 1965); Eddie Cotter, Memories of Ennistymon creamery (Ennistymon,
2001), p. 56; William Corbett (ed.), Drombane Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society Ltd. Drombane,
Turraheen, Pallas 1897-1997: souvenir booklet (Drombane, 1997), p. 48.
3 Crotty, Agriculturalproduction, p. 191; Daly, First department, p. 269.
4 (N.A.I., DT S 14627 A).
5 Ibid.; Joseph Johnston, Irish agriculture in transition (Dublin and Oxford, 1951), p. 107; Crotty,

Agriculturalproduction, p. 170;//, 1 Feb. 1946.
6 Daly, First department, p. 312; Diarmaid Ferriter, The transformation oflreland 1900-2000 (London,

2004), p. 500.
7 Daly, First department, pp 274 & 312.
s Johnston, Irish agriculture, p. 156.
9 Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 57; E.J. Sheehy, John O’Donovan, W.R. Day and Simon Curran,

’Aphosphorosis in cattle in County Offaly’ in J.D.A., xlv (1948), p. 5; John Barry, ’Use and value of
phosphates’ in ibid., xliii (1946), pp 68-73.
J0 Johnston, lrish agriculture, p. 51; Paul Markham, The history of the west Clare creameries (Kilrnsh, 2001),

p. 53.
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Kilrush, and distributed from Kilrush central and its auxiliaries.11 This gave the group’s

suppliers access to over twice as much fertiliser as the average farmer,n By 1950, the

Clare Champion recorded that uptake was impressive: ’the recent cargo of slag which

came from Amsterdam to West Clare creameries was completely bought up.’13 From

1948, every DDC group was importing slag. Cargoes were landed at Cork, Limerick and

Waterford, or, where possible, smaller ports in the DDC group areas.14 The cost to

suppliers was reduced again when slag was landed at the smaller ports.~5

The DDC also continued to distribute lime to combat soil acidity and, thus, promote

grass growth. Before lime subsidies were introduced in 1951, Kerry, with eight DDC

groups, went from being a county with a big soil acidity problem to the leading western

county for liming land.16 Lime was also sold without a profit margin and DDC suppliers

would have spent less than the ten per cent of their outgoings that farmers, generally,

would later spend on fertiliser and lime.17 The grassland improvements tended to result in

farmers keeping more milch cows rather than existing cow numbers producing higher milk

yields. 18 Between 1948 and 1950, the number of milch cows in the dairying heartland of

east Munster, with its predominantly co-operative creameries, increased by eight per cent.

During 1948-50, the number of milch cows in the dairying periphery of west Munster, with

its predominantly DDC creameries, increased by six per cent. Historically, the number of

milch cows in east Munster had increased at a rate almost three times that of west

Munster.19 The DDC had led the way in grassland improvement and the milch-cow

populations in east and west Munster were more commensurate than they had ever been.

l J Markham, West Clare creameries, pp 53-5.
12 The state of lrish agriculture 1960-1961, An Foras Talhntais publication, Table 40; Farming since the

Famine: Irish farm statistics 1847-1996, Pn 4175, p. 63.
13 CC, 4 Nov. 1950.
t4 Letter from Michael Horgan to Patrick Fitzsimon, DDC secretary, 10 Sept. 1948 (N.A.I., DDC 2/90/10,

Feb. 1946-Nov. 1965); Interview with Denis McCarthy, former DDC Ardfert group creamery manager, of
Causeway, County Kerry (10 & 11 Dec. 2004); KM, 9 Dec. 1950.
~5 Kerry County Committee of Agriculture minutes, 11 Nov. 1950 (Kerry County Library, Tralee).
16 Desmond A. Gillmor, Agriculture in the republic oflreland (Budapest, 1977), pp 72-3; James F. Collins,

Quickening the earth: soil minding and mending in Ireland (Dublin, 2008), p. 463; Research Group,
Department of Agriculture, ’The value of different liming materials’ in J.D.A., xlviii (1951-2), p. 49.
~7 National Farm Survey 1955/56-1957/8: Final report, Pr 6180, p. 18.
18 Situation and outlook for creamely milk - 1967, An Foras Talfintais publication, p. 3; Michael Anthony

O’Donovan, ’The relationship between the performance of dairy cows and grassland management on
intensive dairy farms in Ireland’ (Ph.D. thesis, University College, Dublin, 2000), p. 252.
19 Farming since the Famine, pp 208-22 & 225-7.
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During the early 1950s, Irish land, generally, remained lime and phosphorus deficient,

but between 1957 and 1962 lime and fertiliser use increased by two-thirds.2° This followed

new subsidisation in the wake of Economic Development.21 Drawn up by T.K. Whitaker

and published in 1958, it was the seminal White Paper that created a new economic climate

in Ireland. It inspired a move away from protectionism and a return to a more free trade

economic model. Economic Development, therefore, accepted the primacy of the livestock

sector in Irish agriculture, but it called for greater production efficiency across all

agricultural sectors.22 Consequently, the fully evolved DDC was very much in the spirit of

it. Economic Development placed a particular emphasis on grassland improvement and the

new subsidisation formed part of the First Programme for Economic Expansion (1958-

1963).23 Despite this, though, the DDC continued to point the way.

Dairy farmers, generally, took to grassland improvement enthusiastically.24 In contrast,

DDC suppliers, specifically, had of course been pursuing grassland improvement since the

late 1940s. However, DDC suppliers nonetheless increased their fertiliser use significantly

from the late 1950s.25 During 1961-3, fertiliser sales through the DDC increased by forty-

one per cent.26 Government encouragement nationally of fertiliser use was complemented

by continued DDC encouragement locally, as suppliers were circularised to promote

further use.27 More in line with the general trend, from the late 1950s fertiliser use by

DDC suppliers also diversified.28 In addition to slag and other phosphate fertilisers, the

DDC also made nitrogen and potash fertilisers readily available to them.29 Moreover, it

made NPK, the fertiliser containing all three grassland nutrients, readily available.3° The

Department of Agriculture designated 1967 ’Fertiliser Year’ but by then DDC suppliers

2o Michael Miley, ’Soil, grass and environmental research at Johnstown Castle’ in idem (ed.), Growing

knowledge." fifty years of research and development in Irish farming and food (Oak Park, County Carlow,
2008), p. 47; Cormac 6 Grfida, ’Ireland in the 1950s’ in ibid., p. 8.
21 Gillmor, Agriculture, p. 72.
22 Ibid., p. 29; James Meenan, ’Irish agricultural policies in the last twenty years’ in I.F. Baillie and S.J.

Sheehy (eds), Irish agriculture in a changing world (Edinburgh, 1971), p. 51.
23 Gillmor, Agriculture, pp 29 & 72; Mark Cooper and John Davis, The Irishfertiliser industry: a history

(Dublin and Portland, Or, 2004), p. 184.
24 Michael Judge, ’A new era of hope’ in Paul O’Grady (ed.), Leaders of courage: the story of the 1CMSA

(Dublin, 2000), pp 23-4.
25 John Hennigan, ’A brief article on the DDC’ (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor of the Department of

Government, University College, Cork); DDC minutes, 17 Jan. 1962 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); Markham, West
Clare creameries, p. 55.
26 DDC minutes, 14 Oct. 1963 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
27 Ibid., 12 Feb. 1963.

28 Alan McElwaine, It really did happen." the changes in farming since the 1940 ’s (Drogheda, 2006), pp 18 &
128.

29 Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 54; Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 66; Letter from John Hennigan,

DDC chairman, to Peadar McSweeney, secretary ofNitrigin l~ireann Teo, 12 July 1966 (N.A.I., DDC
2/90/10, Feb. 1966-); Daly, First department, p. 290.
3o Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 66; KM, 4 Mar. 1967; Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 54.
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scarcely needed convincing of the value of fertilisers.Hi Although their use was now higher

in the core agricultural counties of the east, west Munster continued to use the most in the

west.32 Between 1958 and 1972, the number of milch cows in east Munster increased by

thirty-three per cent, but there was an increase of twenty-seven per cent in their number in

west Munster. This would indicate that between 1945 and 1972 the incomes of c. 22,000

DDC suppliers (see Graph 1), one-quarter of all the farmers in Munster, were, relatively,

good, and, for most of them, were better than they would have been but for the DDC.33

The DDC had been at the forefront of the ’grassland improvement crusade’, a key feature

of the agricultural science revolution.34 Through this, it had serviced suppliers, generated

profits - from an increased milk supply - and facilitated reorganisation - by making dairy

production more efficientY

Graph 1: the number of DDC suppliers in 1960 by group
(Source: (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962))
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31KM, 19 Nov. 1966.
32 W.E. Murphy and J.F. Heavey, Fertiliser-use survey 1967, An Foras Tahintais publication, p. 10.
33 Farming since the Famine, pp 89, 210, 213,216, 219, 222-4 & 227.
34 Brian Se.An Cowler, ’A history of Irish agriculture and European integration: 1956-72’ (Ph.D. thesis,

University College, Dublin, 1998), p. 30.
35 Lane to Horgan (N.A.I., DDC 2/90/10, Feb. 1946-Nov. 1965).
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Underpinning the DDC’s success with land fertilisation was its investment in land

drainage. Fertilisation cannot be performed adequately on wet grassland without drainage.

In 1963, Michael Lane, manager of Kilrush central, stated that the need for drainage in the

West Clare group area was ’urgent’.36 From 1966, the DDC and the county committees of

agriculture jointly supported land drainage projects financially. They provided a drainage

loan to DDC suppliers, repayable over four years.37 In 1966, the government’s expanded

Calved Heifer Subsidy Scheme was launched. It gave £ 15 grants to farmers for each extra

calf heifer that they reared, and with healthier pasture than ever, DDC suppliers were

perfectly positioned to expand their herds.38 Thus, in 1967 there were 2,611 more heifers-

in-calf in west Munster than there had been in 1960.39

II

Agricultural education was the vital accompaniment to the agricultural science

revolution and the DDC’s success with grassland improvement reflected its commitment to

it.4° Regarding land drainage, mole draining suited most DDC suppliers best because it

was economical, but they favoured permanent draining, which was prohibitively costly.41

Recognising this, the DDC, the county committees of agriculture and the Department of

Agriculture participated in land drainage demonstrations, in which one part of a farm was

mole drained and one part was permanently drained.42 When results proved equally good,

DDC suppliers were generally converted.43 Regarding land fertilisation, it was not merely

the use of fertilisers that accounted for the increase in the number of milch cows, but their

judicious use. DDC suppliers had to know what nutrients their grassland was deficient in,

and to what extent, before deciding on what fertiliser to use, and in what quantity.44 DDC

creamery managers presented films and talks that explained how to identify the various

grassland nutrient deficiencies. In this it was far more enterprising than the co-

36 Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 55.
37 DDC minutes, May 1966 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
38 Agriculture in the Second Programme for Economic Expansion, Pr 7697, p. 96; Judge, ’New era’, p. 25;
D.J. Buttimer and J.G. MacAirt, ’ Supply response in the Irish creamery herd 1951-70’ in Irish Journal of
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, iii, no. 3 ( 1970-71), p. 252.
39 Statistical Abstract of Ireland 1962, Pr 6571, p. 79; Statistical Abstract of Ireland 1968, Prl 189, p. 77.
40 Cowler, ’Irish agriculture and European integration’, pp 29-30; Philip H. Coombs with Manzoor Ahrned,

Attacking worldpoverty: how nonformal education can help (Baltimore, Md, and London, 1974), p. 235.
41 Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 55.

42 Ibid.; DDC minutes, 11 Feb. 1964 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
43 Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 55.
44 Ibid., pp 54-5; Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 66.
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operatives.45 DDC suppliers could also arrange ’farm-walks’, whereby agricultural experts

surveyed their land, and arrange for their soils to be tested. All these initiatives were

organised by the DDC in co-operation with the county committees of agriculture.46 During

1956-66, the county committees of agriculture doubled the number of agricultural advisers

that they employed.47 The agricultural adviser was in many ways the fulcrum of the

agricultural science revolution.48 Yet with only one adviser per 800 holdings in the west in

1967, the DDC more than complemented their role.49 As it did the research of the National

Soil Survey team, which from 1959 assessed the potential of Irish soil.5°

Under the Third Programme for Economic Expansion (1969-72) that flowed from

Economic Development, the government proposed establishing 100 agricultural schools to

provide technical courses for farmers.51 However, by 1969 the DDC had already opened

an agricultural school at Bella Cross in the West Clare group area.52 It was just the second

of its kind in Ireland and showed again how proactive the DDC was in the agricultural

science revolution, and how in tune it was with the new economic planning.53

III

Before the agricultural science revolution, Irish milch cows were very poor milk

producers. In the early 1950s, the national average milk yield was approximately 400

gallons per cow, half of the yield of the best European milch cows.54 If the Irish milch cow

could be improved, this would also increase milk production and, therefore, the incomes of

dairy farmers. The DDC responded. From 1949, it developed a dairy cattle-breeding

programme in the southwest.55 The breed that it emphasised in its programme was the

Kerry. Kerry cows are amongst the best milch cows for dairying on poorer land and were,

45 Louis P.F. Smith, ’Agricultural education by co-operatives’ in The Irish Monthly, lxxix, no. 935 (May

1951), p. 229.
46 DDC minutes, 12 Feb. 1963 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); Interview with Eddie Cotter, former DDC North Clare

group creamery manager, of Ennis, County Clare (10 June 2006).
47 Interview with Denis McCarthy; Daly, First department, p. 435.
48 See Brian MacDonald, Lakeland Dairies & the triumph of co-operation 1896-1996 (Killeshandra and

Tullynahinera, 1996), p. 92; Judge, ’New era’, p. 24; Interview with Eddie Cotter; Agriculture in the second
programme, p. 96.
49 Daly, First department, p. 435; James J. Kennelly, The Kerry way: the history of the Kerry Group, 1972-

2000 (Dublin, 2001), pp 136-7; (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
s0 Miley, ’Soil, grass and environmental research’, pp 54-5.
51 Daly, First department, p. 415.
52 Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 83.
53 Ibid.; Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 50.
5411, 16 Jan. 1953.
55 DDC minutes, 13 Oct. 1949 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
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consequently, the choice most appropriate for many DDC suppliers in the southwest.56 By

1954, the DDC had built a specialised cattle-breeding facility at Castletownbere.57 In the

process, the pure Kerry breed was preserved for posterity.58 Yet the DDC was not,

initially, at the forefront of cattle breeding.

The advent of artificial insemination (henceforth, AI) epitomised the agricultural science

revolution.59 Through it, the best European milch-cow breeds, and beef-cattle breeds,

could be effectively introduced into Ireland. Friesians, whose black splotches are

synonymous with everything dairy, became prevalent because of the development of AI

services in Ireland.6° Dr John Hammond of Cambridge University pioneered AI in 1942.61

He happened to be a close friend of the secretary of the IAOS, Dr Henry Kennedy, and in

1943 Kennedy advised Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery to establish an AI service.

Ballyclough duly began operating an AI station from 1946. In 1946, it inseminated 232

cows and four years later it serviced 5,207 cows. In 1948, Mitchelstown Co-operative

Agricultural Society had opened an AI station. The suppliers of the DDC Knocklong and

Tipperary groups actually used Ballyclough’s AI service.62 Only from 1951 did the DDC

provide AI services for its suppliers in Kerry, Clare and mid-west and west Cork.

However, these were a great success.

In 1951, the DDC established an AI station at Castleisland, County Kerry (see

Photograph 3), with sub-stations at Cahirciveen, Castlemaine, Listowel and Rathmore.63

Castleisland was a central location. Castleisland Cattle-Breeding Station cost £10,082.64

In operation for less than a year, in 1951 it took £1,119 in fees and inseminated 1,399 cows

56 Jonathan Bell and Mervyn Watson, A h&tory of Irish farming 1750-1950 (Dublin, 2008), pp 230-31; Frank

Manolson, ’Cattle’ in Katie Thear and Alistair Fraser (eds), The complete book of raising livestock and
poultry: a smallholder’s guide (London, 1981), p. 165; E.J. Sheehy, John O’Donovan, W.R. Day and Simon
Curran, ’Kerry cattle’ in J.D.A., xlv (1948), p. 105.
57 DDC minutes, 27 Sept. 1954 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
58 Patrick Leonard Curran, Kerry and Dexter cattle and other ancient lrish breeds: a history (Dublin, 1990),

pp 110-11.
59 Maurice Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century: Irish Co-operative Organisation Society: an illustrated centenary

history 1894-1994 (Dublin, 1994), p. 70.
60 Daniel Hoctor, The department’s story: a history of the Department of Agriculture (Dublin, 1971), p. 256;

Manolson, ’Cattle’, pp 162-3.
61 Hoctor, Department’s story, p. 212; Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 74; Sarah Wiimot, ’From "public

service" to artificial insemination: animal breeding and reproductive research in early twentieth-century
Britain’ in Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences, xxxviii, no. 2 (June
2007), pp 420-29.
62 Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, pp 74-5.
63 DDC minutes, 7 Feb. 1951 & 2 Mar. 1951 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
64 (ibid., DDC 2/47/17).
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Photograph 3:
A photograph showing the Dairy Disposal Company’s Castleisland Cattle-Breeding Station
(photograph by the author).
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and five years later it took £35,089 and serviced 43,861 cows.65 The DDC had

efficaciously promoted AI. Robert Stack was Castleisland station’s veterinary officer and

more than anyone he had encouraged suppliers’ enthusiasm for AI.66

Built in 1953, Clarecastle Cattle-Breeding Station, with sub-stations at Ennistymon,

Kilrush and Scarriff, was also central to County Clare.67 Costing £29,615, because a new

site had to be acquired, it was not immediately as successful as Castleisland station:

making £9,933 from fees in 1956 and inseminating 12,416 cows.68 Poor co-operation

between the central creamery managers and Clarecastle station’s veterinary officer, John

O’Farrell, was partly the reason for the sluggish uptake of AI. Consequently, in January

and May 1955 the DDC had arranged meetings between both parties to forge closer links.69

Resulting from these, O’Farrell had undertaken to visit each sub-station every two weeks

and the creamery managers had undertaken to inform him of anything that might be

detrimental to the AI initiative.7° Kerry suppliers had not needed much convincing of the

value of AI, but Clare suppliers’ scepticism was also partly the reason for the sluggish

uptake. To counteract this, the DDC presented films and talks and instituted Clarecastle

station annual open day.71 Owing to the DDC’s efforts, in 1959 Clarecastle station made

£22,950 and serviced 28,688 cows, which was proportionate to Castleisland station.72

Furthermore, between 1951 and 1961 the average milk yield per cow in the West Clare

group area exceeded the average yield for Munster by twenty-one per cent.73 The DDC

Clare AI initiative had also been helped by its extension, with the opening of sub-stations

at Gort, Tuam, Clifden and even, seasonally, on Inishbofin.TM In the process of this, the

DDC had brought AI services to peripheral Connacht in addition to peripheral west

Munster, underscoring its succession to the Congested Districts Board.

65 (ibid., DT S 13505 B/2); (ibid., DT S 16318); Cotter, Ennistymon creamer3,, p. 61; see M.G. Moyles,

’Kerry cattle: a brief outline of the breed’s history and development’ in J.D.A., liii (1956-7), p. 63.
66 Interview with Denis McCarthy; Second interview with Dan McGing, former accountant of the DDC, of

Killiney, County Dublin (16 Nov. 2006).
67 Cotter, Ennistymon creamer3,, p. 60; Irish Farmers’ Journal (henceforth, IF J), 8 Sept. 1973; Interview with

Denis McCarthy; DDC minutes, 10 June 1953 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); Markham, West Clare creameries, p.

56; (N.A.I., DDC 2/90/9B).
68 (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/17); (ibid., DT S 16318); Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 60; DDC minutes, 14 Dec.

1955 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
69 DDC minutes, 26 Jan. & 3 May 1955 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 60.
70

DDC minutes, 26 Jan. 1955 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
71 (ibid., DDC 2/90/9B); CC, 24 May 1958, 21 May 1960 & 18 May 1963.
72

(N.A.I., DT S 16318).
73

Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 56.
74

Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 61.
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By 1955, mid-west and west Cork were the sole dairying areas still without adequate AI

services.75 As they were mixed co-operative and DDC areas, a joint AI initiative was

required. The DDC had taken the lead by opening AI sub-stations, attached to Castleisland

station, at Macroom and Skibbereen. Macroom sub-station was intended to serve the

Coachford and Terelton groups and the Clondrohid, East Muskerry and Lissarda co-

operatives.76 Yet it was only able to provide an adequate service for the Coachford

group.77 Skibbereen sub-station was to be the forerunner to a fully-fledged DDC cattle-

breeding station at Clonakilty but the co-operatives did not back it.78 In 1955, they finally

backed a federation that would put adequate AI services in place.79 The South Western

Cattle Breeding Society, with its main AI station near Bandon, would have a membership

of nine co-operatives and three DDC groups: Coachford, Terelton and West Cork.8°

During the 1950s, through its Kerry and Clare AI initiatives and the mid-west and west

Cork AI initiative, the DDC was coming to the forefront of cattle breeding. In 1957, of the

South Western Cattle Breeding Society’s AI sub-stations, the DDC Terelton group’s sub-

station inseminated the most cows.81

The Kerry AI initiative was able to serve Beara and in 1955 an AI sub-station, attached

to Castleisland station, had been opened in the Castletownbere group.82 One of the

smallest DDC groups, Castletownbere hardly warranted the expense of a sub-station but AI

would prevent endogamy from threatening to degenerate suppliers’ herds.83 As a

consolidated unit, the DDC could afford to absorb such a loss, and, in its absence, AI

would surely have bypassed Beara. In DDC group areas, in the short-term, dual-purpose -

milk and beef- shorthoms continued to be the breed that suppliers favoured but, longer-

term, the demand for Friesians grew, along with the demand for beef breeds.84 This

75 Joseph G. Knapp, An appraisement of agricultural cooperation in Ireland, IAOS publication, p. 41; Henry

(ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 75.
76 (N.A.I., DDC 2/90/9C).
77 Ibid.; SS, 1 Aug. 1953.
78 (N.A.I., DDC 2/90/9C).
79 DDC minutes, 20 Jan. 1956 (ibid., DDC minutes); Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 79.
8o (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1955-Dec. 1958); CE, 16 Apr. 1956; (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1959-Dec.
1976); Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 75; 1F J, 17 Oct. 1970.
8J (N.A.I., DDC 2/90/9C).
82 DDC minutes, 14 Dec. 1955 (ibid., DDC minutes).
83 (ibid., DT S 16318); (ibid., DDC 2/90/9D); John Hammond, ’Report by Dr. John Hammond, School of

Agriculture, Cambridge on Irish cattle and pig breeding policy, September 1955’ in J.D.A., liii (1956-7), p.
16.
84 Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 61.
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reflected the metamorphosis of Irish agriculture, the departure from self-sufficiency to the

modem, specialised, structure, and the DDC was at the forefront of it.a5

In the mid-1960s, although they had been allocated additional Friesian bulls by the

Department of Agriculture, Castleisland and Clarecastle DDC cattle-breeding stations still

leased more shorthorn than Friesian bulls.86 However, in 1966 suppliers using these

stations opted for more Friesian than shorthorn inseminations: Castleisland carrying out

Friesian and shorthorn inseminations on a ratio of2:1 and Clarecastle on a ratio of 4:3.87

The DDC had efficaciously promoted the Friesian breed and an emphasis on increasing

milk production as much as possible.88 Yet there was still scope for improvement. Often

dairy farmers neglected to name proven Friesian bulls (Ballyshane Kirklevington Lord 10th

was one proven bull!) and the DDC had to make suppliers aware of the need to do this.89 It

did, and by 1972 only the Mitchelstown AI station, in the dairying heartland, conducted a

greater ratio of Friesian inseminations in Munster than Castlesisland AI station. Moreover,

only the Mitchelstown station and the station at Thurles, County Tipperary, conducted

more inseminations in Ireland than Castleisland station. In addition, Clarecastle AI station

probably conducted as good, if not a better, ratio of Friesian inseminations in Clare,

considering the large number of beef-breed inseminations that it conducted in Connacht.9°

The DDC was, ultimately, at the forefront of cattle breeding, the key feature of the

agricultural science revolution.

Between 1945 and 1972, the average milk yield per cow in east Munster increased by

fifty-one per cent, but there was an increase of sixty-eight per cent in the average milk

yield in west Munster.91 This would further indicate that between 1945 and 1972 the

incomes of c. 22,000 DDC suppliers were, relatively, good, and, for most of them, were

better than they would have been but for the DDC. Through its cattle-breeding initiatives,

the DDC had been very much in tune with all three programmes for economic expansion

85 StatisticalAbstract ofh’eland 1962, Pr 6571, p. 105; StatisticalAbstract oflreland 1969, Prl 1101, p. 98;

Daly, First department, p. 502; Judge, ’New era’, pp 23-4.
86 DDC minutes, 12 Dec. 1962 & 11 Feb. 1964 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); Dg~ilEireann deb., clxxiv, 27 & 28

(18 Apr. 1959).
8v (N.A.I., DDC 2/90/9).

88 Interview with Denis McCarthy.
89 (N.A.I., DDC 2/90/9); Judge, ’New era’, p. 24.
9o Gillmor, Agriculture, p. 117.
9~ Agricultural Statistics 1934-1956, Pr 4355, p. 188; Farming since the Famine, pp 209, 212, 215, 218, 222
& 226; Brendan Kearney, The structure of dairy farming and its future development, An Foras Tahintais
publication, Appendix Table 2; idem, Estimates of the components of the Irish cow herd 1953-1979 (’000
head), An Foras Talfintais publication; Department of Agriculture and Food, Statistics of milk supplies by
producers to registered creameries including Wexford cheese factory- 1953-1981, An Foras Talfintais
publication.
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that had flowed from Economic Development. Under the first programme, ’particular

emphasis’ had been ’placed on the necessity of reducing milk production costs

through...live-stock breeding’.92 Under the second programme (1963-8), this had been re-

emphasised and there had been a stress on the ’improvement in productive efficiency and

amelioration of farm structure in areas of small holdings. ,93 Under the third programme,

new schemes for progeny testing and milk recording were introduced to bolster cattle

breeding.94 In addition, in 1959 the Moorepark research centre of An Foras Talfintais, the

Agricultural Institute, had been established with the brief to boost milk production.95

Through its cattle-breeding, and grassland improvement, initiatives, the DDC had

implemented its recommendations to greatest effect. Finally, the DDC had serviced

suppliers, generated profits and, again by making dairy production more efficient,

facilitated reorganisation.

IV

The radical change in how milk was transported from farm to creamery was another

feature of the agricultural science revolution. From 1964-5, raised milk production

efficiency began to be matched by raised milk transportation efficiency. The DDC had

facilitated milk transportation previously. Given that most of its suppliers were small

farmers, with small milk supplies, regarding their bringing milk to the creamery, it did not,

as one supplier put it, ’pay to tackle a horse for the purpose.’96 Thus, in 1952 449 suppliers

had paid private carters to deliver milk daily to eight DDC creamery groups. This had

generally cost 2d. per gallon and the DDC had provided a 0.5d. subsidy.97 However, as

with cattle breeding, the DDC was not, initially, at the forefront of the modernisation in

milk transportation.

From 1964-5, Lough Egish Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society, in County

Monaghan, and Waterford Co-operative Society pioneered the bulk collection of milk in

tanker-trucks.98 As a result, milk assembly costs fell in Monaghan and Waterford (milk

assembly is the total process of moving milk from the farm to the creamery) and this was

92 Agr&ulture in the second programme, pp 91 & 96.
93 Ibid., p. 98; Daly, First department, p. 526; Gillmor, Agriculture, p. 29.
94 Daly, First department, p. 486.
95 Judge, ’New era’, pp 23-4.96 (N.A.I., DDC 2/86/1).
97 Ibid.
98 MacDonald, LakelandDairies, p. 104; Daly, First department, p. 489.
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reflected by milk prices.99 Yet bulk collection was not appropriate for every dairying

area.l°° In areas with very small farms, it was not always economical.l°l Sending milk

lorries around labyrinths of b6ithrini to innumerable small dairy farms, or even communal

collection points, would be prohibitively expensive.I°2 Therefore, the DDC could not

simply just introduce a bulk-collection milk transportation network. Fortunately, multi-can

haulage was another modern method of transporting milk that was appropriate for areas

with very small farms. Consequently, the DDC had to design a mixed bulk collection and

multi-can haulage milk transportation network.

Most of the Cork and Kerry DDC group areas and the East Clare and West Clare group

areas were unsuitable for bulk collection, lO3 Multi-can haulage solved this from the late

1960s. It involved farmers bringing cooled milk cans to a truck and trailer, which then

delivered them to the creamery. It was not as efficient as bulk collection; for instance,

unlike with bulk collection, skim milk was returned to farmers, which required two round

trips. J o4 However, many farmers in peripheral areas relied upon skim milk for feeding their

livestock and this substantially cancelled out the average 0.5d. per gallon more that multi-

can haulage cost, when the cost of buying animal feed is taken into consideration,l°s

By 1968, the DDC had identified the Ardfert, Knocklong, North Clare, Tipperary and

West Cork group areas as suitable for bulk collection. ~06 In 1968, it established a model

bulk collection system in the Ardfert group area. lo7 At first, milk was collected at

communal points but larger suppliers demanded farm collection and the DDC - unlike the

huge Killeshandra Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society - obliged. JoB The corollary

of bulk collection was the closure of auxiliaries and by 1970 milk lorries had replaced five

of Ardfert’s six auxiliaries: Baltovin, B allyheigue, Banemore, Causeway and Chapeltown.

99 MacDonald, LakelandDairies, p. 104; KM, 2 Oct. 1971.
ioo Agriculture in the second programme, pp 97-8.

J ol D6il Eireann deb., cxxxvii, 2553 (I 1 Dec. 1968).
102 Ibid.; MacDonald, LakelandDairies, pp 104-05; KM, 2 Oct. 1971.
J03 Hugh L. Cook and Gordon W. Sprague, h’ish dairy industry organisation, Prl 225, pp 27-8; Jerome

Geaney, ’The history of Drinagh Co-op’ in Rosscarbery - Past & Present: Journal of the Rosscarbery
Historical Society, no. 4 (Dec. 2002), p. 13; Interview with Sefin 6 Sfiileabhfiin, former DDC Castletownbere
group supplier, of Ballinakilla, Bere Island (30 Jan. 2007); DDC minutes, 8 May 1967 (N.A.I., DDC
minutes); Interview with Denis McCarthy.
104 Daly, First department, p. 498.
105 Ibid.; Interview with Denis McCarthy; Milk assembly: economic and technical aspects, An Foras

Talfintais publication, p. 31.
J06 DDC minutes, 8 May 1967 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); DeVil Eireann deb., ccxl, 186 (30 Apr. 1969); Interview

with Denis McCarthy.
~07 Interview with Denis McCarthy.
108 Interview with Denis McCarthy; MacDonald, Lakeland Dairies, p. 126.
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This was effectively all of its auxiliaries because in 1969 its Ballinascreena auxiliary’s

processing capacity had been doubled to make it more of a second central. 109 As with

cattle breeding, the DDC had, ultimately, come to the forefront of the modernisation of

milk transportation. Only in 1971 did the last auxiliary in the Lough Egish society’s group

of creameries close.l J° Moreover, bulk collection was not only soon introduced into the

group areas identified as suitable in 1968 but also into some groups areas not originally

identified as suitable, such as the Dingle group area.ill As a consolidated unit, the DDC

could afford to invest in areas where bulk collection was only marginally economical.

Tellingly, after the Kerry DDC groups were transferred to co-operative control, the DDC’s

milk transportation network was not really improved upon until the 1990s.1J2 By 1972,

most co-operatives in east Munster were using bulk collection, which was more efficient

than the mixed milk transportation system that the DDC was using in west Munster.113 Yet

the DDC had no choice but to use multi-can haulage in certain areas and it had maximised

the use of bulk collection. This would once again indicate that between 1945 and 1972 the

incomes of c. 22,000 DDC suppliers were, relatively, good, and, for most of them, were

better than they would have been but for the DDC. Through the modemisation of milk

transportation, the DDC had of course serviced suppliers, generated profits and facilitated

reorganisation.

V

As Thomas O’Donnell, Limerick East Fine Gael TD, told the D~il during the 1960s, in

the context of increased milk quantity, improved milk quality ’becomes a much more vital

matter’.114 Thus, it was important that there was a strong emphasis on the control of milk

quality from the 1950s. Before the agricultural science revolution, milk was merely

accepted or rejected by the creamery manager.115 A strong emphasis on quality control can

be traced back to the first inter-party government (1948-51) and Noel C. Browne’s quest,

as minister for health, to eradicate tuberculosis. Humans contract bovine TB from drinking

the unpasteurised milk of infected cows. Therefore, beginning in the mid-1950s, and

~09 Interview with Denis McCarthy.
lto MacDonald, LakelandDairies, pp 104-05 & 112.

l l~ Geaney, ’Drinagh Co-op’, p. 13; Facsimile of letter from Timothy Dennehy, DDC director, to the IAWS,

6 Nov. 1972 (N.A.I., DA AG1/3174/72).
l l2 Kennelly, Kerry way, pp 135-6.

113 M.C. Jacob, ’Factors affecting the milk price to the farmer’ in Irish Grassland andAnimal Production

Association Journal, xvi (1981), p. 66.
114 D6il [~ireann deb., ccxxviii, 1727 (30 May 1967).

115 Markham, West Clare creameries, pp 65 & 95.
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following Browne’s campaign, all milk supplied to creameries had to be pasteurised.~ 16 In

this, the DDC had led the way. It had already started installing pasteurisation equipment in

its creameries.l~7 Furthermore, it was able to fit out its creameries more economically than

co-operatives were because of its size, and the economies of scale.118 In 1957, it purchased

forty-nine pasteurising plants.119 Finally, it pasteurised milk more efficiently than co-

operatives did. In co-operative creameries the boiler had to be kept filled with solid fuel to

maintain the steam needed for pasteurising, or, at best, electricity had to be generated on-

site to heat the milk. ~20 However, from the mid-1950s most DDC creameries were

connected to the ESB.~2~ The DDC was well placed to take the lead when a strong

emphasis was put on quality control proper.

A strong, scientific emphasis was put on quality control proper in 1965 with the

universal introduction of the mandatory methylene-blue test.lZ2 Methylene blue is a

biological stain that when added to milk allows a basic, colour-coded, total bacteria count

(henceforth, TBC) test to be performed on the milk to ascertain its quality.123 From 1965, a

sample of every dairy farmers’ milk supply was taken, mixed with methylene blue and

examined every hour over either three or five hours. 124 The longer that the solution

remained blue, the lower the milk’s TBC and, consequently, the higher its quality. ~25 To

encourage dairy farmers to produce high quality milk, the government paid a bonus on

good quality milk, which in 1965 was ld. per gallon.126 Dairy farmers producing milk in

the most hygienic circumstances were not guaranteed the bonus, it was also important that

116 Ibid., p. 71; Sunday Press (henceforth, SP), 27 Feb. 1955.
~17 (N.A.I., DDC 2/48/89). The West Clare group was at least one DDC group re-approved to sell milk in the

mid-1950s. As a child, Homan Potterton holidayed in west Clare in the late 1950s, and recollects of his dog:
’Nor was he impressed - as we were - by bottled milk from the Kilrush Creamery’ (Homan Potterton,
Rathcormick (Dublin, 2002), p. 155).
118 (N.A.I., DDC 2/48/89); Sunday Examiner (henceforth, SE), Sunday Independent (henceforth, $1) & SP, 27

Feb. 1955.
119 DDC minutes, 8 Nov. 1957 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
120 Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 71; Interview with Professor E.C. Synnott of the Department of

Dairy and Food Engineering, University College, Cork (20 Nov. 2004); Energy use and conservation in the
dairy industry, An Foras Talfintais publication, pp 28-9.
121 (N.A.I., DDC 2/48/89); Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 71; DDC minutes, 21 Dec. 1948 (N.A.I.,

DDC minutes).122 Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 95; Dril Eireann deb., cxxix, 1456-8 (5 Mar. 1952).
I,,3 Interview with Denis McCarthy.
124 Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 95.
125 Interview with Denis McCarthy; Michael Grimes, ’The quick grading of milk on the creamery platform’

inJ.D.A., xlii, no. I (Mar. 1945), p. 237.
126 Joe Murray, ’From grass to milk - the Moorepark story’ in Miley (ed.), Growing knowledge, pp 68-9; M.J.

Mulcahy and Dermot Harrington, ’Inhibitors in Irish creamery milk’ in Irish Journal of Agricultural
Research, vi, no. 1 (Apr. 1967), p. 92.
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milk was kept very cool during milk assembly.127 In the context of the modemisation of

milk transportation, bulk collection was seventeen per cent more likely to keep milk

sufficiently cool than multi-can haulage.128 This appeared to place DDC suppliers at a

disadvantage. Yet the DDC enforced its milk hygiene rules (see Appendix 4) on suppliers

as only, in the view of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, a large

creamery organisation could.129 For instance, it employed a dedicated staff to monitor

suppliers’ milk. 130 It also, of course, maximised bulk collection. This continues to give the

impression that the incomes of DDC suppliers were, relatively, good, and that the DDC

made the biggest contribution that it could to the agricultural science revolution. All of

which was achieved in pursuit of servicing suppliers, generating profits (lower quality milk

could not be processed) and facilitating reorganisation (through high quality dairying).

VI

The increase in milk production, and the associated increase in the availability of

creamery butter, caused the final collapse of the market for farmers’ butter as early as the

late 1940s. For one thing, people preferred creamery butter because it was not liable to

become quickly rancid even when stored in a cool place.TM The collapse was a problem

for farmers who relied on the income derived from farmers’ butter and lived in non-

creamery areas or faraway from creameries. In the very north of Clare the problem was

acute because although the DDC North Clare group had eleven auxiliaries, the area had

such a strong farmers’ butter tradition that there were still pockets remote from them.132

Through its invention of the travelling creamery, the DDC was able to integrate the farmers

into the creamery system. In 1949, it commissioned six travelling creameries for the

Burren.133 The location of their twenty-four stations was decided after the DDC had

surveyed the area comprehensively and had consulted farmers.134 In the Burren, the DDC

secured the incomes of almost 1,500 farmers, something unlikely to have happened in its

absence. 135 In so doing, it had satisfied its three-fold objective. In the 1950s, auxiliaries at

127 D6il Eireann deb., ccxxviii, 1727-8 (30 May 1967); ccxvi, 26 (1 June 1965); ccxxxv, 1654 (26 June

1968).
128 Glenville bulk milk collection: apilot scheme, An Foras Talfntais publication, pp 8-13.

129 Payment for milk on quality, United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization publication, p. 62.
130

(N.A.I., DDC 2/48/89); Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 95.
131

Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 50.
132

(N.A.I., DT S 14624).
133

Ibid.; Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 50.
134 Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 50; (N.A.I., DT S 14624).
~35

Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 57.
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Ballyline, Corofin and Drinagh (see Map 3) succeeded three of the travelling creameries.136

The DDC was unable to integrate the farmers who had produced homemade butter in

County Wexford and south Galway but that was because it was simply not possible to at

the time. In 1949, it tried to in Wexford - unlike the county’s two co-operatives, Inch and

Shelburne - but Wexford’s milk supply was just too diffuse.137 In 1950, south Galway was

surveyed, found to have a more localised milk supply, and the farmers there committed

themselves to supply a travelling creamery from the East Clare group. 138 However, the

supply was not even enough to make a travelling creamery viable and in 1951 it ceased

operation.139 In the context of the DDC as successor to the Congested Districts Board, this

could be seen to differentiate the DDC, which, in contrast to the Congested Districts Board,

had to generate profits. Yet the Congested Districts Board did not pursue unviable

enterprises either. Moreover, as stated above, the DDC did pursue enterprises that were

only marginally viable. Thus, in 1952 it opened an auxiliary of the West Cork group on

Whiddy Island (see Map 4), which produced enough milk to support an auxiliary, but an

auxiliary that would itself not generate profits. J40 The DDC did so, in the words of the

Aughadown central creamery manager, Patrick Kerrisk, ’to help the farmers there

who...were in need of help to keep them on the land.’m

Compulsory pasteurisation brought about the end of the DDC’s travelling creameries

from the mid-1950s. They could not be equipped to pasteurise. The DDC had to devise a

system to replace them that would safeguard the incomes of approximately 4,000 suppliers,

which was compatible with generating profits and facilitating reorganisation.142 It was

successful. It resolved, where appropriate, to cart the milk of suppliers to existing

auxiliaries and, where appropriate, to construct new auxiliaries. However, that was the

straightforward part, deciding on what was appropriate where was potentially complicated,

and a wrong decision could be costly. Where supplies were very small and scattered, such

as in the Castletownbere group area, the decision to replace travelling creameries with

carting was easy. 143 Likewise, where they were larger and more concentrated, such as in

the Castlemaine group area, the decision to replace travelling creameries with auxiliaries

136Ibid., p. 100.
137(N.A.I., DDC 2/86/3); (ibid., DT S 5213).
~38(N.A.I., DDC 2/86/4).
139Ibid.; CC, 10 June 1950; CT, 18 Feb. 1930 & 14 May 1932; TuamHerald, 14 Dec. 2006.
~40Letter from Patrick Kerrisk, manager of Aughadown central creamery, to Timothy Dennehy, 12 Apr. 1967
(N.A.I., DDC 2/90/11); DDC minutes, 21 Apr. 1960 (ibid., DDC minutes).
141 Kerrisk to Dennehy (N.A.I., DDC 2/90/I 1).
142 DDC minutes, 31 May 1957 (ibid., DDC minutes).
143 (ibid., DDC 2/17/49, Feb. 1963-Dec. 1965).
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was also easy. 144 It was where supplies were larger but very scattered, such as in the

extended North Clare group area, that problems arose. There, where only travelling

creameries could have brought farmers into the creamery system, supplies could only be

retained through the perfect combination of carting and auxiliaries. 145 If too much carting

were introduced, the outlay involved would render the North Clare group unviable; if too

many auxiliaries were built, some would become redundant and suppliers would be lost.

The DDC achieved the perfect combination. It looked like some suppliers would be lost in

the Drinagh area over a dispute about the location of the auxiliary but the disgruntled

suppliers were soon reconciled.146 The new auxiliaries that the DDC built also

demonstrated its capacity to innovate to best service suppliers, generate profits and

facilitate reorganisation. The auxiliaries were the first all-electric creameries in Ireland,

and were, therefore, more efficient than any other creameries in the country. 147 As with the

agricultural science revolution, the DDC was the conduit that put the rural industry of west

Munster at the forefront of the electrification revolution.148

VII

Immediately following the war, the DDC’s condenseries and its Cleeves toffee factory

prospered and during the 1950s they did, on balance, moderately well.149 Profits from

condensed milk did fall between 1951 and 1959. Yet in the face of an increasingly strong

post-war recovery by domestic and British competitors this was actually a praiseworthy

performance. Js0 Meanwhile, the toffee factory managed a growth in profits over the same

period. 15~ The historian of Limerick city’s industrial development, Margaret Mastriani, has

stated that the DDC factories are to be ’cited for their initiative’ in the 1950s. 152 For

example, the Lansdowne complex (see Photograph 4) started manufacturing ice cream for

144 DdilEireann deb., clv, 868 (21 Mar. 1956); clix, 1230 (18 July 1956); DDC minutes, 4 July 1957 (N.A.I.,

DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC 2/12/3).
145 DDC minutes, 7 Dec. 1955 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
146(ibid., DDC 2/12/2); H, 29 Apr. 1958; CC, 24 May & 16 Aug. 1958.
147(N.A.I., DDC 2/12/2); CC, 25 Apr. & 5 Sept. 1959; Markham, West Clare creameries, p. 91.
148Michael J. Shiel, The quiet revolution: the electrification of rural Ireland 1946-1976 (Dublin, 1984), p.
236.
149 Dr T.K. Whitaker, lecture delivered as part of the TCD Centre for Contemporary Irish History seminar

series, Hilary term, witness programme, 19 Jan. 2005.
150 (N.A.I., DT S 13505 B/2); (ibid., DT S 16318); (ibid., DDC 2/8/5A, June 1966-Jan. 1968).
151 (N.A.I., DT S 13505 B/2); (ibid., DT S 16318).
~52 Margaret Mastriani, ’From crubeens to computer chips: Limerick’s industrial development, 1914-2003’ in

David Lee and Debbie Jacobs (eds), Made in Limerick, history of industries, trade and commerce (2 vols,
Limerick, 2003), i, p. 77.
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Photograph 4:
A photograph showing the Dairy Disposal Company’s Lansdowne complex, circa 1955
(courtesy of Se~fin Curtain of the Limerick Leader).
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the domestic and British markets, and its milk powder facility was extended.153 At the

toffee factory, new equipment was installed at a time in the late 1950s when eight Irish

confectionery factories simply ceased operation.TM Consequently, regarding the factories,

between 1945 and 1960 the DDC had done all that was possible in pursuit of its three-fold

objective. In the process, it had supplemented the incomes of the c. 6,000 dairy farmers

who supplied the factories with milk (these included DDC suppliers and co-operative

farmers) as much as possible. 155 This is underlined by the failure of an attempt in the

1950s to further develop dairy processing in the mid-west.

In 1952, the former mayor of Limerick, Stephen Coughlan, believed that more initiative

on the part of the DDC would further develop dairy processing in the mid-west, and he

called on the DDC to open the state’s third chocolate crumb factory at Lansdowne.156

Coughlan argued that a chocolate crumb factory would have been worth £1 million to

farmers since the war and that ’the civil servants who control the Condensed Milk

Company have gravely shirked their responsibility.’ 157 The Limerick Leader joined his

campaign. ~58 In response, the DDC argued that there was not enough milk and ’that it

would be foolish to deflect any more milk from butter-making.’ 159 In addition, Ireland had

grown exponentially into the biggest exporter of chocolate crumb to Britain but Britain’s

war legacy of directing its milk elsewhere was approaching an end. This had affected the

DDC’s condensed milk sales. 160 The DDC did compromise, and in 1954 agreed to lease

Dromkeen sub-condensery for chocolate crumb manufacture.161 Dromkeen and Bruree

sub-condenseries were due to be closed to facilitate reorganisation through rationalisation

anyway and a British company might otherwise have established the crumb factory.162

Limerick & Tipperary Milk Products Ltd (henceforth, LTMP), a twelve-member federation

of co-operatives in east Limerick and Tipperary, took the lease.163 Soon after it became

153 (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/8); B.J. O’Neill and Michael Grimes, ’A study of ice cream sold in Cork city’ in

J.D.A., xliv (1947), p. 47; IFJ, 14 Apr. 1956.
154 (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, June 1966-Jan. !968).
155 (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/4); LL, 20 Sept. 1952.

156LL, 27 Sept. 1952; H, 18 Aug. 1951.
157LL, 27 Sept. 1952.
158 Ibid., 20 Sept. 1952.
159 CE, 6 & 11 Sept. 1951; (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/4); KM, 11 Oct. 1952; DDC minutes, 5 Mar. 1948 (N.A.I.,

DDC minutes).
16o CE, 3 Feb. 1954; IP, 4 Feb. 1954; The Grocer, 19 Dec. 1953.
~61 (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/4); LL, 9 Apr. 1954.
~6z (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/4); (ibid., DDC 2/89/6); Limerick Chronicle (henceforth, LC), 3 Apr. 1954; (N.A.I.,

DDC 2/89/5); DerryJournal, 14 Nov. 1952.
J63 (N.A.I., DDC 2/44/8B); SP, 9 Jan. 1955; (ibid., DDC 2/89/4).
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clear that the British chocolate crumb market had declined.TM LTMP duly folded in

1958.165

By 1960, there was enough milk being produced to allow for the further development of

dairy processing in the mid-west, and the DDC seized the initiative. In 1961, the newly

created dairy marketing board, Bord Bainne (discussed in Chapter 6) encouraged the dairy

industry to diversify.166 The obvious way to do this was by going into the production of

cheese, a traditional dairy product with good potential in the British market. In 1960, the

DDC had already done that when it had opened a large cheese factory at Lansdowne. It

was the first of a new generation of large Irish cheese factories.167 Large-scale cheese

production was a feature of the agricultural science revolution, and the DDC was at the

forefront of it, and not only in this sense. 168 In 1965, Lansdowne cheese factory won the

inaugural Bord Bainne Cup for the best quality Cheddar, with the chief grader for British

cheese stating that it was ’as good, if not better’ than any cheese that he had ever seen. 169

The quality of the cheese reflected the quality of the factory’s machinery, which an

engineer from Cornell University who visited Lansdowne deemed ’the best he had seen’.17°

This would suggest that between 1960 and 1972 the supplement to the incomes of the c.

6,750 DDC suppliers who supplied Lansdowne cheese factory with milk, most of whom

were in west Munster, was as good, if not better, than the supplements to the incomes of

those c. 24,000 farmers who supplied the co-operative cheese factories in east Munster.

The supplement was generally worth about an extra twenty-five per cent, or 2d., per gallon

of milk and the west Munster suppliers would surely not have received it but for the

DDC.171 Lansdowne cheese factory also generated profits, compensating for the lost profit

on condensed milk, and facilitated the reorganisation of the dairy-production system.172

In contrast to the initiative that the DDC showed through Lansdowne cheese factory,

between 1960 and 1972 it showed no initiative with Cleeves toffee factory, whose profits

declined in the face of European competition on the British market. 173 New products, new

~64 (N.A.I., DDC 2/44/8B); SP, 9 Jan. 1955.
165 (N.A.I., DDC 2/44/8B); (ibid., DDC 2/47/32); 11, 7 Dec. 1966.
x66 Daly, First department, p. 491.
167 Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, pp 119-28.
168 Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, p. 70.

169 ZC, 22 May 1965; (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5A, July 1965-May 1966).
170 LC, 22 May 1965.
171Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, p. 40; (N.A.I., DDC 2/48/89).
172(N.A.I., DT S 16318 B/62); LC, 22 May 1965.
173(N.A.I., DT S 16318 B/62); (ibid., DT S 16318); DdilEireann deb., cxliii, 801 (25 Nov. 1953); clxi, 1079-
80 (14 May 1957).
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marketing arrangements and new markets could have reversed the decline. However, the

DDC considered that the level of investment required would not be justified by the

supplement to suppliers’ incomes, profits or the factory’s contribution to reorganisation. 174

This put it at odds with a recommendation of Economic Development, which had called for

the factory to be developed and to conduct an export trade in high quality sweets.175 Yet

the DDC’s position was validated. An C6ras Trfichtfila tried to sell existing Cleeves

products in North America in the 1960s but confectionery wholesalers were interested in

cheap sweets, and to sell high quality sweets cheaply would be uneconomical. 176 Where

the DDC was remiss was in not showing a modicum of initiative to arrest, if not reverse,

the toffee factory’s decline.

The factory’s markets in Ireland, Northern Ireland, Britain and, more exotically, Aden

and the West Indies (which had been cultivated in the late 1950s) were permitted to go into

permanent decline.177 The repackaging of existing Cleeves products and the maintenance

of some existing Cleeves products that were discontinued could have halted the decline]TM

The failure to show a modicum of initiative was particularly remiss when it is considered

that the DDC could just have transferred the factory. Despite the DDC’s resistance to the

transfer of the Newmarket group to NCC, the toffee factory was different. It was still only

going to be transferred to a corporate purchaser: the DDC did not aspire to transfer it to a

consolidated co-operative. The DDC did not transfer the factory because after one

approach from a very shaky syndicate and a trial transfer that collapsed it appeared to have

no confidence in subsequent offers.179 In 1969, Stephen Coughlan, now a Limerick East

Labour TD, railed at the fudge with the toffee factory, calling on the DDC to transfer it if it

was not going to show initiative. 180 The local population supported his call, the Irish

174 (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/9).
175 Ibid.; Economic Development, Pr 4803, p. 169; (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, Mar. 1960-Dec. 1964); D~il

Eireann deb., clxxv, 1097 (9 June 1959).
176 Ddil Eireann deb., clxxv, 1097 (9 June 1959); (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/9); (ibid., DDC 2/8/5 A, July 1965-May

1966); Letter from J.B. Hyland, An C6ras Trfichtfila, to Christopher Timlin, DDC secretary, 12 July 1965,
Letter from Keith Hammond, An C6ras Trfichtfila, to Christopher Timlin, 20 July 1965, Letter from F.E.
Magenheimer, president of Mason Candies, New York, to James Yuill, executive vice-president of Monroe F.

Dreher Advertising, New York, 3 Aug. 1965 (ibid.); Report entitled ’Cleeve’s Confectionery (Limerick)
Ltd.’, 2 Sept. 1966 (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, June 1966-Jan. 1968); United Irishman~An t-Eireannach Aontaithe,

Sept. 1972.
177 (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/9); (ibid., DDC 2/8/5 A, June 1966-Jan. 1968).
178 (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, Jan. 1964-June 1965); (ibid., N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, July 1965-May 1966); (ibid.,

DDC 2/8/5 A, Mar. 1960-Dec. 1964).
IT9 (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, June 1966-Jan. 1968); (ibid., DDC 2/8/5 A, Mar. 1960-Dec. 1964); (ibid., DDC

2/8/5 B); H, 29 Aug. & 21 Sept. 1968 & 22 Mar. 1969; 1P, 29 Aug. 1968; Business and Finance, 6 Sept. 1968
& 18 Apr. 1969; LL, 16 & 21 Sept. 1968; (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, Apr. 1969-Mar. 1971).

180//, 22 Mar. 1969; Ddil Eireann deb., ccxxxix, 158 (12 Mar. 1969); Evening Press (henceforth, EP), 13
Mar. 1969; Evening Herald, 29 Aug. 1968; LL, 10 Aug. 1968.
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Independent stating: ’Limerick people...complain that the [Dairy Disposal] company has

been engaged in a foot-dragging operation which, if it goes on much longer...will...be too

late...to do anything about’. 181 The toffee factory did not have to close down but it

continued to decline and, between 1945 and 1972, this is one instance where the DDC did

not show initiative in pursuit of its three-fold objective. 182

VIII

In 1951, in keeping with the general trend, the DDC showed initiative in pursuit of its

three-fold objective, but in an immediately unusual way: through acquiring, for £54,262,

the struggling Tullamore bacon factory. 183 In fact, the bacon industry and the dairy

industry in mid-twentieth century Ireland were analogous. Both were trying to wean

farmers from domestic production, either home bacon curing or home butter making, and

both were doing so to reorganise the agricultural system)84 Thus, when the DDC bought

Tullamore bacon factory, it was akin to it taking over a creamery concern. 185 Moreover,

the bacon factory was run by Midlands Co-operative, which resold butter wholesale; and

the DDC sold it that butter. Indeed, Midlands was probably the DDC’s most valuable

customer, and it operated a distribution network that was not easily replaceable.~86

Therefore, through acquiring Tullamore bacon factory, the DDC could safeguard the

incomes of approximately 8,500 DDC milk suppliers and the around 3,000 midland pig

suppliers. 187 This is something that in the 1950s any co-operative, or combination of co-

operatives, would have been very unlikely to do. The DDC could also protect its profits

and retrieve the profits of the bacon factory, and underpin the reorganisation of the dairy

industry and the bacon industry. Finally, its initiative did not end there.188

From 1952, the DDC modernised Tullamore bacon factory, spending £20,000 on

refrigeration and chill rooms, a cold store and a cooked meats plant.189 In addition, it

switched the focus of the factory’s products away from the Irish market, in which they

,8111, 22 Mar. 1969.
182(N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, Feb. 1968-Mar. 1969).
183(ibid., DDC 2/50/31, 1941-51); (ibid., DDC 2/47/17).
184Daly, First department, p. 257.
185(N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31A, 1951-3).
186(N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31, 1941-51); (ibid., DDC 2/50/31A, 1951-3).
187(N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31, 1941-51); Farming since the Famine, pp 186 & 198.
188Midlands Co-operative was renamed the Midlands Butter & Bacon Company ((N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31 A,
1951-3); (ibid., DT S 13505 B/2)).
189 (N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31A, 1951-3); (ibid., DDC 2/50/31A, 1953-6); DDC minutes, 25 Apr. 1952 & 26 Jan.

1955 (ibid., DDC minutes); Westmeath Herald (henceforth, WH), 28 July 1956.
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were too expensive to compete, towards the British market.19° In the early 1950s, Irish

pork products made up fewer than three per cent of British pork imports and Britain had

committed to purchase ninety per cent of Irish pork products until 1956.191 In 1954, the

DDC engaged an agent in London, Henry A. Lane & Company, to market the factory’s

products.192 The output of Tullamore bacon factory grew prodigiously during the 1950s.

In 1951, it had processed 7,950 pigs, in 1954 it processed 21,830 and by the late 1950s it

was processing 1,000 pigs per week. 193 Its profits rose proportionately and in 1959 it sold

£1,164,355-worth of products (in 1956, Britain had imposed a ten per cent tariff on non-

Commonwealth pork but had exempted Ireland).194 From a position in 1951 where only

half of Ireland’s forty bacon factories had been viable, the DDC had made Tullamore

bacon factory one of the country’s leading bacon factories.195 In 1956, it had been one of

the premier factories behind the establishment of the export company Irish Fresh Meat

Exporters Ltd.196 Through this, the DDC had not alone safeguarded the incomes of the

around 3,000 suppliers of pigs to the bacon factory, but had doubled their incomes, and had

increased the number of midlands suppliers of the factory.197 It had also not alone

retrieved the factory’s profits but had made it more profitable than ever, absolutely

assuring its contribution to the reorganisation of the bacon industry. Lastly, it had begun

pig-breeding programmes in the Castletownbere and Kenmare group areas and was selling

the sows that were bred to DDC suppliers, who in turn sold their offspring to the factory.

They fed the pigs the skim milk that was returned from the creameries.19s This

supplemented the incomes of approximately 1,150 DDC suppliers in the most peripheral

dairying areas. Only an organisation such as the DDC could have achieved all of this.

The initiative that the DDC had shown with Tullamore bacon factory during the 1950s

ensured that it continued to prosper between 1960 and 1972, even after 1966.199 In 1966,

Britain, prompted by domestic bacon curers, reduced the percentage of Irish bacon that it

imported.2°° A 1967 Offaly Independent headline ran: ’Dissatisfaction and lack of

19o
(N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31A, 1951-3).

19J
CC, 6 Nov. 1954.

192
(N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31A, 1953-6).

~93
Ibid.; WH, 28 July 1956; (N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31A, 1956-8).

194
(N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31A, 1953-6); (ibid., DT S 16318); IT, 29 Feb. 1956.

195
(N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31, 1941-51).

~96DDC minutes, 19 Sept. 1956 (ibid., DDC minutes).
197

Farming since the Famine, pp 186 & 198.
19sDDC minutes, 19 Sept. 1956 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
199

(N.A.I., DT S 16318 B/62); (ibid., DDC 2/50/31 A, Dec. 1958-Dec. 1961); (ibid., DDC 2/50/31 A, Apr.
1964-Aug. 1967).
2oo Daly, First department, pp 362 & 462.
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confidence in pig industry’.2°1 However, a British market remained and the Pigs and

Bacon Commission, which controlled Irish pork exports, accepted the highest quality

bacon for it.2°2 Apart from anything else, only high quality bacon could face down stiff

competition from Danish bacon.2°3 As a result of the DDC’s modemisation of Tullamore

bacon factory, it produced very high quality bacon. In 1968, it won the Pigs and Bacon

Commission Trophy for Proficiency in Butchering.TM Consequently, the bacon factory

continued to prosper. (The Pigs and Bacon Commission could be expected to have seen

the DDC’s take over of Tullamore bacon factory as an encroachment on its purview.

However, the bacon factory had needed help to remain in operation and the DDC, as an

operator of creameries and other agribusinesses, had the relevant expertise to rescue it and

the Pigs and Bacon Commission, as a regulatory and marketing organisation, had not.

Thus, the DDC went on to work with the Pigs and Bacon Commission, like the other

factory owners.)

Pig-fattening units, which properly prepare large numbers of pigs for slaughter, using

self-feeders filled with concentrated rations, were a feature of the agricultural science

revolution.2°5 In 1964-5, the DDC constructed two beside Knocklong central creamery.2°6

Yet this did not put it at the forefront in pig preparation. Several co-operative pig-fattening

units had been built since 1959.207 However, the DDC was at the forefront in pig

preparation in terms of the efficiency of its units. For example, Clonaslee Co-operative

Society’s pig-fattening unit in County Laois, which supplied Roscrea bacon factory, could

accommodate 700 pigs, for which feed had to be bought in.2°8 Whereas, Knocklong pig-

fattening units could accommodate 3,100 pigs, which were fed the whey by-product from

Lansdowne cheese factory that had been dumped (this did not affect bacon quality).2°9 The

2ol Offaly Independent (henceforth, O/), 25 Mar. 1967.
2o2 Daly, First department, pp 181-2, 259-60, 355 & 361; D6ilEireann deb., clxxxvii, 785 (16 Mar. 1961);

Irish Transport and General Workers’ Union [henceforth, ITGWU] annual report for 1970, p. 53; S6amus J.
Sheehy, James T. O’Brien and S6amus D. McClelland, Co-operation North: understanding and co-operation
in Ireland." paper IlL" agriculture in the republic of lreland and Northern Ireland (Dublin and Belfast, 1981 ),
p. 49.
2o3 Sheehy et al, Co-operation North, p. 50; Einar Jensen, Danish agriculture: its economic development, a

description and economic analysis centering on the free trade epoch, 1870-1930 (Copenhagen, 1937), p. 295.
2o4 (N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31 A, Sept. 1967-May 1970); IP, 15 May 1968.
2os Dr Austin Mescall, agricultural scientist, lecture delivered as part of the TCD Centre for Contemporary

Irish History seminar series, Michaelmas term, witness programme, 17 Nov. 2005.
2o6 (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Aug. 1965-June 1969).
207 Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, pp 81 & 91.
208 Teddy Fennelly, A triumph of co-operation over adversity: the history of Donaghmore Co-operative

Creamery Ltd. Founded in 1927 (Port Laoise, 2003), p. 355.
209 (N.A.I., DDC 2/45/21, Jan. 1965-Apr. 1968); DDC minutes, 10 Aug. 1964 (ibid., DDC minutes); (ibid.,

DDC 2/45/21, May 1963-Dec. 1964); (ibid., DDC 2/5/12, Aug. 1965-June 1969); T.J. Hanrahan, ’Utilization
of whey concentrate as a pig feed’ in Irish Journal of Agricultural Research, xvii (1978), p. 123.
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DDC passed on the efficiency savings to its pig suppliers, as well as maximising its profits

from Tullamore bacon factory. By 1970, the DDC was also at the forefront in pig

preparation in terms of the output of its units, which prepared more pigs than any other pig-

fattening units.21° Again its suppliers benefited, as the units required more pigs, and again

this improved its profits.

Between 1960 and 1972, the DDC sourced an increasing amount of, initially, pigs for

Tullamore bacon factory, and, subsequently, bonhams for Knocklong pig-fattening units

from its southwestern group areas.TM This was its intention.212 It extended pig-breeding

programmes to the Cahirciveen and Dingle group areas and constructed pig-breeding units

beside Cahirciveen, Castletownbere, Dingle and Kenmare central creameries.213 Sows

were either sold to suppliers pregnant (in-sow pigs) or were later serviced by a (lucky!)

DDC boar.214 The DDC promoted the sow schemes vigorously, in one community

enlisting the support of the parish priest!2~5 The success of the sow schemes brought the

modem bacon industry to the very peripheral southwest. Furthermore, the DDC distributed

crossbred Danish Landraces, which, like Friesians, were the best of their species, and were

introduced into Ireland during the agricultural science revolution.2~6 Thus, the schemes

also brought the revolution in pig husbandry to the southwest. Between 1960 and 1972,

the number of pigs in east Munster rose by nineteen per cent, but there was a rise of eight

per cent in their number in the southwest. Since 1922, pig numbers in east Munster had

risen at a rate thirteen times that of the southwest.2~7 What also has to be considered is that

on the small farms of the southwest, pig husbandry accounted for a six per cent greater

supplement to suppliers’ incomes than on the larger farms of east Munster.218 Therefore,

this would all indicate that the supplement, derived from pig husbandry, to the incomes of

approximately 3,700 DDC suppliers in the very peripheral southwest was, relatively, good.

In addition, the proposition that it would not have been this good but for the DDC is

supported by the fact that from 1958 the government had tried to increase the number of

pigs in the peripheral west and had failed. ScOim na Muc had been introduced to make it

210(N.A.I., DDC 2/45/21, May 1968-May 1972).
2JlKM, 9 Feb. & 8 Mar. 1963.
212(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Aug. 1965-June 1969); CE, 11 Feb. 1963.
2~3(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Aug. 1965-June 1969); DDC minutes, 12 Dec. 1962, 12 Feb. 1963 & 9 Mar. 1964
(ibid., DDC minutes); KM, 18 May 1963; (N.A.I., DDC 2/47/17); (ibid., DDC 2/45/22, Apr. 1964-Mar. 1966,
Apr. 1966-); (ibid., DDC 2/45/21, May 1963-Dec. 1964).
214 (N.A.I., DDC 2/45/21, May 1963-Dec. 1964).
21s DDC minutes, 9 Mar. 1964 (ibid., DDC minutes).
216 KM, 9 Feb. 1963; J.C. McCarthy, ’The pig in Ireland’ (M.Agr.Sc., University College, Dublin, 1960), p.

55; Ranken Bushby, ’Pigs’ in Thear and Fraser (eds), Livestock and poultry, p. 140.
217 Farming since the Famine, pp 212-13,215-16, 218-19, 221-4 & 226-7.
218 M.D. Ross, Economics of pig production, An Foras Talfintais publication, p. 7.
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easier for farmers in the Gaeltacht, which, officially, included much of the southwest, to

obtain pigs for fattening.219 Yet the fattening of pigs in the southwest had proved

uneconomical.22° Once again, it was the DDC that had stepped successfully into the shoes

of the Congested Districts Board. The sow schemes also generated profits for the DDC,

and facilitated reorganisation by making the dairy farmers of the southwest as

economically viable as possible.

Between 1945 and 1972, the DDC provided for the supplementation of its suppliers’

incomes in other ways too. After the war, it expanded egg collection in the North Clare

and West Clare groups and began egg collection in the Cahirciveen, Castlemaine,

Castletownbere, Dicksgrove, Dingle, East Clare, Kenmare and West Cork groups. In most

of these groups, it built incubator houses - from which chicks, which would grow into

laying hens, were distributed - egg packing stations and multiple egg collection depots.221

Egg production was the easiest way for small farmers to supplement their weekly incomes

and with its egg collection programmes the DDC probably set the scene for the egg

production drive undertaken by James Dillon as minister for agriculture from 1948.222 In

most instances, the egg enterprises on farms were handled by farmers’ wives. Caitriona

Clear has shown that this was the only real financial independence that married women in

mid-twentieth century Ireland enjoyed. Furthermore, it came at a time when various

commissions were urging that farmers will their farms to their sons rather than to their

wives.223 Consequently, the DDC also probably set the scene for this economic boost for

women. Although the fact that the eggs were collected at the creamery meant that the

farmer received, and had the opportunity to keep, the egg money.224 From 1967, the DDC

supplemented suppliers’ incomes in the southwestern groups by collecting sheep fleeces to

sell to wool merchants.225 In individual groups, it pursued very specific ancillary activities

to supplement incomes: in 1947 constructing a flax mill in the Terelton group area and in

1957 establishing a vegetable pre-packaging station at Cahirciveen.226 It should be noted

that not all of the ancillary activities were as pioneering as the egg collection programmes.

z19 Dciil Eireann deb., clxiv, 1285-6 (28 Nov. 1957); clxxiv, 1092 (28 Apr. 1959); clxxxi, 124 (27 Apr. 1960);

(N.A.I., DDC 2/45/22, June 1962-May 1964).
2_,o (N.A.I., DDC 2/45/22, June 1962-May 1964); KM, 4 Aug. 1962.
221 (N.A.I., DDC 2/85/3A); DDC minutes, 14 Apr. 1946 & 7 Aug. 1948 (ibid., DDC minutes).
222 Barbara M. Carroll, Poultry and eggs in Europe, An Foras Talfintais publication, pp 15 & 17; McElwaine,

It really did happen, p. 52.
223 Caitriona Clear, Women in the house: women’s household work in Ireland 1922-1961 (Dublin, 2000), pp

189-90, 192 & 203.
224 Rosemary Cullen Owens, A social history of women in Ireland 1870-1970 (Dublin, 2005), p. 223.
225 (N.A.I., DDC 2/11/6 A).
226 (ibid., DDC 2/83/19); DDC minutes, 29 Mar. 1957 (ibid., DDC minutes).
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For example, the Drinagh and Lisavaird co-operatives in west Cork had already

constructed flax mills.227 However, most of them were. As well as supplementing the

incomes of the c. 22,000 DDC suppliers, all the activities generated profits and facilitated

reorganisation by making dairy farmers as viable as possible.

As a result of the agricultural science revolution and the departure in Irish agriculture

from self-sufficiency to the modem, specialised, structure, the DDC concentrated on

supplementing its suppliers’ main sources of income. This could be achieved through the

diversification of the products that it produced. As discussed, diversification in dairy

production was also encouraged by Bord Bainne. The Lansdowne cheese factory

supplemented suppliers’ principal source of income significantly and put the DDC at the

forefront of diversification, and it endeavoured to build on this. Partnerships between

creamery concerns and private international milk processors came to define dairy

production from the 1960s. This was at odds with reorganisation as originally conceived

but the private international milk processors had singular expertise, established customer

bases and the wherewithal to invest, and a pragmatic allowance for them was made.

Partnerships were only really practical if the creamery concern was very large and in an

unconsolidated dairy-production system, the DDC was by far the most viable partner for an

international milk processor (creamery federations could be very in-cohesive). The first

partnership was between Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery, which was one of the few

co-operatives large enough to go into partnership, and Cow & Gate. In early 1964, it

opened a cheese factory near Mallow.228 Later in 1964, the DDC went into partnership

with Matthews & Skailes, a British company, with the intention of opening a cheese

factory at Listowel. Unfortunately, the partnership broke down.229 Yet huge potential

remained for the DDC to bring these partnerships to the dairying periphery. Before 1972,

the DDC participated in a creamery federation that went into partnership with a private

international milk processor. In 1966, it co-founded Carbery Creameries, which comprised

its West Cork group and five west Cork co-operatives, and which duly went into

partnership with Express Dairies, a British company.23° In 1968, the partnership opened a

multi-purpose cheese, chocolate crumb, cream, milk powder and skim milk product factory

near Dunmanway.231

227 (N.A.I., DDC 2/83/19).
228 IF J, 25 Jan. 1964.
_,29 DDC minutes, 13 Apr., 10 Aug. & 9 Nov. 1964 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
23o (ibid., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1959-Dec. 1976); (ibid., DDC 2/43/8, Oct. 1964-Apr. 1967); CE, 18 Jan. 1966.

231 Geaney, ’Drinagh Co-op’, p. 13; CE, 18 Jan. & 6 July 1966; Barryroe Co-op Ltd, Barryroe Co-op est.

1925: a lifetime of progress (Lislevane, 2000), p. 15.
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The DDC also continued to pursue diversification itself. In 1965, it installed sheep- and

lamb-handling facilities in Tullamore bacon factory and started purchasing sheep and

lambs from its suppliers in the southwest.232 Sheep farming was a major source of income

for its southwestern suppliers. Moreover, in 1965 the government introduced a subsidy to

encourage mutton, lamb and beef exports to Britain and the modification of the factory

meant that the DDC’s southwestern suppliers were among the first to benefit from it. Only

by 1967 had eight other bacon factories joined Tullamore bacon factory in exporting

subsidised meat to Britain.233 Also from the mid-1960s, the DDC prepared bullocks, as

well as pigs, for slaughter at Knocklong.TM They were a major source of income for all of

its suppliers. These activities maximised suppliers’ secondary sources of income,

generated additional profits for the DDC and facilitated reorganisation by making dairy

farmers as viable as possible.

Between 1945 and 1972, one ancillary activity that the DDC pursued did not supplement

suppliers’ incomes, generate profits or facilitate reorganisation. During the 1950s,

particularly, the DDC supported community projects. For instance, in 1954 it subscribed

£ 15 towards the repair of schools in the Terelton group area and £ 100 towards the

construction of a church in the Dicksgrove group area.235 This served to emphasise the

contribution that the fully evolved DDC made to the areas in which it operated.

IX

Between 1945 and 1972, the DDC promoted innovation in eight broad areas. It did so to

service suppliers, generate profits and facilitate reorganisation. Regarding suppliers, the

indications are that its innovation in grassland improvement, cattle breeding, milk

transportation and quality control meant that its suppliers’ incomes were, relatively, good.

Given that most of its suppliers were in the dairying periphery of west Munster, their

incomes could never be actually as good as those of dairy farmers in the dairying heartland

of east Munster, and for them to be relatively as good was as much as could be achieved.

Furthermore, the DDC’s innovation in its factories and its ancillary activities supplemented

232 Hennigan, ’A brief article on the DDC’ (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor); (N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31 A,

Apr. 1964-Aug. 1967); 01, 13 May 1965.
233 Dril Eireann deb., ccxxxi, 434-5 (22 Nov. 1967).
234 (N.A.I., DDC 2/45/21, May 1963-Dec. 1964).
235 DDC minutes, 3 Mar. 1954 (ibid., DDC minutes).
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its suppliers’ incomes and the indications are that the supplements to its suppliers’ incomes

were as good, if not better, than the supplements to dairy farmers’ incomes elsewhere.

Finally, the DDC’s innovation in agricultural education and infrastructure modernisation

indicates that the incomes of as many suppliers as possible reflected its innovation in the

other areas. Generally, therefore, the indications are that between 1945 and 1972 the

approximately 22,000 DDC suppliers, one-quarter of all the farmers in Munster, benefited

to a very great extent from the innovation of the DDC in eight broad areas. Moreover, it is

extremely unlikely that this would have happened in any other context. For instance, only

a consolidated business unit, with a brief to service suppliers, could have, for example,

brought the modern bacon industry to the very peripheral southwest. Considering all of

this, and that most of its suppliers were in the dairying periphery of west Munster, the

DDC’s succession to the Congested Districts Board is reconfirmed. Regarding the DDC’s

profits, as a result of its innovation they grew by forty-seven per cent between 1945 and

1966-70 (the last time for a performance summary), to £61,000.236 By 1958, the DDC was

already, in the view of the Department of Agriculture, ’one of the largest trading concerns

in the country.’237 Regarding reorganisation, the DDC’s innovation facilitated it in the

ordinary way and also by making dairy production more efficient, through high quality

dairying and by making dairy farmers as economically viable as possible. In terms of the

agricultural science revolution, the DDC’s innovation was most often at the forefront of it.

This put the peripheral dairying areas of west Munster most often at the forefront of the

revolution, which lends weight to the likelihood that but for the DDC’s innovation, the

incomes of the c. 22,000 DDC suppliers would not have been as good. In terms of

Economic Development, and the new economic climate that it created, it would have been

odd had this precipitated the dissolution of the innovating DDC. Instead, the emphasis that

the programmes for economic expansion put on efficiency in production, agricultural

education and the amelioration of small farms made the innovating DDC indispensable.

On the basis of all of this, a consequence of the evolution of the DDC, the evolution of the

DDC was beneficial, and was compliant with its original remit. Widening the analysis, this

consequence of the DDC’s evolution offers a new complexion on agricultural economics

history between 1945 and 1972 and the agricultural science revolution from the 1950s.

236 Report of the Committee of Public Accounts (appropriation accounts, 1946-1947), (899) p. 100; Financial

summaries for the DDC, Table 1: performance summary, 1966-70 (in the possession of a holder who did not
wish to be identified).
237 (N.A.I., DT S 16388 A).
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Despite Ireland’s neutrality during the Second World War, it nonetheless participated in

the European Recovery Programme and so received Marshall aid. Its role was to increase

agricultural output, to help to feed Europe - specifically Britain, and its Marshall aid was

spent on, for instance, fertiliser subsidisationY8 This underscored government policy,

which from the Second World War had been focused on increasing agricultural

productivity, as well as agricultural exports and the quality of agricultural products.

Increasing agricultural output remained the policy of every government from 1945 to 1972,

the year before Ireland joined the European Economic Community (henceforth, EEC). The

government policy aspired to increase the productivity of all Irish farms, large and small.

Although, this aspiration only really took practical form after Se~in Lemass became

taoiseach in 1959.239 In 1964, the Pilot Area Scheme, a programme inspired by Fr James

McDyer of Glencolumbkille, which prioritised increasing the productivity of the small

farms of the marginal west, was introduced.24° Most historians have argued that the

government policy of increasing productivity was never realised in the marginal west. Paul

Rouse has pointed to the ’persistently negligible’ increases in the output of small farms

during 1945-65.241 Raymond Crotty and Desmond Gillmor have pointed to the disparity

between the income of large and small dairy farms up until the 1960s and in the late 1970s,

respectively.242 However, had these historians examined west Munster between 1945 and

1972, they would have seen that, through the DDC, the government policy was realised

there during this time. By 1971, John Scully has shown that, from a position where they

had no natural or tenurial advantage, Clare, Kerry and west Cork had more full-time

farmers, earning more money, on more viable farms than any other parts of the west.243

Moreover, this study has shown that this left west Munster in a very proportionate position.

From the 1960s, in much of south Kerry, farming, for the first time, had greater prospects

than fishing.TM

Some historians have argued that the agricultural science revolution had a minimal

impact on Irish agricultural productivity generally. Rouse has pointed to the larger

238Bernadette Whelan, lreland and the Marshall Plan, 1947-57 (Dublin, 2000), p. 400.
239 Daly, First department, pp 262,279 & 421-3.
240 Dfil Eireann deb., ccxi, 1336 (1 July 1964); Judge, ’New era’, p. 25; James McDyer, An autobiography
(3rd ed., Dingle, 1997), pp 85-6.
241 Paul Rouse, ’Ireland’s own soil’." government and agriculture in Ireland, 1945-1965 (Dublin, 2000), p.

249.
242 Crotty, Agriculturalproduction, p. 184; Gillmor, Agriculture, p. 184; idem, ’Agriculture’ in idem (ed.),

lrish resources and land use (Dublin, 1979), pp 126-7.
243 John J. Scully, Agriculture in the west of Ireland." a study of the low farm income problem, Prl 2017, pp

22-3, 25, 28, 29, 62, 63 & 73.
244 Carol Power and Ray O’Connor, ’Contemporary economic development in Iveragh’ in John Crowley and

John Sheehan (eds), The lveragh peninsula: a cultural atlas of the ring of Kerry (Cork, 2009), p. 375.
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increases in other European countries’ output during 1945-65.245 Crotty has pointed to the

fact that by 1963 the increase in output had only put national productivity on a par with

previous highs in national output.246 Yet this study of the effect of the revolution’s various

features on the dynamics of farming in west Munster between 1945 and 1972, which also

took account of east Munster and elsewhere, has shown that its impact was significant.

This was the impression created by the findings of Brendan Keamey, Alan Matthews,

Joseph McGough, Cormac 6 Grfida, Niamh Puirs6il, Seamus Sheehy and John O’Connell,

and Gear6id Stakelum.247 While there was undoubtedly scope for improvement, the

agricultural science revolution was substantially pursued in Ireland.248 Tough intemational

market conditions, as Jonathan Bell and Mervyn Watson, Mary Daly, John Feehan and J.J.

Lee have highlighted, would instead appear to have stunted agricultural productivity.249

Thus, Ireland was, as Daly stated, well prepared for its accession to the EEC, and the

entree to guaranteed European markets.25°

245Rouse, ’Ireland’s own soil’, pp 250 & 252.
246Crotty, Agriculturalproduction, pp 161, 194 & 210-11.
247Brendan Kearney, Irish agriculture in perspective." performance and prospects, An Foras Talfintais
publication, pp 7, 10 & 13; Alan Matthews, Farm incomes: myths and reality (Cork, 2000), pp 9-10; Joseph
C. McGough, ’Whither the Irish dairy industry’ in IFA, Whither Ireland." agriculture in the ’70s (Dublin,
1974), p. 35; Cormac 0 Grfida, ’Irish agriculture north and south since 1900’ (Working Paper WP89/1,
Centre for Economic Research, Department of Political Economy, University College, Dublin), p. 18; Niamh
Puirs6il, ’"If it’s socialism you want, join some other party": the left in the Irish Labour Party, 1948-69’
(Ph.D. thesis, University College, Dublin, 2002), p. 94; Seamus J. Sheehy and John J. O’Connell with John
A. Murphy, Policies to accelerate agricultural development, National Economic and Social Council
publication, Prl 7127, p. 15; Gear6id Stakelum, ’Achieving high performance from dairy cows on grazed
pastures’ in Irish Grassland and Animal Production Association Journal, xxvii (1993), p. 9.
248 J.F. Heavey, ’On farm efficiency’ in Baillie and Sheehy (eds), Irish agriculture, p. 127; IFA, Farm income

and agricultural development 1964-1970, pp 15 & 32-3.
249 Jonathan Bell and Mervyn Watson, A histoiy of Irish farming 1750-1950 (Dublin, 2008), p. 247; Daly,

First department, pp 386 & 502; John Feehan, Farming in Ireland." history, heritage and environment
(Dublin, 2003), p. 136; J.J. Lee, Ireland 1912-1985: politics andsociety (8th ed., Cambridge, 1998), p. 357.
25o Daly, First department, p. 486.
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6 Perpetuation of the Dairy Disposal Company?

D.D. prepares for Europe! - YOU MUSTBE JOKING

JOE REA

Irish Farmers ’Journal, 3 Apr. 1971.

This chapter continues to conclude the inquiry into whether the evolution of the DDC

was compliant with its original remit by considering the consequences of the evolution.

Specifically, it looks at the period between the completion of the DDC’s evolution and its

dissolution, 1945-72, and the apparent likelihood that following the completion of its

evolution the DDC would continue in perpetuity. It examines who, and what, supported,

and opposed, this. In its conclusion, it then evaluates the nature and merits of the support

for, and opposition to, the DDC’s perpetuation and, on this basis, considers if its evolution

was compliant with its original remit. Section I details the favourable reaction of

successive Fianna Ffiil and Fine Gael-led govemments to the perpetuation. Through this, it

also discusses the continuity that this represented. Section II deals with the changes in the

DDC’s boardroom and its forum for senior staff, which supported its perpetuation. In the

context of the board changes, there was a political appointment, and it also discusses the

politicisation of patronage; Section I having discussed clientelism. Section III details the

negative reaction of the farmer organisations, the Irish Creamery Milk Suppliers’

Association and the National Farmers’ Association, to the perpetuation. As part of this, it

also gives a new perspective on the tension between the organisations and government, and

the organisations themselves, which characterised the period. Section IV deals with the

DDC’s employees, who, while it was a good employer, neither supported nor opposed its

perpetuation. Through its focus on industrial relations, it also gives a new perspective on

the, initially, reduced tension between unions and govemment thanks to the Labour Court’s

creation in 1946. Section V details the DDC’s relationship with Bord Bainne, and other

organisations, which supported its perpetuation. Through this, it discusses how the

relationships favoured the dairy farmers in the dairying periphery. Finally, Section VI

deals with the DDC’s establishment of suppliers’ fora, which should have supported its

perpetuation but instead fuelled opposition to it. As part of this, it discusses the precedent

that the DDC set for stakeholder involvement in a state-sponsored company’s operation.
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Between 1945 and 1972, the DDC did not dissolve because it claimed that the transfer of

its assets to co-operative control would not facilitate reorganisation through rationalisation

because they would not be transferred to consolidated co-operative organisations. This

was, of course, the basis on which it had opposed the transfer of the Newmarket group to

NCC during 1938-44. The DDC’s position meant that it could continue to operate

indefinitely, and, indeed, between 1945 and 1972 it appeared likely that it would continue

in perpetuity. During the period, the successive Fianna F~iil and Fine Gael-led

governments acquiesced in this, or, moreover, actively pursued the perpetuation of the

DDC.

Between February 1948 and June 1951, the Fine Gael-led first inter-party government

actively pursued the perpetuation of the DDC. James Dillon was minister for agriculture in

that government. Although he was an Independent since 1942, he had been Fine Gael’s

spokesperson on agriculture, and he would rejoin the party on the eve of the 1951 general

election. Furthermore, his agricultural policy remained consistent throughout. Dillon

wanted to flood international markets with Irish agricultural produce, in contrast to the

isolationist, protectionist ethos of the Fianna F/ill governments during 1932-48.1

Regarding creamery butter, he needed to eliminate its subsidisation as part of this.2 As the

output of creamery butter began to recover from 1948, its subsidisation was already fast

becoming a burden on the budget. To subsidise a massive increase in output would require

a massive amount of funding.3 In addition, Irish creamery butter was often too expensive

to compete internationally.4 Therefore, in March 1950 Dillon proposed a reduction in the

price paid per gallon of milk from Is. 2d., between May and October, and Is. 4d., between

November and April, to Is. year-round, and an increase in the domestic price of butter:

This would eliminate subsidisation while maintaining an incentive for sustained growth in

output, and then, when output was high enough, Irish butter could be sold abroad cheaply,

i Maurice Manning, James Dillon: a biography (2"d ed., Dublin, 2000), pp 88, 176 & 201.
2 (N.A.I., DT S 14627 A); Northern Standard (henceforth, NS), 11 May 1951.
3 (N.A.I., DT S 14627 A); 11, 20 Mar. 1950.
4 (N.A.I., DT S 14627 A).
5 Ibid.; II, 20 Mar. 1950; David McCullagh, A makeshift majority: thefirst inter-parW government, 1948-51

(Dublin, 1998), p. 239; Mary E. Daly, The first department: a history of the Department of Agriculture
(Dublin, 2002), p. 313.
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beating competition.6 However, dairy farmers would not tolerate the removal of

subsidisation.7 When Dillon had proposed the ls. flat rate, they had been demanding

increases of 4d.-6d. in the price for milk.8 Against that background, the ls. proposal was

dismissed ’as politically unacceptable’ by the Cabinet.9 Despite this, Dillon’s conviction

that subsidisation had to be removed eventually was unwavering, and he would concede no

more than an extra penny per gallon of milk, which also proved politically unacceptable. 10

In April 1951, Patrick Finucane, Kerry North Clann na Talmhan TD, and Patrick Halliden,

Cork North Clann na Talmhan TD, resigned from Clann na Talmhan, a constituent of the

inter-party government, in protest at Dillon’s dairying policy. 11 The government duly lost

its majority in the Dfiil and collapsed.12 Regarding the DDC and Dillon’s dairying policy,

in order to support his policy, Dillon had wanted to maintain the DDC and make it

’analogous to the E.S.B.’, with ’a monopoly in all the processes of milk manufacture’,x3

In Dillon’s plan for the DDC, its role would be redefined. It would be transformed from

a latter-day Congested Districts Board, which he recognised it to be, into an agency

’scientific’ in developing dairying.14 It would first be placed ’on a permanent footing’,

charged ’with the administration of so many of its existing properties as it is found

inexpedient to dispose of to co-operative societies.’15 It would then be reconstituted as a

research body, which would scientifically test processes of milk manufacture in its

creameries, prior to ensuring that co-operatives universally adopted the best methods.16

Through his plan for the DDC, Dillon proposed the official nationalisation of a part of the

dairy industry. He did not do so lightly. In the assessment ofJ.J. McElligott, the secretary

of the Department of Finance, Dillon was one of the ’great protagonists of free

enterprise’.17 Dillon’s political philosophy could not have differed more from the previous,

Fianna Ffiil governments’, but on the DDC he was even more anxious than they had been

for it to continue in operation. Part of the reason for this was that Dillon, like the Fianna

Ffiil governments, recognised what the fully evolved DDC had achieved. According to

Maurice Manning, he had ’a high opinion of the civil servants’ in his department, and this

6 (N.A.I., DT S 14627 A);//, 20 Mar. 1950.

7NS, I1 May 1951.
8 McCullagh, Makeshift majority, p. 239.
9 Daly, First department, p. 313.

l° Ibid., p. 314.
tl Ibid.; Manning, Dillon, p. 272.

12 Manning, Dillon, p. 275; McCullagh, Makeshift majority, p. 240.
13 Ddil Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1448 (24 Mar. 1943).
14 Ibid., 1445 & 1449 (24 Mar. 1943).
15 (N.A.I., DT S 14624); (ibid., DDC 2/89/5).
16 (N.A.I., DT S 14627 A).
17 Manning, Dillon, pp 260 & 261; Ddil l~ireann deb., lxxxix, 1450 (24 Mar. 1943).
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included those directors of the DDC.18 In addition, the DDC’s outright usefulness had

flown in the face of Dillon’s political principles. Four months after he had become

minister, a milk producers’ strike in counties Cavan, Meath and Monaghan (Dillon’s

constituency) had threatened to create a milk drought in the northeast. Yet Dillon had been

able to enlist the DDC to supply milk, and the lorries to transport it from Limerick and

Tipperary.19 Owing to the collapse of the government, Dillon’s plan for the DDC never

came to fruition.2° When he returned as minister in the Fine Gael-led second inter-party

government between 1954 and 1957, he sought to establish a research body to develop

agriculture generally.21 This necessitated an entirely new agency - what would become An

Foras Talfintais - but Dillon remained supportive of the continued operation of the DDC.

The Fianna Ffiil government that replaced the second inter-party government in 1957

was the government that took on board T.K. Whitaker’s Economic Development and

introduced the First Programme for Economic Expansion in 1958. Considering that the

first programme emphasised the need to increase agricultural exports, through it, this

Fianna Ffiil government finally abandoned isolationism and protectionism.22 Through that,

it effectively endorsed Dillon’s agricultural policy. The programme also, of course,

emphasised efficiency in agricultural production. This led both the Fianna Ffiil

governments of 1957-61 and 1961-5 to, like Dillon, seek the DDC’s perpetuation. Once

again, it is clear that the new economic climate created in the wake of Economic

Development fostered the continuity of the DDC. The governments also sought to

reconstitute the DDC along similar lines to what Dillon had. In 1961, Minister for

Agriculture Patrick Smith suggested that it ’broaden the scope of its activities’, officially

changing its name to the Dairy Development Company.23 In 1962, he clarified that it had

to set the standards for efficiency in production and processing in the dairy industry,

complementing An Foras Talfintais, because co-operatives did not generally do so.24

Indeed, as Chapter 5 has shown, by 1962 the DDC was often at the forefront of the

agricultural science revolution. The Fianna F~iil governments recognised that efficiency in

18 Manning, Dillon, p. 230.
19 (N.A.I., DT S 14624).
20 Ibid.; Brian MacDonald, Lakeland Dairies & the triumph of co-operation 1896-1996 (Killeshandra and
Tullynahinera, 1996), p. 100; Michael Ward, Robert Briscoe and Mary Linehan, Co-operation between co-
operatives: a case study of agricultural co-operatives in the north east of the republic of lreland (Cork,
1982), pp 64, 72 & 75; Eddie Cotter, Memories of Ennistymon creamery (Ennistymon, 2001), p. 52.
21 Dril E, ireann deb., clx, 1871 (5 Dec. 1956); Diarmaid Ferriter, The transformation of Ireland 1900-2000

(London, 2004), p. 523.
22 Dr T.K. Whitaker, lecture delivered as part of the TCD Centre for Contemporary Irish History seminar

series, Hilary term, witness programme, 19 Jan. 2005.
23 DDC minutes, 5 Oct. 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
24 (N.A.I., DDC 2/11/23); IT, 26 June 1962.
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production and processing would determine the level of success that the dairy industry

enjoyed within the EEC, which Ireland applied for membership of in 1962.25 Seemingly

unlike Dillon, the Fianna Ffiil govemments also wanted the DDC to continue as a latter-day

Congested Districts Board. (In fact, Dillon had supported the DDC’s integration of the

very north of Clare into the creamery system and its attempted integration of Wexford and

south Galway.) In 1961, Taoiseach Sefin Lemass had announced that Smith had ’invited’

the DDC to extend the creamery system into east Connacht.26

In the 1950s and early 1960s, probably because of the DDC’s success in west Munster,

creameries, with their guaranteed prices and monthly cheques, which made farmers like

wage earners, were held as a panacea for Connacht’s economic ills. In 1954, the minority

report of the Commission on Emigration and Other Population Problems advised them as

an antidote to western atrophy.27 In 1962, the Report by the Inter-Departmental Committee

on the Problem of Small Western Farms recommended creamery supply as a way to make

western smallholdings economic.28 Finally, An Foras Talflntais perpetually promoted

creamery supply, Tony Varley stated, ’as the enterprise with the best prospects for the

[western] smallholder.’29 As the DDC knew, creameries could not actually be a panacea

for Connacht’s economic ills. Apart from anything else, most of Connacht had no dairying

tradition.3° Where it did, and did not already have creameries, was around east Galway and

south Roscommon, and it was there that Smith ’invited’ the DDC to extend the creamery

system in 1961.31 (These areas are mostly hurling areas in predominantly football counties,

and considering where the dairying tradition is in Ireland generally, the correlation between

it and camdnaidheacht is striking!) However, in 1960 the IAOS had already laid the

foundation for an extension of the creamery system into east Connacht, and by 1961 1,550

farmers had purchased shares in the two co-operative creameries that it had proposed.32

25 (N.A.I., DDC 2/11/23); IT, 26 June 1962; Daly, First department, p. 367.
26 ’Proposed creamery development in counties Roscommon & Galway’ memorandum, 6 June 1961

(I.C.O.S.A., A/1381); 1P, 20 Sept. 1961; Herald & Western A dvertiser (incorporating Tuam Herald), 12 Aug.
1961; Daly, First department, pp 422-3.
27 Daly, First department, pp 311,337, 486 & 499-500.
28 Report by the Inter-Departmental Committee on the Problem of Small Western Farms, Pr 6540, p. 35.
,_9 Anthony Varley, ’The politics of agrarian reform: the state, nationalists and the agrarian question in the

west of Ireland’ (Ph.D. thesis, Southern Illinois University, 1994), pp 482-3.
30 Farming since the Famine: Irish farm statistics 1847-1996, Pn 4175, pp 81 & 84; Hugh L. Cook and

Gordon W. Sprague, lrish dairy industry organisation, Prl 225, p. 15.
31 Varley, ’Politics of agrarian reform’, p. 98; Eugene Duggan, The ploughman on thepound note:farmer

politics in County Galway during the twentieth centu~ (Athenry, 2004), p. 63; James M. Moran, Stepping on
stones: local history of the Ballinturly/Correal valley in the Suck lowlands. Roscommon mid-west
(Roscommon, 1993), p. 121; Interview with Fr John W. Leogue, parish priest and local historian, of
Athleague, County Roscommon (5 Oct. 2007).
32 ’Creamery development’ memo (I.C.O.S.A., A/1381 ).
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Smith wanted to pit the DDC against the co-operative movement. He did, because he

suspected it of cherry picking. In 1961, he stated that there would be no ’setting up the

Dairy Disposal Company in competition...if the Co-operative Societies were...prepared to

accept the bad areas from the point of view of milk production with the good’.33 The DDC

appeared to be poised to reintroduce the very ruinous competition that it had rid from the

dairy industry.34 In June 1961, it declined an accord with the committees of the two co-

operatives.35 Smith had exercised a ministerial veto over the state-sponsored company. He

told the DDC board not to ’accept the conditions...local groups had sought...in connection

with the...creameries in the Galway-Roscommon area.’36 Thankfully, though, the milk war

did not restart. Not long after the DDC declined an accord with the two co-operative

committees, they met Lemass and suggested that the closest existing co-operatives should

open auxiliaries in east Connacht. The government duly agreed.37 One of the reasons for

this was the reluctance of the DDC to go into competition with the co-operatives.38 Smith

had instructed it to go against two of its fundamental objectives, servicing suppliers and

facilitating reorganisation. Consequently, for the first time in its history, relations between

the state-sponsored company and the sponsoring minister had soured. Also for the first

time in the DDC’s history, its sponsoring minister had overridden its autonomy, but what

he had instructed it to do is the critical factor. Smith and the Fianna F~iil governments of

the 1960s nonetheless continued to favour the perpetuation of the DDC but deferred an

ultimate decision on it after demands for its dissolution began to grow from 1964.

Following Smith’s intervention, the three governments between 1962 and 1972, which

were all Fianna F~iil administrations, did not interfere with the operation of the DDC again.

In 1966, minister for education and Limerick East Fianna F~iil TD Donogh O’Malley

brought a deputation of Cleeves toffee factory workers to meet Minister for Agriculture

Charles Haughey so that they could stress the factory’s decline.39 In 1967, Taoiseach Jack

Lynch commented on the situation: ’While we cannot interfere with private firms, this is a

33 Joseph G. Knapp, An appraisement of agricultural cooperation in Ireland, IAOS publication, p. 45.

341F J, 29 Apr. 1961.
35 Letter from Christopher Timlin, DDC secretary, to James Moloney, IAOS official, 16 June 1961,

’Creamery development’ memo (I.C.O.S.A., A/1381).
36 DDC minutes, 5 Oct. 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
37 Knapp, Agricultural cooperation, p. 45.
38 (N.A.I., DDC 2/85/19 A); Letter from Timothy Dennehy, DDC director, to Christopher Timlin, 25 Sept.

1961 (ibid., DDC 2/48/89); 1F J, 19 Aug. 1961; CT, 22 Apr. 1961; Varley, ’Politics of agrarian reform’, pp
444-5; James C. Moloney, Reflections on a century of change: the Dr. Henry Kennedy Memorial Lecture
(Dublin, 1994), p. 13; Chris Curtin and Tony Varley, ’Cooperation and rural development in the west of
Ireland’ in Eire-lreland, xxiv, no. 3 (1989), p. 109.
39 CE, 24 Oct. 1966.
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State-owned factory, and, therefore, we must do all we can to assure its future.’4° Lastly, in

1969 Stephen Coughlan, Limerick East Labour TD, asked Minister for Agriculture Neil

Blaney in the Dfiil if he would instruct the DDC to address the toffee factory’s decline.41

However, while the DDC did commission a report on the factory, this, very brief, report

went unimplemented, and, as discussed in Chapter 5, the DDC continued to let the factory

decline.42 When, in 1958, the DDC had had to replace the travelling creamery in the

Drinagh area of north Clare and there had been a dispute about its decision on the location

for an auxiliary, one objector had appealed the decision to the govemrnent. He had

entreated Minister for Finance Dr James Ryan to overrule it, but Ryan had informed him:

’the Dairy Disposals Board is independent of the Government.’43 The objector had

responded: ’Saying that the D.D.B. is independent of Government is all cod.’44 Yet, by

and large, the DDC was independent of the government.

In the context of the above, it is unlikely that the perpetuation of the DDC was pursued

with any clientelist agenda during 1945-72 by the Fine Gael-led or, moreover, the Fianna

Ffiil governments: Fianna F/til was in power for almost twenty-two years during the period.

In 1951, the chairman of Midlands Co-operative, which ran Tullamore bacon factory, and

Leix-Offaly Fianna F~iil TD, P.J. Gorry, appealed to the Fianna Ffiil government to instruct

the DDC to acquire the co-operative, but the decision was left to the DDC.45 Furthermore,

in 1953 Taoiseach t~amon de Valera requested the DDC to establish a chocolate crumb

factory at its sub-condensery in Bruree, his hometown, but it did not.46 In addition, the

following year it leased Drornkeen sub-condensery for chocolate crumb manufacture.

II

A focus on the DDC boardroom between 1945 and 1972, points to the perpetuation of

the DDC. In 1958, Henry O’Friel, chairman of the DDC, stepped-down after nineteen

years as DDC chairman (O’Friel would be the longest serving chairman of the DDC).47

John Hennigan, formerly an officer on the higher administrative staff of the Department of

Agriculture, who had been seconded full-time to the DDC in 1954, and appointed deputy-

40 Limerick Weekly’ Echo (henceforth, LWE), 30 Sept. 1967.

41D6iIF, ireann deb., ccxxxix, 158 (12 Mar. 1969); EP, 13 Mar. 1969.
4,. LWE, 30 Sept. 1967; D6il[~ireann deb., cclviii, 1637-8 (10 Feb. 1972).
43 CC, 24 May 1958.
44 Ibid.
45 (N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31, 1941-51).
46 (ibid., DDC 2/89/4).
47 DDC minutes, 11 Aug. 1958 (ibid., DDC minutes).
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chairman, was to have replaced him in 1957. However, O’Friel had been retained for a

year.48 The Department of Agriculture had proposed keeping him on because since he had

become chair, the DDC’s activities had ’increased enormously’ and it wanted to be certain

that Hennigan was ready for the responsibility.49 Minister for Finance Dr James Ryan had

concurred. According to the secretary of the Department of An Taoiseach, Maurice

Moynihan, ’When the question of Mr. O’Friel’s retention was put forward to the Minister

for Finance...it was considered that some further experience under the existing Chairman

was desirable for Mr. Hennigan’.5° Then, in 1958, John Dempsey, the outgoing secretary

of the Department of Agriculture, actually replaced O’Friel.51 The Department of Finance

had still felt Hennigan unready.52 The DDC had become very complex to run, and this had

made its transfer to co-operative control more unlikely.

The growing demands of running the DDC had been evident since Hennigan had joined

the DDC board. In 1939, the board had been reduced to three full-time members, O’Friel,

Michael McAuliffe and Michael Horgan.53 Yet when Hennigan had joined it in 1954 he

had replaced nobody, Maurice Moynihan observing: ’Owing to the increased business

interests of the Dairy Disposal Company, Ltd., it was necessary to strengthen the Board of

Directors in 1954 and the number of Directors was increased from three to five’.54

Hennigan and Timothy Dennehy, who had been a DDC creamery manager and then

inspector, became the two additional full-time directors.55 In 1958, the board was enlarged

again. Dr Anthony Hennerty, senior inspector for the Department of Agriculture and

chairman of the Butter Marketing Committee, became a part-time director.56 His ’high

standard of technical knowledge’ of the dairy industry, Moynihan noted, made him

’eminently suitable to assist the Board of Directors in their increasingly arduous tasks.’57

Finally, in 1949 Christopher Timlin, an accountant from the Department of Agriculture,

had replaced Patrick Fitzsimon, a clerical officer in the department, as the secretary of the

48 Ibid., 27 Sept. 1954; (N.A.I., DT S 16388 A).
49

(N.A.I., DT S 16388 A).
50

Ibid.
51

(N.A.I., DT S 14624); DDC minutes, 11 Aug. 1958 (ibid., DDC minutes).
52

(N.A.I., DT S 16388 A).
53 Ibid.
54

Ibid.
55 Ibid.; Paul Markham, The history of the west Clare creameries (Kilrush, 2001), pp 65 & 88.
56 DDC minutes, 11 Aug. 1958 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); (ibid., DT S 14624).
57

(N.A.I., DT S 16388 A).
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DDC.58 However, since the mid-1950s Timlin had assumed a greater role and had also

become a de facto deputy-chairman of the DDC.59

From 1961, the changed complexion of the board pointed to the perpetuation of the

DDC. In 1961, Hennigan eventually became chairman when Dempsey retired from the

board, together with Horgan, McAuliffe and Hennerty.6° P.J. McDermott took Dempsey’s

board seat and replaced Hennigan as deputy-chairman.61 The Department of Agriculture

had decided that the chief agricultural officer (henceforth, CAO) of a county committee of

agriculture should replace Hennigan and McDermott had been CAO in Cork.62 The CAO

was head of his county’s agricultural advisory staff, and needed to have a degree in

agricultural science.63 McDermott was the first full-time DDC director to have such a

background.64 The DDC board was becoming more vocational. M.J. Mullally succeeded

Michael Horgan on the DDC board.65 Mullally was chairman of Cork and Dublin district

milk boards.66 Charles Fletcher replaced Michael McAuliffe (who, after thirty-four years

on the board, was the DDC’s longest-serving director, and the last link to the CMC

purchase and Patrick Hogan).67 Fletcher had been president of the Irish Creamery Milk

Suppliers’ Association (henceforth, ICMSA) and, thus, had experience viewing the dairy

industry from both the perspective of individual suppliers and the national perspective.

Few could have appreciated more what needed to be done for the benefit of the industry on

both micro- and macro-levels.68 Moreover, as the former president of the ICMSA, Fletcher

had espoused the DDC’s dissolution (discussed below), but by becoming a DDC director,

he appeared to have accepted its perpetuation. Both Fletcher and Mullally had also been

on the Dairy Produce Consultative Council, set up in 1925 to help the minister for

58 DDC minutes, 17 Jan. 1949 (ibid., DDC minutes); London Gazette, no. 32569 (6 Jan. 1922), p. 186.
59 First interview with Dan McGing, former accountant of the DDC, of Killiney, County Dublin (17 Feb.

2006). Christopher Timlin’s brother, George, had been part of the ’Connolly (Irish) Column’ of the
International Brigades during the Spanish Civil War (1936-9) (Fearghal McGarry, lrishpolitics and the
Spanish Civil War (Cork, 1999), p. 49).
60 John Hennigan, ’A brief article on the DDC’ (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor of the Department of

Government, University College, Cork); DDC minutes, 25 Aug. 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); First interview
with Dan McGing.
61 DDC minutes, 20 July 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); (ibid., DT S 16388 A).
62 (N.A.I., DT S 16388 A); Interview with Denis McCarthy, former DDC Ardfert group creamery manager,

of Causeway, County Kerry (10 & 11 Dec. 2004).
63 Agriculture in the Second Programme for Economic Expansion, Pr 7697, pp 70-71.
64 First interview with Dan McGing; Dhil Eireann deb., cclviii, 1606 (10 Feb. 1972).
65 DDC minutes, 20 July 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); (ibid., DT S 14624).
66 Interview with Eddie Cotter, former DDC North Clare group creamery manager, of Ennis, County Clare
(10 June 2006); Ddil Eireann deb., cxcvii, 983-4 (13 Nov. 1962); ccxxi, 963-4 (3 Mar. 1966); ccxxvi, 1227-
32 (15 Feb. 1967); Cork District Milk Board." report of proceedings from 25th March, 193 7, to 31st December,
1937, P 3239, pp 1-2; Report of proceedings of the Dublin District Milk Board for the year ended 31st
December, 1942, P 6215, p. 4.
67 (N.A.I., DT S 16388 A); DDC minutes, 20 July 1961 (ibid., DDC minutes); (ibid., DT S 14624).
68 Dril Eireann deb., cclviii, 1606 (10 Feb. 1972).
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agriculture regulate the dairy industry.69 Lastly, Thomas O’Sullivan succeeded Dr

Anthony Hennerty as a part-time director on the DDC board.7° With McDermott, Mullally

and Fletcher, the DDC could cope without Hennerty. Furthermore, O’Sullivan was the

manager of Listowel central creamery and would be able to give ongoing feedback from

the coalface of the dairy industry to the DDC board.71 From 1961, the composition of the

DDC board suggested that the DDC was in the dairy industry for the long haul.

Considering that the Department of Agriculture nominated the directors for its board, with

the approval of the Department of Finance and the government, this demonstrates the

official support that there was for its perpetuation. In 1969, Thomas O’Sullivan died and

was replaced by Denis O’Dwyer.72 He was the manager of Coachford central creamery.73

He also had an agricultural science degree and had been part of An Foras Talfintais’s milk

74quality requirements study group.

P.J. McDermott was resented by the rest of the DDC board and represented to the DDC

at large as an interloper.75 That he had only become a director in June 1961 and had

immediately sought to succeed Dempsey, who would not leave until August, as chairman,

hardly endeared him.76 In addition, McDermott was seen as a political appointee.77 He

was a prominent Fianna F~il supporter and Fianna Ffiil minister for agriculture Patrick

Smith had, through his department, nominated him.TM While Smith had vetoed any

suggestion of McDermott’s appointment as chairman, he had, more than likely, abused his

patronage.79 This would be the first, and only, time that a minister for agriculture, or any

government minister, did regarding appointments to the board of the DDC. That Smith,

Charles Fletcher and Thomas O’Sullivan were all natives of Cavan is more of a happy

69 Ibid., cxxxvii, 30-32 (11 Mar. 1953); Dairy Produce Act, 1924 (1924 no. 58) (18 Dec. 1924)

(www.irishstatutebook.ie) (15 Sept. 2010).
70 DDC minutes, 26 Sept. 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
71 Interview with Denis McCarthy; (N.A.I., DDC 2/45/21, Dec. 1961-Apr. 1963); (ibid., DDC 2/90/9); (ibid.,

DDC 2/11/23); DDC minutes, 13 Mar. 1962 (ibid., DDC minutes).
72 Ddil Eireann deb., ccxxxviii, 2055-6 (4 Mar. 1969); ccxlvii, 1289-90 (17 June 1970); First interview with

Dan McGing.
73 Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 55; Interview with Eugene O’Riordan, former DDC Tereiton group

supplier, of Inchigeela, County Cork (Jan. 1989); Interview with Denis McCarthy.
74 Ddil Eireann deb., cclv, 2726 (28 July 1971); DDC minutes, 15 Jan. 1964 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
75 Interview A/1 ; Interview B (three interviewees who provided information regarding appointments to the

DDC board did not wish to be identified, and the interviews with them are referred to as Interview A/1 and
A/2, Interview B and Interview C).
76 Interview C.
77 Interview A/2.
78 Ibid.; (N.A.I., DT S 14624).
79 Interview C.
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coincidence!8° The rest of the DDC board vigorously opposed the ministerial appointment

of McDermott because although he was a CAO, there were better CAOs for the job. This

is another indication that the directors of the DDC consistently wanted what was best for

dairy development. Had Smith nominated McDermott as chairman, they would have

publicly opposed the appointment.8~

Naturally, when the new DDC board was presented to Smith in October 1961, he

pronounced himself pleased. Having addressed the directors, he discussed their division of

work with them.82 This discussion illustrates the ever-growing demands of running the

DDC and how difficult it would be to disaggregate. Timothy Dennehy administered the

creamery groups, and their ancillary activities, from the DDC’s Cork city office.83 Since

the late 1950s, Daniel Corkery had been the general manager of the Lansdowne complex

and had reported to the DDC board.84 However, from 1961, while this arrangement

continued, Lansdowne became Dublin-based P.J. McDermott’s ’special’ responsibility.85

McDermott and Dennehy jointly administered Tullamore bacon factory, McDermott

overseeing the marketing of its products, and Dennehy overseeing its day-to-day

operation.86 Due partly to the different nature of the administration of the creamery groups

and the Lansdowne complex, Dennehy, assisted by accountant James Coffey, generally

oversaw the DDC’s routine operation, while McDermott largely formulated DDC policy.87

The DDC’s AI services required a supervisor and M.J. Mullally handled them, with

Charles Fletcher representing the DDC’s suppliers on the board and Thomas O’Sullivan its

workers.88 In 1948, Fry-Cadbury had opened a chocolate crumb factory in Rathmore and

the DDC, along with several co-operatives, supplied it with milk (this was not discussed in

Chapter 5 because it was not strictly a DDC ancillary activity).89 O’Sullivan was also

assigned to deal with any issues arising between Fry-Cadbury and the DDC. Hennigan, as

80 Interview A/1. I am interested in surnames, and an O’Sullivan from Cavan seems very unusual; O’Sullivan

is such a southwestern name, although it would be less unusual in other parts of Ireland besides the border
area. Yet, whilst it is highly probable that Thomas O’Sullivan was simply a descendant of a Cork policeman
or Kerry teacher posted north, (O’) Sullivan can actually be a Cavan surname, anglicised from 6 Sflileach/fin,
the patronymic of a local sept, rather than O Sflileabhhin (Patrick Woulfe, Sloinnte Gaedheal is Gall~Irish
names and surnames (4th ed., Baltimore, Md, 1993), pp 648-9).
81 Interview A/2.

82 DDC minutes, 5 Oct. 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
83 Ibid.; Interview with Denis McCarthy.
84 (N.A.I., DDC 2/44/8B).
85 Ddil [~ireann deb., cxciii, 727 (28 Feb. 1972); DDC minutes, 5 Oct. 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
86 DDC minutes, 5 Oct. 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
87 Cotter, Ennistymon creameo,, p. 55; Second interview with Dan McGing.
88 DDC minutes, 5 Oct. 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
89 CE, 4 Feb. 1954; (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/4); KM, 1 1 Oct. 1952; DDC minutes, 5 Mar. 1948 (N.A.I., DDC
minutes).
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chairman, had a co-ordinating role, and was familiar with all areas of DDC administration,

although he involved himself most in the Lansdowne complex. In management terms, its

enterprises continued to be the most demanding.9° Whatever about reorganisation through

rationalisation, only consolidated co-operatives would be able to take over from the DDC.

Consequently, in the 1960s, with the co-operative sector still unconsolidated, the

perpetuation of the DDC appeared increasingly likely.

Thomas O’Sullivan did not represent the DDC’s managers on the DDC board. From

1962, they were directly included in the decision-making process. In 1962 and 1963,

conferences for the DDC directors and the managers of the central creameries, the

Lansdowne complex and the bacon and toffee factories were organised. The veterinary

officers of the cattle-breeding stations also attended these.9~ From then, the directors

conducted frequent tours of the various DDC enterprises and brought the individual

managers and veterinary officers into the decision-making process.92 This, once again,

pointed to the DDC’s perpetuation. Furthermore, at the 1962 conference, held in Killaloe,

the managers and veterinary officers unanimously endorsed Patrick Smith’s aspiration to

officially recast the DDC as the Dairy Development Company. They also, through the

managers of Ardfert and Cahirciveen central creameries, John Blackwell and Edward

O’Mahony, pledged their total support to the DDC directors. Regarding the managers and

veterinary officers’ input into the decision-making process, their contributions,

unsurprisingly, mostly reflected where they worked. For example, the managers of

Aughadown, Cahirciveen and Kenmare centrals wanted to supplement suppliers’ incomes

more through additional ancillary activities. Meanwhile, the managers of Knocklong and

Terelton centrals wanted suppliers’ incomes increased through the core activity, with

grassland improvement and a greater sale of liquid milk. All the managers and veterinary

officers did, though, want their own agricultural advisers.93 In view of Chapter 5, it is

credible that the directors did consider what their senior staff wanted. During the 1960s,

the DDC did supplement suppliers’ incomes more through additional ancillary activities,

and it did increase their incomes through the core activity. As for agricultural advisers,

during 1956-66 the government of course doubled their number, and it was the DDC’s

parent company!

90 DDC minutes, 5 Oct. 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
91 Ibid., 12 Aug. 1963; (N.A.I., DDC 2/11/23).
92 DDC minutes, 12 Aug. 1963 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
93 (ibid., DDC 2/1 1/23).
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The fact that the DDC included the managers of its enterprises in the macro-management

of the organisation shows that it was developing a more integrated, corporate management

structure, and was moving away from a rigidly hierarchical, civil service, model. The fact

that a creamery manager was now on its board further demonstrates this. The fact also that

the senior staff were included in the DDC’s macro-management indicates that those civil

servants as were still on the DDC board were now thinking in a very corporate way. The

DDC, as distinct from its enterprises, had become a going concern.

III

In opposition to the perpetuation of the DDC from 1950 was the ICMSA. By comparing

DDC milk prices, directly, to milk prices paid by co-operatives east of the DDC’s ambit, it

did not accept that the incomes of DDC suppliers were, relatively, good. The ICMSA was

established in Kilmallock, County Limerick, in May 1950.94 It emerged from Macra na

Feirme, founded in September 1944, in Athy. Macra na Feirme, Gary Murphy

summarised, ’promoted the strategy of...organization as a response to what it saw as the

pressures to modemize Irish agriculture.’95 Yet, he added, it ’was not prepared to

transform itself into a producer group with a specific economic purpose and a mandate to

negotiate with the government to influence directly state agricultural policy.’96 The

ICMSA was established in Limerick, Murphy explained, because pressure there ’to push

Macra towards negotiations with the government over the price of milk’ was substantial.97

Liam Barry, a former civil servant, and creamery manager’s son, and a brother of the

secretary of the ICMA, D.J. Barry, became general secretary of the ICMSA, which was

initially just the Limerick Creamery Milk Suppliers’ Association.98 From the outset, the

government snubbed the ICMSA. In November 1950, Taoiseach John A. Costello, Mary

Daly stated, ’determined that all consultation would continue to take place through the

IAOS.’99 Also from the outset, the ICMSA went on the offensive against the DDC. The

fifth of its five founding aims was: ’To recover or obtain control of creameries presently

operated by the DDC and place these creameries under the control of suppliers or of a

94 Gary Murphy, Economic realignment and the politics of EEC ent~: Ireland, 1948-1972 (Dublin, 2003), p.

124.
95 Idem, ’The Irish government, the National Farmers’ Association, and the European Economic Community,

1955-1964’ in New Hibernia Review~Iris l~ireannach Nua, vi, no. 4 (winter 2002), p. 69.
96 Ibid.
97

Murphy, Economic realignment, p. 124.
98

Ibid.; IFJ, 1 Feb. 1969; LL, 11 Oct. 1952.
99 Daly, First department, p. 313.
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unified co-ordinated operative movement.’ 100 This covered the DDC’s other

agribusinesses too. When the campaign for a chocolate crumb factory at Lansdowne

began, Barry commented: ’It is certain that those creameries which lie within the ambit of

the foreign-controlled crumb factories receive far more satisfactory treatment than those

creameries which are left to the mercy of the Govemment Institution at Lansdowne.’ 101

However, through the last words of its fifth objective, the ICMSA conceded that the DDC

would, and could, only be transferred to consolidated co-operative organisations.

Therefore, the DDC’s dissolution was a long-term objective. In the short-term, the ICMSA

wanted an increase in DDC milk prices, and for the DDC to recognise it.

From the outset, the DDC would not collect ICMSA membership subscriptions. In

August 1950, Barry requested O’Friel to ask creamery managers to deduct them from

suppliers’ milk cheques,l°z Yet O’Friel refused even to respond to Barry, and the DDC

board agreed that if suppliers wished to join the ICMSA, ’the decision to do so must come

from themselves without any lead from us.’1°30’Friel’s refusal to acknowledge Barry

characterised the early policy of the DDC regarding the ICMSA, an ostrich-like approach

whereby it hoped that if it did not engage with the ICMSA, the ICMSA would disappear.

However, it soon changed its approach. In 1951, it decided that creamery managers could

take ICMSA membership subscriptions, once suppliers signed a sanctioning form. 104

Some creamery managers had contended that suppliers would baulk at signing such a form.

Instead, the ICMSA baulked at the proposal and demanded that its branch secretaries be

allowed to present creamery managers with membership lists. The DDC refused. From

then until the late 1950s, DDC policy regarding the ICMSA was openly hostile. Later in

1951, O’Friel stated that under no circumstances would the DDC collect ICMSA

membership subscriptions. This was in contrast to Comhlucht Sifiicre Eireann, which was

willing to collect membership subscriptions for the Irish Beet Growers’ Association.

Charles Fletcher, then president of the ICMSA, believed that if James Dillon had not

replaced Thomas Walsh as minister for agriculture in 1954, Walsh would have encouraged

O’Friel to be flexible. Dillon, on the other hand, enthusiastically supported O’Friel’s

stance.1°5 It is clear from the DDC board’s policy towards the ICMSA from the beginning

that it saw it as a threat. Thus, the DDC board, like the governments between 1945 and

10o (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
lol LL, 11 Oct. 1952.
102 (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
103 Ibid.
104 Ibid.; DDC minutes, 7 Feb. 1951 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
105 (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
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1972, and the DDC’s senior staff, wanted the perpetuation of the DDC. Yet by failing to

accommodate the ICMSA, the DDC board probably gave impetus to its opposition to the

DDC’s perpetuation.

If by 1954, Thomas Walsh was keen for the DDC to accommodate the ICMSA, this

would have reflected his concern at the gradual increase in support for the ICMSA that

there had been in DDC areas, and the implications of this for the Fianna Fdil government.

Walsh was first made aware of an ICMSA threat to the Fianna Ffiil government’s

popularity in 1951. J06 A cumann in Clare wrote to him about a meeting of milk suppliers

that had been held in Scarriff, which John Feely, the ICMSA’s deputy-president, had

addressed.l°7 Feely had claimed that Clare DDC suppliers were being ’robbed’ by the

DDC because for every 3s. 8d. it paid them for milk, it paid their Limerick counterparts 3s.

1 ld.1°8 The Clare Champion had covered the meeting in detail, with the result that all over

Clare, the cumann affirmed, DDC suppliers ’were up in arms against the govemment’. 109

Suppliers continued to see DDC creameries as the government’s creameries. Despite the

cumann’s waming that Fine Gael would profit from Clare DDC suppliers’ anger, Fine Gael

was unlikely to challenge Fianna Ffiil hegemony in t~amon de Valera’s constituency.

However, the ICMSA was making an impression on other DDC areas too.110 Along with

DDC suppliers from Clare, DDC suppliers from Kerry were on the ICMSA’s executive

committee and were also looking for higher milk prices. 111 It was on the subscriptions

issue, though, that Walsh reportedly came to see a need for DDC accommodation of the

ICMSA. The issue had exercised many DDC suppliers as much as the ICMSA leadership.

The majority of Kerry DDC suppliers had joined the ICMSA and had been forced to pay

their subscriptions in cash, which for most was a significant imposition. They had

recorded their dissatisfaction with the DDC, and Walsh, in a large number of resolutions

passed by Kerry ICMSA branches.J 12 Such protests would certainly have caused Walsh to

question DDC policy on ICMSA subscriptions. Yet by the time he left office in 1954,

Walsh had not intervened in the operation of the DDC. Regarding the implications for the

Fianna Ffiil government of the increasing support for the ICMSA in DDC areas, DDC

suppliers did not seem to punish Fianna Ffiil at the polls. At the 1954 general election,

106 Ibid.
107 Ibid.; Murphy, Economic realignment, p. 127.
108 (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
109 Ibid.; CC, 8 Sept. 1951.
i10 (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
ii1 Ibid.; KM, 1 1 Nov. 1950.
112 Ibid.; Interview with Denis McCarthy.
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Fianna F~iil’s vote fell by three per cent nationally, but it actually rose in Clare by four per

cent and in Kerry by seven per cent. 113 This indicates that DDC suppliers were not really

as angry with the DDC as their support for the ICMSA would have suggested.

Of the ICMSA’s two main grievances with the DDC, DDC milk prices were,

unsurprisingly, the bigger grievance. In August 1951, the ICMSA highlighted that in the

past month, the DDC Dingle group had paid an average 15.82d. per gallon of milk, while

Brosna Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society had paid an average 18.16d.114 Brosna

is on the Kerry border with Cork and Limerick and the DDC could easily have put the price

difference in geographical context. However, only after Liam Barry criticised the

difference between the prices paid by the DDC Clare groups, and co-operatives to the east,

in October, did it respond. Moreover, it only did so because Barry’s criticism had angered

Daniel O’Hanlon, manager of Ennistymon central creamery, so much that he had implored

it to. Appraising the Clare groups, in a letter to Walsh in February 1952, O’Friel justified

DDC milk prices on the basis that the area that the groups covered was vast, milk supplies

were scattered and, consequently, overhead expenses were high. He added that because

Clare was relatively remote, freight costs were also high. 115 O’Friel had provided the

context for DDC milk prices, and had successively replied to what he branded ICMSA

’propaganda’.116 Yet he had only done so in a private letter, and the belief that DDC prices

were unfair persisted. By failing to publicly defend its prices, the DDC probably gave

added impetus to the ICMSA’s opposition to its perpetuation.

The failure of the DDC to, promptly, publicly defend its milk prices also probably

contributed to the ICMSA’s publication in September 1951 of an open letter to Walsh

entitled: Why the present price of milk is insufficient. As well as being unhappy with DDC

milk prices, the ICMSA was unhappy with milk prices generally, and sought an increase in

government subsidisation. On foot of the open letter, the government established the Milk

Costings Commission, which would investigate milk production costs and recommend

what dairy farmers should be paid.liT However, the ICMSA was excluded from the

commission and it called on dairy farmers and agricultural organisations not to co-operate

t13 John Coakley and Michael Gallagher (eds), Politics in the republic of Ireland (2nd ed., Limerick, 1996),

Appendix 2b, p. 265; Results of the 1951 and 1954 general elections (www.electionsireland.org) (17 Sept.
2010).
114 KM, 25 Aug. & 8 & 10 Nov. 1951.
115 (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
116 Ibid.

117 Daly, First department, pp 314-15.
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with it. 118 Its call was answered; the commission was frustrated in the collection of data,

with the result that a report was not expected until 1954. Despite the delay, Sefin Lemass,

then t/maiste, nevertheless promised the ICMSA that he would make an announcement

about milk prices in January 1953.119 When he failed to honour this, on 17 January 1953

the ICMSA published the following statement in the national press: ’We are reluctantly

compelled to withdraw all supplies of milk to the consuming public and to the creameries

in the near future.’ 120 Four days later, DDC suppliers had kick-started Ireland’s first milk

strike. 121

When a milk strike was proposed by the ICMSA in August 1952 as the best means of

registering dairy farmers’ disapproval with milk prices with the government, the prospect

divided Clare DDC suppliers.122 West Clare group suppliers supported it, while suppliers

of the East Clare and North Clare groups opposed it. 123 Over autumn and winter, though,

attitudes hardened, so that by 23 January 1953, of the seventeen DDC groups, only two,

Listowel and West Cork, were receiving milk, and their supplies were negligible]24 Two

days after most DDC suppliers, most co-operative suppliers began to cease sending their

milk to creameries.125 The strike lasted twenty days and its initial effect was

underestimated. 126 The Irish Independent believed that the early effects would be

minimal. ~27 It cited the DDC creameries, which in the winter received just 18,000 gallons

of milk, compared to a peak period high of 300,000 gallons.128 Yet 18,000 gallons would

have supplied four Dublin wholesalers, DDC customers, who by 23 January, the

Independent reported, ’were left completely without milk’. 129 As the strike approached the

end of its first week, headlines such as: ’Hospitals may not get milk’ became frequent.13°

The ICMSA abandoned the milk strike on 10 February, reasoning that it ’had demonstrated

the unity of the dairy farmers in their claim for an economic price for milk’ and in response

to a renewed government commitment to make an announcement on milk prices. 131 The

£ 120,000 that the strike had already cost suppliers and the growing number of arrests

118 Ibid., p. 315; CC, 9 Feb. 1952.
119

Daly, First department, pp 315-16.
12o Ibid., p. 316; 11, 17 Jan. 1953.
121

11, 20 Jan. 1953.
122

(N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
123 Ibid.; CC, 22 Nov. 1952.

12411, 23, 24 & 26 Jan. 1953; (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
IZ5 11, 23 Jan. 1953.

126 Ibid., 11 Feb. 1953.
127 Ibid., 17, 20 & 21 Jan. 1953; (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
128 II, 21 Jan. 1953.
129

Ibid., 23 Jan. 1953.
130

Ibid., 27 Jan. 1953.
~31Ibid., 11 & 12 Feb. 1953.
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would also have influenced the ICMSA’s decision.132 Ninety-six dairy farmers from seven

counties had been charged with offences arising from their protest outside Government

Buildings. Most were from Cork, Limerick and Tipperary, where the DDC operated five

groups, but none were from Clare and Kerry, where it operated twelve. 133 This perhaps

reflected the bitter legacy of the Economic War in Cork, Limerick and Tipperary. The

majority of Blueshirts who had actively opposed the 1930s Fianna F~iil governments on the

basis of their agricultural policy had been from these counties. 134 It also indicates that

DDC suppliers were not really as angry about DDC milk prices, specifically, as their

support for the ICMSA would have suggested. Indeed, had the DDC publicly defended its

milk prices, DDC suppliers might not have participated in Ireland’s first milk strike, which

would have negated its impact. DDC suppliers had been the first to withdraw their milk

from creameries partly because the ICMSA had wanted the strike to hit the government as

hard as possible by starting it in the state-sponsored company’s ambit.135

The 1953 milk strike represented the low-point in ICMSA-government and ICMSA-

DDC relations in the 1950s. Although the government only raised milk prices by 1.75d.

per gallon in April 1953, when the ICMSA had sought up to 10d., and allowed the report of

the Milk Costings Commission to fade away, common ground was found.136 In 1955,

James Dillon and the DDC supported an ICMSA campaign against imported margarine.137

Then, in 1959, after Lemass became taoiseach, there was, Mary Daly noted, a ’more

consultative style of government’, and ’Negotiations between the Department of

Agriculture, the Taoiseach and farm organisations became much more common’.138 For its

part, in 1957 the ICMSA included the DDC on a list of what it considered the key bodies in

the dairy industry, and invited it to a meeting of those bodies.139 However, ICMSA-

government and ICMSA-DDC relations did not become perfectly harmonious. Regarding

ICMSA-DDC relations, the issues of the DDC’s refusal to collect ICMSA membership

subscriptions, and its milk prices remained. 140 This meant that the impetus remained with

the ICMSA’s opposition to the perpetuation of the DDC.

132 Ibid., 20 Jan. & 11 Feb. 1953; (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).

13311, 10 Feb. 1953.
134 Mike Cronin, The Blueshirts andlrishpolitics (Dublin, 1997), pp 115 & 127.

135 (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
136 11, 11 Feb. 1953; 1F J, 1 Feb. 1969; Daly, First department, p. 317; Michael Judge, ’A new era of hope’ in

Paul O’Grady (ed.), Leaders of courage: the story of the 1CMSA (Dublin, 2000), p. 16.
137 (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6); 1T, 16 Feb. 1957.
138 Daly, First department, p. 376.
139

(N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
J40 Ibid.; KM, 18 July 1959.
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The dOtente between the ICMSA and the DDC that had developed from the mid-1950s

had ended by the mid-1960s. Things had been promising in the early 1960s, with John

Feely, now president of the ICMSA, seeking to ’strengthen the good relations’, and new

DDC chairman, John Hennigan, prepared to meet the ICMSA’s leaders.141 Then Ireland’s

initial application to join the EEC in 1963 proved unsuccessful. Afterwards, as Gary

Murphy observed, ’the 1960s would become a decade of increased farmer militancy as

farmers protested at what they perceived as their increasingly disadvantaged situation.’ 142

In this context, what the ICMSA considered to be unfair DDC milk prices were brought

into sharper focus. Between 1963 and 1972, the DDC still did not conclusively defend its

milk prices. From the late 1960s, the ICMSA, Brian Gilsenan wrote, called for ’members

in the Dairy Disposal Board area to take the initiative in establishing co-operatives’.143

Consolidated co-operatives or not, the dissolution of the DDC had become an immediate

objective. In 1968, the third president of the ICMSA, James O’Keeffe, urged: ’Set up co-

operatives, claim the creameries; you have already paid the price in bad prices.’ 144

In 1962, John Feely sought to strengthen the good relations between the ICMSA and the

DDC by resolving the issue of the DDC’s refusal to collect ICMSA membership

subscriptions. With Henry O’Friel gone, he obviously hoped that DDC implacability on

the issue had gone too. It had not. It remained a DDC policy upheld by the DDC board.

Its response to Feely was that if the DDC commenced collecting ICMSA subscriptions, it

would have to offer similar services to other organisations. Nevertheless, John Hennigan

had brought the issue before the board, having explained the position to Feely on meeting

him.145 That much had changed, the DDC chairman was prepared to meet the ICMSA

president, and indeed act on his part. At the next meeting, all of Hennigan’s colleagues

attended. That first meeting between the DDC board and the ICMSA leadership was the

watershed in ICMSA-DDC relations in the 1960s. It was the culmination of eight years’

diplomacy. Yet, conducted in November 1963, it was also ten months after French

president Charles de Gaulle had effectively vetoed Ireland’s EEC application by vetoing

the application of its main trading partner, Britain. Moreover, it was scheduled to discuss

what the ICMSA believed to be unfair DDC milk prices, but the DDC failed to decisively

14~ Letter from John Feely to Christopher Timlin, 9 Apr. 1962, Letter from John Feely to Timothy Dennehy,

28 Feb. 1963, Letter from Christopher Timlin to Timothy Dennehy, 5 Mar. 1963 (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).142 Murphy, Economic realignment, p. 150; Rickard Deasy, president of the National Farmers’ Association

(henceforth, NFA) (1961-7), The rocky road to Dublin, RTt~ Radio 1 (14 Feb. 2005).
J43 Brian Gilsenan, ’Into Europe’ in O’Grady (ed.), Leaders of courage, p. 34.
144 Ibid.
145 Feely to Timlin (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
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defend them. Timothy Dennehy, the DDC’s principal speaker, responded to specific

ICMSA questions regarding specific DDC creamery groups, but did not take this crucial

opportunity to demonstrate that, generally, DDC suppliers’ incomes were, relatively, good.

The meeting was convivial, and ended on a warm note, but in the context of Ireland’s

failure to get into the EEC, the DDC’s failure to decisively defend its milk prices gave

huge impetus to the ICMSA’s opposition to the perpetuation of the DDC.146

In February 1964, the Knapp report (discussed in Chapter 7), the IAOS-commissioned

report on the Irish dairy industry, was published. Its third major recommendation was that

the govemment should ’co-operativise’ the DDC, and this was welcomed by the ICMSA;

although, it did not pursue the report]47 The Knapp report called for the DDC’s

dissolution as the forerunner to the consolidation of the dairy-production system (the DDC,

of course, claimed that it wanted the co-operative sector to consolidate before it dissolved).

The ICMSA was not ready for the creamery closures that consolidation would involve.148

In December 1965, it ’completely dissociated’ itself from the IAOS proposals for

consolidation (discussed in Chapter 7), claiming that ’a new monster would be created’.149

By the late 1960s, the ICMSA simply wanted the DDC dissolved, and this was not feasible.

While the government had only raised milk prices by 1.75d. per gallon following the

1953 milk strike, when the ICMSA had sought up to 10d., the increase had nonetheless

been significant, and, therefore, the strike had nonetheless been considered a success.

Thus, striking, previously the preserve of trade unions, had emerged as a political weapon

for farmers’ associations, and in 1966 the ICMSA mounted another in pursuit of a

substantial rise in milk prices.15° As with ICMSA-DDC relations, the dktente in ICMSA-

government relations that had developed from the mid-1950s had ended by the mid-1960s.

During 1960-63, milk price increases did not even keep pace with inflation, and when

Ireland failed to get into the EEC, it was only a matter of time before the ICMSA went on

the warpath.151 Perhaps sensing this, in ! 964 the govemment tardily increased milk prices

by 2d. per gallon, bringing the average price from 20d. to 22d., but this did not impress the

146 Feely to Dennehy, Timlin to Dennehy (ibid.).
147 Maurice Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century: Irish Co-operative Organisation Society: an illustrated

centenary history 1894-1994 (Dublin, 1994), pp 87 & 88.
148 D6il [~,ireann deb., ccxxii, 1847 (17 May 1966); Feely to Dennehy, Timlin to Dennehy (N.A.I., DDC

2/88/3-6); CC, 17 Sept. 1966.
149 (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6); Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 91.
150 Murphy, Economic realignment, p. 124.

151KM, 30 Jan. 1960; Daly, First department, p. 486.
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ICMSA. 152 When in April 1966 Minister for Agriculture Charles Haughey proved

reluctant to approve another increase, it decided to picket Leinster House and Government

Buildings, a criminal offence. 153 Over four weeks there was a rolling picket, with farmers

arriving constantly in Dublin to replace those arrested. With the 1953 milk strike, the

emphasis had been on stopping milk assembly; in 1966, it was on militancy: 452 men were

arrested.154 Yet both strikes were a success. On 26 May 1966, Haughey offered to raise

milk prices by a further 2d. per gallon, and to raise quality premiums by 2d., and the

ICMSA, having demanded a 4d. rise, ended the strike. 155 Interestingly, the fledgling RTt~

had possibly factored in Haughey’s offer. According to John Horgan, ’the Cabinet’s fury

over the coverage given by television to the farmers’ protests was communicated to the

station’s executives in no uncertain terms.’ 156 It is unclear how many farmers had

participated in picketing during the 1953 milk strike but, as discussed, ninety-six were

arrested and charged, with none from the predominantly DDC counties of Clare and Kerry.

In contrast, 1,049 farmers participated in picketing in 1966, with 188, or 18 per cent, from

Clare and Kerry, but it is difficult to know how many were arrested and charged from these

counties. 157 Regardless, based on this, it is safe to assume that more Clare and Kerry DDC

suppliers participated in picketing in 1966 than in 1953, though not much more. In 1966,

there were approximately 29,900 landholders in Clare and Kerry; so 188 picketers

represented 0.6 per cent of farmers in these counties.158 As with 1953, this indicates that

DDC suppliers were not as angry about DDC milk prices as their support for the ICMSA

would have suggested.

Although the ICMSA mounted 1966’s strike primarily in pursuit of a rise in milk prices,

’a two-tier milk payment system’, Michael Judge stated, ’with a strong basic price paid on

the first 7,000 gallons of milk delivered to creameries’, was a secondary demand.159 The

ICMSA believed that a two-tier system would, Judge continued, help ’small suppliers

become more competitive.’16° These small suppliers were often DDC suppliers. Haughey

offered to establish an inquiry into the system, and in 1968 an additional ld. per gallon on

152 Agriculture in the second programme, p. 93; Jerome Geaney, ’The history of Drinagh Co-op’ in
Rosscarbery - Past & Present: Journal of the Rosscarbery Historical Society, no. 4 (Dec. 2002), p. 21.
153 Judge, ’New era’, p. 30; Ferriter, Transformation of Ireland, p. 553; Rickard Deasy, The rocky road to

Dublin, RTI~ Radio 1.154 Judge, ’New era’, pp 30 & 32.
155 Ibid.; CC, 14 Mar. 1964; Ddill~ireann deb., ccviii, 1535 (14 Apr. 1964).
156 John Horgan, Broadcasting and public life: RTE News and Current Affairs 1926-1997 (Dublin, 2004), p.

43.
157 O’Grady (ed.), Leaders of courage, pp 117-29.
158Farming since the Famine, pp 264 & 266.
~59Judge, ’New era’, p. 30.16oIbid., p. 25.
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the first 7,000 gallons of milk delivered to a creamery was introduced.161 However, not all

dairy farmers welcomed the two-tier system. In 1955, the National Farmers’ Association

(henceforth, NFA) had been founded in Dublin. It was to represent all farmers, but the

ICMSA had resolved, Gary Murphy wrote, ’to stay outside the new larger organisation’,

and since 1955 ICMSA-NFA relations had been ’characterised by friction.’ 162

Contributing to this, the NFA tended to be supported by larger farmers, and the ICMSA by

smaller farmers. The larger dairy farmers of the NFA believed that the two-tier system

would penalise them, and this drove another wedge between the NFA and the ICMSA.163

In 1969, the NFA’s objections resulted in the two-tier system becoming the multi-tier

system, whereby the highest price still went to the first 7,000 gallons of milk, but the

subsidy was spread across five, rather than two, tiers.~64 Neither the ICMSA nor the NFA,

which wanted the complete removal of tiered pricing, was happy with this, and it

compounded the situation.165 Interestingly, had the DDC decisively defended its milk

prices, the ICMSA might not have been as adamant about two-tiered pricing, and ICMSA-

NFA relations might have been better. Indeed, instead of passing the ICMSA picket in

1966 on its way in to meet Haughey, something that rankled with the ICMSA for decades,

maybe the NFA would have joined the 1966 strike.166

Continuing in this interesting vein, had the DDC decisively defended its milk prices,

ICMSA-NFA relations might have been better from 1964. When the Knapp report was

published in 1964, the NFA, like the ICMSA, welcomed it. The NFA also did not accept

that DDC suppliers’ incomes were, relatively, good. Yet the NFA welcomed the Knapp

report unconditionally. It circularised DDC suppliers in Clare (within the DDC ambit, it

was strongest in Clare), implicitly telling them to sign a form demanding the dissolution of

the DDC (they did not, again indicating that they were content enough with the DDC).167

The ICMSA, concemed about consolidation, condemned the NFA. 168 It hoped to dissuade

any DDC suppliers from signing the form, perhaps using its new monthly magazine, the

t61 Ibid., p. 32; D6il Eireann deb., ccxxii, 1506 (11 May 1966); ccxxvii, 483-4 (14 Mar. 1967); Daly, First

department, p. 491; Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, p. 10; (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6); IFJ, 28 Feb. 1970.
162 Murphy, Economic realignment, pp 125 & 126; Ferriter, Transformation of Ireland, p. 554.
163IFJ, 13 Aug. 1970.
J64Daly, First department, p. 498; Judge, ’New era’, p. 25.
~65Judge, ’New era’, p. 25; IFJ, 10 Jan., 13 Aug., 26 Sept. & 5 Dec. 1970.
~66Judge, ’New era’, pp 30, 31 & 32.
167Feely to Dennehy, Timlin to Dennehy, memorandum about Irish Dairy Industry Committee sub-
committee meeting, 23 Mar. 1964 (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6); O’Grady (ed.), Leaders of courage, pp 117-29.
168 Feely to Dennehy, Timlin to Dennehy, Irish Dairy Industry Committee sub-committee meeting (N.A.I.,

DDC 2/88/3-6).
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Irish Dairy Farmer, which it sought to sell at DDC creameries.169 (Of course the DDC

invariably refused to stock the Irish Dairy Farmer, stating that it would also have to stock

the Irish Farmers’ Journal - the weekly newspaper that it saw as the NFA title.170) Had

the DDC decisively defended its milk prices, maybe the ICMSA and the NFA would have

actually been in agreement, both not seeking its dissolution. Better ICMSA-NFA relations

would have been very beneficial, whether for the associations, or for the government.

Diarmaid Ferriter contended that the ICMSA-NFA quarrel ’allowed the government, by the

end of the 1960s, to sit back and insist they could not make progress until farmers put their

own house in order’. 17~ Whereas Gary Murphy highlighted that Patrick Smith said of the

quarrel: ’[they] are as often as not playing for position and, for them, the Department of

Agriculture and the Minister are just tools...for furthering their sectional interests’. 172

Furthermore, better relations were not remote. In 1968, both the ICMSA and the NFA

would picket Government Buildings, protesting against a rise in Bord Bainne’s milk-

supplier levy. 173

By 1970, the ICMSA had come to accept that the simple dissolution of the DDC would

not improve suppliers’ incomes, and from then it advocated the dissolution of the DDC as

the forerunner to the consolidation of the dairy-production system. James O’Keeffe, as

president, was pivotal to the transformation in attitude.174 By 1970, the dairy industry

needed consolidation, as the Cork Examiner observed: ’The problems that hit the dairy

industry in 1970, through the drop in milk intake and the rising costs at the creameries,

have highlighted the vital necessity for rationalisation’.175 The drop in milk intake was

because, as the Irish Farmers’ Journal noted, ’The beef incentive scheme [started in 1969,

and intended to increase the number of beef cattle] has attracted 17,000 new applicants this

year, mainly from the ranks of small milk suppliers.’ 176 In addition to the ICMSA and the

NFA, from the top down, urging consolidation, dairy farmers from the bottom up became

involved. The suppliers of twelve east Limerick and west Tipperary co-operatives

169 Irish Dairy Industry Committee sub-committee meeting, Letter from Michael Droney, manager of Dingle

central creamery, to Timothy Dennehy, 16 Oct. 1965 (ibid.).
170 Letter from Christopher Timlin to Timothy Dennehy, 22 Oct. 1965 (ibid.); Interview with Patrick

O’Keeffe, former editor of the Irish Farmers ’Journal, of Fermoy, County Cork (9 Feb. 2007); Matt
Dempsey, ’John Mooney’ in John McCullen (ed.), Shoulders to the wheel (Kells, 2006), pp 242-3; Conor
Brady, Up with the Times (Dublin, 2005), p. 50.
171 Ferriter, Transformation oflreland, p. 554.
17zMurphy, Economic realignment, p. 127.
173Daly, First department, p. 492.
174IFJ, 28 Feb. 1970.
175CE, 31 Dec. 1970.
176IF J, 13 June 1970; Daly, First department, p. 494.
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encouraged their amalgamation as the Arravale group.177 However, the DDC claimed that

climate would only be fight for its dissolution after the co-operative sector had

consolidated. This exercised the NFA and the Irish Farmers’ Journal especially. The

Farmers’ Journal was (and is) Ireland’s most influential farming publication. Throughout

1963, for instance, around one in six farmers had bought it.17s Like the ICMSA and the

NFA, the Farmers’ Journal had never accepted that DDC suppliers’ incomes were,

relatively, good. Of its writers, Joe Rea, future, outspoken, president of the Irish Farmers’

Association (henceforth, IFA: the NFA would become the IFA in 1971), was particularly

critical.179 In April 1971, he asserted that the DDC treated its suppliers like ’Congolese in

a rubber plantation’.18° In May 1971, the controversy moved to RTI~, and debate was

joined as John Hennigan, finally, publicly and decisively defended DDC milk prices on On

the Land, the agricultural programme.TM He stated that DDC milk prices were ’on or

above’ the average, and that the services that the DDC provided were ’the same as co-ops

provided’.~82 Yet the defence had come too late, all of the impetus was now with the

opposition to the perpetuation of the DDC. On the third On the Land to deal with the

DDC, Hennigan stated that the circumstances had to be right for the dissolution of the

DDC, but the dissolution of the DDC would depend on what the DDC suppliers wanted.183

IV

In contrast to ICMSA-DDC relations between 1950 and 1960, relations between the

ICMA and the DDC between 1945 and 1960 began harmoniously but deteriorated. During

1945 to early 1951, matters at odds between the ICMA and the DDC were resolved

amicably. In 1948, a settlement on salary bonuses for creamery managers running stores

was reached following a single meeting.184 Unlike DDC auxiliary managers, DDC central

managers had not been formally pensioned on the assumption that the DDC groups would

be transferred, they would always be retained, and co-operatives would provide pensions.

In February 1951, the DDC reassured the ICMA that if the DDC groups were not

transferred, or co-operatives did not provide pensions, it would (of course, with transfers

177IF J, 5 July 1969 & 8 Aug. 1970; D6il Eireann deb., cclix, 404 (24 Feb. 1972).
178Interview with Patrick O’Keeffe; Farming since the Famine, p. 63.
179Sefin Healy, general secretary of the NFA/IFA (1955-77), All the president’s men, RTI~ Radio 1 (21 Feb.
2005); Alan Dukes, chief economist and European attach~ of the NFA/IFA (1967-76), The European farmer,
RTI~ Radio 1 (28 Feb. 2005).
18°IFJ, 3 Apr. 1971.
181 Ibid., 22 May 1971; Horgan, Broadcasting andpublic life, p. 40.
t82 1F J, 22 May 1971.
183 Ibid., 29 May 1971; Second interview with Dan McGing.
184 DDC minutes, 9 Sept. 1948 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
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unlikely, this was probably another instance of the DDC preparing for perpetuity).185

However, later in 1951 the ICMA and the DDC had to go to the Labour Court over a pay

dispute. The Labour Court was established under the Industrial Relations Act, 1946 and

tries to conciliate where bilateral negotiations between employers and employees have

broken down. At the court, an independent arbitrator chairs talks between representatives

of employers and employees, and makes recommendations intended to be acceptable to

both. The outcome of the ICMA-DDC discussions at the Labour Court was at least

positive. Both sides accepted the recommendations of the chairman, G.J.T. Clampett.186 In

fact, the ICMA was delighted with them. From a position where it had been unhappy with

creamery managers’ salaries, generally, it now had a payment structure for DDC creamery

managers, around one-sixth of all creamery managers, that it felt was satisfactory.Is7

Moreover, it could ask the co-operatives, who, because of their number, could not attend

the Labour Court individually, to implement the Clampett award.lS8 Consequently, the

combination of the DDC and the Labour Court had led the way for fairer salaries for

creamery managers. In addition, although the new payment structure was only agreed after

mediation, that the DDC did agree to the first comprehensive payment structure for

creamery managers shows that the DDC was a good employer. By May 1952, fifty co-

operatives had still to even emulate it, and implement the Clampett award.~89

In late 1956, the ICMA and the DDC had to go to the Labour Court again over a pay

dispute. ~90 Yet, again, both sides accepted the recommendations of the chairman, J.J.

Walsh.191 Also once again, the ICMA asked the co-operatives to implement the Walsh

award, and by August 1957 they had.192 The combination of the DDC and the Labour

Court continued to lead the way for fairer salaries for creamery managers. Furthermore,

the DDC, in agreeing to the recommendations of the Labour Court, despite the depressed

state of the economy in the 1950s, continued to demonstrate that it was a good employer.

185 Ibid., 7 Feb. 1951 & 22 Feb. 1959.
186 Ibid., 17 Oct. 1951. G.J.T. Clampett, former principal of Rathmines Technical School, had previously

served on the Commission on Youth Unemployment established in 1943 (Ddil Eireann deb., xc, 208 (13 May
1943); ciii, 1485 (27 Nov. 1946)).i87 lrish Agricultural & CreameIy Review (henceforth, IA CR), xviii, no. 209 (May 195 I), p. 8; xviii, no. 213

(Sept. 1951), p. 3.
188 Ibid., xviii, no. 213 (Sept. 1951), pp 3-4; xviii, no. 221 (May 1952), p. 3.
189Ibid., xviii, no. 221 (May 1952), p. 3.
~90DDC minutes, 16 Nov. 1956 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).~9~Ibid., 24 Jan. 1957. J.J. Walsh was on the boards of the Fair Trade Commission and the Shannon Free
Airport Development Company (Ddil[~ireann deb., clxxiii, 45-6 (25 Feb. 1959); clxxvi, 1430 (16 July
1959)).
~92 IACR, xviii, no. 279 (Mar. 1957), p. 3; xviii, no. 284 (Aug. 1957), p. 3.
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In mid-1961, there was a third major dispute over pay between the ICMA and the DDC,

but this time the ICMA, the DDC, and the co-operatives were represented when

negotiations on a review of the payment structure reconvened at the Labour Court. The

IAOS had been inspired to step in to represent the co-operatives. All sides accepted the

recommendations of T.K. Liston, though the IAOS’s agreement could not be binding on

the co-operatives, and a minority of them did not implement the Liston award until 1962.193

However, even if all the co-operatives had implemented the Liston award immediately, the

DDC would still have been a better employer. In 1962, the ICMA demanded a substantial

increase on the Liston award. The DDC was ’unable to see any justification for the

magnitude of the demand...particularly in view of the fact that the existing scales of pay

had been settled by a recent arbitration award but with a view to maintaining harmonious

relations...and in the earnest desire to avoid any upset in the dairy industry...sanctioned an

increase of 10%’.194 The ICMA rejected this, though, and served the DDC with strike

notice.195 A strike would not have been unusual; striking was endemic in the 1960s, and

there were five in the sector in 1962, but the DDC arranged a conciliation conference and

agreed to an eighteen per cent increase on the Liston award.196 The ICMA duly asked the

~/ co-operatives to follow suit.197

In 1963, the IAOS seized the initiative and tried to break the pattern of the constant need

for conciliation regarding managerial salaries. It organised for a salaries committee

comprising ICMA, co-operative and DDC representatives to come together and thrash out

pay increases, without the need for arbitration. 198 Such committees were becoming the

norm in industrial relations.199 In May 1964, the salaries committee agreed an increase of

twelve per cent on the 1962 agreement, without the need for arbitration,z°° Yet by 1966 the

old pattern had reasserted itself, and the ICMA, the DDC and the IAOS had returned to the

193 Ibid., xviii, no. 332 (Aug. 1961), p. 3; xviii, no. 337 (Jan. 1962), p. 3; DDC minutes, 2 Nov. & 6 Dec.

1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes). T.K. Liston had previously been appointed chairman of the civil service,
national teachers, secondary teachers and vocational teachers arbitration boards. He had also been
responsible for the Liston award for secondary teachers. Later, he would sit on the four above arbitration
boards, plus the Garda S ioch~ina Arbitration Board (D6il Eireann deb., clxi, 1221 (14 May 1957); clxxxiii,
1253-4 (12 July 1960); cxcvii, 973-4 (13 Nov. 1962); John Cunningham, Unlikely radicals: lrishpost-

primary teachers and the A ST1, 1909-2009 (Cork, 2010), p. 157).
194 DDC minutes, 5 June 1962 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
195 Ibid., 9 July 1962.
196 Ibid., 6 Sept. 1962; Niamh Hardiman, ’Pay bargaining: confrontation and consensus’ in Donal Nevin (ed.),

Trade union century (Cork and Dublin, 1994), p. 150; lrish Statistical Bulletin/Feasachcin Staidrimh na
h/?ireann, xxxix, no. 1 (Mar. 1964), Table 3, p. 52.
197 [ACR, xix, no. 351 (Mar. 1963), p. 3.
198LA.O.S. report for 1963, p. 8; DDC minutes, 11 Nov. 1963 & 15 Jan. 1964 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
199DDC minutes, 15 Jan. 1964 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).200Ibid., 11 May & 28 Sept. 1964.
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Labour Court: although, from now on, the co-operatives would fully comply with it.2°1

Thus, from 1966, while the DDC continued to be a good employer, it was no longer

necessarily a better employer than any co-operative. Indeed, in 1960 the DDC had

formally pensioned central creamery managers, and had, the ICMA stated, ’set the headline

for the industry’ with its complete pension provision.2°2 However, by the late 1960s, all

co-operatives had formally pensioned all creamery managers. Therefore, on the question

of the DDC’s dissolution, or perpetuation, by the late 1960s DDC creamery managers were

largely a disinterested party.2°3

When the ICMA negotiated over pay increases, it dealt with the salaries of central and

auxiliary creamery managers separately. From 1961, a perception arose amongst DDC

auxiliary managers that it was neglecting auxiliary managers, and in 1966 most of them left

the ICMA for the Irish Transport and General Workers’ Union (henceforth, ITGWU).2°4

The auxiliary managers’ belief was unfounded. Between 1961 and 1964, central creamery

managers’ pay increased by twenty-three per cent, but their pay increased by thirty per

cent. It could simply have seemed as if central creamery managers were getting

preferential treatment. For example, in 1964 central creamery managers received lump

sum payments,z°5 Under this misapprehension, when in 1970 the ICMA, the DDC and the

IAOS agreed a pay increase for auxiliary managers, DDC auxiliary managers in Clare and

Kerry who had joined the ITGWU demanded more.2°6 After a year elapsed without

delivery on their demand, in July 1971 125 of them went on strike for three months, and no

milk was accepted at the auxiliaries often DDC groups.2°7 In October, the DDC conceded

to the ITGWU a pay increase for auxiliary managers.2°8 The whole episode had created a

false impression. Auxiliary managers’ salaries were as fair as possible - the concession

was in excess of what was permitted by the National Wage Agreement (national wage and

salary agreements had been introduced after the war to moderate the rate of inflation).2°9

The DDC remained a good employer.

2ol IACR, xix, no. 391 (July 1966), p. 3.
2o2 Ibid., xviii, no. 239 (Nov. 1958), p. 3; DDC minutes, 21 Apr. 1960 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
2o3 IACR, xix, no. 368 (Aug. 1964), p. 3; xix, no. 374 (Feb. 1965), p. 3.
2o4 Interview with Denis McCarthy.
205 DDC minutes, 28 Sept. 1964 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
206 IFJ, 2 Oct. 1971.
207 Ibid., 3 July, 28 Aug. & 23 Oct. 1971.
208 Ibid., 28 Aug. & 2 Oct. 1971; DdilEireann deb., cclv, 2956-7 (29 July 1971).

~o91F J, 3 July & 2, 23 & 30 Oct. 1971; David O’Mahony, Economic aspects of industrial relations
(E.S.R.I.L., no. 24), p. 14; Bruce W. Headey, ’Trade unions and national wage policies’ in Journal of
Politics, xxxii, no. 2 (May 1970), p. 410.
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From the mid-1940s, following a successful recruitment campaign, most non-managerial

DDC employees, like the equivalent employees in co-operatives, became members of the

ITGWU. Yet despite their common membership of the ITGWU, in the late 1940s and

early 1950s most non-managerial DDC employees continued to pursue improvements to

their pay and conditions as they always had, on a group-by-group basis.21° For instance, in

1948 the West Clare ITGWU branch demanded an 1 ls. per week wage increase.211

Moreover, this was even though the Labour Court, through its Joint Labour Committee for

the Dairy Industry, on which the IAOS and the ITGWU itself sat, made general

recommendations on pay and conditions for the non-managerial grades. The DDC revised

pay and conditions in line with the joint labour committee’s recommendations, and tried to

encourage a new era of equity in the dairy industry.212 In 1949, it sanctioned a general 10s.

per week wage increase following the joint labour committee’s recommendation.213

However, the ITGWU, having disagreed with the rest of the joint labour committee,

rejected a 10s. increase. The DDC was forced to negotiate pay increases on a group-by-

group basis.2~4 In the late 1940s, the ITGWU was reluctant to compromise, generally.2~5

Yet the DDC continued to revise non-managerial pay and conditions in line with the joint

labour committee’s recommendations, and its willingness to compromise in accordance

with the recommendations undoubtedly encouraged the ITGWU to accept the new process.

In 1951, the ITGWU approved the 10s. increase.216 Thereafter, it ratified the

recommendations of the joint labour committee in 1952, 1956, 1960, 1962, 1964, 1965,

1966, 1967, 1970 and 1971.2~v By 1956, AI staff wages were the only non-managerial

DDC wages that were not uniform, varying from sub-station to sub-station. In November

1956, this was corrected and two employment grades were introduced, senior cattle

breeding assistant and cattle breeding assistant. Bilaterally, the ITGWU and the DDC

agreed on the grades, fixed their wages and established an insemination bonus scheme.2~8

In 1961, the ITGWU and the DDC did have to go to the Labour Court over a dispute over

AI staff wages, but both accepted the recommendations of a conciliation conference.219

210Interview with Denis McCarthy.
211DDC minutes, 6 Apr. 1949 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
212Ibid., 26 May 1948 & 6 Apr. 1949.
213Ibid., 6 Apr. 1949.
214Ibid., 6 Aug. 1951.
215ITGWU annual report for 1949, pp 23-9.
216DDC minutes, 6 Aug. 1951 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
2~7Ibid., 9 Oct. 1952, 8 Mar. 1956, 12 Oct. 1960, 11 Apr. & 5 June 1962 & 9 Mar., 9 June, 10 Aug. & 9 Nov.
1964; ITGWU annual report for 1965, p. 33; ITGWU annual report for 1966, p. 49; ITGWU annual report

for 1967, pp 54-5; ITGWU annual report for 1970, p. 51; ITGWU annual report for 1971, p. 44; (N.A.I.,
DDC 1/23); (ibid., DDC 2/48/89); I.A.O.S. report for 1966, pp 13-14.
2~s DDC minutes, 16 Nov. 1956 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
219 Ibid., 2 Mar., 5 Apr. & 25 Aug. 1961 & 17 Jan., 13 Mar. & 11 Apr. 1962.
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That the DDC helped to bring the ITGWU into the new phase in industrial relations

through its consistent compromise regarding the pay and conditions of non-managerial

employees, also shows that regarding non-managerial employees it was a good employer.

Similar to the agreements on managerial pay and conditions, the agreements between the

ITGWU and the DDC on non-managerial pay and conditions led the way for fairer pay and

conditions in the industry. When the ITGWU concluded an agreement with the DDC, it

pursued the same agreement with the co-operatives. In 1966, the co-operatives agreed to

the 1965 ITGWU-DDC agreement; but the ITGWU and the DDC were already agreeing

over a third week’s annual leave for non-managerial workers.22° Consequently, regarding

non-managerial employees as well as creamery managers, the DDC was a better employer

than the co-operatives, until the late 1960s. Similarly also to the agreements on managerial

pay and conditions, by the late 1960s co-operatives had collectively adjusted to industry-

wide agreements.221 From then, the DDC was no longer necessarily a better employer than

any co-operative (just as with the managers, in 1967 all co-operatives had, like the DDC,

formally pensioned non-managerial workers).222 Thus, like DDC creamery managers, by

the late 1960s non-managerial DDC employees were largely indifferent to the DDC’s

dissolution or perpetuation.223 When thirty-four seasonal cattle breeding assistants from

Castleisland Cattle-Breeding Station sought to be made permanent in 1968, they were

hedging their bets.224 They either wanted permanent status in the DDC continuing in

perpetuity, or redundancy compensation from the dissolved DDC.225

V

By 1960, the decline in the Irish output of creamery butter, and dairy products generally,

had been completely reversed and, more importantly, exports had recovered.226 From

1960, the challenge was to grow output and, more importantly, exports to levels as yet

unachieved by the state. In order to grow Irish dairy exports exponentially, in January

1961 the government replaced the Butter Marketing Committee with a state-sponsored

2zo ITGWU annual report for 1966, p. 49.
221 ITGWU annual report for 1966, p. 50; ITGWU annual report for 1970, p. 51.

2221TGWU annual report for 1967, pp 54-5; (N.A.I., DDC 1/23).
223 1TGWU annual report for 1965, p. 33; ITGWU annual report for 1969, p. 70.

224 D6il Eireann deb., ccxxxv, 1459-60 (20 June 1968).
225 ITGWU annual report for 1971, p. 44.

226 j.j. Lee, Ireland 1912-1985." politics and society (8th ed., Cambridge, 1998), p. 357.
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company dedicated to marketing dairy products, generally, abroad: An Bord Bainne.227

The Advisory Committee on the Marketing of Agricultural Produce established by Minister

for Agriculture Se~m Moylan in 1957 had recommended such an agency.228 AI was the

most important development in Irish dairying during 1945-59, and Bord Bainne was the

most important development in Irish dairying between 1960 and 1972.229 As a result of the

new economic climate created in the wake of Economic Development, increased milk

output was the Irish mantra of the 1960s.23° To realise the enlarged number of beef cattle

envisaged under the Second Programme for Economic Expansion, the population of milch

cows needed to rise by 500,000, to 1.7 million.TM This would involve an increase in milk

output of 213 million gallons per annum, bringing milk output up to 550 million gallons

per annum.232 Furthermore, both the 1954 Commission on Emigration and the National

Farm Survey (1955-8) had emphasised that dairy farming afforded the best incomes in

farming on any given acreage.233 Therefore, the government unreservedly encouraged

dairying. It was content that once Ireland joined the EEC, for which, as discussed,

application was made in 1962, guaranteed prices under the Common Agricultural Policy

would remove the massive domestic subsidy burden created by additional dairying.TM

However, when de Gaulle effectively vetoed Ireland’s application by vetoing Britain’s in

1963, this meant that if Irish annual milk output did increase by 213 million gallons during

the 1960s, the annual domestic subsidy burden would be almost £16 million by 1970.235

Yet if new international markets were found for Irish dairy products and existing

international market shares were expanded, then the subsidy burden could be reduced.

Through ’investigating export outlets for dairy products’ and ’undertaking sales

promotions outside the country’, this is exactly what Bord Bainne aimed to achieve.236

Bord Bainne could reduce but could never remove the domestic subsidy burden. Apart

from the subsidisation of milk production specifically, bounties continued to be paid on

butter exports. In addition, since 1958 bounties had also been paid on the exports of all

227 Dfil l~ireann deb., ctxxxv, 761 (6 Dec. 1960); Daly, First department, p. 358.
228 Daniel Hoctor, The department’s story: a history of the Department of Agriculture (Dublin, 1971), pp 259-

60.
229 James Moloney, lecture delivered as part of the TCD Centre for Contemporary Irish History seminar

series, Michaelmas term, witness programme, 17 Nov. 2005.
230 Hilary Tovey, ’Milk and modernity: dairying in contemporary Ireland’ in Harry K. Schwarzweller and

Andrew P. Davidson (eds), Dairy industry restructuring: research in rural sociology and development (8
vols, New York, 2000), viii, p. 61.
231 Raymond D. Crotty, Irish agricultural production: its volume and structure (Cork, 1966), p. 176.
232

Agriculture in the second programme, pp 93-4.
233 Daly, First department, pp 337, 339 & 486.
234 Ibid., p. 367; Tovey, ’Milk and modernity’, p. 63.
235 Agriculture in the second programme, p. 94.
236

Ibid., p. 98.
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other dairy products. This was to prevent high Irish production costs from making them

unmarketable. Under the Dairy Produce Marketing Act, 1961, which established Bord

Bainne, the government was enabled to meet up to two-thirds of the cost of the bounties,

but from 1961 it annually bore the full two-thirds. Although, Irish milk suppliers did

defray the remaining one-third of the cost of the bounties through levies fixed by Bord

Bainne.237 Less money went towards bounties, the more markets that Bord Bainne was

able to secure for dairy products besides butter. As well as having the poorest return of any

dairy product, creamery butter was also the only dairy product that Bord Bainne was

obliged to market, regardless of quantity or marketabilityY8 This was because it was

Ireland’s biggest dairy product by far, the only one produced by most co-operatives and

DDC groups, and, consequently, what the dairy industry relied upon selling. The success

of Bord Bainne in encouraging the dairy industry to diversify would partly determine how

much of a reduction in the domestic subsidy burden it would achieve.

Bord Bainne had ’no authority to direct product manufacture’; it had to foster

diversification in the dairy industry through ’planning for diversification’.239 This meant

delivering markets for non-butter dairy products, and thus proving to the dairy industry that

there were buyers for such products. When this was done, the dairy industry would in

theory diversify itself in response to the economic stimuli of markets for products with

wider profit margins, which it did. In 1958, twenty-five per cent of dairy product exports

had been in the form of non-butter products, but in 1963 around fifty per cent of exports of

dairy products were in the form of non-butter products.24° Using grants from An Foras

Tionscail (the Industrial Institute), several co-operatives had diversified into, for example;

as discussed in Chapter 5, large-scale cheese manufacture.241 However, as shown in

Chapter 5, the DDC was at the forefront of this diversification, and, therefore, it was most

in tune with Bord Bainne. Moreover, thanks to Bord Bainne, the Irish dairy industry was

assuming a configuration dictated by market-led strategy, and for the one consolidated unit

within the dairy industry to be reconfiguring most rapidly was an ideal state of affairs.242

237
Ibid., pp 92-3.

238 Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, p. 40.
239 Ibid.; 1T, 3 Apr. 1963.
240

Agriculture in the second programme, p. 92.
241 Ibid.; D6il l~ireann deb., cccxiii, 1935 (2 May 1979); Ferriter, Transformation oflreland, p. 551.
242 James J. Kennelly, The Kerry way: the history of the Kerry Group, 1972-2000 (Dublin, 2001), p. 40; Cook
and Sprague, Dairy industry, p. 90.
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This all supported the case for the perpetuation of the DDC. Bord Bainne was building on

the DDC.243

In delivering markets, Bord Bainne was, Daniel Hoctor stated, ’beset with many

problems from the beginning. ,244 Contrary to an Irish Times assumption that the dairy

industry had suffered from ’an artificial restriction of outlets caused by departmental

neglect’, Britain and the EEC accounted for two-thirds of world dairy product imports.245

This meant very real market limitations for Ireland. Since the First World War, Ireland’s

agricultural industry had reaped no easy rewards from Britain, and since inception the EEC

had begun expanding its intemal market and erecting extemal trade barriers.246

Furthermore, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization projected that by 1970

milk production in developed countries would be about twenty-two per cent higher, but

milk consumption in developed countries would have only increased by eighteen per cent.

The consumption of dairy products would rise more substantially in developing countries.

Yet with the demand being mainly for preserved products (condensed milk and milk

powder), and, with increasing concern at the problem of hunger and malnutrition, more

sales concessionary, commercial markets would remain small.247 However, Bord Bainne

prevailed. Admittedly through the Kerrygold butter brand - so the reduction in the subsidy

burden was more minimal - it expanded Irish dairy products’ share of the British market.248

Through testing products in the Canary Islands, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Malta, the Caribbean,

the Middle East and the Gulf States, the Americas and southeast Asia, it brought market

investigations, some of which had been started by the DDC, to contractual conclusion.249

Despite non-butter products representing half of Irish dairy product exports in 1963, in

1964 277 million gallons of milk nonetheless still went into the manufacture of creamery

butter: Bord Bainne still had to find markets for huge amounts of buttery° In addition,

during the early 1960s, Mary Daly stated, ’Irish farmers had received the second lowest

milk price in western Europe’, resulting from the over-dependence on butter salesY~

Therefore, Bord Bainne had to find very lucrative markets for huge amounts of butter. Of

243 Daly, First department, p. 269; Louis P.F. Smith and Sefin Healy, Farm organisations in Ireland." a

century of progress (Dublin, 1996), p. 11.
244 Hoctor, Department’s story, p. 260.
245IT, 3 Apr. 1963; Daly, First department, p. 459.
246 Lee, Ireland, p. 233; Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 6.
247Agriculture in the second programme, pp 35 & 94.
248Judge, ’New era’, p. 23; J.J. Lee, Reflections on Ireland in the E.E.C. (Dublin, 1984), p. 2.
249 Judge, ’New era’, p. 23; (N.A.I., DT S 14624).
250 Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, p. 17.
251Daly, First department, p. 384.
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21,836 DDC milk suppliers in 1960, 18,834 suppliers were heavily dependent on butter

sales.252 For instance, the 9,982 DDC suppliers in Kerry, while having supplies going to

the Lansdowne complex and the Fry-Cadbury chocolate crumb factory, remained, James

Kennelly noted, ’almost wholly reliant on the production of butter by their creameries.’253

Up until 1962, Bord Bainne tried to find valuable markets for Irish butter in an unconcerted

fashion. For example, in March 1962 it managed to get DDC butter registered on the

directory of products sanitarily approved by the US Air Force at its South Ruislip British

headquarters.254 This approach could never deliver large, lucrative markets, but in October

1962 partial redemption was at hand with the launch of the Kerrygold brand.255

If bounties had not been paid on exports of Irish butter in the 1940s, it would have been

nearly one-third more expensive than New Zealand butter in the British marketY6 As

bounties had been paid on Irish butter exports during the 1940s, this had made it more

competitive than New Zealand butter. Yet, by the late 1950s, many countries were selling

subsidised butter in Britain, and Irish butter had lost its advantage.257 Today, there is a

similar problem facing the Irish agricultural industry; that of cheap, developing world

imports into Europe. The suggested solution to this problem is also similar to the solution

pursued by Bord Bainne. It sought to recover Irish butter’s edge by creating a high quality,

homogenised brand that would give Irish butter ’recognition and distinction’, and so

Kerrygold was born.258 Kerrygold is a misleading name because butter from around

Ireland was marketed as Kerrygold (indeed, in 1990 Kerry Co-operative Creameries broke

with Bord Bainne).259 With such a brand, large, lucrative markets could be delivered.

Five DDC groups, representative of the entire DDC network, participated in the

Kerrygold project from the outset.26° Bord Bainne needed to market homogenised butter,

and there was no better source than the one consolidated unit in the dairy industry. It also

needed to market a large amount of homogenised butter, and there was also no better

source than the one consolidated unit in the dairy industry. Kerrygold was an immediate

success. Ireland had only followed other countries, such as Denmark, in adopting a

252(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962).
253Ibid.; Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 36.
254(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962); H, 29 Mar. 1962.
255KM, 3 Oct. 1964.
256(N.A.I., DT S 14627 A).
257Daly, First department, p. 358.
258Judge, ’New era’, p. 23.
259Kennelly, Kerry way, pp 350-54 & 362; Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 63.
26o(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962).
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national butter brand but it is doubtful whether other countries, and Denmark definitely did

not, initially accompanied their national brands with the same marketing ~lan as Ireland.

Credit for this goes to A.J.F. O’Reilly. O’Reilly was the young UCC lecturer, and familiar

face to rugby followers, who John Feely, then president of the ICMSA, promoted in 1961

as the ’right man’ to be the first general manager of Bord Bainne.261 He was duly

appointed and Feely’s faith in him was rewarded. During 1962-3, through Bord Bainne

publicity in newspapers and using the new medium of television, Irish butter ceased to be

anonymous, and Kerrygold was popularised in twelve international markets. Kerrygolcl’s

first market, though, was Britain, and it was there that it redeemed the fortunes of Irish

butter.262 In 1961, the British government had imposed quotas on imported butter, but

instead of these being marketing obstacles, Bord Bainne had used them as sales targets. It

had worked towards establishing a loyal customer base for Kerrygold within northeast

England, where the marketing of Kerrygold began, and within the 12,000-ton quota.263

Consequently, when the quota was inevitably increased, it was able to take full advantage.

Under the 1965 Anglo-Irish Free Trade Agreement, the quota was increased considerably

to around 24,000 tons, and Kerrygold, Hoctor related, met with ’considerable success’,

throughout Britain.TM In 1970, the quota was increased to 32,000 tons, and 11 million

gallons of milk were absorbed in manufacturing the extra Kerrygold, which, the lrish

Farmers’ Journal reported, was sold at a ’premium price’.265 The DDC, the main provider

of butter to Bord Bainne, had undeniably contributed to the success of Kerrygold. Not

alone had it provided large amounts of homogenised butter, but the quality of its butter was

first rate too. In 1969, the North Clare group had won the Department of Agriculture’s

Read Cup for the best butter produced in Ireland.266 In Denmark, and the US, creameries

had themselves formed their own marketing federations and had developed formidable

reputations for their products,z67 However, the relationship between Bord Bainne and the

DDC was the next best thing. Again, this supported the case for the perpetuation of the

DDC. In addition, with a disproportionate share of butter for Kerrygold coming from DDC

groups, the relationship between Bord Bainne and the DDC was very favourable to the

dairy farmers in the dairying periphery.

261(ibid., DDC 2/5/12, Jan. 1963-Dec. 1963); Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 21; Judge, ’New era’, p. 23.
262Judge, ’New era’, p. 23.
263KM, 3 Oct. 1964; Agriculture in the second programme, p. 92.
264Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 21; Hoctor, Department’s story, p. 260; KM, 3 Oct. 1964.
265IF J, 7 Nov. 1970.
266Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, pp 63 & 68-9.
267Einar Jensen, Danish agriculture: its economic development, a description and economic analysis
centering on the free trade epoch, 1870-1930 (Copenhagen, 1937), p. 331; Knapp, Agricultural cooperation,
p. 58.
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When Bord Bainne took over the marketing of condensed milk in 1964, the DDC was

the only condensed milk manufacturer left in Ireland, and the relationship between Bord

Bainne and the DDC became even more decisive. As discussed in Chapter 5, the DDC’s

condenseries had survived admirably, unlike their domestic rivals, in the intensely

competitive international condensed milk market of the 1950s. Yet in the early 1960s they

had shown no sign of regaining the ground that had been lost during the 1950s. Their

products were continuing to be displaced in the British market by products manufactured

by the British condenseries that had been re-commissioned after the Second World War.268

The Irish Farmers’ Journal blamed the DDC for this, but, like butter, condensed milk at

this stage required the kind of dynamic marketing that the DDC could not provide, in order

to complement its existing marketing structures.269 When Bord Bainne began marketing

DDC condensed milk, it gave it the branding treatment that it had given butter. It re-

branded it as Killarney condensed milk (market appeal notwithstanding, there was clearly a

Kerry mafia at work inside Bord Bainne!)27o It then orchestrated an integrated marketing

approach. As discussed in Chapter 3, the DDC had been selling condensed milk in Britain

with Hendry Bros since 1931. Bord Bainne renewed the Hendry Bros partnership, so as to

inherit the DDC’s British customer base, and started marketing Killarney condensed milk

with Hendry Bros. It also drew on the DDC’s experience with various condensed milk

products in the British market, and used it to formulate the most effective market-led

strategy. The integrated approach proved successful. By the end of 1964, Hendry Bros

had secured a highly prized contract to supply the Marine Survey Office in London with

condensed milk for ships’ stores. Furthermore, by 1965 Bord Bainne felt confident enough

to tell the DDC that together they could take on and beat the Dutch condensing firms in the

British market. Dutch firms remained the biggest exporters of condensed milk to Britain.

Bord Bainne sent John Hennigan an extract from the bible of the Dutch condensing firms,

Quality and health control of agricultural and food products intended for export, and told

him to digest its contents. Bord Bainne was perhaps so confident because by 1965 it had a

team of eight food scientists researching new products at Lansdowne condensery alongside

DDC staff.TM Within another two years, the DDC was proposing to increase Lansdowne

condensery’s capacity and Bord Bainne, regardless of import regulations so stringent that

268
(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Jan. 1963-Dec. 1963); (ibid., DDC 2/5/9); IF J, 22 Feb. 1964.

269
IF J, 22 Feb. 1964.

27o
(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, May 1964-July 1965).

271 Ibid.; 1FJ, 23 May 1970.
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they had scared off the Dutch, was proposing to export condensed milk to the US.272 Once

more, the relationship between Bord Bainne and the DDC supported the case for the

DDC’s perpetuation. Also once more, considering that the DDC’s condenseries were

mostly supplied by milk from the dairying periphery, the relationship was very favourable

to the dairy farmers in the dairying periphery.

The pattern continues regarding DDC cream. Before the 1960s, canned cream had been

an important product for the DDC; there was a cannery on the Lansdowne complex.273

However, by 1961 it was faring so badly against Danish competition in Britain, that the

DDC requested Bord Bainne to prioritise its marketing.274 As it transpired, Bord Bainne

struggled to find markets for DDC canned cream, but it encouraged the DDC to develop

frozen cream products, and it duly succeeded in finding buyers for DDC frozen cream.275

In 1965, Bord Bainne concluded deals to sell DDC frozen cream to H.J. Heinz & Company

and Crosse & Blackwell, which required frozen cream for their soup products. Frozen

cream became a very important product for the DDC, and as far as Bord Bainne was

concerned, it contributed significantly to the diversification of dairy output.276 The success

with DDC frozen cream was augmented by the success with DDC sterilised cream. During

1964, Bord Bainne cultivated a market for sterilised cream in Britain and during 1965 the

DDC exported 50,000 cartons of sterilised cream to Britain.277 Finally, in a classic market-

led strategy, Bord Bainne also developed markets for new cream products like long-life

whipping cream and creamed rice and the DDC developed these products.278

In the context of another classic market-led strategy of Bord Bainne’s, the remarkable

relationship between Bord Bainne and the DDC was made apparent for the fifth time. In

1961, the only cheese manufactured by the DDC was Cheddar.279 The previous year, civil

servants in the Department of An Taoiseach, assessing the future for the DDC, had

wondered if it could make other varieties, and thus break into new international markets.

This was impossible with Cheddar.28° When Bord Bainne took over cheese marketing in

1961, it immediately addressed itself to this task. Success came soon, as it delivered a

272(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Aug. 1965-June 1969).
273(ibid., DT S 16388 A).
274(ibid., DDC 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962).
275(ibid., DDC 2/5/12, Dec. 1963-Apr. 1964).
276 (ibid., DDC 2/84/22).
277(ibid., DDC 2/5/12, May 1964-July 1965); (ibid., DDC 2/5/12, Dec. 1963-Apr. 1964).
278Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, p. 41.
279(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962).
280(ibid., DT S 14624).
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market for Colby cheese in the US, and at its state-of-the-art Lansdowne cheese factory,

the DDC began producing Colby in 1962.TM (Originally made in Colby, Wisconsin, Colby

cheese is similar to Cheddar but made using a washed-curd process.) In 1962, Colby

required a high, £100-per-ton, export bounty - in 1969, £50 per ton would be paid on all

cheese.282 Yet it was disproportionately responsible for the additional £1 million that

flowed into Ireland in 1962 as a result of the growth and diversification of dairy product

exports.283 Moreover, it continued to be disproportionately valuable as the decade

progressed. From 1963, difficulty exporting cheese to Britain meant that it became more

of a problem product for Bord Bainne rather than the key product in its diversification

drive. Bord Bainne, and the govemment, did make the effort with cheese that they had

with butter, introducing a grading scheme and a national brand, but the difficulty exporting

cheese to Britain was not market-related, it was political.TM As Irish cattle numbers had

risen under the Second Programme for Economic Expansion, Britain had been happy to

have first refusal on the expanded output of Irish livestock to meet its market needs.

However, in the full knowledge that increased milk output was a consequence of higher

cattle numbers, it had been reluctant to accommodate Irish dairy product exports, even

where it could, as with cheese. While the 1965 Anglo-Irish Free Trade Agreement

included no restrictions on Irish cheese imports, it did not rule them out within the lifetime

of the agreement, and was, therefore, the harbinger of British quotas on Irish cheese. In

1968, the British government duly proposed that by 1970 Irish cheese imports would be

30,100 tons. This was almost 7,000 tons short of the minimum that the Irish government

was relying on Britain to absorb. Under pressure, Britain did revise the quota proposal, so

that by 1970 Irish cheese imports would be 33,000 tons, but this was a one-off

concession.285 Thus, because the volume of Irish cheese production had been small in

1961, and had risen substantially, mostly in response to Bord Bainne-sourced British

markets, the Irish cheese sector faced a big threat to its profitability in 1968.286 Bord

Bainne’s export of DDC Colby cheese to the US mitigated this threat.

One of the last dairy products that Bord Bainne started to market, in 1964, was milk

powder, and milk powder was the last major DDC dairy product that Bord Bainne would

281(ibid., DDC 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962).282(ibid., DDC 2/5/12, Jan. 1963-Dec. 1963); (ibid., DDC 2/43/8, May 1967-Sept. 1970).
283KM, 12 Jan. 1963; see, for instance, Raymond F. Betts, Decolonization (London and New York, 1998), p.
64, regarding just how important diversification is to economic development.284 Ddil Eireann deb., ccxxxv, 1654 (26 June 1968); (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Dec. 1963-Apr. 1964).
285 Daly, First department, pp 492-3.
286 (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962).
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market.287 Through Bord Bainne’s marketing of milk powder, the pattern was maintained,

and the remarkable relationship between Bord Bainne and the DDC was evident. The

DDC manufactured milk powder at Tipperary condensery, as well as on the Lansdowne

complex, and it was the premier manufacturer of milk powder in Ireland.288 For both

facilities, it purchased the milk supply from its suppliers, but also from local co-operatives,

so that they were not neglected.289 Bord Bainne did not become the exclusive exporter of

milk powder. Since 1959, Irish Milk Powder Exports Ltd had been exporting milk powder

through an arrangement with Unigate (Milk Products) Ltd, the British dairy company,

which supplied Mars Ltd, and it would continue doing so.e9° Indeed, the DDC used Irish

Milk Powder Exports to ship products, and Bord Bainne had facilitated that partnership.TM

Instead, because Irish Milk Powder Exports focused mainly on the British market, Bord

Bainne concentrated mainly on exporting milk powder to the US, and in the Midwest it

struck gold.292 It convinced Borden, the giant Ohioan food producer, of Irish milk

powder’s quality.29s In 1965, Borden bought approximately 1,650 tons of DDC whole

milk powder, as the premier milk powder, while the same year, Irish Milk Powder Exports

sold only approximately 1,000 tons of DDC whole milk powder.TM Furthermore, like with

DDC Colby cheese, the American milk powder markets that Bord Bainne delivered for

DDC milk powder were spared the sort of vicissitude associated with exporting to Britain.

The relationship between Bord Bainne and the DDC consistently supported the case for the

perpetuation of the DDC. Considering that the DDC was mostly supplied with milk from

the dairying periphery, it was also consistently very favourable to the dairy farmers in the

dairying periphery.

Until 1972, the board of Bord Bainne was made up of nine members who were,

theoretically, representative of the Irish dairy industry: the representative of the minister for

agriculture; the representative of the co-operatives; the representative of the DDC; the

representative of the licensed cheese manufacturers; the representative of the licensed

chocolate crumb manufacturers; the representative of the licensed milk powder

manufacturers; the representative of the suppliers of the Munster and south Leinster co-

287Agriculture in the second programme, p. 98; Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 71.
288(N.A.I., DT S 16388 A); Hennigan, ’A brief article on the DDC’ (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
289Hennigan, ’A brief article on the DDC’ (in the possession of Dr Tom O’Connor).
290Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 71; Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 82; (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/14, Aug.
1961-Dec. 1963); EP, 10 June 1963.
291 (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/14, Aug. 1961-Dec. 1963).
292Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 71; Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 82.
293Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 158.
294(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Dec. 1963-Apr. 1964).
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operatives; the representative of the suppliers of the Connacht, Ulster and north Leinster

co-operatives; and the representative of the suppliers of the DDC.295 They were nominated

or elected for four-year terms, and the first selection was completed by May 1961.296 In

actual fact, in terms of its size, the DDC, and in terms of their number, DDC suppliers

enjoyed greater representation on the board of Bord Bainne than they warranted. This was

of course a consequence of the fact that the DDC was not co-operatively controlled and

DDC suppliers did not supply co-operatives. From the perspective of the DDC, this lent

more weight to the case for its perpetuation. From the perspective of DDC suppliers, it

was, yet again, very favourable to them as dairy farmers in the dairying periphery.

Although, there is nothing to suggest that the greater representation of the DDC and DDC

suppliers on the board of Bord Bainne dictated the relationship that developed between

Bord Bainne and the DDC.

DDC director M.J. Mullally became the first DDC representative on the board of Bord

Bainne.297 When the DDC board had discussed the DDC representative in March 1961,

Michael Horgan had argued that the nomination was its matter, but John Dempsey, then

chairman of the DDC, had ruled that the nomination was the prerogative of the minister.

Patrick Smith had duly selected Mullally.298 This is interesting because Dempsey, who had

been parachuted into the chairmanship of the DDC, and only served as chairman for three

years, was so obviously out of step with the DDC’s tradition of independence. This seems

to be the only occasion on which the DDC board did not seek to exercise independence.

Elections were held to select the representative of the suppliers of the DDC on the board

of Bord Bainne, and the representatives of the suppliers of the co-operatives, in May 1961.

Precisely 21,836 dairy farmers supplying the seventeen DDC groups in Kerry, Clare, Cork,

Tipperary and Limerick were entitled to vote in the 1961 election of the DDC suppliers’

representative. The electoral register was provided by the only census of DDC suppliers

ever undertaken, compiled in 1960 (which also provides the source for Graph 1 in Chapter

5, showing the number of DDC suppliers in 1960 by group).299 The DDC suppliers were

joined on the electoral register by the small number of dairy farmers that supplied the

295 Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, p. 41; IFJ, 1 July 1972; Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 98; CC, 29

Apr. 1961.296 (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, May 1964-July 1965); IF J, 6 May 1961.
297 IFJ, 6 May 1961; (N.A.I., DDC 1/21); D6ill~ireann deb., cclviii, 1606 (10 Feb. 1972).
298 DDC minutes, 23 Mar. 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); (ibid., DDC 2/5/12, May 1964-July 1965).
_,99 (ibid., DDC 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962); CC, 18 Mar. 1961. The county break down of the 21,836 DDC

electors in 1961 was: Kerry, 9,982; Clare, 7,139; Cork, 3,456; Tipperary, 738; and Limerick, 521.
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creamery at UCC. Under neither co-operative nor DDC control, it was an anomaly whose

suppliers, it had been considered, would be best represented by the elected member on the

board of Bord Bainne with the smallest constituency.3°° Three candidates contested the

1961 election of the DDC suppliers’ representative: Frank Wall, Kevin Leahy and Eugene

O’Riordan. Frank Wall was a supplier of Tarbert auxiliary in the Listowel group.TM ?Ie

was seen, James Kennelly found, ’as a Fianna Ffiil supporter’.3°2 However, more crucially,

as chairman of its North Kerry Executive, he was an ICMSA official, and had been c~.osen

as an ICMSA candidate.3°3 As a person, Kennelly discovered, Wall was the ideal electoral

candidate: ’Frank Wall had apparently few enemies. Given the tenor of farm politics in

County Kerry, this was no mean feat! ,304 Kevin Leahy was a supplier of Doon auxiliary in

the Listowel group, but also its manager and, as the owner of a 111-acre farm at Broadford,

County Limerick, a supplier of Broadford co-operative creamery.3°5 In the context of his

role as manager of Doon creamery, the DDC did not see Leahy’s candidature as presenting

a conflict of interests. It stipulated only that if he was successful, he engage ’a duly

qualified substitute manager’.3°6 Yet Leahy would be no DDC stooge on the board of Bord

Bainne. Leahy was an NFA candidate, and so, inevitably, the festering conflict between

the NFA and the ICMSA was brought to bear on the 1961 Bord Bainne elections.3°7

Indeed, Leahy later stated ’that he was forced by the N.F.A. to stand as a candidate’.3°8

Eugene O’Riordan was a supplier of Inchigeela auxiliary in the Terelton group. A

latecomer to the electoral race, he never made up the lost ground, but as effectively an

independent in an ICMSA-NFA contest, it was never likely that he would.3°9 The contest

between the ICMSA and the NFA defined the 1961 Bord Bainne elections.

During the three months of electioneering in the DDC group areas, Frank Wall

campaigned on a platform that emphasised a positive record for the ICMSA. He

proclaimed that it was the ’true and tried friend of the suppliers to the Dairy Disposal

Board creameries’.3:° Meanwhile, Kevin Leahy campaigned on a platform that emphasised

a negative record for the ICMSA, asking why it had not protested when the report of the

300 CC, 29 Apr. 1961; Dfil Eireann deb., clxxxv, 1362 (15 Dec. 1960).
3olKM, 4 Mar. 1961.
302Kenneily, Kerry way, p. 109.
303KM, 4 Mar. 1961.
304Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 109.
305(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962); Interview with Denis McCarthy.
306DDC minutes, 2 Mar. 1961 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
307 CC, 18 Feb. 1961.
308(N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962).
309Ibid.; Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.
3~o CC, 22 Apr. 1961.
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Milk Costings Commission had not been published.311 In spending £1,500 on Leahy’s

campaign, the NFA wanted the 1961 Bord Bainne elections to be a watershed in Irish

farming politics.312 It wanted their results to prove that if ICMSA supporters could not be

wholly assimilated, at least, in Leahy’s words, the ICMSA ’could not claim to be the sole

representative of the dairy farmer.’313 This was over-ambitious in 1961, the ICMSA as an

organisation was mature, and it mobilised fully during Wall’s campaign. Assiduous

canvassing was the tenet of ICMSA branches from the West Clare group area to the

Knocklong group area.3~4 In the Knocklong group area, around forty-five miles from his

north Kerry bailiwick, Wall was recognised as an old comrade from the 1953 milk strike,

and pledged total support.315 Whatever the blemishes on the ICMSA’s record, the NFA

could not yet challenge its representation of dairy farmers, and, therefore, Wall polled a

very big majority.316 Likewise, in the 1961 election of the representative of the suppliers of

the Munster and south Leinster co-operatives, John Feely, deputy-president of the ICMSA

at that stage, was returned.3~7 However, Charles Fletcher, president of the ICMSA, was

defeated by the non-aligned Laurence Brady in the 1961 election of the representative of

the suppliers of the Connacht, Ulster and north Leinster co-operatives.3~8 This

demonstrated that the ICMSA did not have an unassailable monopoly on the representation

of dairy farmers. Moreover, given that dairy farms in Connacht, Ulster and north Leinster

were generally small, it demonstrated that the ICMSA did not even have an unassailable

monopoly on the representation of smaller dairy farmers.319 Thus, the NFA could

realistically aspire to representing dairy farmers, including smaller dairy farmers, too. This

meant that there could, potentially, be an overlap in the support bases of the ICMSA and

the NFA. Consequently, this, in turn, points to more grounds to believe that if the DDC

did decisively defend its milk prices, ICMSA-NFA relations might have been better.

Following the 1961 Bord Bainne elections, Kevin Leahy continued to work as a creamery

manager for the DDC, and later became the junior assistant manager at Listowel central.32°

After his success in the 1961 Bord Bainne elections, Frank Wall used his term as DDC

suppliers’ representative, in one Clare ICMSA member’s estimation, to fully involve the

311
Ibid.

312 (N.A.I., 2/5/12, Feb. 1961-Dec. 1962).
313

CC, 18 Feb. 1961.
3~4

Ibid., 4 Mar. 1961; KM, 4 & 11 Mar. 1961.
3J5

KM, 4 Mar. 1961.
3J61FJ, 6 May 1961.
317 Ibid.; Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 98.

3181FJ, 6 May 1961.
319 Tovey, ’Milk and modernity’, p. 56.

320 Interview with Denis McCarthy.
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ICMSA in ’the developments in An Bord Bainne and the dairying industry generally.’321

Unsurprisingly, though, he also used it as a vehicle to communicate the ICMSA’s

grievances about DDC milk prices. In 1963, Wall, and Feely, had a chance meeting with

DDC director Timothy Dennehy on a train. This contributed to the DDC board’s decision

to hold the first meeting between the DDC board and the ICMSA leadership, which,

furthermore, was scheduled to discuss DDC milk prices. Wall, and Feely, had worn their

hats as members of the board of Bord Bainne and this had encouraged the DDC board to

parley with the ICMSA. The ICMSA and the DDC now sat together on the board of Bord

Bainne. ICMSA-DDC relations had ceased to be polarised in the mid-1950s, and John

Hennigan’s chairmanship of the DDC was facilitating even better relations. Yet the

common presence of the ICMSA and the DDC on the board of Bord Bainne also inspired

the good ICMSA-DDC relations that distinguished the first half of the 1960s.322 In

addition, the common presence on the board ofBord Bainne also had the capacity to lead

to the greater acceptance by the ICMSA of the perpetuation of the DDC.

The presence of the ICMSA on the board of Bord Bainne nearly caused a conflict of

interests. When Bord Bainne raised its milk supplier levy by 1 d. in May 1962, Frank Wall

confronted a dilemma.323 As a member of the board ofBord Bainne, he, especially, knew

the importance of the levy in ensuring the marketability of Irish dairy products. However,

as an ICMSA official, he, particularly, knew too the financial pressure on dairy farmers,

which was very acute from the early 1960s. Fortunately for Wall, the government shared

his dilemma, and rather than risk a militant reaction from dairy farmers, it subsidised milk

prices by ld. in June 1962.324 Despite this, though, and Wall’s initiative as DDC suppliers’

representative, and his profile (in 1965, he addressed three public meetings in Clare alone),

he had performed against the backdrop of huge pressure on dairy farmers.325 That context,

if not his fault, made his position untenable. Therefore, the NFA partly supplanting the

ICMSA in the 1965 Bord Bainne elections was not an over-ambitious proposition, and the

NFA candidate for DDC suppliers’ representative, Michael Howard, duly unseated Wall.326

321KM, 11 Sept. 1965.
322 (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
323 KM, 19 May 1962.
324 Ibid., 9 June 1962; Daly, First department, pp 384-5.
325 KM, 18 Sept. 1965; CC, 18 Sept. 1965.
326 (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, May 1964-July 1965); KM, 18 Sept. 1965; CC, 2 Oct. 1965.
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Howard was a supplier of Kilnamona auxiliary in the North Clare group, treasurer of the

NFA and a member of the NFA’s National Dairy Committee.327 His election campaign

emphasised (and exaggerated) the pressure on dairy farmers during Wall’s watch.328

Centring on Clare, it also emphasised his Banner credentials, which was also a factor in his

victory (with a majority corresponding to the number of DDC suppliers in Clare!)329 The

NFA’s chairman in Clare, Thomas Cahill, hailed Howard’s election as proof that the NFA

was now the legitimate voice of DDC suppliers.33° Of course it was not that clear-cut, and

regarding the elections of the representatives of the suppliers of the co-operatives, the NFA

certainly could not claim to be the legitimate voice of co-operative suppliers. Feely was re-

elected for the ICMSA and another non-aligned candidate, John O’Neill, replaced

Laurence Brady.TM Yet in the election of the DDC suppliers’ representative, an NFA

candidate had been returned and the NFA could now claim to represent dairy farmers, and,

more specifically, smaller dairy farmers. Thus, had the DDC decisively defended its milk

prices, ICMSA-DDC relations might, indeed, have been better. Representing the DDC on

the second board of Bord Bainne was, once again, M.J. Mullally.

In the context of championing their respective associations as representatives of the

suppliers of the DDC, Frank Wall and Michael Howard converged. Wall had elevated the

ICMSA, and thanks immensely to Howard, the NFA became established as a farmers’

organisation representative of dairy farmers. In 1969, the ICMSA even conceded the

existence of some parity between it and the NFA. It concluded an election pact with the

NFA, through which both associations would retain their representative on the board of

Bord Bainne after the 1969 elections.332 That the NFA retained the DDC suppliers’

representative - Howard being re-elected - meant that it had become established, even

more specifically, as a farmers’ organisation representative of smaller dairy farmers.

Strictly as DDC suppliers’ representatives, Wall and Howard diverged in their approaches

towards dealing with Bord Bainne and the DDC. Where Wall had, James Kennelly found,

’exercised his influence quietly and effectively, but in the background’, Howard was

outspoken, equally effective, and in the spotlight.333 Regarding the huge pressure that

dairy farmers were under from the early 1960s, Howard targeted the DDC over its milk

327 CC, 18 Sept. 1965; KM, 18 Sept. 1965.
328 CC, 18 Sept. 1965.
329Ibid., 18 Sept. & 2 Oct. 1965.
330Ibid., 2 Oct. 1965.
331Ibid.; KM, 18 Sept. 1965; MacDonald, LakelandDairies, p. 84.
332CC, 26 July 1969; (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, July 1969-Apr. 1974).
333Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 109.
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prices, but he did not simply criticise.TM He worked hard to see that Bord Bainne disposed

of as much dairy produce as possible.335 Both Wall and Howard, and, by extension, the

ICMSA and the NFA in the DDC group areas worked very productively with Bord Bainne

between 1960 and 1972. They took full advantage of the special representation that DDC

suppliers had been afforded on its board, and sought to complement it with representation

on the board of the DDC.336 This, consequently, served to endorse the status quo, and the

perpetuation of the DDC. In 1969, Mullally was re-nominated as the DDC representative

on the board of Bord Bainne.337

By 1970, the Irish domestic subsidy burden relating to dairy products, which had been

created largely by additional dairying in the 1960s, was not almost £ 16 million, as expected

as the worst-case consequence of milk output increasing to 550 million gallons per annum.

Instead, it was almost £31 million.338 On the face of it, Bord Bainne had failed

dramatically to reduce the domestic subsidy burden. However, under the Second

Programme for Economic Expansion, milk output had not increased to 550 million gallons

per annum; it had increased to 800 million gallons per annum.339 In the context of milk

output increasing to 800 million gallons per annum, £31 million as a subsidy burden was

appreciably less than it would have been in the absence of Bord Bainne. During the 1960s,

Bord Bainne had grown Irish dairy exports to levels hitherto not achieved by the state.

Moreover, it had done so along with successfully fostering the kind of product

diversification that minimised subsidisation. Finally, its promotion of diversification had

attuned the Irish dairy industry to a market-led strategy, preparing it for a long-term,

profitable future. In doing all of this, and doing it in a scenario whereby it depended on

eking what it could from the British market and other, sparse, intemational markets beyond

the EEC, Bord Bainne’s impact was misrepresented by 1970’s £31 million subsidy burden.

Naturally, while 1970’s £31 million subsidy burden would have been far larger but for

Bord Bainne’s impact and both misrepresented what it had accomplished, and could

accomplish, it was nonetheless intolerable and unsustainable. Therefore, Ireland’s

accession to the EEC in 1973, in addition to enabling Bord Bainne to reap the hard-earned

dividends of the 1960s, occasioned, Mary Daly summarised, ’widespread relief’.34°

334 IF J, 22 Jan. 1966.
335 CC, 30 Sept. 1967.
336Ibid., 2 Oct. 1965.
337Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 98.
338Daly, First department, p. 498.
339Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, p. 115.
340 Daly, First department, p. 442.
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Underpinning the initial impact of Bord Bainne had been the DDC. Structurally, it was a

perfect fit for Bord Bainne. Furthermore, although it, like the co-operatives, was over-

reliant on the production of butter, it had allowed Bord Bainne to take great strides towards

rejuvenating the Irish butter trade. Finally, the DDC’s manufacture of condensed milk,

cream, cheese and milk powder had allowed Bord Bainne to successfully foster product

diversification. The disproportionate role that the DDC had played in the impact of Bord

Bainne, and the disproportionate representation that it and its suppliers enjoyed on the

board ofBord Bainne, emphatically supported the case for the DDC’s perpetuation. That

the relationship between Bord Bainne and the DDC had been very favourable to the dairy

farmers in the dairying periphery supported the case yet more.

The disproportionate role that the DDC played in the impact of Bord Bainne was

complemented by the disproportionate role that it played in Carbery Creameries, in the

southwest. As discussed in Chapter 5, in 1966 the DDC co-founded Carbery Creameries,

comprising its West Cork group and five west Cork co-operatives, and Carbery Creameries

duly went into partnership with the British company Express Dairies. Through the

company that Carbery Creameries and Express Dairies established, Carbery Milk Products

Ltd, a dairy-processing factory was built at Ballineen in 1968, and, Jerome Geaney stated,

’The traditional creamery scene began to change all over West Cork with the founding of

Carbery Milk Products in 1966 and the opening of their factory at Ballineen in 1968.’34~

At the Ballineen factory, which Carbery Creameries supplied with whole and skim milk,

Cheddar cheese was the flagship product (it is today, as Dubliner Irish Cheese, still a

leading Carbery product). Yet the factory also manufactured other cheeses, chocolate

crumb, cream, milk powder and skim milk products, as well as ingredients for formulas,

dressings, sauces, processed meats, soups, ice cream, confectionery and baked goods.342

The output of the Ballineen factory epitomised the diversification in dairy production that

Bord Bainne sought and that the Irish dairy industry needed. In fact, the Ballineen factory

represented the first in a new generation of multi-purpose dairy-processing factories, which

manufactured a diversified range of dairy products. In 1975, a creamery federation in the

northeast, Virginia Co-operative Creameries, would go into partnership with Express

Dairies to construct a multi-purpose dairy-processing factory in Virginia, County Cavan.343

341 (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1959-Dec. 1976); Geaney, ’Drinagh Co-op’, p. 13.

342 CE, 18 Jan. & 6 July 1966; Barryroe Co-op Ltd, Barryroe Co-op est. 1925: a lifetime ofprogress

(Lislevane, 2000), p. 15.
343 Ward et al, Co-operation between co-operatives, pp 91-2 & 94.
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Express Dairies was vital to the success of the Ballineen factory. It had singular expertise,

an established customer base, and the wherewithal to invest.TM Indeed, it had paid for

seventy-five per cent of the cost of building the factory, but would pay an unquantifiable

sum towards its ongoing capitalisation. Decisively, Express Dairies had gone into

partnership with Carbery Creameries to operate a factory only on the understanding that the

creamery federation would be solid, and would maintain a supply of milk to the factory.345

The DDC had ensured that Carbery Creameries had been cohesive, and that the Ballineen

factory had been kept supplied with milk.

Four of the five west Cork co-operatives that were part of Carbery Creameries, the

Bandon, Barryroe, Drinagh and Lisavaird societies (the Carrigaline society was the other),

were as antagonistic towards each other as creameries in west Cork had ever been. As a

neutral party, the DDC had assumed an unofficial leadership of the federation. The

manager of Aughadown central creamery, Patrick Kerrisk, who represented the DDC on

the committee of Carbery Creameries, had corralled his fellow committee members.346

Regarding the milk supply for the Ballineen factory, because the West Cork group was part

of the DDC, if required, it could arrange for milk from the DDC network to be diverted to

the factory. In addition, eighteen lorries, making forty trips, were needed to bring the milk

supply for the Ballineen factory from all over west Cork, and because the West Cork group

was part of the DDC, if required, it could call on the DDC’s lorry fleet for assistance.347

Thus, the disproportionate role that the DDC played in Carbery Creameries, like the

disproportionate role that it had played in the impact of Bord Bainne, supported the case

for its perpetuation. Furthermore, that the involvement of the DDC in Carbery Creameries,

like the relationship between the DDC and Bord Bainne, was very beneficial for dairy

farmers in the dairying periphery also supported the case yet more. Following the

dissolution of the DDC, Carbery Creameries might well fracture. In 1967, a spokesperson

for one of the four adversarial west Cork co-operatives remarked: ’We have as much hope

of amalgamating with one of our neighbours...as we have...with a co-op, in the Sudan.’348

If Express Dairies pulled out of the Ballineen factory, in addition to the major blow to the

dairy industry in west Cork, it could make international milk processors wary of working

with Irish creameries to develop the new generation of dairy-processing factories.

344(N.A.I., DDC 2/43/8, Oct. 1964-Apr. 1967).
345(ibid., DDC 2/43/8, May 1967-Sept. 1970); CE, 18 Jan. !966; IFJ, 8 Nov. 1969.
346(N.A.I., DDC 2/43/8, Oct. 1964-Apr. 1967); CE, 6 July 1966.
347(N.A.I., DDC 2/43/8, Oct. 1964-Apr. 1967); (ibid., DDC 2/43/8, May 1967-Sept. 1970).
348IF J, 22 July 1967.
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Carbery Creameries had evolved out of the South Western Cattle Breeding Society, the

AI initiative that provided AI in mid-west and west Cork, and which had a membership of

nine co-operatives and three DDC groups: Coachford, Terelton and West Cork.349 The

DDC played another disproportionate role in the South Western Cattle Breeding Society.

Despite the opinion of the manager of Drinagh Co-operative Society, William Quirke, who

had stated: ’It is a sad reflection on the farmers...when a semi-Government body like the

Dairy Disposal Board, should engage so extensively in creamery operations’, in 1956 the

DDC had been invited to join the provisional South Western Cattle Breeding Society.35° It

had duly become the biggest shareholder in the established society.TM Consequently, if the

DDC was dissolved, this was another element of the dairy industry, in the dairying

periphery, that could, potentially, be destabilised. Lastly, the DDC played a valuable, if

not disproportionate, role in many other organisations in the dairy industry. For instance, it

sat on the Dairy Produce Consultative Council and capitalised the North Clare Co-

operative Livestock Mart.352

VI

By the late 1960s, DDC suppliers had been represented on the board of Bord Bainne,

where their representatives had been sat alongside a representative of the DDC board, for

nigh on a decade. Moreover, there had been a meeting between the ICMSA leadership and

the DDC board. Therefore, it was somewhat of a natural progression when there were

conferences between mandated DDC suppliers and the DDC board in 1968, 1969 and

1970.353 After all, there had been conferences between DDC senior staff and the DDC

board in 1962 and 1963. Furthermore, these conferences had been dictated by the issue of

suppliers’ incomes. Finally, the designation of DDC director Charles Fletcher as suppliers’

representative on the DDC board had signalled that there would be a new era of dialogue

between the board and suppliers. That there were mandated DDC suppliers for the DDC

board to organise conferences with in 1968, 1969 and 1970 was the result of the gradual

emergence of the consultative committees in 1965, 1966 and 1967.

349(N.A.I., DDC 2/43/8, Oct. 1964-Apr. 1967).
350(ibid., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1955-Dec. 1958); CE, 16 Apr. 1956; Geaney, ’Drinagh Co-op’, pp 12-13.
351(N.A.I., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1955-Dec. 1958); DDC minutes, 20 Jan. 1956 (ibid., DDC minutes).
352Facsimile of memorandum from Henry O’Friel to Sefin (3 Broin, secretary of the Department of
Agriculture, 17 July 1952 (ibid., DDC 2/90/13); DDC minutes, 23 Oct. 1959 (ibid., DDC minutes); D6il
Eireann deb., cxxxvii, 32 (11 Mar. 1953).
353 Central consultative committee conference minutes, 15 Nov. 1968, 6 June 1969 & 18 June 1970 (N.A.I.,

DDC 1/24).
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In 1965, both the ICMSA and the NFA proposed to the DDC board committees of DDC

suppliers that would consult with central creamery managers, over ’local problems’,

periodicallyY4 At a November 1965 meeting, the central creamery managers themselves

grudgingly endorsed the proposal.355 With militancy rife in the 1960s (in December, an

NFA march was to be staged in Tralee to protest at milk prices), they felt that they had

little choice.356 The manager of Coachford central creamery, Denis O’Dwyer, and the

manager of Cahirciveen central creamery, Edward O’Mahony, called for the committees to

be elected. This was to protect managers from untoward pressure and to make the whole

operation more efficient.357 Consequently, when it was announced in February 1966 that

the committees would be convened, it was also announced that their members would be

elected.358 Each DDC group would have a committee, and most DDC creameries would

have a committee member, elected by not less than one-fifth of suppliers.359 Where small

groups covered large areas, such as in the case of the Cahirciveen and Castletownbere

groups, districts rather than creameries would have a committee member.36°

The first elections for the consultative committees were held over October and

November 1966 and were hotly contested because, inevitably, the candidates were

generally either affiliated to the ICMSA or the NFA.361 Also, decisively, after the 1961

and 1965 Bord Bainne elections, both associations had had one election victory in the DDC

suppliers’ region. Sixty-three per cent of DDC suppliers voted, at national schools and in

village halls, and of 179 committee places, the ICMSA won 91, the NFA won 39,

Independents won 42 and Others won 7.362 This allowed ICMSA president John Feely to

claim a ’wonderful victory’, and that the ICMSA was the legitimate voice of DDC

suppliers.363 Of course, as with the same claim made by the NFA the previous year, it was

far from that clear-cut. Indeed, the NFA countered by stating that its members had been

unable to vote because they had been protesting in Dublin.364 Following the militant lead

of the ICMSA, in October 1966 the NFA had mounted a protest in pursuit of a wholesale

354 (ibid., DDC 2/12/38 A, Dec. 1964-Feb. 1968); Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 64.
355

(N.A.I., DDC 2/12/38 A, Dec. 1964-Feb. 1968).
356

Ibid.; KM, 25 Dec. 1965.
357

(N.A.I., DDC 2/12/38 A, Dec. 1964-Feb. 1968).
358 Ibid.; 1P, 25 Feb. 1966.
359 (N.A.I., DDC 2/12/38 A, Dec. 1964-Feb. 1968); 11, 20 Sept. 1966. The lrish Times stated incorrectly that

there would be twenty-one consultative committees, not seventeen (one for each group) (1T, 20 Sept. 1966).
360 (N.A.I., DDC 2/12/38 A, Dec. 1964-Feb. 1968).
361 Ibid.
362

Ibid.; (N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
363

(N.A.I., DDC 2/88/3-6).
364
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improvement in farmers’ rights.365 Certainly, NFA member, and ex-Kerry footballer,

Robert Stack had been unable to vote because he had been, as reported by the Irish Press,

’on the N.F.A. deputation which sat for 20 days outside the Department of Agriculture’.366

He had been the NFA candidate for Doon creamery (which had replaced the northwest

Kerry travelling creamery), in the Listowel group, but had lost to the chairman of the local

ICMSA branch, Michael Griffin.367 Both the members of the consultative committees and

the central creamery managers took the consultative committees very seriously. When

elected for Dreenatra creamery (which had replaced Baltimore travelling creamery), in the

West Cork group, Patrick O’Driscoll had declared: ’I sincerely hope that I will prove a

worthy representative.’368 In January 1967, Denis O’Dwyer told Coachford Consultative

Committee that, after only their second meeting, the five matters already raised were being

addressed. To give a flavour of what the committees and managers discussed, O’Dwyer

was referring to: the widening of the entrance gate at Macroom creamery; the provision of

a skim-milk dispenser for Aghabullogue creamery; the provision of a stand for Kilcoleman

creamery; the provision of lime; and the employment of a milking-machine technician.369

In fact, so seriously did both the members of the consultative committees and the central

creamery managers take the consultative committees, and so successful were the

consultations, that in 1968 a central consultative committee was proposed to the DDC.37°

It would be an executive committee composed of the chairmen of each group’s consultative

committee, which would hold conferences to liaise over decision-making with the DDC

board.TM The DDC board accepted the proposal.372

DDC suppliers would get their first opportunity to participate in the decision-making of

the DDC board at the November 1968 conference between the central consultative

committee and the DDC board.373 Bord Bainne had given disproportionate representation

to DDC suppliers on its board. Now the DDC itself had agreed to give comprehensive

representation to DDC suppliers as part of a forum that would be convoked specifically to

discuss the direction of the company. They would be like members of a mammoth co-

365 Daly, First department, pp 476-7; Anon., ’Diary of a campaign (1966-1969)’ in McCullen (ed.), Shoulders

to the wheel, pp 22-3.
3661p, 14 Nov. 1966.
367 Ibid.

368 CE, 18 Oct. 1966.
369

(N.A.I., DDC 2/12/38 B, Nov. 1966-Dec. 1971).
370

DDC minutes, 29 Mar. 1968 (ibid., DDC minutes); Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 64; Interview with
Eugene O’Riordan.
371 DDC minutes, 29 Mar. 1968 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
372 Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.

373 Central consultative committee conference minutes, 15 Nov. 1968 (N.A.I., DDC 1/24).
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operative. The inclusion of DDC suppliers in the decision-making process had surely

created the solidest of bases for the perpetuation of the DDC. Such a role in the operation

of a state-sponsored company had never been afforded by any other comparable state-

sponsored company.

The November 1968 conference between the central consultative committee and the

DDC board was held in Limerick; each would be.374 There were four notable chairmen of

consultative committees on the central consultative committee. John Barrett, chairman of

Dingle Consultative Committee, had participated in the 1966 ICMSA strike; Andrew

Lynch, chairman of Rathmore Consultative Committee, would be a powerful voice in the

future; Eugene O’Riordan, chairman of Terelton Consultative Committee, had of course

stood in the 1961 Bord Bainne elections and would also be a powerful voice in the future;

and Frank Wall, chairman of Listowel Consultative Committee, had of course been a very

powerful voice in the past and would be a very powerful voice in the future.375 Previously,

the issue of suppliers’ incomes had defined the relationship between the DDC suppliers’

representatives and the representative of the DDC board on the board of Bord Bainne. It

had also dictated the meeting between the ICMSA leadership and the DDC board. Lastly,

it had even dominated the conferences between DDC senior staff and the DDC board.

Thus, unsurprisingly, it consumed the agenda at the 1968 conference between the central

consultative committee and the DDC board. For example, the chairman of North Clare

Consultative Committee wanted the incomes of the North Clare group’s suppliers boosted

by the acceptance of more skim milk at the Lansdowne complex.376 The issue also

naturally consumed the agenda at the 1969 conference. For example, Lansdowne having

begun to accept more skim milk, the North Clare Consultative Committee’s chairman

wanted suppliers’ incomes boosted again by another increase in the intake of skim milk.377

However, the DDC did not decisively defend its milk prices at either conference.

O’Riordan remembered of the conferences: ’we used to have very useful

discussions...though we may not have got much out of the meetings’.378 Before the late

1960s, the leaders of the ICMSA and the NFA had, chiefly, opposed the perpetuation of the

DDC. From the late 1960s, most DDC suppliers themselves started to believe that the

DDC should be dissolved. With the conferences between it and the central consultative

374 Ibid., 15 Nov. 1968, 6 June 1969 & 18 June 1970.
375 (N.A.I., DDC 2/12/38 A, May 1968-Dec. 1970); (ibid., DDC 2/12/38 A, Dec. 1964-Feb. 1968); O’Grady

(ed.), Leaders of courage, pp 117-29; 1FJ, 22 May 1971; 1P, 14 Nov. 1966.
376 (N.A.I., DDC 2/12/38 A, May 1968-Dec. 1970).
377 Central consultative committee conference minutes, 6 June 1969 (ibid., DDC 1/24).
378 Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.
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committee, the DDC had missed a golden opportunity to convince DDC suppliers that their

interests, or more precisely their incomes, would best be served by its perpetuation.

Therefore, the agenda at the 1970 conference between the central consultative committee

and the DDC board was consumed by the issue of the dissolution of the DDC. O’Riordan

and Lynch, spokespersons for the suppliers of two DDC groups, who might have

intervened decisively to support its perpetuation, instead led the calls for its dissolution.379

Barrett and Wall were the spokesmen for the suppliers of two more DDC groups, officially,

but Wall could claim to speak for the suppliers of all eight DDC groups in Kerry, and they

definitely might have intervened decisively to support the DDC’s perpetuation.38°

The DDC did not prioritise the decisive defence of its milk prices simply because its

focus was on dairy development. When in 1970 it confirmed that milk lorries would

replace most of the creameries in the Ardfert group, there was considerable resistance from

suppliers. Ballinascreena auxiliary, which was to become the group’s sole auxiliary, and

which had undergone an £18,000 renovation to double its processing capacity, was

sabotaged.TM The DDC had anticipated resistance. In 1963, it had deferred closing three

of the group’s six auxiliaries, and introducing a cartage system, for fear of the reaction.382

In addition, it had realised that sentimentality was, ceteris paribus, the reason why

creamery closures were opposed and that sentiment could be overcome if suppliers were

shown clearly that they would eam more through rationalisation. After it had in April 1969

approved the plans to close five of the Ardfert group’s auxiliaries, the DDC had consulted

with Ardfert Consultative Committee. It had demonstrated categorically that the group’s

costs had risen by more than 100 per cent in the previous seven years. Yet in early 1970

the DDC had held suppliers’ meetings at which it had explained the logistics of the new

system, but had failed to evangelise effectively regarding its virtues.383 Following these

meetings, the Irish Farmers’ Journal noted, ’some suppliers were [still] opposed’ to

creamery closures, while ’some were extremely agitated by the idea.’384 Subsequently, one

of these suppliers damaged Ballinascreena auxiliary’s boiler.

379 (N.A.I., DDC 2/12/38 B, Nov. 1966-Dec. 1971); Central consultative committee conference minutes, 18

June 1970 (ibid., DDC 1/24).
38o Kennelly, Kerry way, pp 109-10 & 124.

3811FJ, 13 June 1970.
382 DDC minutes, 14 Oct. 1963 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
383 IFJ, 13 June 1970.
384 Ibid.
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The 1970 conference between the central consultative committee and the DDC board

was the last.385 The central consultative committee was not convened again. However, the

individual, DDC group, consultative committees remained in existence, with fresh

elections being held for them in November 1970.386 Pointedly, they provided the DDC

groups’ suppliers with the ready-made apparatus to negotiate with the DDC, and co-

operatives, the grand transfer of the DDC to co-operative control.

VII

Between 1945 and 1972, the successive Fianna Ffiil and Fine Gael-led governments

supported the apparent likelihood that the DDC would continue in perpetuity following the

completion of its evolution. So too, did the changes that took place in the DDC’s

boardroom, and its forum for senior staff. So also, did the DDC’s relationship with Bord

Bainne, and with other organisations in the dairy industry. During the same period, the

leaders of the farmer organisations, the ICMSA and the NFA, opposed the perpetuation of

the DDC. So too, latterly, and significantly, did most DDC suppliers; as was clear through

the DDC’s fora for suppliers.

The successive governments supported the perpetuation of the DDC because they

wanted it to take a leading role in the development of the dairy industry as a whole. Their

rationale for this was what the fully evolved DDC had achieved, and, moreover, what, as

demonstrated in Chapter 5, it was achieving. The changes that took place in the DDC’s

boardroom and its senior staff forum supported the DDC’s perpetuation because they

reflected the maturation of a sophisticated administration that would not be easy to replace.

The DDC had become very complex to run - its transfbr could be very difficult - and the

changed complexion of the DDC board and its interfacing with senior staff had adapted

well to this. The DDC’s relationships with Bord Bainne and other organisations supported

its perpetuation because they were mutually very beneficial and were very favourable to

the dairy farmers in the dairying periphery. As a consolidated unit, with a premium range

of dairy products, the DDC had contributed disproportionately to the initial impact of Bord

Bainne, on whose board it, and its suppliers, enjoyed disproportionate representation. As a

consolidated unit, it had also contributed disproportionately to the viability of other

organisations established for the benefit of the dairy industry. Owing to the fact that DDC

385 (N.A.I., DDC 2/12/38 B, Jan. 1972-).
386 Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.
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suppliers were mostly dairy farmers in the dairying periphery, the relationship of the DDC

with Bord Bainne was very favourable to the dairy farmers in the dairying periphery.

Owing to the fact that the other organisations operated in the dairying periphery, its

relationships with them were very favourable to dairy farmers in the dairying periphery.

The leaders of the ICMSA and the NFA opposed the perpetuation of the DDC principally

because they believed that its milk prices were unfair. As demonstrated in Chapter 5, the

milk prices of the DDC were actually, relatively, good, and the ICMSA and NFA leaders’

belief was ill-founded, with the DDC simply failing to decisively defend its milk prices.

Latterly, most DDC suppliers opposed the DDC’s perpetuation for the exact same reason.

On the basis of all of this, the apparent likelihood that the DDC would continuity in

perpetuity was meritorious, and as it was a consequence of the evolution of the DDC, the

evolution of the DDC was compliant with its original remit. Even when the DDC’s

employees, who came to neither support nor oppose its perpetuation, are considered, the

conclusion has to remain conclusive. The only reason that they became largely indifferent

to its perpetuation was because the DDC, as a good employer, had led the co-operatives to

become equally good employers. Broadening the analysis, the apparent likelihood that the

DDC would continuity in perpetuity as a consequence of its evolution permits a new

interpretation of: the economic policy of successive Fianna Ffiil and Fine Gael-led

governments; the development, functioning and performance of state-sponsored

companies; clientelism and political patronage; the relations between the farmer

organisations and government and between the farmer organisations themselves; the

relations between trades unions and government after the creation of the Labour Court; and

the early role of Bord Bainne.

Historians have demonstrated the essential continuity in the economic policy of the

successive Fianna Ffiil and Fine Gael-led, or, rather, the successive Fine Gael-led and

Fianna Ffiil governments from the mid-twentieth century.387 In 1958, under the guidance

of Se~in Lemass, the Fianna Ffiil government finally abandoned protectionism for a more

free-trade ideology. This was manifested by its promotion of Economic Development, and

its pursuit of the First Programme for Economic Expansion. Since then, free trade has

remained the cornerstone of every Fianna F~iil or Fianna F~il-led government’s economic

policy. In embracing free trade, Fianna Ffiil endorsed the economic policy of the Fine

Gael-led inter-party governments of the late 1940s and 1950s, and free trade has remained

the cornerstone of every subsequent Fine Gael-led government’s economic policy.

387 See, for instance, Lee, Ireland, p. 345.
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Between 1945 and 1972, the support of the successive Fianna Ffiil and Fine Gael-led

governments for the perpetuation of the DDC represents, primafacie, another, small,

strand of continuity in the governments’ economic policy. Yet, on closer examination, it

actually represents a significant strand. While the governments intended it to facilitate free

trade, and as such it was in keeping with Economic Development etc, the DDC’s

perpetuation would be very interventionist. Interventionism, as was the case when the

Cumann na nGaedheal government intervened to purchase the CMC in 1927, is at odds

with a free-trade economic policy. Consequently, the support of the successive Fianna F~iil

and Fine Gael-led governments for the DDC’s perpetuation represents continuity in their

economic policy at odds with the continuity as recognised in their economic policy.

Regarding the perpetuation of the DDC, the various ministers for agriculture in the

successive Fianna Ffiil and Fine Gael-led governments and the DDC board very much sang

from the same hymnal. However, between 1945 and 1972 relations between a minister and

the DDC soured for the first time when Patrick Smith instructed the DDC to extend the

creamery system into east Connacht, going against two of its fundamental objectives.

Heretofore, commentators on the history of Irish state-sponsored companies have found

that sponsoring ministers did not generally dictate to the boards of state-sponsored

companies (and this also applies to boards made up of civil servants).388 Furthermore, they

have found that they especially did not when the state-sponsored companies were

performing well, as the DDC was.389 Finally, they have found that sponsoring ministers

only dictated to the boards of state-sponsored companies to prevent them from doing

something, not to compel them to do something.39° Thus, although throughout its history

the DDC was mostly so autonomous as to be practically sovereign, its history nevertheless

also provides an example of rare ministerial interference.

Regarding the high level of autonomy that characterised the functioning of the DDC, it is

at this point appropriate to reflect on whether, on the whole, it was a good, or a bad thing.

Pfidraic O’Halpin and Eoin Reeves have found that state-sponsored companies with a high

level of autonomy has been both a good thing; allowing them to operate effectively, and a

388 P~idraic O’Halpin, The chief executive in state enterprise (Dublin, 1979), pp 27, 31 & 45.
389 Sefin Dooney and John O’Toole, Irish government today (2"d ed., Dublin, 1998), p. 200; Michael

MacCormac, ’The boards of semi-state companies’ in 1BAR: Journal oflrish Business and Administrative
Research, v, no. 1 (Apr. 1983), p. 17.
390 John A. Bristow, ’State-sponsored bodies’ in Administration, xxx, nos 2,3 (1982), pp 178-9; Tim

Hastings, Politics, management and industrial relations: semi-state companies and the challenges of
marketization (Dublin, 2003), p. 17; Michefil 6 Riain, On the move: Crras Iompair Eireann 1945-1995
(Dublin, 1995), p. 178.
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bad thing; leading to poor performance and a deviation from their objectives.TM The DDC

was certainly an example of the former. Like Bord na Mrna and Irish Steel Holdings, the

DDC, as demonstrated, operated very effectively. Yet, unlike Bord na Mrna and Irish

Steel Holdings, it did not require the kind ofpatemal, hands on approach of their

sponsoring ministers.392 The history of the DDC, therefore, shows that a high level of

autonomy is a good thing where the board of a state-sponsored company is composed, or

largely composed, of senior civil servants, who can be relied upon to be self-regulating.

This was the inherent hypothesis of both the Devlin report in 1969 and, as recently as 2000,

the Cromien report on the Department of Education. They both recommended the casting

of state agencies, which would be adjuncts of government departments, rather than state-

sponsored companies.393 Barry Vaughan has questioned their hypothesis, but the history of

v/the DDC bears it out.394

Also at this point, it is apposite to reflect on the issue of political clientelism vis-h-vis the

DDC. As discussed in the conclusion to Chapter 4, clientelism, in terms of a politician

seeking to maintain state control of an enterprise because it is a source of jobs etc for his

electors, was not a factor in the resistance to the transfer of the DDC Newmarket group.

Between 1945 and 1972, just as before the Newmarket group’s transfer in 1944, there is no

evidence of politicians succeeding in the use of the DDC to bolster their electoral bases

either. Consequently, this entire study of the DDC supports Michael Gallagher and Lee

Komito’s contention, as set out in Chapter 4, that clientelism has been an illusionary

phenomenon in the Irish state: which is the consensus view of political scientists. They

contend that politicians have only been able to work within the system for the benefit of

electors, merely sustaining an impression that they possess real powers of brokerage.395

391 O’Halpin, Chief executive in state enterprise, pp 40-41; Eoin Reeves, ’State-sponsored bodies in Ireland:

policy and performance’ in lrish Banking Review (autumn 1997), p. 21.
39_, See Donal Clarke, Brown gold." a history of Bord na Mrna and the Irish peat industry (Dublin, 2010);

Sarsfield Hogan, A history of lrish Steel (Dublin, 1980).
393 Geoffrey MacKechnie, ’Devlin revisited’ in Administration, xxv, no. 1 (spring 1977), pp 18-19; Barry

Vaughan, ’State agencies: once and future kings?’ in ibid., liii, no. 4 (2006), p. 56.
394 Vaughan, ’State agencies’, p. 62.
395 Michael Gallagher and Lee Komito, ’The constituency role of D~iil deputies’ in John Coakley and Michael

Gallagher (eds), Politics in the republic oflreland (5th ed., Limerick, and Abingdon and New York, 2010), pp
242-3 & 258; Brian Farrell, ’Ireland: from friends and neighbours to clients and partisans: some dimensions
of parliamentary representation under PR-STV’ in Vernon Bogdanor (ed.), Representatives of the people?
Parliamentarians and constituents in western democracies (Aldershot, 1985), p. 242; Ellen Hazelkorn,
’Class, clientelism and the political process in the republic of Ireland’ in Patrick Clancy, Sheelagh Drudy,
Kathleen Lynch and Liam O’Dowd (eds), Ireland." a sociologicalprofile (Dublin, 1986), pp 329-30; Michael
D. Higgins, ’The limits of clientelism: towards an assessment of Irish politics’ in Christopher Clapham (ed.),
Private patronage andpublic power." clientelism in the modern state (London, 1982), pp 121-2; Valerie
Kelly, ’Focus on clients: a reappraisal of the effectiveness of TDs’ interventions’ in Administration, xxxv, no.
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However, where their analyses have dismissed the ability of politicians to influence

appointments to public jobs, they have all argued that the Civil Service and Local

Appointments Commission, created in 1920, prevented this.396 To reiterate the point made

in Chapter 4, though, its purview does not include the semi-state sector, and state-

sponsored companies for much of the history of the Irish state did their own hiring. Thus,

they could have been influenced by politicians. Yet the DDC, for one, was not. All of this,

of course, is not to suggest that the history of the DDC totally substantiates the prevailing

view of political scientists on clientelism. It merely provides further ammunition for their

challenge of the orthodoxy.

Far less illusionary in the Irish state than the phenomenon of clientelism has been

political patronage in terms of who governments have selected to sit on the boards of state

institutions. Most of the well-known directors and chairpersons of Irish state-sponsored

companies were so obviously members or retainers of the political party that was in

government when they were elevated. For instance, Todd Andrews, a founding member of

Fianna Ffiil, was brought by Sefin Lemass as minister for industry and commerce in to his

department and installed as a director of the Turf Development Board in 1934.397 Only this

year, 2010, Garret FitzGerald has portrayed this form of political patronage as endemic.398

However, Basil Chubb asserted that while every party when in government nominated

many of its supporters to the boards of state-sponsored companies, the majority of those

nominated to the boards of state-sponsored companies were still those best qualified.399

Indeed, even when the Fianna F~il government made Todd Andrews chairman of Crras

Iompair t~ireann in 1958, this was probably mostly because he was the right man for the

job.4°° From when in 1961 the first non-civil servants were nominated to the board of the

DDC, it substantiates Chubb’s assertion. Of three non-civil servant directors nominated in

1961, two were simply politically appointed, while one was a political appointment. When

in 1969 one of the former passed away, another non-political director was nominated in his

stead. Therefore, the history of the DDC provides an example of the politicisation of

patronage but, moreover, it provides an example of how the extent of this has been

2 (summer 1987), p. 145; Paul Martin Sacks, The Donegal mafia: an lrish political machine (New Haven and

London, 1976), pp 7, 50, 88 & 91.
396 Gallagher and Komito, ’Constituency role of Dfiil deputies, pp 242-3 & 258; Hazelkom, ’Class,

clientelism and the political process’, p. 336.
397 Clarke, Brown gold, pp 26-7.
398 Garret FitzGerald, ’State board appointments clean-up long overdue’ in the lrish Times, 5 June 2010, p.

14.
399 Basil Chubb, The government and politics oflreland (2nd ed., London, 1982), p. 278.
400 (~) Riain, On the move, p. 442.
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exaggerated (as it is always likely to be in the context of an adversarial political system).

The political appointment that was made to the DDC board was also made by Patrick

Smith, a maverick minister. In addition, in 1987 Michael Dargan called for nominations to

the boards of state-sponsored companies to be informed less by political considerations and

more by vocational considerations.4°1 Yet from 1961 nominations to the DDC board were

undeniably informed more by vocational considerations.

Had the DDC decisively defended its milk prices between 1945 and 1972, relations

between the ICMSA/NFA and government, and between the ICMSA and NFA themselves,

could have been much better. In 1953, the ICMSA mounted Ireland’s first milk strike,

which was kick-started by DDC suppliers. However, had the DDC decisively defended its

milk prices, ICMSA leaders in the DDC group areas might not have led DDC suppliers,

who were not as committed to it as dairy farmers elsewhere, out on the strike. This would

have negated the strike’s impact, and may have forestalled it. Maurice Manning has stated

that the farmer organisations during this period preferred to persevere in trying to negotiate

with the government, and, indeed, the next ICMSA strike was not until 1966.4o2

Furthermore, the 1953 strike nonetheless set a precedent for the 1966 strike, and the NFA’s

1966 protest, and had the DDC publicly defended its prices before 1953, the ICMSA/NFA

might not have undertaken the subsequent militant action against the government.4°3

Regarding relations between the ICMSA and the NFA, from the establishment of the NFA

in 1955, they were at loggerheads until a dOtente in the late 1960s. In 1966, the NFA did

not participate in the ICMSA strike because it disagreed with the ICMSA’s secondary

demand for a two-tier milk payment system. Yet, had the DDC decisively defended its

milk prices, the ICMSA may not have wanted two-tiered milk pricing. In 1964, the NFA

had wanted the immediate dissolution of the DDC and the ICMSA had not. Yet, had the

DDC decisively defended its prices, both the ICMSA and NFA might not have wanted its

immediate dissolution. Louis Smith and Sefin Healy, particularly, have shown that the

general points at issue between the ICMSA and the NFA in the early years, which

prevented anything more than a dOtente in the late 1960s, were far from insuperable either.

In fact, they demonstrate that several attempts at an amalgamation came tantalisingly close

401 Michael Dargan, ’Some issues facing the commercial state-sponsored bodies in Ireland’ in Administration,

xxxv, no. 2 (summer 1987), p. 123.
40: Maurice Manning, ’The farmers’ in J.J. Lee (ed.), Ireland 1945-70 (Dublin and New York, 1979), pp 49-

50.
403 Murphy, ’The Irish government, the National Farmers’ Association, and the European Economic

Community’, p. 69; Fergal Tobin, The best of decades: Ireland in the nineteen sixties (Dublin, 1984), p. 176.
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to success.404 Thus, had the DDC decisively defended its milk prices, it could have paved

the way for the first universally representative farmers’ organisation in Irish history.4°5

This would undoubtedly have benefited farmers, and would also have potentially benefited

the government, which would have been able to deal with one farmer organisation, rather

than with two.

The DDC could have fostered better relations between the farmer organisations and

government, as well as between the farmer organisations themselves, during 1945-72, but it

did help to foster better relations between trades unions and government during 1945-72.

In 1946, the Labour Court was created to improve industrial relations in Ireland and it,

initially (before being overtaken by the miasma of the 1960s), reduced tension between

trades unions and government. Moreover, on the longer-term, it has also, by and large,

reduced tension between unions and government.4°6 For the Labour Court to have worked,

from the beginning both unions and employers had to commit to its independent arbitration

process and had to accept its recommendations for the resolution of their disputes.

However, although its creation was a victory for the trade-union movement, because at the

court unions and employers would be on level terms, whereas in the past unions had been

at a disadvantage when dealing with employers, it was suspicious of the Labour Court.407

The Labour Court had been established by the government and, as Emmet O’Connor

averred, the trade-union movement was intuitively ’against trucking with the

government’.4°8 John Pratschke has shown that state-sponsored companies, as employers,

played a very important role in winning the trade-union movement over to the Labour

Court by themselves committing to it and accepting its recommendations.4°9 Not all of

them did this; for example, Crras Iompair Eireann did not commit to the court in that it

pre-empted its recommendations with recommendations of its own, but several did.41°

Donal Clarke has demonstrated that Bord na Mrna did; Sarsfield Hogan has demonstrated

404 Smith and Healy, Farm organ&ations, pp 188, 222, 224-7, 231 & 232; Noel Meade, ’Milk politics’ in

McCuilen (ed.), Shoulders to the wheel, p. 57.
405 Varley, ’Politics of agrarian reform’, p. 414; John McCullen, ’Deep roots’ in idem (ed.), Shoulders to the

wheel, pp 13-17.
406 Brian Hillery, ’Industrial relations: compromise and conflict’ in Donal Nevin (ed.), Trade unions and

change in Irish society (Cork and Dublin, 1980), pp 46-7; W.K. Roche, ’Industrial relations’ in ibid., Trade
union century, pp 135 & 136; Tim Hastings, Semi-states in crisis: the challenge for industrial relations in the
ESB and other major semi-state companies (Dublin, 1994), pp 35 & 45.
407 John L. Pratschke, ’Business and labour in Irish society, 1945-70’ in Lee (ed.), Ireland 1945-70, p. 39.
408 Emmet O’Connor, A labour history of Ireland 1824-1960 (Dublin, 1992), p. 156; Brian Girvin, ’Trade

unions and economic development’ in Nevin (ed.), Trade union century, p. 123.
409 Pratschke, ’Business and labour’, p. 40.
410 6 Riain, On the move, p. 180; Aidan Kelly, ’White-collar trade unionism’ in Nevin (ed.), Trade unions

and change, pp 76-7.
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that Irish Steel Holdings did; and now this study has demonstrated that the DDC did tOO.all

Therefore, the DDC helped to foster better relations between trades unions and government

by helping to make the Labour Court work, which helped to reduce tension between them.

In addition, the DDC’s willingness to commit to the Labour Court and accept its

recommendations led the way for fairer pay and conditions across the dairy industry, and

set the scene for industry-wide agreements in all Irish industries.412 Also, its willingness to

commit to the Labour Court and accept its recommendations on pay and conditions (for

instance, annual leave) set the scene for collective bargaining over both from the 1970S.413

Finally, its willingness to commit to the Labour Court and accept its recommendations

helped to foster not only better trades unions-government relations but, through this, a

climate conducive to the government’s policy for a national wage structure.414

The transformation in the marketing of Irish dairy products brought about by Bord

Bainne has been universally appreciated, and the special relationship between Bord Bainne

and the DDC has also been recognised.4~5 Yet the extent of the DDC’s contribution to

Bord Bainne’s transformation of the marketing of Irish dairy products has not been

recognised, let alone appreciated. Furthermore, the significance that the Bord Bainne-DDC

relationship had for the early role of Bord Bainne has not been recognised and appreciated.

Through its disproportionate marketing of DDC products, made mostly from milk from the

dairying periphery, the initial impact of Bord Bainne had a greater effect on the incomes of

dairy farmers in the poorer west than on the incomes of dairy farmers in the wealthier east.

Consequently, in its early years, the role of Bord Bainne complemented the role of the

DDC as a latter-day Congested Districts Board.

The convening by the DDC of the consultative committees, and, moreover, the central

consultative committee, from the mid-1960s was also of major significance. Never before,

or since, has any comparable state-sponsored company involved its stakeholders so

extensively in its operation. The state-sponsored company most analogous to the DDC was

Comhlucht Sificre t~ireann. It had an excellent relationship with its beet suppliers,

recognising the Irish Beet Growers’ Association (as, admittedly, it was statutorily obliged

to), and allowing it to collect subscriptions through a levy on produce.416 However, it was

411 Clarke, Browngold, pp 88 & 121; Hogan, Irish Steel, p. 97.
412 Hardiman, ’Pay bargaining’ in Nevin (ed.), Trade union century, pp 149-50.
413

Hugh MacNeill, ’Industrial relations: management view’ in ibid., Trade unions and change, p. 58.
414 David O’Mahony, Economic aspects of industrial relations (E.S.R.I.L., no. 24), p. 46.
415 See, for instance, Daly, First department, pp 386 & 490.
416 Smith and Healy, Farm organisations, p. 20.
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never so democratic in its decision-making.417 Despite their unprecedented inclusion in its

decision-making process, though, most DDC suppliers, critically, still started to question

the perpetuation of the DDC.

417 Eoin Reeves, ’Organisational status change and performance: the case of Irish Sugar/Greencore’ in

Administration, xlvii, no. 3 (autumn 1999), pp 74-5.
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7 Dissolution of the Dairy Disposal Company

Farmers...are long enough victimised by being tied to the Dairy Disposals Company.

PAT CASHMAN

Quoted at a DDC suppliers’ meeting in County Cork, Irish Farmers’ Journal, 10 May 1969

This chapter finishes the conclusion of the inquiry into whether the DDC’s evolution

was compliant with its original remit by, once more, considering its consequences.

Specifically, it looks at the period between the 1960s review of the Irish dairy industry and

the DDC’s final dissolution, 1963-78. In so doing, it considers the ultimate consequence of

the DDC’s evolution; its dissolution in the 1970s, and the connotations of this. Section I

deals with the five reviews of the dairy industry. These were prompted originally by

Ireland’s application for EEC membership, and concern that the industry might not be able

to take full advantage of that membership. Section I details how each review advised the

reorganisation through rationalisation of the dairy-production system, but how the Dairy

Products Survey Team Report and Agriculture in the Second Programme for Economic

Expansion were ambiguous regarding the DDC’s dissolution; how the Knapp report and

the IAOS proposals urged its dissolution; and how the Cook and Sprague report rejected it.

Section I also discusses how reorganisation was, initially, opposed, most importantly by

dairy farmers, including DDC suppliers, but how this subsided, and, because the DDC had

not defended its milk prices, how DDC suppliers started to seek its dissolution. Section II

deals with the Coachford and Terelton, Tipperary and Knocklong groups’ transfer to co-

operatives. It details how this set the scene for the other DDC groups’ transfer. It also

discusses how the DDC obstructed it, but how the Department of Agriculture supported it.

Section III deals with the Kerry and Clare groups’, and the Lansdowne complex’s, transfer.

It details how this confirmed the DDC’s dissolution. It also discusses how local leaders

were instrumental in this, and how Fine Gael minister for agriculture during 1973-7, Mark

Clinton, intervened to ensure it. Lastly, Section IV deals with the remaining DDC assets’

transfer. The whole chapter shows that, contrary to what has been asserted, Ireland’s 1973

accession to the EEC, with its strict regulations governing public enterprise, did not dictate

the DDC’s dissolution. As such, the chapter represents a case study of the privatisation of

one of the largest Irish state-sponsored companies ever denationalised.
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The Dairy Products Survey Team Report

The Report of the Survey Team Established by the Minister for Agriculture on the Dairy

Products Industry, or the Dairy Products Survey Team Report (henceforth, DPSTR), was

the first of five blueprints for the Irish dairy industry promulgated during the 1960s.

Owing to the evolution of the DDC, and its continued operation in the dairy industry, this

series of blueprints for the industry naturally reviewed the state of play regarding the DDC.

Published in February 1963, the DPSTR was one of several agricultural reports

commissioned in 1962 - another being the Bacon and Pigmeat Survey Team Report -

which were prompted by Ireland’s application for EEC membership in January 1962.1 The

DPSTR evaluated the dairy industry, and identified where changes were required to

overcome competition and maximise trade within the EEC.2 The survey team had been

drawn largely from the Department of Agriculture, and had included Dr Anthony

Hennerty, the former DDC director.3 It had sent questionnaires to representatives of all

those involved in the dairy industry, and had also met with them.4

The DPSTR identified two broad, interrelated, areas in the dairy industry requiring

major changes: production and organisation. Of course, at any time, any blueprint for the

Irish dairy industry was likely to identify both of these areas as requiring major changes,

but in 1963 the DPSTR had been particularly likely. Between 1958 and 1963, milk intake

at creameries had increased from 276 to 337 million gallons and subsidies were soaring.5

As discussed in Chapter 6, while Bord Bainne was delivering markets, to substantially

reduce these subsidies required markets to be combined with diversified, efficient and

quality production. The DPSTR called for this, underpinned by a dairy-production system

I Joseph G. Knapp, An appraisement of agricultural cooperation in Ireland, IAOS publication, p. 69; Daniel

Hoctor, The department’s story: a history of the Department of Agriculture (Dublin, 1971), p. 260; Mary E.
Daly, The first department: a history of the Department of Agriculture (Dublin, 2002), pp 367 & 371 ;
LA.O.S. report for 1963, p. 6.
2 Hugh L. Cook and Gordon W. Sprague, Irish dairy industry organisation, Prl 225, p. 10.
3 D6il Eireann deb., cclv, 3486 (5 Aug. 1971). An outside economist joined the Department of Agriculture

officials.
4 DDC minutes, 17 Jan. 1962 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
5 Agriculture in the SecondProgrammefor Economic Expansion, Pr 7697, p. 92.
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reorganised through rationalisation.6 The DPSTR had refocused general attention on the

latent purpose of the DDC.7 On production specifically, the DPSTR recommended milk

cooling, grading and quality bonuses, complemented by advisory services for dairy

farmers; echoing much in the First Programme for Economic Expansion.8 On organisation

specifically, it recommended thirty creamery groups; each with about five creameries,

producing a wide range of products; each group with a speciality.9

The DPSTR was immediately ambiguous regarding the DDC. Depending on how it was

interpreted, it either suggested that the thirty creamery groups should be co-operative, or

part co-operative and part DDC. Initially, the DPSTR stated that the DDC groups should

be merged with co-operatives. 10 However, it continued by stating that they should still be

DDC-run and: ’Some special formula to make joint operation...practicable should...be

devised.’ J1 Finally, it stated: ’reorganisation will raise questions affecting the future...of

the Company.’ 12 Yet the DPSTR was also ambiguous regarding the DDC in a far

profounder way. To consolidate 156 central creameries and 450 auxiliaries into 30 central

creameries and 120 auxiliaries would require state intervention or, more precisely,

coercion. 13 Considering that the DDC was the state creamery organisation, and that the

DPSTR did not categorically call for its dissolution, the implication was that it should

reconstruct the dairy-production system.14 Following the publication of the DPSTR, the

DDC did not comment on the report’s ambiguity regarding it, but did comment on its

proposal for thirty specialised creamery groups. It pronounced the proposal idealistic on

the basis that some dairy products were impossible to produce in most dairying areas. ~5

However, also following the publication, the DDC did react to the emphasis that the report

had brought back to the reorganisation through rationalisation of the dairy-production

system. It decided to spend nothing on creamery maintenance or modernisation, in case

6 Cook and Sprague, DaiJy industry, p. 10; Knapp, Agricultural cooperation, p. 69; D6il l~ireann deb.,

ccxxxv, 1654 (26 June 1968).
7 Knapp, Agricultural cooperation, p. 51 ; Interview with James C. Moloney, former chief executive and

director general of the Irish Co-operative Organisation Society, of Rathfarnham, Dublin (7 Nov. 2004).
8 Daly, First department, pp 375-6 & 384; Raymond D. Crotty, h’ish agriculturalproduction: its volume and

structure (Cork, 1966), p. 192.
9 Memorandum giving the DDC response to the DPSTR, 18 May 1963 (N.A.I., DDC 2/17/49, Feb. 1963-

Dec. 1965).
10 Knapp, Agricultural cooperation, p. 78.
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
~3 Hoctor, Department’s sto~, p. 261.
14 Knapp, Agricultural cooperation, pp 55, 70 & 72.
15 DDC response to the DPSTR (N.A.I., DDC 2/17/49, Feb. 1963-Dec. 1965).
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there were to be creamery closures.16 Clearly, the DDC had taken from the DPSTR that it

would not dissolve and that it would conduct intemal reorganisation.

Given that most of the creameries that would be closed if the DPSTR’s proposal for

thirty groups was approved were co-operative creameries, it is unsurprising that the most

opposition to the DPSTR came from the IAOS. Obviously, it could not base its opposition

on a visceral rejection ofreorganisation through rationalisation. Therefore, instead, it took

issue with the conclusion of the DPSTR that the dairy-production system needed

reorganisation through rationalisation.17 The IAOS called for a ’close study’, ’undertaken

by the representatives of the Creameries’, whose conclusion, it presumably contended,

would be radically different.TM Like the DDC itself, the IAOS did not comment on the

ambiguity of the DPSTR regarding the DDC, surely because it was so thoroughly vague.19

Yet its opposition to any change in the status quo in the dairy-production system indicated

that it would rather tolerate the DDC for the foreseeable future than face wholesale

creamery closures. In the Dfiil, Thomas O’Donnell, Limerick East Fine Gael TD, belatedly

denounced the DPSTR’s proposal for thirty creamery groups in April 1964.2o In June

1964, he reiterated the IAOS’s belief that the DPSTR was incorrect to conclude that the

dairy-production system was inefficient.2~ According to O’Donnell, ’at least four farmers’

organisations’, including the ICMSA, opposed the DPSTR.22 That was the nub of the

issue; O’Donnell was opposed to the concept of reorganisation through rationalisation

because dairy farmers themselves were opposed to creamery closures. Owing to this, all

politicians were content for the DDC to continue operating and were, thus, very much in

tune with the government policy in being.

Support for the DPSTR was confined to the Irish Times. In April 1963, it was up-front

in apprehending the urgency for reorganisation through rationalisation in the lead up to

EEC accession.23 Furthermore, it was enthusiastic about the DPSTR’s proposal to deliver

this: ’the new report maps out a whole new course.’24 However, the Irish Times called for

the dissolution of the DDC as part of reorganisation through rationalisation. It read into the

16 DDC minutes, 15 Oct. 1963 (ibid., DDC minutes).

J7KM, 11 May 1963.
18 LA.O.S. report for 1963, p. 5.
~9 Knapp, Agricultural cooperation, p. 55.
2o Ddil Eireann deb., ccix, 184 (22 Apr. 1964).
21 Ibid., cox, 1222-3 (11 June 1964).
22 Ibid., cox, 1223 (11 June 1964); II, 9 Aug. 1963.
23 IT, 3 Apr. 1963.
24 Ibid.
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DPSTR’s ambiguity the long-term and intrinsic role for the DDC and averred: ’Perhaps the

fact that the Dairy Disposal Company is a State concern (concern, rather than enterprise,

seems to be the right word) had some influence on those who wrote the report.’25 The Irish

Times certainly did not believe that the DDC was run in suppliers’ interests. In the review

process of the 1960s, it was the first to declare that the DDC should be dissolved.

Due to the generally negative reaction to the DPSTR’s recommendations on

organisation, and Charles de Gaulle’s effective veto of Ireland’s application for EEC

membership in January 1963, the government did not pursue the recommendations.26

However, the dairy-production system was now in focus. Indeed, Ireland remained eager

to join the EEC, as did Denmark, which, following the publication of The future of the

dairies in 1958, had closed fifty-seven per cent of its creameries.27 The DPSTR’s

recommendations on production were pursued, eventually. For instance, the bonus that the

government paid on good quality milk, as discussed in Chapter 5, and An Foras Tionscail’s

grants for cheese factories, as discussed in Chapter 6, both stemmed from them.28

The Knapp report

In June 1963, the second report on the Irish dairy industry was started, with the hope that

its recommendations on organisation would be widely supported.29 There was such hope

because the IAOS had got what it wanted. An Appraisement of Agricultural Cooperation

in Ireland was undertaken by Dr Joseph Knapp, who was the administrator of the Farmer

Co-.operative Service of the US Department of Agriculture.3° It was the US equivalent of

the IAOS.31 The Knapp report was completed in December 1963, and while a close study,

six months had afforded no more elaborate a methodology to the research behind it, than

had been behind the DPSTR.32 Regarding the DDC, Knapp had merely met John

Hennigan.33 The Knapp report made three major recommendations. The first and second

were interrelated. The first advised the restructuring and refinancing of the IAOS in a way

25 Ibid.

26 Peter M.R. Stirk, A history of European integration since 1914 (2n~ ed., London and New York, 2001), p.

168.
27 James J. Kennelly, The KenT way: the history of the Kerry Group, 1972-2000 (Dublin, 2001), p. 23; F.H.

Webster, Agricultural co-operation in Denmark (Oxford, 1973), pp 73-4 & 160; Interview with James
O’Mahony, former secretary of the Department of Agriculture, of Dundrum, Dublin (16 Oct. 2007).
28 D6il Eireann deb., ccxxxv, 1654 (26 June 1968).
29 Daly, First department, p. 487.
3oAgriculture in the second programme, p. 96.
31

Margaret Digby, Horace Plunkett: an Anglo-American Irishman (Oxford, 1949), p. 126.
3z

Daly, First department, p. 487.
33 DDC minutes, 8 July 1963 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
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consistent with its duty to direct co-operation.34 This would be vital if the IAOS was to be

charged with reorganising through rationalisation the Irish dairy-production system, which

was what the second recommendation advised. The third recommendation advised the

dissolution of the DDC.35 Whereas the DPSTR had been at best tentative on this, the

Knapp report went straight for the jugular: the beginning of the end for the DDC can be

traced to it. The Knapp report did not propose the detail, but the manner, of how the Irish

dairy-production system should be reorganised. It stated that a new system could be

created from the existing system, with amalgamations here and federations there,

depending on what suited both dairy farmers and reorganisation.36 Through this,

compulsion could be avoided.37 Consequently, the Knapp report proposed evolution, and

not revolution, for the Irish dairy-production system, recognising that ’certain co-operative

milk organizations are already set up in an acceptable way.’38 The reorganisation would

happen in two stages. Co-operation would create the best possible consolidated system

from three-quarters of the existing system, before the government should have the

confidence to transfer the DDC. Reciprocally, the Knapp report suggested that the

government should give co-operation the confidence to complete the first stage by

sanctioning the DDC’s dissolution, in principle, early on.39

Unsurprisingly, the DDC opposed the Knapp report. As discussed in Chapter 6, it had

come to recognise itself as the Dairy Development Company. As such, it had come to

presume that whatever changes there were in the dairy-production system, and to it, that it

would be a fixture for the long-term. Interestingly, its opposition showed that the DDC had

presumed that everyone had recognised this: it was palpably shocked that the Knapp report

had not. Indeed, although there is no record as to what the DDC thought of Economic

Development and the new economic climate that it created, it is reasonable to assume that it

caused its belief in its perpetuation to crystallise. The new economic philosophy was open

and outward-looking, promoting a dynamic, export-led economy. This was unpalatable to

many other state enterprises, which owed their origin to the old orthodoxy of

34 James C. Moloney, Reflections on a century of change: the Dr. Henry Kennedy Memorial Lecture (Dublin,

1994), p. 14; Hoctor, Department’s story, p. 261; Daly, First department, p. 488.
35 Dril Eireann deb., ccxiv, 348 (11 Feb. 1965).
36 Knapp, Agricultural cooperation, pp 70-71.
37 Ibid.; Dr Tony Varley, ’Social change in the west of Ireland 1900-2000’, lecture delivered at the Galway

Archaeological and Historical Society/Cumann Seandfilaiochta agus Staire na Gaillimhe conference Our
Western Heritage, Galway and Mayo Institute of Technology, Dublin Road Campus, 3 Nov. 2007.
38 Knapp, Agricultural cooperation, p. 72.
39 Ibid., pp 77, 78 & 79.
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protectionism.4° In addition, it took the Fianna F~il government a long time to adjust to

unbridled free trade. However, generally speaking, the new economic philosophy had

always been the DDC’s economic philosophy. Predictably, the DDC tried to undermine

the Knapp report. It concluded that its recommendation for its dissolution must be the

result of not dealing with the detail of reorganisation; of not doing a cost-benefit analysis of

it, and of not being Irish-authored.4~

As unsurprising as the DDC’s response to the Knapp report, was the IAOS’s response.

The 1964 IAOS annual report read: ’Dr. Knapp...matched the mood and needs of the

times’.42 Not only had the Knapp report been the close study, undertaken by a creamery

representative, that the IAOS had wanted, its conclusion was radically different to the

DPSTR. It had not deemed the dairy-production system inherently inadequate, and,

although it had recommended reorganisation through rationalisation, it had made it as

palatable as possible by entrusting it to the IAOS. Furthermore, the Knapp report had

recommended IAOS refinancing, and DDC dissolution.43 James Moloney recalled the

Knapp report’s ’electrifying effect both on the co-operatives and on the IAOS’, and,

indeed, in 1964 the Mitchelstown and Suirvale co-operative societies merged.44 The

attitude of the IAOS to reorganisation had transformed, and it would not now tolerate the

DDC for the foreseeable future. The Knapp report failed to remove opposition to

reorganisation through rationalisation in the D~il. Like the DDC, deputies endeavoured to

undermine it. Jack McQuillan, Roscommon Labour TD, was aghast that an American who

had spent just a single month in Ireland - Knapp had only been in Ireland for the month of

June in 1963 - could be taken as the last word on reorganisation.45 Politicians were still

not calling for the DDC’s dissolution because, regardless of the attitude of the IAOS, the

attitude of farmers towards reorganisation had not changed, generally.

The Knapp report had, though, removed opposition to reorganisation through

rationalisation among farmers’ organisations. As discussed in Chapter 6, the ICMSA,

40 Mary E. Daly, Industrial development andlrish national identity, 1922-1939 (Dublin, 1992), p. 172.
4~ Memorandum giving the DDC response to the Knapp report, 12 Feb. 1964 (N.A.I., DDC 2/82/18).

42 LA.O.S. report for 1964, p. 3.
43 Maurice Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century: Irish Co-operative Organisation Society." an illustrated centenary

history 1894-1994 (Dublin, 1994), p. 88.
44 Moloney, Reflections, p. 14; Daly, First department, p. 489.
45 Ddil Eireann deb., ccvii, 802 (I 1 Feb. 1964); Knapp, Agricultural cooperation, p. 7; Niamh Puirs6il, The

h’ish Labour Party 1922-73 (Dublin, 2007), p. 227. Jack McQuillan was elected as a member of the National
Progressive Democrats in the 1961 general election but joined the Labour Party in 1963.
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broadly, and the NFA welcomed it.46 Therefore, the Knapp report represented a watershed

in farmer attitudes to reorganisation. Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 6, DDC suppliers

had mostly retained confidence in the DDC into the 1960s, but the Knapp report was the

turning point.47 After its publication, some DDC suppliers really began to question DDC

milk prices and whether they would be better off if it dissolved. Having supported the

DPSTR, the lrish Times nonetheless supported the Knapp report. It simply wanted to see

some form of reorganisation through rationalisation. In January 1964, its editorial was

wholehearted in its endorsement.48 In February, the editorial of the lrish Farmers’ Journal

was even more so, and with great prescience predicted: ’ [The] Knapp report...is likely to be

a landmark in the history of Irish co-operation.’49 The lrish Farmers’ Journal made copies

of the Knapp report available to readers.5° The new support of the Farmers ’Journal for

reorganisation was pivotal to changing the attitude of farmers, generally, to reorganisation.

In view of the mixed response to the Knapp report, the government was equivocal in its

reaction to it. During a speech to Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery, Taoiseach Sefin

Lemass expressed the hope that the Knapp report would ’herald the beginning of a new era

of Irish cooperation and Irish farming’.51 Yet in the Dfiil he stated: ’[the Knapp report]

recommended that the Dairy Disposals Company should be transferred to co-operative

control. The Government do not object in principle to this proposal but the practical

difficulties involved are very considerable and are greater than Dr. Knapp appeared to

appreciate.’52 Like the DDC itself, the government recognised the need for the

reorganisation through rationalisation of the dairy-production system, but wanted the DDC

to have an ongoing role.53 Thus, because the Knapp report proposed that the IAOS

reorganise co-operatives first, it adopted a wait-and-see approach and did not commit itself

on the dissolution of the DDC.54

Agriculture in the Second Programme for Economic Expansion

461FJ, 19 Dec. 1964; SP, 19 July 1964.
47 CE, 5 Feb. 1964; Interview with Denis McCarthy, former DDC Ardfert group creamery manager, of

Causeway, County Kerry (10 & 11 Dec. 2004).
48 IT, 30 Jan. 1964.

491FJ, 1 Feb. 1964.
50 Ibid.
51 Daly, First department, p. 488.
52 Ddil F, ireann deb., ccxi, 1332 (1 July 1964).
53 Ibid.; Michael Judge, ’A new era of hope’ in Paul O’Grady (ed.), Leaders of courage: the story of the
1CMSA (Dublin, 2000), p. 27.
54 Daly, First department, p. 488; Hoctor, Department’s stow, p. 261.
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In the summer of 1964, the govemment duly ratified the first two recommendations of

the Knapp report, those concerning the IAOS and reorganisation, in Agriculture in the

Second Programme for Economic Expansion. This White Paper, as its name suggests,

contained the govemment’s particular proposals for agriculture within the wider context of

the Second Programme for Economic Expansion (1963-8). Regarding the Knapp report’s

first recommendation, Agriculture in the secondprogramme sanctioned ’additional

financial assistance to the IAOS to enable it to reorganise its structure and activities.’55

Subsequently, Minister for Agriculture Charles Haughey clarified that the IAOS would

receive a supplemental annual grant from 1965/6. The Knapp report had proposed that the

annual government grant to the IAOS should rise to £ 100,000, but the supplemental would

only bring it from £15,000 to £30,000, and only for the period of its restructuring.56

However, by late 1964, the IAOS had already established the business administration,

economic and education sections that it would need to orchestrate the reorganisation of the

co-operatives, and the government had to introduce a £3,000 supplemental for 1964.57

Regarding the Knapp report’s second recommendation, Agriculture in the second

programme stated: ’After consideration of the various views expressed, the Government

have decided that the Irish Agricultural Organisation Society will be given the

responsibility of encouraging the cooperative creamery societies to

achieve...consolidations’.58 The whole tenor of Agriculture in the second programme

confirmed that the government intended at the very least to facilitate the IAOS. The

necessity for efficiency in milk production and dairy-product manufacture had dominated

the White Paper’s dairying aspects.59 Yet it did not mention the DDC, and as such was

ambiguous on whether reorganisation through rationalisation would involve its dissolution.

Of course this would have nonetheless only reinforced a DDC belief that the new economic

climate guaranteed its future.

The IAOS proposals

By 1965, the IAOS had begun to pursue reorganisation. However, it soon hit a snag.

Kerry and Limerick’s co-operatives would not reorganise before the DDC dissolved.6°

55
Ddil l~ireann deb., ccxxxv, 1654 (26 June 1968).

56
Ibid., ccxxi, 2342 (24 Mar. 1966); Daly, First department, pp 488 & 489.

57 D6il Eireann deb., ccxiii, 26 (24 Nov. 1964); LA.O.S. report for 1964, p. 7; Henry (ed.), Fruits of a
century, p. 88.
58 Agriculture in the second programme, p. 97.
59 Ibid., pp 59, 82, 91, 94-6, 97 & 98.
6o Daly, First department, p. 488.
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This was probably an obstruction tactic because the members of the co-operatives were still

opposed to reorganisation. Consequently, the IAOS business administration and economic

sections commenced proposals for all-inclusive reorganisation, and government wriggle-

room regarding DDC dissolution appeared as if it might be considerably reduced.61 In

February 1966, the IAOS published its Proposals for re-organisation in the dairy

industry.62 From 156 creamery groups, with approximately 606 creameries, the proposals

would create 19 creamery groups, with approximately 150 creameries.63 This was very

radical. At first glance, it was even more radical than the DPSTR’s proposal for thirty

creamery groups, but fewer groups actually meant more auxiliary creameries, and meant

that unlike the DPSTR’s proposal, the IAOS proposals were not arbitrary. Nevertheless,

the proposals illustrated that when the concept of reorganisation through rationalisation

was fully engaged with; the only possible outcome was complete conversion. Under the

IAOS proposals, the 17 DDC creamery groups would be integrated into 7 consolidated, co-

operative groups, along with 41 co-operatives (see Appendix 5). The Lansdowne complex

would not be integrated into any one group, and instead several groups would jointly

manage it.64 As far as was practical, the co-operatives would be integrated before the

DDC, and in this way the IAOS hoped to satisfy everybody.

The reaction of the DDC to the IAOS proposals is not in the official records, but, a

priori, its opposition is safe to assume. Indeed, the response to the proposals was,

immediately, mostly negative. The ICMSA opposed them, because its members had. In

March 1966, 200 delegates at an ICMSA meeting in Limerick almost unanimously rejected

them.65 Concisely, the IAOS proposals had come too soon for the majority of dairy

farmers, whose attitude to reorganisation through rationalisation had been changing since

the Knapp report, but slowly. The suppliers on Coachford and Terelton consultative

committees were the only DDC suppliers to pursue them straightaway, and Terelton

Consultative Committee, certainly, was largely unenthusiastic.66 In January 1967, the

members of Brosna Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society refused to merge their co-

operative with Mountcollins Co-operative Creamery.67 There was some notable support

for the proposals from the start. The NFA supported them. Moreover, later in 1966 seven

611.A.O.S. report for 1964, p. 7.
62 LA.O.S. report for 1966, p. 3.
63 Judge, ’New era’, p. 27.
64 Proposals for re-organisation in the dairy industry, IAOS publication.
65 11, 28 Mar. 1966.
66 Interview with Eugene O’Riordan, former DDC Terelton group supplier, of Inchigeela, County Cork (Jan.

1989).
67KM, 7 Jan. 1967.
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South Tipperary co-operatives merged, becoming South Tipperary Farmers’ Co-operative,

pending further mergers, and eight of their twelve auxiliaries were closed.68 Yet the

opposition was such that the government did not support the proposals, and could continue

with its wait-and-see approach to the question of DDC dissolution.

There were two main reasons why there was not a mostly positive response to the IAOS

proposals. One was sentimentality. Currabaha auxiliary was part of Borrisoleigh Co-

operative Dairy Society in County Tipperary. When reorganisation through rationalisation

did begin in earnest, the Borrisoleigh society merged with Drombane Co-operative

Agricultural & Dairy Society, and Currabaha auxiliary faced closure.69 Currabaha’s

suppliers lamented: ’To us who have taken our milk there in all seasons, in bad time and

good over the years, who have met our colleagues and exchanged views and news,

Currabaha Creamery was more than a building.’7° This was typical of the feelings of dairy

farmers, generally, towards the prospect of creamery closures. The IAOS proposals

threatened the strong rural sense of identity too. In the Dfiil, Thomas O’Donnell remarked:

’if the majority of the creameries accepted this 19-centre proposal they would lose their

individual identity’.71 Such sentimentality was universal. Chronicling the contemporary

reorganisation through rationalisation of Danish co-operatives, F.H. Webster wrote: ’the

desire by the members [is] for federal structures, that keep in being the local society’.72

The other principal reason why there was not a mostly positive response to the IAOS

proposals was money. D.F. Jones, Limerick West Fine Gael TD, observed in May 1966:

’In the document issued to the creamery societies recently by the IAOS there is nothing to

lead the farming community to think that if they adopt the plan outlined in it they will get

an increased price for their milk.’73 Of the two main reasons why there was not a mostly

positive response to the IAOS proposals, money was the more important. In fact, it was

decisive. Had the IAOS clearly shown farmers that they would make more money

following its reorganisation scheme, this would have overridden sentimentality. When

farmers realised this themselves, it did, and farmers, generally, started to support the IAOS

681.A.O.S. report for 1966, p. 5; Daly, First department, p. 489.
691FJ, 19 July 1969 & 14 Mar. 1970.
70 Ibid., 9 Aug. 1969.
71D6il [~ireann deb., c cxlv, 434 (12 Mar. 1970).
72 Webster, Agricultural co-operation, p. 76.
73 D6il Eireann deb., ccxxii, 1839 (I 7 May 1966).
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proposals.TM It was a common contemporary criticism of the IAOS that it had forgotten

how to lead, and it seems to have been a valid criticism.75

The Cook and Sprague report

With the gradual sea change in the attitude of farmers, generally, towards the IAOS

proposals, Paul Rouse stated that ’rearguard action by the Dairy Disposal Company’

prompted another report on the Irish dairy industry.76 While this might have appeared

likely, there is no evidence of it, and, as this study has shown, the government was as

interested as the DDC itself in the DDC’s continuity. Indeed, Minister for Agriculture Neil

Blaney stated that the Knapp report, which had spawned the IAOS proposals, was partisan

and superficial, just as the DDC claimed. This fact was undeniable. Dr Henry Kennedy,

the secretary of the IAOS, had suggested the report’s author. It had been compiled mainly

with IAOS assistance. Finally, it had been so poorly funded, that read IAOS annual reports

had been about all that Dr Knapp could do.77 Blaney commissioned a very different report.

Its authors were recommended by the National Agricultural Council (henceforth, NAC:

established in early 1967, its members represented a cross-section of agricultural interest

groups), were assisted by a broad-based liaison group, and were adequately financed.TM

Responding to the report’s commission, the DDC believed that such an impartial and

comprehensive report would not recommend its dissolution. The fifth and final blueprint

for the Irish dairy industry promulgated during the 1960s was commissioned in late 1967,

commenced in January 1968 and completed in July 1968.79 Its terms of reference were:

’To examine the present organisation of the creamery and milk processing industry in

Ireland and make recommendations as to the type ofreorganisation best calculated to meet

the needs of the future’.8° Its authors were Professor Hugh Cook and Dr Gordon Sprague.

Cook was professor of agricultural economics, and a dairy marketing specialist, at the

University of Wisconsin. Sprague had been the economist for a large co-operative in

74 Hilary Tovey, ’Milk and modernity: dairying in contemporary Ireland’ in Harry K. Schwarzweller and

Andrew P. Davidson (eds), Dairy industry restructuring: research in rural sociology and development (8
vols, New York, 2000), viii, p. 68.
75 Ddil Eireann deb., ccxxii, 1846 (17 May 1966); Knapp, Agricultural cooperation, p. 99.
76 Paul Rouse, ’Ireland’s own soil’: government and agriculture in Ireland, 1945 to 1965 (Dublin, 2000), p.

219.
77 Daly, First department, p. 488; Moloney, Reflections, p. 14; Interview with James Moloney.
78 Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 92; Daly, First department, pp 478-9.
79 Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, pp 5 & 9; Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 92.
8o Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, p. 5.
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Minnesota, Land O’Lakes Creameries, which specialised in sales of dairy products.81

However, he had also worked for a private company, Western Condensing.82 Cook and

Sprague researched the report during the course of a four-month tour. They were assisted

by: G.J. Deignan, manager of Letterkenny Co-operative Dairy Society; C.J. McCarthy,

senior inspector for the Department of Agriculture; James O’Keeffe, a member of the NAC

but also the future president of the ICMSA; Gregory Tierney, the IAOS economist; and

Patrick Kerrisk, manager of the DDC Aughadown central creamery,s3 Regarding the DDC,

Cook and Sprague visited various DDC creamery groups.84 Four months research was

made to afford a far more elaborate methodology than the six months behind the Knapp

report, and this was expensive. The Cook and Sprague report, Irish dairy industry

organisation, cost £9,906, whereas the Knapp report had cost £700.85

Most of the maj or recommendations of the Cook and Sprague report were similar to

those of the Knapp report. Reorganisation through rationalisation was the main message,

but co-ordinated by the IAOS in conjunction with the Department of Agriculture.86 Yet

one major recommendation was very different. The Cook and Sprague report’s hallmark

was the call for the continuity of the DDC. So impressed were the authors that the DDC

operated ’in areas...not...considered...profitable...by co-operative societies’, ’sometimes,

under very adverse conditions’, and without subsidies, that it advised its preservation.87

Furthermore, the Cook and Sprague report advised its expansion: ’the Dairy Disposal

Company, in addition to all the services it presently renders the dairy industry and the

nation, should be upgraded in its objectives and given additional duties.’88 Chief of these

was marketing. The Cook and Sprague report appreciated that the full financial benefits of

reorganisation were only realisable with ’a strong marketing organisation to guide

manufacturing and to gain the greatest earnings from sales.’89 Bord Bainne was that

organisation regarding international markets, but there was no such organisation for

Ireland. The Cook and Sprague report recommended that Bord Bainne be brought into the

home market but in partnership with the DDC: ’Bord Bainne has experience in product

development, pricing and selling. The Dairy Disposal Company has personnel, plant,

81 Ibid., pp 9-10.
8,-IF J, 17 May 1969.
83 Cook and Sprague, Daisy industry, pp 5 & 9-10.
84 Memorandum discussing the visits of Cook and Sprague to various DDC groups, 24 Feb. 1968 (N.A.I.,

DDC 2/17/49, Jan. 1966-Dec. 1971).
85 Ddil Eireann deb., cclv, 3486-8 (5 Aug. 1971).

86
Daly, First department, p. 490.

87
Cook and Sprague, DaiJy indusoT, pp 46-7 & 118.

88 Ibid., p. 131.
89 Ibid., p. 90.
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equipment and organisation for distributing products’.9° The Cook and Sprague report

recognised the special Bord Bainne-DDC relationship. Regarding reorganisation through

rationalisation, the DDC, together with the co-operative sector, would be reorganised along

similar, but more appropriate, lines to those laid down in the DPSTR.91 The DDC was

vindicated in its belief that an impartial and comprehensive report would not recommend

its dissolution.

The DDC response to the Cook and Sprague report was naturally very positive. Indeed

such was its enthusiasm, that in November 1968 it engendered obsequiousness, the DDC

board declaring: ’The Company would always be ready to undertake new activities

designed to assist farmers should Government policy require it.’92 The IAOS response was

broadly positive; the Cook and Sprague report’s recommendations were mostly equivalent

to the Knapp report’s recommendations. However, it was obviously very negative

regarding the recommendation on the DDC.93 In the D~iil, there was no response to the

Cook and Sprague report, which probably reflected the amount of change that there had

been in the attitude of farmers, generally, towards reorganisation by 1968. This included

many DDC suppliers. Moreover, though, the DDC suppliers wanted the dissolution of the

DDC. Even when the Cook and Sprague report demonstrated that the reorganisation

through rationalisation of the dairy-production system could be realised without the DDC’s

dissolution, many DDC suppliers wanted it dissolved. The reaction of the regional press

certainly reflected this. In Kerry, where the sea change in DDC suppliers’ attitudes to

reorganisation was only beginning, the Kerryman accepted DDC continuity.94 Yet in Cork,

where the sea change was most advanced, the Southern Star was incredulous that a report

could recommend DDC continuity.95 This was because, as discussed in Chapter 6, the

DDC had not decisively defended its milk prices. Having received independent

confirmation that the DDC’s dissolution should not be sanctioned, the government took

stock. In classic pragmatic mode, it paused to review the responses to the Cook and

Sprague report, before formulating the long-deferred, revised government policy on the

future of the DDC. The pragmatic approach begot a pragmatic policy. In April 1969,

9° Ibid., pp l14& 131.
91 Ibid., p. 76.
92 Minutes of the central consultative committee conference, 15 Nov. 1968 (N.A.I., DDC 1/24).
93 Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 93.

94KM, 12 Oct. 1968.
95 SS, 10 Aug. 1968.
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Blaney announced the dissolution of the DDC in the more central dairying areas, and its

continuity in the dairying periphery.96

II

Long before there were petitions from suppliers for the dissolution of the DDC from

throughout the DDC region, there was a desire for the DDC’s dissolution in the Coachford

and Terelton group areas. As discussed in Chapter 4, there had been co-operative

initiatives in the Coachford and Terelton group areas at the same time as the co-operative

initiative in the Newmarket group area. Furthermore, because the groups were located in a

more central dairying area, their suppliers were more likely to compare DDC milk prices to

the milk prices of co-operatives in the dairying heartland. In 1966, Coachford and Terelton

consultative committees were not yet convinced of the merits of reorganisation through

rationalisation itself. However, as early as 1966, they considered an uncertain fate for their

groups under the IAOS proposals for reorganisation through rationalisation a price worth

paying if it meant the DDC’s dissolution in mid-Cork.97 In 1967, Coachford and Terelton

consultative committees pursued the IAOS proposals by opening amalgamation

negotiations with Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery. It was to form the foundation for

Group XII of the proposals. On 1 June 1972, Coachford and Terelton became the first two

DDC groups to be relinquished in the grand transfer of the DDC.98 The precedent that this

set spurred on the suppliers of the other DDC groups that were campaigning for transfers.99

In early 1967, members of Coachford and Terelton consultative committees mandated

six of their number to approach Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery. Gregory Tierney, the

IAOS economist, accompanied the delegates. Ballyclough duly expressed interest, and in

July the terms and conditions of a merger were discussed. Ballyclough assured the

delegates that the managers and workers in the Coachford and Terelton groups would be at

least as well off under Ballyclough.l°° Managers and workers, and their unions, thanks to

the DDC-inspired industry-wide agreements on pay and conditions, as discussed in Chapter

6, would not, by and large, be a factor in the dissolution of the DDC. Apparently,

96 D6il [~ireann deb., ccxxxix, 1987 (23 Apr. 1969).

971F J, 3 Oct. 1970.
98 Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.
99 Interview with James Moloney.
~o0 In 1963, the Coachford and Terelton groups had actually secured quotas to supply Ballyclough Co-

operative Creamery (Letter from Timothy Dennehy, DDC director, to Christopher Timlin, DDC secretary,
Jan. 1963 (N.A.I., DDC 2/48/89)).
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Ballyclough did not assure the delegates about how much better off suppliers would be

after Group XII came into being. Neither did it guarantee that none of the creameries of

the Coachford and Terelton groups would be closed. This confirms that Coachford and

Terelton consultative committees were primarily preoccupied with the mere transfer to co-

operative control. In May 1968, the delegates travelled to Dublin to get the govemment’s

permission to pursue the amalgamation.1°1

By approving, in principle, the amalgamation of the Coachford and Terelton groups and

Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery, the government, or more specifically the Department

of Agriculture, pre-empted the Cook and Sprague report. Thus, it also foreshadowed

Blaney’s announcement that the DDC would dissolve in more central dairying areas. This

was very significant. James O’Mahony, a future secretary of the Department of

Agriculture, was one of the departmental officials who met the delegates of Coachford and

Terelton consultative committees. 102 O’Mahony recalled that by this time the department

was eager for the dissolution of the DDC.103 Probably, therefore, in sanctioning the

amalgamation negotiations it was acting to encourage this, recognising that the transfer of

the Coachford and Terelton groups would lead to the transfer of the other DDC groups. In

1970, it proposed establishing an advisory body to expedite transfers.1°4 The DDC

certainly thought that the department had an agenda in supporting the transfer of the

Coachford and Terelton groups. Naturally, having recognised itself as a de facto

permanent institution, and fully expecting de jure recognition following the Cook and

Sprague report, it did not subscribe to it, and it opposed the Department of Agriculture.

This was momentous, never before had the DDC and the Department of Agriculture

diverged so dramatically. 1o5

Why did the DDC and the Department of Agriculture diverge so dramatically? When

suppliers of the Newmarket group had sought to transfer from DDC to co-operative control

in the late 1930s, the DDC and the department had been reluctant. Moreover, the

department had taken its lead from the DDC. The difference between then and now,

though, was that then there had been fundamental, legitimate, concems regarding the

transfer, and now such concerns were largely absent. The suppliers of the Newmarket

group had sought to transfer to a small, inchoate, co-operative at a stage when the climate

~0~Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.102Ibid.
103Interview with James O’Mahony.
~o4IP, 25 Feb. 1970; Interview with Eugene O’Riordan;//, 5 Mar. 1970.
J05Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.
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was not conducive to ideal reorganisation. The suppliers of the Coachford and Terelton

groups sought to transfer to a big, expansive, co-operative on the cusp of a reorganisation

revolution. The DDC and the Department of Agriculture diverged so dramatically because

the department had remained focused on reorganisation, whereas the DDC had refocused

on its role as the Dairy Development Company. Even when circumstances had become

conducive to the realisation of reorganisation through rationalisation, the facilitation of

which was its primary objective, it had come to see this role as inalienable. Garret

FitzGerald has put forward that government departments have developed ’philosophies’

that become embedded and remain, even when they are no longer relevant. 106 This is an

example of a state-sponsored company, the DDC, which, as a consequence of its evolution,

had developed such a philosophy.

In the late 1930s, the Department of Agriculture had chosen to take its lead from the

DDC on the Newmarket group. However, in the late 1960s, the DDC, as a state-sponsored

company, had to take its lead from its sponsoring department on the Coachford and

Terelton groups. Fascinatingly, though, the DDC exhibited recalcitrance in dealing with

Coachford and Terelton consultative committees. After the approval, in principle, of the

transfer, Eugene O’Riordan, chairman of Terelton Consultative Committee, wrote to the

DDC ’on several occasions trying to get information and any...got was very vague.’ 107

This was unwarranted; the consultative committees had not put a foot wrong. In May

1968, they held suppliers’ meetings to ensure that in seeking a merger they were

representative, and they received total support. DDC obstruction was carried to the

committees also. In May 1968 as well, they decided to try to meet the managers of the

Coachford and Terelton groups to begin discussing the amalgamation. Yet, while Timothy

Coakley, manager of Terelton central creamery, did meet the committees, Denis O’Dwyer,

manager of Coachford central creamery, did not. Tellingly, he was, of course, a director of

the DDC. It took the intervention of the IAOS before in December 1968 Blaney ruled that

the DDC had to facilitate the transfer of the Coachford and Terelton groups.1°8 In the late

1930s, the departments of Agriculture and Finance, the government and the DDC had

resisted the transfer of the Newmarket group. In the late 1960s, the DDC, independently,

obstructed the transfer of the Coachford and Terelton groups.

106Dr Garret FitzGerald, The legacv of Lemass conference, UCD, 6 Nov. 2009.
~0vInterview with Eugene O’Riordan.
108Ibid.
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In May 1969, Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery, the delegates of Coachford and

Terelton consultative committees, and the DDC met, and amalgamation negotiations

opened. The DDC agreed to supply all the information that O’Riordan had requested and

to submit the assets of the Coachford and Terelton groups to inspection. 109 By September,

it had and with the IAOS soon to put a price on the Coachford and Terelton groups, their

transfer seemed imminent. However, in October the DDC received a solicitor’s letter

written on behalf of two suppliers of the Coachford and Terelton groups, claiming that

upwards of sixty per cent of suppliers opposed the transfer. This was nonsense. In the

summer of 1968, a small number of suppliers had started an anti-amalgamation campaign.

They were prominent Fianna F~iil members who were loyal to the DDC because they saw it

as a Fianna F~iil institution. The two suppliers were some of these dissidents. Yet the

DDC was obliged to investigate. It is hard to determine if the DDC had any involvement

in this bid to undermine the transfer process, but it was definitely in no hurry to react to the

claim. It was December 1969 before it met the two suppliers, and it was Coachford and

Terelton consultative committees who disproved that most suppliers had had a change of

heart. In January 1970, the committees again held suppliers’ meetings, and of

approximately 900 attendees, the amalgamation negotiations received the support of all but

two. 110 Although the claim of the two suppliers had been nonsense, it had been made after

careful consideration. Between the May 1968 and January 1970 suppliers’ meetings,

niggling doubts about a merger had crept into the minds of suppliers of the Coachford and

Terelton groups. The dissidents had held that if fresh suppliers’ meetings were called,

there was a chance that suppliers would oppose a merger not because they were opposed,

but because they were a little unsure. Coachford and Terelton consultative committees

had, however, prepared for this. They had told the suppliers’ meetings that members of

Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery had earned £1,000 more per every thirty milch cows

in the past four years than suppliers of the Coachford and Terelton groups. 1~ 1 This, of

course, because Ballyclough was in the dairying heartland, was an unfair comparison. Yet

because the DDC had not decisively defended its milk prices, it totally restored suppliers’

enthusiasm for the merger.

The IAOS had valued the Coachford group at £59,782, and the Terelton group at

£62,710, and in March 1970 the amalgamation negotiations should have resumed.

However, the DDC valued them at £166,208 and £181,531, respectively. It appeared to be

109 Ibid.
II0

Ibid.; IFJ, 17 Jan. 1970.
Ill

IFJ, 17 Jan. 1970.
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attempting to forestall the resumption of negotiations by putting an exorbitant price tag on

the groups, and repeating the tactic that had been used regarding the Newmarket group.liE

Given that Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery was, in the estimation of the Irish Farmers’

Journal, ’noted for driving a hard deal’, this was the inevitable result.~ 13 In pricing the

Newmarket group, though, the DDC had acted in connivance with the government, but

now the government would not countenance prohibitive prices for creamery groups.

Consequently, when the government was queried about the DDC’s valuations, it clarified

that they were only valuations and that the asking prices would be substantially less. In

October 1970, the DDC offered the Coachford and Terelton groups for £240,000, a

reasonable price over which to negotiate.

No sooner had the amalgamation negotiations been rescheduled, however, than the DDC

called fresh elections for the consultative committees. The timing was suspicious;

elections had not been held for four years, and the DDC was facing dissolution. It looked

as if it wanted to give anti-amalgamation campaigners a chance to get elected and disrupt

the dissolution. This is precisely what happened in the case of the Coachford and Terelton

groups. Along with seventeen supporters, three opponents of amalgamation were voted

onto Coachford and Terelton consultative committees.~4 They were returned narrowly,

having made spurious allegations about the milk prices that suppliers of the Coachford and

Terelton groups would receive under Ballyclough.~15 When amalgamation negotiations

were rejoined in February 1971, the amalgamation opponents sat in on them, meaning that

no business could be conducted. The amalgamation supporters foresaw more and more

meetings as the amalgamation opponents were given more and more opportunities for

sabotage, all of which would protract the transfer process. Their concern was

understandable, the opponents, despite the efforts of the supporters, had found out about

the February meeting. Therefore, one of the parties to the negotiations was likely

sympathetic towards them: the DDC was likely sympathetic towards them.116 In March

1971, the supporters took evasive action. By May, ninety-two per cent of the suppliers of

the Coachford and Terelton groups had signed a petition demanding that the DDC transfer

the groups within a week. 1~7 Obviously, the DDC did not accede, but the transfer process

112 Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.

1~31F J, 23 Jan. 1971.114 Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.
115 IFJ, 23 Jan. 1971.
l l6 Ibid., 3 Oct. 1970; Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.
117 Interview with Eugene O’Riordan; IF J, l0 Apr. 1971.
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was catalysed.118 In May 1971, Ballyclough made a formal offer for the Coachford and

Terelton groups.

The Ballyclough offer of£60,000 for the Coachford and Terelton groups was £180,000

short of what the DDC wanted. Yet it nevertheless allowed the amalgamation supporters

within Coachford and Terelton consultative committees to approach James Gibbons, the

new Fianna F~iil minister for agriculture, to seek Department of Agriculture arbitration.119

In July 1971, James O’Mahony duly assumed the chair at the amalgamation negotiations,

and set a sale price that Ballyclough and, reluctantly, the DDC accepted. 120 Ballyclough

would pay £130,000 for the Coachford and Terelton groups, just slightly more than the

IAOS’s valuation of them.121 This was a fair price for them, and the DDC would not make

a loss. The Department of Agriculture had again intervened decisively to bring about the

transfer of the Coachford and Terelton groups. Following the transfer, it was agreed that

suppliers of the Coachford and Terelton groups would purchase shares in Ballyclough

costing 30s. per gallon of milk delivered on peak day. This would be deducted from their

milk cheques. It was also agreed that suppliers of the Coachford and Terelton groups

would have twenty representatives on the Ballyclough committee. The existing members

of Ballyclough often had two representatives per creamery. The Coachford and Terelton

groups, due to the Terelton travelling creamery’s replacement by Shounlara and Togher

auxiliaries, now had twenty creameries. Thus, their suppliers would be underrepresented.

Had the DDC resisted the transfer on that basis, it would have been somewhat justified. ~22

In March 1972, suppliers’ meetings in the Coachford and Terelton group areas ratified the

transfer. Of 517 suppliers at the meetings in the Terelton group area, only one supplier was

opposed to the transfer.123

When the Coachford and Terelton groups, and their shareholding in the South Western

Cattle Breeding Society, were transferred to Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery on 1 June
1241972, this made it, already, a consolidated unit. Therefore, the Coachford and Terelton

groups’ shareholding in the South Western Cattle Breeding Society was very much in safe

118 IF J, 29 May 1971.
119 Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.
120

Ibid.; Interview with James Moloney.
12~

Interview with Eugene O’Riordan; Interview with James Moloney; 1F J, 9 Oct. 1971. O’Riordan gave the
final price of the Coachford and Terelton groups as £135,000, and Moloney gave it as £125,000, but I have
opted for the figure given in the Irish Farmers’ Journal because it was not based on memory.
122 Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.

iz3 Ibid.; Eugene O’Riordan, The rise and fall of the local creameries (Inchigeela, 1996)

(http://homepage.eircom.net/-sosul/pagel9.html) (16 June 2004), p. 2.
124 O’Riordan, Rise and fall, p. 4.
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hands. Indeed, Ballyclough became a 45-million-gallon-a-year milk-processing

behemoth.125 In 1968, it had been Ireland’s biggest co-operative, but the addition of the

12-million gallon supply of the Coachford and Terelton groups, and the supplies of six co-

operatives since February 1971, had made it internationally significant.126 Such

consolidated dairy units were of course what reorganisation through rationalisation was

intended to deliver. Yet because of the DDC’s refocus on itself as the Dairy Development

Company, which was reliant on it having a stake in the Irish dairy-production system, it did

not celebrate.127 This must have been very odd as far as any casual observer of the scene

was concerned: a state-sponsored company, which had supposedly spent over four decades

striving for ideal reorganisation, ignoring this milestone. Having relinquished the

Coachford and Terelton groups in mid-Cork, the DDC’s region became more peripheral.

Considering that the DDC had come to see itself as the Dairy Development Company, this

might have been welcome had it not set that precedent for secession. Indeed, had the DDC

not included the Coachford and Terelton groups, and the Tipperary and Knocklong groups

- the next groups to secede, from the beginning, its dissolution may never have occurred.

The transfer of these groups in more central dairying areas set the scene for the transfer of

the other DDC groups in the dairying periphery.

On 4 July 1972, the Tipperary group followed the precedent of the Coachford and

Terelton groups and left the DDC.~28 It amalgamated with Tipperary Co-operative

Creamery (TCC). The transfer came so soon after the transfer of the Coachford and

Terelton groups because Tipperary Consultative Committee had started pursuing the IAOS

proposals soon after Coachford and Terelton consultative committees.129 From the late

1960s, the Irish Farmers’ Journal had published milk-price league tables that consistently

showed the Tipperary group in division three. 130 As suppliers of a DDC group in a more

central dairying area, the suppliers of the Tipperary group had compared their milk prices

to milk prices in the dairying heartland. Consequently, because the DDC had not

decisively defended its milk prices, they had decided that they would be better off under

125 IF J, 23 Jan. 1971; Letter from the secretary of the South Western Cattle Breeding Society to Christopher

Timlin, Sept. 1975 (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1959-Dec. 1976).
126 Kennelly, KenT way, p. 45; 1F J, 23 Jan. 1971. The six other co-operatives were: Carrigaline Co-operative

Society, Clondrohid Co-operative Creamery, Dromtariffe Co-operative Creamery, Kilcorney Co-operative
Dairy Society, Killumney Co-operative Creamery and Liscarroll Co-operative Dairy Society (Henry (ed.),

Fruits of a century, p. 121 ).
127 The 1AOS proposals, however, did not intend this dairy unit to be that large - the Carrigaline, Dromtariffe

and Liscarroll societies were not part of their Group Xll.
J28D6il/~ireann deb., cclxxxvii, 1846 (11 Feb. 1976); 1FJ, 17 May 1969, 27 Nov. 1971 & 22 Dec. 1973;

Interview with Eugene O’Riordan; ITGWU annual report for 1971, p. 44.
1291FJ, 8 Aug. 1970.
130 Ibid., 24 June 1972.
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co-operative control. The IAOS proposals had envisaged the Tipperary group and fifteen

east Limerick and west Tipperary co-operatives merging. This had been ambitious. Each

co-operative was either small or medium-sized and the combine - Group XVIII, christened

the Arravale group - would have no mainstay like Ballyclough. The co-operatives had

duly failed to be sufficiently concerted, and Arravale had never materialised. Nonetheless,

Tipperary Consultative Committee had naturally continued to believe that DDC milk prices

were unfair. Therefore, it had pursued the amalgamation with TCC.131

In early 1969, Tipperary Consultative Committee arranged for amalgamation

negotiations between its delegates, the Arravale co-operative federation and the DDC. The

Department of Agriculture had approved and Neil Blaney had made his announcement. By

May 1969, a provisional price of £ 125,000 for the Tipperary group had been agreed.

However, there was DDC obstruction. The DDC would only sell the Tipperary group if

the Arravale federation became the Arravale group before 1 May 1970.132 Yet, although

the transfer of the Tipperary group in 1969 would have set a precedent, this obstruction

could seem to have been born of concern for reorganisation. If the Tipperary group was

transferred, and the federation did not amalgamate, reorganisation through rationalisation

would be compromised. In addition, the Arravale federation was negotiating with a French

processing company, Sapiem, about constructing a facility in Tipperary that Arravale

would supply, but would be the junior partner in.133 The DDC had been established so that

co-operation would no longer be in thrall to capitalism. As it transpired, the federation

soon began to collapse anyway. 134 In May 1971, John Hennigan went on On the Land on

RTt~ and said that the DDC had been willing to transfer the Tipperary group but that the

Arravale group had failed. 135

In late 1971, amalgamation negotiations between delegates of Tipperary Consultative

Committee, TCC and the DDC started.136 By December, the transfer of the Tipperary

group for approximately £100,000, including the DDC milk powder plant in Tipperary,

was agreed.137 Again, this was a fair price. The DDC would create no obstruction, despite

the fact that the enlarged Tipperary co-operative would only have an annual milk supply of

1311F J, 17 May 1969.
132

Ibid.
133

Ibid., 5 July 1969.
134 Ibid., 21 Feb. & 11 Apr. 1970 & 22 Dec. 1973; Henry (ed.), Fruits ofa centu~’, pp 121, 122, 125 & 127.
J35 1FJ, 29 May 1971.
136

D6il F, ireann deb., cclix, 406 (24 Feb. 1972).
137

Ibid., cclxxxvii, 1846 (11 Feb. 1970); IF J, 27 Nov. 1971; Interview with Eugene O’Riordan.
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15 million gallons.138 The DDC, legitimately, could have resisted the transfer on this basis.

Pointedly, though, by November, it had effectively relinquished the Coachford and

Terelton groups, and had, consequently, yielded to the irresistibility of its dissolution, at

least in the more central dairying areas. Thus, in light of this, it is unlikely that its

obstruction of a merger between the Tipperary group and the Arravale federation had been

born Of concern for reorganisation. Rather it had, in fact, been obstruction in the pursuit of

self-preservation.

From the late 1960s, suppliers of the Knocklong group wished it to amalgamate with

Mitchelstown Co-operative Agricultural Society. The IAOS proposals had recommended

this, and Mitchelstown paid 6d. more than the Knocklong group per gallon of milk

(discussed below).139 In 1968, Knocklong Consultative Committee called for

amalgamation negotiations between its delegates, Mitchelstown and the DDC. The DDC,

though, informed it that negotiations could not commence because negotiations between

Castlelyons Co-operative Society and Mitchelstown had not commenced. 140 Once again,

this DDC obstruction could seem to have been justified. If Castlelyons, Ireland’s eighth

largest co-operative, merged with Mitchelstown, Ireland’s second largest co-operative, a

30-million-gallon-a-year creamery group would be created.141 The transfer of the

Knocklong group to it would be in the spirit of ideal reorganisation. However, Knocklong

Consultative Committee kept up pressure for negotiations and in July 1971, with

Castlelyons talking to Waterford Co-operative Society, the Department of Agriculture

approved the negotiations.142 The DDC duly obstructed them by demanding an unrealistic

price for the Knocklong group. This prompted Thomas O’Donnell to complain to Minister

for Agriculture James Gibbons in the Dfiil.143 It being clear that dairy farmers wanted

reorganisation, and that DDC suppliers, specifically, wanted the DDC’s dissolution, all

politicians were willing to back this. Yet again, pointedly, having effectively relinquished

the Coachford and Terelton groups, and the Tipperary group, in March 1972 the DDC

effectively relinquished the Knocklong group. 144 This indicates that its earlier obstruction

had been in pursuit of self-preservation. The 5-million gallon annual milk supply of the

Knocklong group would be added to the 21-million gallon annual milk supply of the

~38 IFJ, 27 Nov. 1971.

139D6ilEireann deb., cclvii, 851 (1 Dec. 1971).
140 Minutes of the central consultative committee conference, 15 Nov. 1968 (N.A.I., DDC 1/24).
141 IF J, 28 Feb. 1970; Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 45.
142 Minutes of the central consultative committee conference, 18 June 1970 (N.A.I., DDC 1/24); D6il Eireann

deb., cclix, 406 (24 Feb. 1972); Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 128.
143 D6il Eireann deb., cclix, 406 (24 Feb. 1972).
144 1F J, 18 Mar. 1972.
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Mitchelstown society.145 This measure of reorganisation could have been achieved long

before and was not ideal. Had the DDC continued to resist the transfer, it could have been

justifiable. On 15 September 1972, the Knocklong group and its farm and pig-fattening

units were transferred to the Mitchelstown society for £200,000, a fair price.146

The Knocklong group’s lorry drivers were responsible for the six-month delay between

the DDC capitulation and the transfer of the Knocklong group. They received 24d. per

week more than their Mitchelstown counterparts and were unwilling to accept a pay-cut.147

Unlike the DDC’s managers and other workers, the industry-wide agreements on pay and

conditions did not apply to them, but they were very much the exception. By September

1972, they had backed down.

That there was a 6d. differential between the milk prices paid by the Knocklong group

and Mitchelstown reflects very badly on the DDC. This was not a price differential that the

DDC could defend. All seven auxiliaries in the Knocklong group had an average of around

forty suppliers each and three, Bulgaden, Gormanstown and Knockaney, were practically

in one parish. Had the DDC reorganised through rationalisation itself, and closed two

creameries, it could have substantially raised milk prices. In other words, had it done its

job there might not have been a differential.148 Moreover, the differential reflects badly on

the DDC from another perspective. Had it been precluded via internal reorganisation, this

would also have shown the DDC to be less inept at self-preservation. Whatever about the

suppliers of the Coachford and Terelton groups and the Tipperary group, the suppliers of

the Knocklong group might not then, decisively, have pursued the transfer of their group.

III

The pursuit of the transfer of their groups by suppliers of the Coachford and Terelton

groups, the Tipperary group and the Knocklong group led suppliers of the eight DDC

groups in Kerry to wonder whether they would be better off under co-operative control.

On the publication of the Cook and Sprague report, they had seen that they could reap the

financial benefits of reorganisation through rationalisation without the DDC’s dissolution,

but, because it had not decisively defended its milk prices, they questioned its continuity.

145Ibid., 18 Mar. 1972; Kennelly, Kerr), way, p. 45.
146Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 121; 1FJ, 18 Mar. 1972.
1471F J, 8 Apr. 1972.
148DdilEireann deb., ccxlv, 437 (12 Mar. 1970); ccli, 710-11 (4 Feb. 1971); cclvii, 851 (1 Dec. 1971).
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As James Kennelly has observed, before the successive transfers of the Coachford and

Terelton groups, the Tipperary group and the Knocklong group, there was little interest in

the DDC’s dissolution in Kerry.149 Furthermore, the transfer of these four groups in 1972

cleared the way for the transfer of the Kerry groups. Through that transfer, co-operation

would supplant the DDC as the main player in the dairy industry in southwest Ireland. ,1."

The nature of the transfer of the Kerry groups was also significant. The IAOS proposals

had suggested that the groups be transferred to north Kerry and south Kerry co-operative

groups. However, with three of the ’big five’ Irish co-operatives- Ballyclough, Golden

Vale and Mitchelstown - on Kerry’s borders, this was contested. 150 It was right that it was.

Dividing Kerry thus would be like dividing Italy. North Kerry boasted reasonably good

land, fair-sized farms, moderate milk-collection costs and a relatively mild climate. South

Kerry had mountains, smallholdings, high milk-collection costs and a permanent cold.

Without a north Kerry group to subsidise it, a south Kerry group would struggle. In

addition, there were plans for a major dairy-processing plant at Listowel, and no such plans

for a similar plant in south Kerry. Yet without the milk supply of a south Kerry group, a

north Kerry group might struggle too. Six of the eight co-operatives that would merge with

the Ardfert and Listowel groups to form the prospective north Kerry group had a combined

annual milk intake of only 1 2 million gallons. The IAOS could not see the wood for the

trees: Kerry’s co-operatives and DDC groups should amalgamate with one, two or all of

Ballyclough, Golden Vale and Mitchelstown, or, should form a united Kerry group. 151 The

organisation behind the plans for the Listowel dairy-processing plant saw clearly that

Kerry’s co-operatives and DDC groups should form a united Kerry group.

North Kerry Milk Products (henceforth, NKMP), that organisation, despite its name,

brought this vision into reality. Interestingly, the DDC supported NKMP from the start. In

1963, it purchased 200 £1 shares in its forerunner, the North Kerry Food Processing Co-

operative Society.152 Therefore, regarding self-preservation, the DDC unwittingly

facilitated its demise but, regarding reorganisation, it unwittingly facilitated the

establishment of a consolidated, countywide co-operative dairy unit. NKMP was created

in 1967 with three shareholders - the DDC, Fry-Cadbury and North Kerry Co-operative

Creameries (henceforth, NKCC). NKCC was a federation of the eight co-operatives in

149 Kennelly, Kerry way, pp 41-2.
is0 Avonmore Creameries and Waterford Co-operative Society made up the ’big five’.
151 Kennelly, Kerry way, pp 37-8, 44-5, 56 & 101.
152 DDC minutes, 10 Apr. 1963 (N.A.I., DDC minutes).
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north Kerry, plus two co-operatives from west Limerick. Each shareholder was

represented on the board of NKMP, but Eddie Hayes, chairman of NKCC, was effectively

NKMP, and it had been him who had envisaged a united Kerry group. In 1970, NKMP

announced that a casein factory would be built at Listowel. NKMP would make casein,

and the Erie Casein Company of Illinois would market it. Erie Casein would be the junior

partner. The factory was to cost £575,000, with the DDC and NKCC both contributing

£81,000 and most of the balance coming from grants or loans. Before the factory was

built, in November 1971 NKMP appointed Denis Brosnan as general manager. This was

momentous. The holy trinity of a united Kerry group would be Hayes, who led the co-

operatives into the merger, Frank Wall, the unofficial leader of Kerry’s DDC suppliers,

who led the DDC groups into the merger, and Brosnan. Hayes had envisaged a united

Kerry group, but Brosnan took it on and made it a reality. In June 1972, Listowel casein

factory began production, and at the press conference when it opened, Brosnan talked

about how there would soon be a ’big six’ in Irish co-operation.153 Also at the press

conference, John Hennigan stated, innocently: ’it is good to see Dairy Disposal creameries

and local co-ops getting together’.154 The Listowel factory would add huge value to the

milk of DDC suppliers - taking sixty per cent of the skim milk of the suppliers of the

Listowel group, and much of the skim of the suppliers of the Ardfert and Dingle groups. 155

Thus, the DDC thought that NKMP was helping to safeguard its future in Kerry.

Four days after the press conference, Brosnan presented to the IAOS plans for a united

Kerry group. 156 The timing was propitious. NKMP had just delivered on its original

objective, and the IAOS was revising its proposals for how the dairy-production system

should be reorganised. Brosnan was hugely impressive. What he outlined was no vague

idea, but a cogent argument for a countywide group, to which he ’was personally

committed’. 157 Yet, although the Irish Farmers’ Journal had revealed that Kerry dairy

farmers favoured it, the IAOS deemed it ’unrealistic’, and with good reason.158 For one

thing, in 1970 the DDC groups had handled seventy-four per cent of the milk produced in

Kerry and it would surely be beyond the ten co-operatives to acquire them. Consequently,

in July 1972, in its revised Proposals for Creamery Rationalisation, the IAOS proposed a

153 Kennelly, Kerry way, pp 38, 57-8, 61-8, 70-76, 85-6, 100 & 109. See Bryan MacMahon, Hero town

(Dingle and London, 2004), p. 9 for a literary description of Listowel casein factory.
154 1FJ, 17 June 1972.
155 Kennelly, Kerry way, pp 46 & 54; CE, 31 Dec. 1970; D6ilEireann deb., cclxii, 1354 (12 July 1972); 1F J,

11 Nov. 1972.
156 Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 100.
157 Ibid.
t58 Ibid., p. 101; IFJ, 18 Sept. 1971.
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north Kerry group and dividing south Kerry between Ballyclough and Golden Vale.

Rather than causing them to back down, though, the revised IAOS proposals galvanised

Brosnan and everybody believing in a united Kerry group, but later in 1972 they suffered

another blow. Mountcollins Co-operative Creamery abandoned NKCC for Golden Vale,

which was also targeting Brosna Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society and the

Castlemaine, Dicksgrove and Dingle DDC groups.159 Since it had become apparent that

NKMP wanted to create a united Kerry group, the DDC had not been obstructive.

However, this did not necessarily indicate that it had become resigned to its dissolution

generally. For instance, in September 1972 it announced that it would locate a dairy-

processing factory in Dingle.~6° Simply, the DDC had not needed to be obstructive

considering the difficulties that plans for a united Kerry group were encountering. Yet in

1973 there was a critical intervention. Following the February 1973 general election, a

Fine Gael-led government, the National Coalition, entered office and Mark Clinton became

minister for agriculture. He was as pro-DDC dissolution as his predecessors, such as

Patrick Smith and James Dillon, had been anti-DDC dissolution. Clinton offered to sell the

Kerry groups at a price affordable to NKCC.161

In April 1973, five NKCC members - Abbeydorney and Ballinclemisig, Athea, Lixnaw

and Rattoo co-operatives - amalgamated as Kerrykreem Creameries, to be a precursor to a

united Kerry group.162 Suppliers of the Cahirciveen, Castlemaine, Dicksgrove and

Listowel DDC groups did threaten a united Kerry group again by moving to establish

independent groups. However, after Frank Wall backed a united Kerry group these moves

halted.163 In 1971, suppliers of the Castlemaine and Dicksgrove groups had sought a

merger with Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery.164 When this had stalled, later in 1971

suppliers of the Castlemaine group had tried to establish an independent group.165 In

addition, in 1972 half of the suppliers of Tubbermaine auxiliary in the Dicksgrove group

had started supplying the Brosna society (see Cartoon 1).166 This indicates that these

suppliers, the same as the suppliers of the Coachford and Terelton groups in 1967, were

primarily preoccupied with the mere transfer of their creameries to co-operative control.

159 Kennelly, Kerry wav, pp 39 & 100-03.
160 IF J, 16 Sept. 1972; Dg~il [~ireann deb., cclxii, 1354 (12 July 1972).
161Kennelly, Kerry way, pp 106-07.
162

In January 1972, Abbeydorney Co-operative Dairy Society and Ballinclemesig Co-operative Agricultural
& Dairy Society had already amalgamated (Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 123).
163 Suppliers of the Dingle and Kenmare DDC groups had also moved to establish independent groups, but by

1973 these moves had subsided (Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 108; IF J, 7 Oct. 1972).
~64 Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 44; 1FJ, 24 Apr. & 8 May 1971; D6ilEireann deb., ccliii, 658 (28 Apr. 1971).
165 IFJ, 18 Sept. 1971; D6ilEireann deb., ccli, 1717 (18 Feb. 1971).

166 IF J, 19 Feb. 1972.
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The Department of Agriculture, the IAOS and the DDC, for different reasons, had

combined to curb the rebellion, but by 1973 suppliers of the Castlemaine, Dicksgrove and

Cahirciveen groups wanted to create an independent mid-Kerry group. 167 Suppliers of the

Listowel group had also begun to think narrowly, and desire an independent group. Frank

Wall met with the suppliers and promised them a far more feasible alternative to the DDC,

and the suppliers of all four groups became zealous supporters of a united Kerry group.168

By June 1973, the chairmen of the consultative committees in the eight Kerry DDC groups

and Eddie Hayes had formed the committee that was to negotiate with the DDC over the

transfer of the Kerry groups to NKCC.169

Yet there were no negotiations between the chairmen of the consultative committees and

Eddie Hayes and the DDC. Mark Clinton intervened and assumed control of the situation.

Hayes et al were prepared to bid £750,000 for the Kerry groups, and the DDC wanted £3

million for them, but on 6 July 1973 Clinton proposed a one-off, ’non-negotiable’, ’final

offer’, of£1 million for the Kerry groups.~7° Naturally, Hayes et al accepted, and on 13

July 1973 the deal was concluded. An extra £150,000 was agreed for Castleisland Cattle-

Breeding Station, Cahirciveen and Kenmare pig-breeding farms and all the other DDC

assets in Kerry and the DDC stake in NKMP.TM The prices were fair. Clinton made the

transfer contingent on just three conditions: DDC suppliers had to ratify it, DDC staff had

to be retained, and the DDC supply of Fry-Cadbury had to be continued.172 Clinton had cut

the DDC out of its own transfer process, precluding the possibility of obstruction.

Moreover, considering that he had done this in the context of the transfer of its eight Kerry

groups, over half of what remained of the DDC: its very heart, he had, therefore, cut its

lifeline. Clinton was responding to the demand of DDC suppliers for the dissolution of the

DDC. The minister was first and foremost a politician, and he was giving a large number

of voters what they wanted. The National Coalition had come into government following

sixteen years when Fianna Ffiil had had the monopoly on power; it had to take advantage of

its time in power to build its popular appeal.

167IFJ, 18 Sept. 1971 & 19 Feb., 4 Mar., 5 Aug. & 7 Oct. 1972.
16s Wall may have told suppliers of the Listowel group that a Listowel group would be preserved within the

united Kerry group (BallyduffRecorder, i (Dec. 1998), p. 20).
169 Kennelly, Kerry way, pp 107-11 & 118.
170Ibid., pp 11 1-12.
171Ibid., pp 112-13.
172Ibid., p. 113; ITGWU annual reportfor1973, p. 64.
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Cartoon 1 :
A cartoon satirising the fervent desire of Dairy Disposal Company suppliers to
supply co-operatives
(courtesy of Irish Farmers’ Journal, 4 Mar. 1972).





Dissolution of the DDC

Following the conclusion of the deal, Brosnan, Hayes and, especially, Wall canvassed

DDC suppliers. The suppliers’ ratification of the transfer could not be taken for granted,

but also enthusiasm for the Kerry co-operative had to be whipped up to the extent that they

would purchase a lot of shares in it. The Kerry groups would be bought with a bank loan

and, obviously, it would be easier to service, the more shares there were in the co-

operative. The shares would cost £1 per forty-one gallons of milk delivered on peak day,

to be deducted from milk cheques at the rate of ld. per gallon, or paid for in cash, with a

four per cent discount.173 The canvassing emphasised that in 1974, the Kerry co-operative

would have a turnover of£25 million and would handle 70 million gallons of milk, rising

to 100 million gallons by 1980.174 Only Golden Vale would have a larger turnover and

bigger milk intake. Kerry co-operative would supply a milk powder plant that NKMP had

opened in Listowel in 1973 (without financial assistance from the DDC) and a whey-

processing plant that it would open in Listowel in 1974. This would allow Kerry co-

operative to exploit the full value potential of milk. These factories would employ many

ex-DDC creamery workers when creameries were closed following the creation of a united

Kerry group. The canvassing also stressed that Kerry dairy farmers would be best placed

to keep benefiting from EEC membership through the Kerry co-operative (Ireland had of

course joined the EEC in January 1973). To avail fully of EEC membership long-term,

Kerry dairy farmers needed to produce more, better and cheaper milk and a large, Kerry-

based, co-operative would definitely help them to; if no more than a reorganised DDC. J75

The prospect of a Kerry co-operative generated tremendous pride in most Kerry DDC

suppliers, and they responded well to the canvass. ~76

By failing to convince through the central consultative committee Frank Wall, and also

figures like John Barrett and Andrew Lynch, that suppliers had been better off with it and

could be as well off with it in the future, the DDC possibly did most to seal its own fate.

Wall, as has been shown, and also Barrett and Lynch; the influential chairmen of Dingle

and Rathmore consultative committees, respectively, prepared the ground for the

dissolution of the DDC in its very heartland.

A Kerry co-operative generated tremendous pride in most Kerry DDC suppliers, but

certainly did not generate tremendous pride in all of the suppliers of the Rathmore group.

173 Kennelly, Kerry wav, pp 79 & 113.
174

Ibid., p. 113; IFJ, 28 July 1973; Kerry Co-op Creameries News, May 1974.
~75 See Mark T. Shutes, ’Kerry farmers and the European Community: capital transition in a rural Irish
parish’ in Irish Journal ofSociolog-y, i (1991), pp 1-17.
176 Kennelly, Kerry way, pp 106-07, 113-14, 116-17, 141-3 & 152.
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It straddled the Cork/Kerry border, and many of its suppliers were Cork men who took no

pride in a Kerry co-operative, and wanted to transfer to Ballyclough Co-operative

Creamery.177 This could be problematic when it came to ratifying the transfer of the eight

groups. If the suppliers of the Rathmore group voted on ratification early on, and if the

Cork men’s ’no’ vote carried the day, it could shake the confidence that suppliers of the

other groups had in the Kerry co-operative: causing them to vote ’no’. Thus, Brosnan

arranged that the Rathmore vote would be the penultimate vote, by which stage most of the

other groups’ suppliers should have voted ’yes’.178 The strategy worked. In August 1973,

the suppliers of the Ardfert, Castlemaine, Dicksgrove and Listowel groups were selected to

vote and voted overwhelmingly for ratification.179 When the suppliers of the Cahirciveen

group voted likewise in September, the majority was already achieved. Frank Wall had

converted suppliers of four of these five groups to a united Kerry group, underlining his

importance to the creation of a Kerry co-operative. Subsequently, the suppliers of the

Kenmare group voted and brought the number who had voted to 2,612, out of a possible

4,900, and the number who had voted ’yes’ to 2,472, or ninety-five per cent. The Cork

suppliers of the Rathmore group duly boycotted the Rathmore ballot, and it was

cancelled.~8° Finally, suppliers of the Dingle group voted and cast not one negative vote.

In October 1973, Mark Clinton announced that seven-and-a-half DDC groups would

transfer to Kerry Co-operative Creameries on 1 January 1974. Jm The Rathmore group

would be partitioned, with its Cork auxiliaries, Ballydaly and Millstreet (Lacka was also in

Cork, but barely, and was effectively a Kerry auxiliary), going to Ballyclough.182 The

transfer of the Kerry creameries went smoothly. Therefore, in July 1974 the share drive

began in earnest. By October, Kerry farmers had invested £865,000, approximately

seventy-five per cent of what the eight groups had cost (with Ballyclough still to

contribute).183 In 1978, although three Kerry co-operatives - Fealesbridge, Lee Strand and

Newtownsandes - remained independent of Kerry Co-operative Creameries (Brosna had

amalgamated with it in 1976), it handled 98 million gallons of milk.184 This was only 2

million gallons short of what had been predicted would be its intake by 1980.

177Ibid.; Minutes of the central consultative committee conference, 18 June 1970 (N.A.I., DDC 1/24).
178Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 118.
179Ibid.; 1FJ, 18 Aug. 1973.
~80See IF J, 15 Sept. 1973 for an account of the Rathmore boycott.
181Kennelly, Kerry way, pp 114-16 & 1 18-19.
182IF J, 20 Oct. 1973.
183Kenneily, Kerr), way, pp 110, 121-2, 124, 128-9 & 345.
184Ibid., p. 174; Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 123; Interview with Denis McCarthy.
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The transfer of the Kerry groups could be seen as a triumph for the DDC, when

measured against what it had been established to contribute to, reorganisation, and what it

had latterly aspired to, reorganisation through rationalisation. An entire county had been

reorganised into one consolidated dairy unit. Furthermore, despite being in the dairying

periphery, the unit was the second largest in Ireland, a testament to the DDC as the Dairy

Development Company. As recently as 1968, the Cook and Sprague report had stated that

all of this would be impossible. 185 Yet because the DDC had become fixated with

continuing to be the Dairy Development Company for posterity, the transfer of the eight

Kerry groups was actually disastrous for it from this perspective. The transfer had left the

DDC with a bifurcated rump of its original creamery network - between Clare and west

Cork - and had removed any doubts that its remaining suppliers had about its dissolution.

Lastly, it should be observed that in turning their backs so quickly and completely on the

DDC, the Kerry groups’ suppliers do appear to have been somewhat ungrateful. After all,

much of Kerry would have had no creameries, or, indeed, a modern farming culture had it

not been for the DDC. In 1963, for example, it had invested heavily in agricultural

machinery for the Cahirciveen group area, where farming was done between the rocks.186

Perhaps recognising and rationalising this, in 1971 one supplier of the Dicksgrove group

professed admiration for the DDC, which was run by ’honourable men’, and blamed

politicians with ’vested interests’ for having caused it to outlive its usefulness.~87 Such ill-

informed beliefs had developed simply because the DDC had not decisively defended its

milk prices.

Nowhere was greater indebted to the DDC than County Clare. From the 1930s, the

DDC had created in Clare a creamery network virtually from scratch. Nevertheless, in the

1960s there was also a growing feeling in Clare that the DDC had outstayed its welcome.

As discussed in Chapter 6, in 1963 the DDC and the ICMSA met to address what the

ICMSA perceived to be unfair DDC milk prices, and it was the prices that the suppliers of

the three Clare groups were receiving that they cited. Also as discussed in Chapter 6,

following the Knapp report, the NFA circularised DDC suppliers in Clare telling them to

demand the DDC’s dissolution. Again, as discussed in Chapter 6, in 1966 more Clare

suppliers participated in picketing in the ICMSA strike than had in the ICMSA strike in

185 Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, p. 112.
186 DDC minutes, 9 Sept. 1963 (N.A.I., DDC minutes); Kennelly, Kerr); way, pp 144-5; Jack O’Connor, Keys

to the Kingdom: the story of the outsider who led Kerry back to glory (Dublin, 2007), p. 25.
187 1FJ, 18 Sept. 1971.
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1953. Once more, as discussed in Chapter 6, in 1968 North Clare Consultative Committee

was aggrieved at the amount of skim milk that the Lansdowne complex was accepting.

Finally, as discussed in Chapter 6, in 1969 North Clare Consultative Committee was

aggrieved that Lansdowne, having begun to accept more skim milk, would not accept even

more skim milk. Therefore, when in May 1969 negotiations on the transfer of the

Coachford and Terelton groups commenced and negotiations on the transfer of the

Tipperary group appeared to conclude, moves to establish a Clare co-operative quickened.

In June 1969, Clare Co-operative Society was established in anticipation of the transfer

of the Clare groups, but its first objective was to open a dairy-processing factory, which

would make a Clare group viable.188 Between June and December, it forged an association

with the San Miguel de Phillipin company of Manila and reached an agreement with it to

construct not just a skim, but whole milk, processing factory at Clare Abbey, near Ennis.

However, in February 1971 the Department of Agriculture refused the factory a licence,

perhaps because there was a question over whether San Miguel would be the senior partner

in the venture. That the transfer of the Clare groups would undoubtedly mean the end of

the DDC meant that as soon as the Clare Abbey factory was disapproved, it endeavoured to

pre-empt any further attempt by the Clare co-operative to establish a factory. In February

1971, the DDC announced that it would open a dairy-processing factory in Cratloe,

between Limerick and Shannon. This was obstruction of a different nature, aimed at

killing the campaign for home rule in Clare with kindness. The Clare co-operative was not

conciliated, though.189 The Cratloe factory was to produce dried skim milk, and would

thus only process skim milk. This would not really add any more value to suppliers’ milk

than was already added by the Lansdowne complex, or would be added by the whole milk-

processing factory.19° In addition, the factory’s location was poor. In August 1972, the

Irish Farmers’ Journal opined: ’siting a new processing plant at Cratloe...is one of the

greatest bits of skull-duggery ever imposed on the long suffering farmers of Clare’.191

Locating the factory in southeast Clare, instead of centrally, meant that transporting the

bulk of the skim milk, from the North Clare and West Clare groups, would be far more

~88 IF J, 27 Feb. & 27 Mar. 1971; An assessment of the Lansdowne complex, Sept. 1966 (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12,

Aug. 1965-June 1969); An assessment of Lansdowne condensery, Sept. 1970 (ibid., DDC 2/8/5 A, Apr.
1969-Mar. 1971); D6ill~ireann deb., ccliv, 1945-6 (17 June 1971); cciviii, 1606 & 1637-8 (10 Feb. 1972).
~89IFJ, 27 Feb. & 27 Mar. 1971.
19o Ibid., 27 Feb., 20 Mar. & 8 May 1971 & 5 Aug. 1972; D6il Eireann deb., cclxi, 1737 (15 June 1972).
191 1FJ, 5 Aug. 1972.
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expensive. Therefore, suppliers would receive far less for it. 192 Consequently, James

O’Mahony remarked that the Cratloe factory represented the ’last sting of a dying wasp. ,193

The Cratloe-factory strategy backfired on the DDC and caused Clare Co-operative

Society to turn directly to taking over the Clare groups. It still hoped to open a processing

factory, but this now became its secondary objective. Interestingly, unlike Kerry DDC

suppliers, Clare DDC suppliers had always sought a countywide group (generally adhering

to the 1966 IAOS proposals). The Clare co-operative approached the DDC and in April

1972 it eventually put a price of £300,000 on the Clare groups. This did not represent

value for money.194 The Farmers’ Journal decried: ’Clare farmers are being asked by the

D.D. to buy a collection of scrap creameries in Clare for £300,000’ (see also Cartoon 2).195

The DDC had fallen back on a familiar tactic of obstruction. However, the Clare co-

operative then began to think about bringing the Clare groups into the Golden Vale

Federation, which would be able to afford the DDC’s price. Golden Vale was a minor

sensation in the mid-west. From eleven affiliated co-operatives in the 1940s, it had grown

to sixteen in the 1960s, and in 1973 six more co-operatives were set to affiliate, prior to a

grand amalgamation.196 In 1948, Golden Vale had constructed a cheese factory in

Charleville, and in 1967 had located a second dairy-processing factory there.197 In 1969, it

had expanded on its Munster base by buying two marts in the midlands. 198 The context of

a super-group with a ready-made factory emerging in Kerry must have had an effect on the

Clare co-operative. In November 1973, the DDC demanded £600,000 for the Clare

creameries, Clarecastle Cattle-Breeding Station and its other assets in Clare and the Clare

co-operative resolved that the Clare groups should be brought into Golden Vale. 199 The

Farmers’ Journal duly suggested that a sign be erected at the Cratloe-factory site, reading:

’Poor old Cratloe died a death here. Dated this day 17th November 1973. R.I.P.’2°°

Crucially, Golden Vale was interested in the Clare groups. Even more crucially, it was

interested in the Lansdowne complex.2°~ When in May 1974 delegates from the Clare co-

192 Ibid.; 13 May, 9 Sept. & 7 Oct. 1972; D6ilEireann deb., cclxi, 1736 (15 June 1972); LA.O.S. report for

1964, p. 8.
~93 Interview with James O’Mahony.
1941FJ, 27 Feb. 1971 & 8 Apr. 1972.
195Ibid., 19 Aug. 1972.
196Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 122.
197Ibid.; Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 44.
198KM, 16 Aug. 1969.
1991FJ, 17 Nov. 1973 & 12 Jan. 1974.
20o Ibid., 17 Nov. 1973.
201 Ibid., 1 Jan. 1972 & 12 Jan. 1974.
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operative and the now amalgamated Golden Vale met Mark Clinton, he once again cut the

DDC out of its own transfer process, and agreed to the transfer of the Clare groups.2°2

Although the DDC had relinquished the Kerry groups, and its fate was really sealed, it had

bought the fittings for the Cratloe factory and, thus, probably, would have hung on for as

long as it could.2°3 Consequently, the Clinton factor was once again decisive. Yet Clinton

was only able to sell the Clare groups because Lansdowne was part of the deal. It could

not be left as a DDC island because its future would be doubtful. Golden Vale offered

£1,050,000 for the DDC’s assets in Clare and the Lansdowne complex (£600,000 for the

former and £450,000 for the latter), which was fair, and Clinton accepted.TM In June 1974,

the Clare suppliers voted on ratifying the transfer. There was a sixty-nine per cent turnout

(compared to a fifty-four per cent turnout in the 1974 local elections), and the vast majority

voted for it.2°5 With the ITGWU satisfied that jobs were safe, on 1 December 1974 the

transfer took place.2°6 The addition of the 22-million-gallon-a-year supply of the Clare

groups confirmed Golden Vale as the largest dairy unit and co-operative in Ireland.2°7

Like the transfer of the Kerry groups, the transfer of the Clare groups, and the

Lansdowne complex, was a triumph for the DDC from the perspective of its raison d’etre,

reorganisation, or, more specifically, reorganisation through rationalisation. It was also a

triumph from the perspective of the DDC as the Dairy Development Company. A whole,

marginal, county, with a dairy industry that the DDC had created, had been bequeathed to

Ireland’s largest co-operative, situated in Ireland’s dairying heartland. Only to such a co-

operative conglomerate could the Lansdowne complex have been so satisfactorily

transferred. Yet from the perspective that the DDC had come to see its raison d’ktre as

continuing to be the Dairy Development Company, the transfer was the final nail in its

coffin. That it had obstructed it on this basis, means that the amalgamation of the Clare

groups, and the Lansdowne complex, and Golden Vale, like the creation of a united Kerry

group, had happened in spite of it, even though it had laid the foundations for success.2°8

202 Ibid., 11 May & 1 June 1974; Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 122.
203 Interview with James O’Mahony; Eddie Cotter, Memories of Ennistymon creamer3, (Ennistymon, 2001),

~04" 73. The fittings were sold (Ddil Eireann deb., cclxxx, 1513 (8 May 1975)).
IF J, 12 Jan., 16 Feb., 27 Apr., 11 May, 1 & 29 June 1974; Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, pp 93-4.

20s Cotter, Ennistymon creamery, p. 73; IF J, 29 June 1974; Interview with Daithi Scanlon, former DDC West

Clare group supplier, of Kilkee, County Clare (15 Jan. 2006).
2o6 IF J, 22 June & 30 Nov. 1974; ITGWU annual report for 1974, p. 85; Paul Markham, The history of the

west Clare creameries (Kilrnsh, 2001), p. 71; Henry (ed.), Fruits of a century, p. 122; 11, 9 Nov. 1974.
2o7 IF J, 29 June 1974.
2o8 D6il [~ireann deb., ccliv, 1945 (17 June 1971); cclviii, 1637-40 (10 Feb. 1972); cclxxxvi, 783 (3 Dec.

1975); cclxxxvii, 1837 & 1840-41 (11 Feb. 1976); Report on milk processing operations at Lansdowne
factory, 1964; Report on milk processing operations at Lansdowne milk processing factory, 1970.
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Cartoon 2:
A cartoon satirising the Dairy Disposal Company’s exorbitant price for the Clare creamery groups
(courtesy of Irish Farmers" Journal, 19 Aug. 1972).
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IV

A united west Cork group would be an ideal consolidated dairy unit. The region was

divided into six creamery sectors: the Bandon, Barryroe, Drinagh and Lisavaird co-

operative society areas, and the Castletownbere and West Cork DDC group areas. In

addition, it had the dairy-processing factory at Ballineen. The 1966 IAOS proposals

recommended a west Cork group (albeit minus the Castletownbere group, which would be

required to beef up the proposals’ south Kerry group). However, rebel west Cork’s distaste

for creamery mergers came to the fore, and its co-operatives disregarded the proposals.

Furthermore, the suppliers of the Castletownbere and West Cork groups showed no interest

in the amalgamation, even after suppliers of the other DDC groups started to pursue the

transfer of their groups. This possibly indicated a continuing attachment to the security of

a state-sponsored company on the uncertain southwestern seaboard, which overrode

perceptions about the fairness of its milk prices. In October 1971, the Irish Farmers’

Journal predicted that the amalgamation activities of Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery

would ’force the disparate West Cork groups to at least consider amalgamation’.2°9

Ballyclough had virtually enclosed west Cork. Yet when in January 1972 the IAOS

organised a meeting to discuss a west Cork group, although the four co-operatives were

represented, the attendance was paltry. The 1972 IAOS proposals again recommended a

west Cork group (including the Castletownbere group), and were again disregarded.21°

Of the transfers of DDC groups that Mark Clinton catalysed, he catalysed none more

than the transfer of the Castletownbere and West Cork groups. In fact, he instigated the

transfer. In April 1973, with the prospect of a united west Cork group as remote as ever,

Clinton contacted Drinagh Co-operative Society.z~ He informed it that he was in ’favour’

of its absorption of ’the Dairy Disposal Company’s entire interests in West Cork’.212

Drinagh was the biggest co-operative in west Cork and was also the nearest to the

Castletownbere and West Cork groups.213 In the absence of a west Cork group, the merger

of the Castletownbere and West Cork groups with Drinagh would be the next best thing.

Before Clinton had cut the DDC out of the transfer process of the Kerry groups and the

Clare groups, he had cut it out of the transfer process of the Castletownbere and West Cork

209 1FJ, 9 Oct. 1971.
_,10 Ibid., 1 & 15 Jan. 1972.

211 D6il l~ireann deb., cclxvi, 76 (7 June 1973).
212 Ibid.
213 Map of west Cork showing co-operative society catchment areas and creamery locations, c. 1975 (in the

possession of Jerome Geaney of Union Hall, County Cork).
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groups. Within two months of taking office, Clinton had demonstrated what he would do

to see the DDC dissolve and, perhaps envisaging that its suppliers in west Cork would be

the only ones not desirous of this, had acted to ensure that their groups would not linger on.

However, it took from October 1973 until July 1975 to transfer the Castletownbere and

West Cork groups, making them the last DDC groups to be transferred!214 DDC

obstruction was not, obviously, the reason for this. Castletownbere and West Cork

consultative committees took much convincing of the benefits of the merger.215 On 1 July

1975, the Castletownbere and West Cork groups were finally transferred to Drinagh for the

fair price of £100,000.216 The groups added approximately 5 million gallons to Drinagh’s

11-million gallon annual milk supply.217 In September, the DDC shares in Carbery

Creameries and the South Western Cattle Breeding Society passed to Drinagh. This was

potentially disastrous from the perspective of reorganisation: as discussed in Chapter 6,

these organisations required the ballast of a consolidated dairy unit.218 V/

As the DDC had largely dissolved by 1975, the transfer of the Castletownbere and West

Cork groups was only a disaster from the perspective of reorganisation through

rationalisation. Apart from how it might undermine Carbery Creameries and the South

Western Cattle Breeding Society, the DDC could have transferred the two groups to

Drinagh immediately the Creameries (Acquisition) Act, 1943 had been implemented.

Ironically, that it had created the West Cork group after the Creameries (Acquisition) Act

had been implemented had signalled its intention to retain its creameries pending the

development of circumstances conducive to ideal reorganisation.

In 1972, the DDC was on the point of amalgamating the Lansdowne complex and the

toffee factory.219 Considering that it had reacquired the toffee factory in 1931 because it

had been fundamental to the prosperity of the Lansdowne business, it should have

conducted this piece of internal reorganisation in 1931. However, in 1972 two potential

purchasers of the factory emerged and because it was then struggling very badly, the DDC

214 An assessment of transferring the Castletownbere and West Cork groups to Drinagh Co-operative Society,

Oct. 1973 (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1959-Dec. 1976).
2is D6il l~ireann deb., cclxxvii, 1498 (30 Jan. 1975).
2~6 Facsimile of letter from Christopher Timlin to Liam Cuddihy, general manager of Drinagh Co-operative

Society, Aug. 1975 (N.A.I., DDC 2/43/8, Apr. 1971-Oct. 1976); Anon., ’Drinagh Co-op’ in Eyeries Parish
Newsletter (Christmas 2008), p. 92.
217 Kennelly, Kerry way, p. 45.
2~8 Secretary of South Western Cattle Breeding Society to Timlin (N.A.I., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1959-Dec.

1976); Timlin to Cuddihy (ibid., DDC 2/43/8, Apr. 1971-Oct. 1976).
2J9 An assessment of the proposed integration of Cleeves Confectionery (Limerick) Ltd into the Condensed

Milk Company of Ireland (1928) Ltd, May 1970 (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, Apr. 1969-Mar. 1971).
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sought to offioad it.22° The DDC, and the ITGWU, favoured selling it to McMahon

Confectioners of Finglas in Dublin.TM McMahon offered the most for it, £25,000, and

promised to retain all non-clerical staff.222 Moreover, the father-in-law of Brian McMahon,

McMahon’s managing director, was Ben Dunne of Dunnes Stores, and Dunnes ’was in a

position to absorb approximately 200 tons of confectionery per annum’.223 Yet McMahon

Confectioners had only been registered in 1971 and by January 1973 teething troubles had

caused it to withdraw its bid.224 Rather than then amalgamate the toffee factory and the

Lansdowne complex, though, the DDC held out for another buyer. In August, the toffee

factory had to cease production and its thirty staff were reassigned to the Lansdowne

complex.225 The DDC had let the toffee factory become an anachronism, as the Limerick

Weekly Echo recognised: ’The tragic thing is that there is no shortage of orders but the

whole operation has become uneconomic because the...Dairy Disposal Board has failed to

invest back capital in modem machinery.’226 As a separate business unit, and now not in

operation, there did not seem to be much hope for the toffee factory. Given McMahon

Confectioners’ inchoate status, its re-emergence and purchase of the toffee factory, on 9

October 1974, for £30,000 (another fair price), did not alter this. The saga of the toffee

factory, from its reacquisition to its transfer, is undoubtedly an indictment of the DDC.227

Due to the DDC’s investment in 1955, in early 1971 the manager of the DDC bacon

factory, Michael Quill, was able to write of the Tullamore factory:

To-day a staff of 140 is employed...and the directors and managers look with confidence to the

years ahead in the belief that it will grow from strength to strength providing more and better

services to the farmers who supply the raw materials and good secure employment to an ever

increasing staff,z28

However, due to the DDC’s lack of investment in the factory subsequently, as it dissolved,

Quill’s optimism looked to have been misplaced.229 In addition, when in September 1972

the Knocklong pig-fattening units were transferred in the dissolution of the DDC, the

220 Ibid.; An assessment of Geary, Sons & Company Ltd, Apr. 1972, An assessment of McMahon

Confectioners Ltd, Nov. 1972 (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, Apr. 1971-Aug. 1973).
221 An assessment of the offers of Geary and McMahon for Cleeves Confectionery (Limerick) Ltd, Dec. 1972

(N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, Apr. 1971-Aug. 1973); DDC minutes, 15 Jan. 1973 (ibid., DDC minutes).
222 Geary and McMahon offers (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, Apr. 1971-Aug. 1973).
223 Ibid.; Evening Herald, 5 July 1974.
224 Geary and McMahon offers (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, Apr. 1971-Aug. 1973); DDC minutes, 15 Jan. 1973

(ibid., DDC minutes).
225 Notice of Cleeves to cease production on 3 August 1973, July 1973 (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, Apr. 1971-

Aug. 1973); DDC minutes, 9 July 1973 (ibid., DDC minutes); D6il Eireann deb., cclxxviii, 596 (13 Feb.
1975); LWE, 28 July 1973; LC, 28 July 1973.

226LWE, 28 July 1973.
227 Agreement on sale to McMahon, Feb. 1974 (N.A.I., DDC 2/8/5 A, Sept. 1973-Oct. 1977).
228 Westmeath Examiner (henceforth, WE), 9 Jan. 1971.
229 01, 16 Apr. 1971.
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factory lost twenty per cent of its supply because more pigs could not be sourced locally.23°

In 1973, the DDC discussed a pig-subsidisation scheme with Michael Hassett, CAO of

Offaly County Committee of Agriculture, but he informed it that pig production was then

’third on the list of the farming industries [in Offaly] and inclined to go down’.TM

Furthermore, Hassett told it that because it had not sourced more pigs locally; previously,

farmers had no confidence in it.232 Yet, as discussed in Chapter 5, the DDC had not

sourced pigs locally because it had wanted to augment the incomes of its suppliers in the

dairying periphery of the southwest, and for that it cannot be condemned. Later in 1973,

the bacon factory’s workers urged the DDC to build pig-breeding and pig-fattening units to

salvage the situation. However, P.J. McDermott, the factory’s co-administrator, informed

them that the £250,000 cost was prohibitive.233 Yet the factory had been very viable, very

recently, and it could be a sound investment. Its products remained high quality - in 1973

it won the Pigs and Bacon Commission Perpetual Challenge Cup for the Champion Bacon

Carcase, beating thirty other factories.TM In the summer of 1973, the DDC was able to

introduce limited pig subsidies.235

In July 1974, P.J. McDermott and John Hennigan met the factory’s workers and

basically told them that it would have to tick over until it could be transferred.236 However,

transferring the bacon factory would be difficult. The porcine industry was notoriously

volatile anyway, but in early 1974 pig prices had crashed.237 Consequently, in 1977 three

bacon factories would close.238 Therefore, when 1976 began, the bacon factory was the

only DDC asset still to be transferred.239 Against the odds, in 1976 the bacon factory’s

purchaser emerged. It was a multinational consortium consisting of the Cappoquin Bacon

Company, venture capitalist D.B. Doyle of Newbridge, County Kildare, and some Kenyan-

230 Memorandum discussing the effect of the sale of the Knocklong farm, May 1972, Memorandum

discussing a pig-subsidisation scheme to stimulate the expansion of pig fattening, 28 June 1973 (N.A.I., DDC
2/50/31 A, 1970-73).
231 Memo discussing a pig-subsidisation scheme (ibid., DDC 2/50/31 A, 1970-73); Minutes of general

meeting convened to discuss the future of the bacon factory, Jan. 1973 (ibid., DDC 2/50/31 A, 1973-4).
232 Minutes of general meeting to discuss bacon factory (N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31 A, 1973-4).
233 Ibid.; Minutes of internal meeting convened to discuss the future of the bacon factory, Feb. 1973 (N.A.I.,

DDC 2/50/31 A, 1973-4).
234 01~ 25 Apr. 1973; 11, 24 Apr. 1973.
235 Memorandum outlining the terms on which the ’Midlands Butter & Bacon Company have agreed to

subsidise the interest rate on loans to enable farmers to erect suitable housing and expand their pig fattening
enterprise’, May 1973 (N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31 A, 1973-4).
236 Minutes of meeting between the bacon factory’s workers and DDC directors, 28 May 1973, Minutes of

meeting between the bacon factory’s workers and DDC directors, 24 July 1974 (ibid., DDC 2/50/31 A, 1973-
4).
237 WE, 9 Jan. 1971; Tim Ryan, Albert Reynolds: the Longford leader." the unauthorised biography (Dublin,

1994), pp 40 & 42; Brian Gilsenan, ’Into Europe’ in O’Grady (ed.), Leaders of courage, p. 38.
23s ITGWU annual report for 1977, p. 94.
239 Dfil Eireann deb., ccxci, 897-8 (15 June 1976).
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Asian importers.24° It intended to export pork products to developing markets in Africa

and India. Thus, it was unconcerned by the slump. By mid-1976, an undisclosed price had

been agreed (see Appendix 6 for a summary of capital injections by the government into

the DDC and the capital returns to the government from the disposal of its assets).241

Despite the odds, the transfer of the bacon factory on 2 September 1976 was a success.242

Due to the torpor of such things, the DDC was not officially wound up until 2 June 1978,

meaning that Mark Clinton was denied the satisfaction of presiding over its final

dissolution.243 That ’honour’ fell to James Gibbons, who had returned as a Fianna Fail

minister for agriculture in June 1977.

V

Between 1963 and 1978, the ultimate consequence of the evolution of the DDC was

played out, its dissolution five decades after it was supposed to have dissolved. The grand

transfer of the DDC to co-operative control in the 1970s was, by and large, a huge success.

It, by and large, facilitated the optimum reorganisation through rationalisation of the dairy-

production system; the reorganisation of the dairy-production system into consolidated

units. Indeed, through the transfer of the eight Kerry DDC groups to Kerry Co-operative

Creameries, to be the main component of Kerry Co-operative Creameries, Kerry Co-

operative Creameries instantly became the second biggest co-operative in Ireland.

Furthermore, through the transfer of the three Clare DDC groups to Golden Vale, to be the

key component of Golden Vale, Golden Vale instantly became the biggest co-operative in

Ireland. Moreover, through the transfer of all eleven of these DDC groups to these co-

operatives, the dairying complexion of Ireland was re-orientated. West Munster could no

longer be considered the dairying periphery, and the foundations had been laid to make it

the dairying heartland. During the five decades up until the 1970s, the DDC had succeeded

the Congested Districts Board in seeking, and managing, to alleviate the adversity of

economic circumstances in the marginal west. Through its dissolution in the 1970s, it had

surpassed the Congested Districts Board in achieving the true and lasting amelioration of

economic circumstances in the marginal west. Finally, through its dissolution in the 1970s,

240 ITGWU annual report for 1976, p. 84; Midland Tribune, 28 Aug. 1976.
24t ITGWU annual report for 1976, p. 84. The transfer did not include the bacon factory’s shop in Clonaslee,

which had already been sold to Malachy Cusack, brother of the shop’s former manager, John. It was also for
an undisclosed fee (Memorandum discussing the Clonaslee shop, 27 May 1970 (N.A.I., DDC 2/50/31 A,
Sept. 1967-May 1970); Memorandum discussing the transfer of the Clonaslee shop, 20 Nov. 1973 (ibid.,
DDC 2/50/31 A, 1973-4)).
242 11, 2 Sept. 1976; 1FJ, 1 Jan. 1977.
243 Dfil [~ireann deb., ccciv, 888 (7 Mar. 1978).
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it had, regarding its three-fold objective, needless to say, facilitated reorganisation and

serviced suppliers, and had, having cleared its accumulated debt, made a small profit.TM

However, that the DDC dissolved in the 1970s also meant that it opposed its dissolution.

This too was a consequence of its evolution. The DDC, unlike the Department of

Agriculture and the government, had come to see its role as the Dairy Development

Company as inalienable. This was even when circumstances had become conducive to the

realisation of reorganisation through rationalisation, the facilitation of which was its

primary objective. Only for the actions of the Department of Agriculture, local leaders like

Frank Wall, and Mark Clinton, who reflected and responded to the changing attitude of

DDC suppliers to the dissolution of the DDC, it would not have dissolved in the 1970s.

Yet that would not necessarily have meant that an equivalent measure of reorganisation

through rationalisation in the dairy-production system to that which was achieved, could

not have been realised. As per the Cook and Sprague report, the dairy-production system

could have been reorganised through rationalisation without the dissolution of the DDC.

The regulations of the EEC governing public enterprise, which forbade state bodies like the

DDC as they breached a principle of the 1957 Treaty of Rome, which had created the EEC:

the removal of public measures restricting free competition, could have been got around.

For instance, in 1973 Bord Bainne was reconstituted as a sort of co-operative so as to

comply with the EEC’s regulations.245 The DDC did dissolve because its suppliers

believed that its milk prices were unfair. This was because, in turn, it had not decisively

defended them. Therefore, it dissolved as a result of its own ineptitude when it came to

showing its suppliers that their incomes were, relatively, good. For example, through its

conferences with the central consultative committee, it could have convinced local leaders

like Frank Wall that suppliers had been better off with it. Instead, as discussed in Chapter

6, at these conferences it was focused on dairy development. (This indicates again, as with

its resistance to the appointment of P.J. McDermott as a director in 1961, as also discussed

in Chapter 6, that the DDC did not pursue its continuity on a self-serving, jobbery, basis.)

The dissolution of the DDC in the 1970s was, for the most part, hugely successful.

However, had the DDC’s opposition to it; had it been less inept, and had it been defined by

pre-emptive dialogue rather than last-minute obstruction, succeeded, this would not have

precluded the reorganisation through rationalisation of the dairy-production system. Thus,

considering this, the ultimate consequence of the evolution of the DDC was, without

244 (N.A.I., DT S 13505 A); (ibid., DT S 13505 B/l); Cook and Sprague, Dairy industry, pp 46-7.
245 Paul Sweeney, The politics of public enterprise andprivatisation (Dublin, 1990), p. 187; Henry (ed.),

Fruits of a century, p. 98; (N.A.I., DDC 2/5/12, July 1969-Apr. 1974).
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qualification, positive, and the evolution of the DDC was compliant with its original remit.

Expanding the analysis, the dissolution of the DDC in the 1970s as the ultimate

consequence of its evolution provides for a new perspective on privatisation in Ireland.

The existing literature on privatisation in Ireland represents mostly, and unsurprisingly,

an examination of privatisation in Ireland from the mid-1980s. From the mid-1980s, the

denationalisation of state bodies really developed as a trend in Ireland, as it had

internationally. As such, the existing literature makes several assertions about privatisation

in Ireland, which are based on the nature of privatisation in Ireland from the mid-1980s.

For instance, there is broad consensus - as there is the literature on privatisation

internationally - on the fact that privatisation in Ireland has been driven by governments’

desire to improve efficiency in the face of the perception that state bodies are inefficient.246

In addition, regarding the responses to privatisation in Ireland, there is unanimity over the

fact that trades unions have opposed it.247 This chapter’s case study of the privatisation of

the DDC, one of the largest Irish state bodies ever to be privatised, has shown that it was

not privatised to improve its efficiency, and that unions did not oppose its privatisation.

Within the existing literature on privatisation in Ireland, Paul Sweeney has stated that the

directors of state bodies generally support, and indeed encourage, their privatisation, in

pursuit of bigger private-sector salaries and favourable share-option schemes.248 Yet the

directors of the DDC opposed, and indeed obstructed, its privatisation, and not on a self-

serving basis. Composed of civil servants, the DDC board had developed an

incontrovertible philosophy - as Garret FitzGerald has put forward that their colleagues in

government departments are prone to do - about its pursuit of dairy development.249

Owing to this, the DDC came into conflict with the Department of Agriculture and the

minister. While it has been recognised that relations between state-sponsored companies

and the state are always a bit ambivalent, it has not been recognised that a state-sponsored

company and the state actually came into conflict, over the state company’s privatisation.

246 David Kennedy, ’Privatisation - an Irish solution?’ in Administration, xxxix, no. 3 (autumn 1991), pp 202

& 209; Moore McDowell, ’Privatisation: an overview of the issues’ in Frank Convery and idem (eds),
Privatisation: issues of principle and implementation in Ireland (Dublin, 1990), p. 1; Harvey Feigenbaum,
Jeffrey Henig and Chris Hamnett, Shrinking the state: the political underpinnings of privatization
(Cambridge, 1998), pp 37-9; Privatising state-owned enterprises: an overview of policies and practices in
OECD countries, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development publication, p. 20.
247 Sean Barrett, ’The importance of state enterprises in the Irish economy and the future for privatisation’ in

David Parker (ed.), Privatisation in the European Union: theory and policy perspectives (London, 1998), p.
147; Sweeney, Public enterprise andprivatisation, p. 197.
248 Sweeney, Public enterprise andprivatisation, pp 196-7.
z49 FitzGerald, Legacy of Lemass conference.
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Sweeney has also identified six main reasons behind the privatisations that have happened

in Ireland: commercial considerations, European regulations, financial considerations,

govemment ideology, improving efficiency and market competitionY° None of these

reasons were behind the privatisation of the DDC. Interestingly, none of the six reasons

that Tony Butcher has identified as the reasons behind the privatisations of the Thatcher

governments in Britain from the late 1970s were behind the DDC’s privatisation either.

Three of Butcher’s reasons for the privatisations in Britain differ from Sweeney’s reasons

for privatisation in Ireland: counteracting ministerial interference, undermining public-

sector unions and increasing share ownershipYl The regulations of the EEC had been

asserted as the reason behind the privatisation of the DDC, but it was public pressure, in

the form of the DDC suppliers, that dictated the privatisation of the DDCY2 No Irish

state-sponsored company before, or since, has been disestablished on foot of public

pressure. Privatisations in Ireland from the mid-1980s have been exclusively ’pragmatic’,

whereby the govemment, if and when it deems it appropriate, privatises a state body. The

privatisation of the DDC was partly ’tactical’, whereby the government sought to privatise

it as a political imperative. Consequently, the privatisation of the DDC is far closer in

nature to, for example, the privatisations of the Chirac government in France in the late

1980s than it is to any privatisations in Ireland from the mid-1980sY3 This alters in a

small, but very significant, way the picture of privatisation in Ireland.

250 Paul Sweeney, Selling out? Privat&ation in Ireland(Dublin, 2004), pp 9, 12, 13-14, 95 & 149.
25~ Tony Butcher, ’Rolling back the state: the Conservative governments and pfivatisation 1979-91’ in

Talking Politics: Journal of the Politics Association, iv, no. 2 (winter 1991-2), p. 102.
252 Interview with James Moloney.
253 Feigenbaum et al, Shrinking the state, pp 42-3 & 47; David Parker, ’Privatisation in the European Union:

an overview’ in idem (ed.), Privatisation in the European Union, p. 17.
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Conclusion

History will show the Dairy Disposal Company to have been a very worthy organisation.

JAMES C. MOLONEY

Former chief executive and director general of the Irish Co-operative Organisation Society, 7 Nov. 2004.

The evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company was fully compliant with its original

remit. In 1927, it started to evolve because many of the proprietary creameries and related

agribusinesses that the Cumann na nGaedheal government had, through it, acquired could

not be resold to co-operatives. These had to be run as going concerns, and because it was

already running them, and because it had been constituted without legislatively established

parameters, it was only logical that it should evolve, and should continue to operate them.

Between 1927 and 1928, the Dairy Disposal Company duly evolved into an efficient

creamery and agribusiness operator by successfully restructuring itself and by arranging the

creameries that could not be transferred into five main creamery groups. Furthermore, it

did not neglect the purpose for which it had been created; to facilitate the reorganisation of

the dairy-production system. It successfully transferred the other over eighty former

proprietary creameries, or their milk supplies, to co-operative control. Having evolved into

a state-sponsored company, the Dairy Disposal Company also assumed two additional, and

propitious, objectives: the service of milk suppliers and the generation of profits. Informed

by this new three-fold objective, the Dairy Disposal Company continued to evolve, and by

absorbing three struggling co-operatives, and building its first creamery, it achieved on it.

This, in turn, led it to continue evolving in pursuit of its three-fold objective, and to put

forward plans through which it would give Kerry and west Cork the optimum creamery

system, through the new policy of reorganisation through rationalisation.

Between 1928 and 1938, the Dairy Disposal Company rationalised twenty creamery

concerns in north, mid and east Kerry into five creamery groups. Moreover, its continued
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evolution in pursuit of its three-fold objective led it to develop, virtually from scratch, a

creamery system in the dairying periphery of south and west Kerry, Beara and Clare.

Partly by patenting the revolutionary travelling creamery, it managed to bring forty-one

creameries to west Munster. The rationalisation satisfied, and this satisfied to the utmost

extent, the Dairy Disposal Company’s three-fold objective. Indeed, the Dairy Disposal

Company mitigated entirely for almost 14,000 farmers the effect of the Great Depression

and the Economic War. Through the development specifically, the Dairy Disposal

Company really took on the role of Dairy Development Company, and by developing the

economy in the marginal west, cast itself in succession to the Congested Districts Board.

The Dairy Disposal Company even evolved into a marketing organisation, and marketed its

dairy products and confectionery as successfully as it could in the adverse circumstances of

the 1930s; in so doing helping the state in its struggle to dispose of agricultural goods.

Between 1939 and 1945, in the final phase of its evolution, the Dairy Disposal Company

met the challenges of another inauspicious period, both because of the Emergency and the

ongoing difficulties of the dairy industry, with a diverse range of initiatives. This included

the establishment of a modern egg business. Co-operatives also responded to the

challenges of the period, but the Dairy Disposal Company did more, on a macro level, in

mostly more peripheral dairying areas. The Creameries (Acquisition) Act, 1943 should

have provided for the transfer of the Dairy Disposal Company’s creameries and other

agribusinesses, and the dissolution of the Dairy Disposal Company. However, because of

what the evolving Dairy Disposal Company had achieved, the Fianna Fgil government did

not pursue this, and neither did the opposition, co-operatives, farmers and the media. A

look at the picture in the dairying areas of Northern Ireland would have shown them how

much better off dairying areas south of the border were with the Dairy Disposal Company.

The government, the departments of Agriculture and Finance, as well as the Dairy Disposal

Company, were, in fact, happy to resist the transfer of the Newmarket creamery group to

co-operative control because of what the evolving Dairy Disposal Company had achieved.

Support for the transfer from the main government politician in the Newmarket area rules

out clientelism on the part of the government party. The Dairy Disposal Company itself

resisted it because it would not contribute to ideal reorganisation, and there is no evidence

for, or likelihood of, jobbery. The transfer, and Ireland’s first example ofprivatisation,

went ahead on foot of public pressure, and not government initiative.
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Between 1945 and 1972, the fully evolved Dairy Disposal Company fostered innovation

in grassland improvement, agricultural education, cattle breeding, milk transportation,

quality control, infrastructure modernisation, and in its factories and ancillary activities.

This was in continued pursuit of its three-fold objective, which, once again, it satisfied.

Indeed, the indications are that the innovations of the Dairy Disposal Company meant that

the incomes of approximately 22,000 farmers, mostly in west Munster; one-quarter of all

the farmers in Munster, were at least as good relative to farmers’ incomes in east Munster.

For them to be good relative to the incomes of farmers in east Munster was as much as

could be achieved because west Munster was the dairying periphery, and east Munster was

the dairying heartland. It is extremely unlikely that this would have happened in any other

context without the fully evolved Dairy Disposal Company. Thus, the Dairy Disposal

Company’s succession to the Congested Districts Board is reconfirmed. In fact, the

innovation that the Dairy Disposal Company promoted in eight broad areas was often at the

forefront of the agricultural science revolution from the 1950s. This put the peripheral

dairying areas of west Munster most often at the forefront of the revolution, which would

have been entirely unlikely in any other context. Through its innovation, the Dairy

Disposal Company was indispensable in the new economic climate created in the wake of

Economic Development. The emphasis that the programmes for economic expansion

placed on, for instance, the amelioration of small farms, underscored the Dairy Disposal

Company’s value.

Also between 1945 and 1972, the fully evolved Dairy Disposal Company appeared as if

it would continue to operate in perpetuity. Each successive Fianna Ffiil and Fine Gael-led

government throughout the period supported this, because they recognised what the fully

evolved Dairy Disposal Company was achieving. So too, the changes that took place in the

Dairy Disposal Company’s boardroom during the period and its forum for senior staff

supported this, because they reflected the maturation of its sophisticated administration.

Finally, the relationship between the Dairy Disposal Company and Bord Bainne, and the

relationships between it and other organisations in the dairy industry, supported the Dairy

Disposal Company’s perpetuation. They were mutually very beneficial, with the Dairy

Disposal Company, as a consolidated dairy unit, contributing disproportionately to the

organisations’ success, and, in turn, bolstering its own. This meant that the relationships

were very favourable to the dairy farmers in the dairying periphery, who were mostly Dairy

Disposal Company suppliers. The Irish Creamery Milk Suppliers’ Association and the

National Farmers’ Association did not support the perpetuation of the Dairy Disposal
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Company. However, they did not because they believed, incorrectly, that Dairy Disposal

Company milk prices were unfair, and that the incomes of Dairy Disposal Company

suppliers were not, relatively, good. This was because the Dairy Disposal Company

neglected to decisively and publicly defend its milk prices, and to demonstrate that the

incomes of its suppliers were, relatively, good. Latterly, most Dairy Disposal Company

suppliers themselves did not support the Dairy Disposal Company’s perpetuation. Yet

they, likewise, did not only because they too believed, incorrectly, that Dairy Disposal

Company milk prices were unfair. One group came to neither support, nor oppose, the

perpetuation of the Dairy Disposal Company. However, the ultimate indifference of the

Dairy Disposal Company’s employees was because the Dairy Disposal Company, as a

good employer, had led the co-operatives to become equally good employers. It had done

this by paving the way for industry-wide agreements on pay and conditions.

Lastly, between 1963 and 1978 the dissolution of the fully evolved Dairy Disposal

Company was played out five decades after the Dairy Disposal Company as a temporary

holding company was supposed to have dissolved. The grand transfer of the Dairy

Disposal Company to co-operative control in the 1970s was, by and large, a huge success.

It, by and large, facilitated the reorganisation through rationalisation of the Irish dairy-

production system into consolidated dairy units. In fact, the Dairy Disposal Company’s

Kerry creamery groups became the main component of Kerry Co-operative Creameries,

which duly became the second largest co-operative in Ireland. Furthermore, its Clare

creamery groups became the key component of Golden Vale, which duly became the

largest co-operative in Ireland. Moreover, through the transfer of these creamery groups to

these co-operatives, west Munster could no longer be considered the dairying periphery,

and the foundations were laid to make it the dairying heartland. The land in west Munster

could never be better than the land in, for instance, east Munster, and the incomes of

farmers in west Munster could never be better than the incomes of farmers in east Munster.

Yet, in an organisational sense, west Munster now had the edge, and could come to

dominate the dairy industry (which it has). During the five decades up until the 1970s, the

Dairy Disposal Company, by seeking, and managing, to alleviate the adversity of economic

circumstances in the marginal west, had succeeded the Congested Districts Board.

However, through its dissolution in the 1970s, the Dairy Disposal Company had surpassed

the Congested Districts Board by achieving the true and lasting amelioration of economic

circumstances in, a very big part of, the marginal west. In addition, unlike the Congested

Districts Board, the Dairy Disposal Company had all along, and ultimately, generated a
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profit. That the fully evolved Dairy Disposal Company saw its role as Dairy Development

Company as inalienable, even when its dissolution could serve the very purpose for which

it had been created; and actually opposed its dissolution, should not be forgotten.

Furthermore, that its resistance was only overcome through the combined actions of the

Department of Agriculture, local farmers’ leaders and Minister for Agriculture Mark

Clinton should also not be forgotten. Yet it should be remembered, principally, that the

reorganisation through rationalisation of the dairy-production system into consolidated

dairy units could have been realised without the Dairy Disposal Company’s dissolution. It

should be remembered that the Dairy Disposal Company did not pursue its continuity on a

self-serving, jobbery, basis. The Dairy Disposal Company did dissolve because of its

ineptitude when it came to showing its suppliers that their incomes were good, and

certainly not because of Ireland’s accession to the European Economic Community. The

desire, as a result, of Dairy Disposal Company suppliers for its dissolution informed the

actions of the Department of Agriculture, local farmers’ leaders and Mark Clinton. On

every basis, the evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company was compliant with its original

remit.

A comparison between the Irish dairy industry and Northem Irish dairy industry in the

1970s reiterates the achievements of the Dairy Disposal Company between 1927 and 1978.

From the 1930s, the Dairy Disposal Company nurtured, on a rational, sustainable basis, the

dairy industry in Ireland’s dairying periphery, with the result that two internationally

significant dairy organisations emerged there in the 1970s. During the 1930s to the 1960s,

Sir Basil Brooke tried to transplant, in an irrational, unsustainable fashion, Northern

Ireland’s dairy industry from its dairying heartland to its dairying periphery. The result of

this was that no internationally significant dairy organisations had emerged from its

dairying periphery by the 1970s. Moreover, the two internationally significant

organisations that did emerge in its dairying heartland by the 1970s, the Leckpatrick and

Strathroy dairies, did so, therefore, in spite of, rather than because of, state intervention.

An investigation of the background to this is surely imperative.

Through the history of the Dairy Disposal Company, it has been possible to reappraise

the history of the Irish state. The creation of the Dairy Disposal Company in 1927 has

provided a new insight into governmental policy on agriculture and the development of

state enterprise immediately post-independence. It has shown that the reorganisation of the

dairy-production system, through the purchase of proprietary creameries, was central to
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Cumann na nGaedheal’s agricultural policy, and as such so was interventionism. It has

also shown that the development of state enterprise, and nationalisation, was a salient

feature of Cumann na nGaedheal’s general economic policy.

The evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company between 1927 and 1928 has allowed for a

re-examination of the development and functioning of state enterprise under Cumann na

nGaedheal. It has shown that Cumann na nGaedheal permitted a state enterprise, the Dairy

Disposal Company, to develop organically - without legislatively established parameters.

It has also shown that this engendered dynamism, and led to other state enterprises not

being given, or only partly being given, legislatively established parameters; but that it also

presented, though with no negative consequences, Ireland’s first ’principal-agent problem’.

The evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company between 1928 and 1938 has offered a new

perspective on the development and performance of state enterprise and agricultural

economics history during this period. It has shown that a state-sponsored company, the

Dairy Disposal Company, exercised its considerable autonomy to formulate a whole new

strategy for itself: the expansion of the creamery system into the peripheral dairying areas.

It has also shown that as the Cumann na nGaedheal government supported its strategy, and

so subsequently did the Fianna F~iil government, that there was continuity between them on

a key element of agricultural policy.

The evolution of the Dairy Disposal Company between 1939 and 1945 has shed new

light on the development and functioning of state enterprise under Fianna Ffiil, clientelism

and privatisation. It has shown that the Fianna F~iil government’s decision not to dissolve

the Dairy Disposal Company because of its role in the dairy industry makes clear, as has

been suggested, that Fianna Ffiil patronised state enterprise so as to manage the economy.

It has also shown that in the government resistance to the transfer of the Newmarket group,

clientelism was not a factor, lending weight to the widely held, but largely unproven, view

that clientelism has been an illusionary phenomenon in the Irish state. Finally, it has

shown that, through the Newmarket group’s transfer, there was an instance ofprivatisation

during an era synonymous with nationalisation.

The innovation of the Dairy Disposal Company between 1945 and 1972 has offered a

new complexion on agricultural economics history during the period and the agricultural

science revolution from the 1950s. It has shown that in west Munster during 1945-72,
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through the Dairy Disposal Company’s activities, the government policy of increasing farm

productivity was realised: it had been argued that the policy had failed in small farm areas.

It has also shown that, contrary to what has been argued, the impact of the agricultural

science revolution in Ireland was significant.

The apparent likelihood, between 1945 and 1972, that the Dairy Disposal Company

would continue in perpetuity has permitted a new interpretation of the economic policy of

successive Fianna Ffiil and Fine Gael-led governments, the development, functioning and

performance of state enterprise, clientelism and political patronage, the relations between

the farmer organisations and government and between the farmer organisations themselves,

the relations between trades unions and government after the creation of the Labour Court

and the early role ofBord Bainne. It has shown that as well as the general continuity in the

general free-trade economic policy of successive Fianna Ffiil and Fine Gael-led

governments from the mid-twentieth century, there was continuity on interventionism. It

has also shown that ministerial interference in the operations of a state enterprise has

happened outside of the usual context for ministerial interference. On a related point, it has

shown that that the high level of autonomy that characterised the functioning of the Dairy

Disposal Company was indubitably a good thing. Regarding clientelism, it has

underscored the view that it has been an illusionary phenomenon, a view which had never

been backed up by an examination of the semi-state sector. Likewise, it has shown that

political patronage in terms of political appointments to state boards has been exaggerated.

Regarding the farmer organisations, it has shown that had the Dairy Disposal Company

decisively defended its milk prices, relations between the organisations and government

and between the organisations themselves could have been much better. Conversely, it has

shown that the Dairy Disposal Company contributed hugely to the efficacy of the Labour

Court after it was created in 1946. Lastly, it has shown that the Dairy Disposal Company

contributed hugely to the initial impact of Bord Bainne, and, in turn, that Bord Bainne

complemented its role as a latter-day Congested Districts Board.

The dissolution of the Dairy Disposal Company between 1963 and 1978 has provided

for a new perspective on privatisation in Ireland. It has shown that the nature of

privatisations that have taken place in Ireland since the mid-1980s, on which the current

literature on privatisation in Ireland is based, are not entirely representative.
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Appendix 1

Dairy Disposal Company Board Members, 1927-1978

First Board, 1927-1939

Member Role

1. F.J. Meyrick

Dr J.H. Hinchcliff

Part-time Chairman (1927-1931)

Part-time Chairman (1931-1939)

2. J.H. Breen

3. R.J. Leach

4. J.L. Lynd

5. Michael McAuliffe

6. P.J. Murray

Full-time Chief Executive

Part-time Director

Part-time Deputy-Chairman (1934-1935)

Part-time Director

Part-time Deputy-Chairman (1935-1939)

Full-time Executive Director

Part-time Director

Part-time Deputy-Chairman (1927-1934)

Secretary:

J.H. Breen (Acting) (1927-1933)

Patrick Fitzsimon (1933-1939)

Second Board, 1939-1954

1. Henry O’Friel Full-time Executive Chairman

2. Michael Horgan

3. Michael McAuliffe

Full-time Director

Full-time Director
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Secretary:

Patrick Fitzsimon (1939-1949)

Christopher Timlin (1949-1954)

Third Board, 1954-1961

1. Henry O’Friel

John Dempsey

Full-time Executive Chairman (1954-1958)

Full-time Executive Chairman ( 1958-1961 )

2. John Hennigan

3. Michael Horgan

4. Michael McAuliffe

5. Timothy Dennehy

6. Dr Anthony Hennerty

Full-time Deputy-Chairman

Full-time Director

Full-time Director

Full-time Director

Part-time Director ( 1958-1961 )

Secretary:

Christopher Timlin

Fourth Board, 1961-1978

1. John Hennigan Full-time Executive Chairman

2. Timothy Dennehy

3. P.J. McDermott

4. M.J. Mullally

5. Charles Fletcher

6. Thomas O’Sullivan

Denis O’Dwyer

Full-time Director

Full-time Deputy-Chairman

Full-time Director

Full-time Director

Part-time Director (1961-1969)

Part-time Director (1969-1978)

Secretary:

Christopher Timlin
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Appendix 2

Creameries and Milk Supplies Transferred to Co-operative Societies

Creameries and Milk Supplies Transferred to Co-operative Societies by Mid-1928

Creameries Transferred

Creamery Co-operative Society

CMC Creameries

Askeaton Central Creamery

Castletownroche Auxiliary

Doneraile Auxiliary

Mallow Central Creamery

Templemary Auxiliary

Cullen (County Cork) Auxiliary

Glensouth Auxiliary

Kanturk Central Creamery

Patrickswell (Pubblebrien) Auxiliary

Athlacca Auxiliary

Knockulty Central Creamery

Glosha Auxiliary

Suir Island Central Creamery

Lisnalty Auxiliary

Askeaton Co-operative Creamery

Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery

Banteer Co-operative Creamery,

Castlecor Co-operative Creamery and

Freemount Dairy Society

Black Abbey Co-operative

Agricultural & Dairy Society

Bruree Co-operative Creamery

Callan Co-operative Dairy Society

Cappamore Co-operative Agricultural

& Dairy Society

Clonmel Co-operative Creamery

Drombanna Co-operative Creamery
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Monaster Auxiliary

Ballybricken Auxiliary

Kyle Commons Auxiliary

Millvale Central Creamery

Ballyhooley Auxiliary

Ballyporeen Auxiliary

Glanworth Auxiliary

Mitchelstown Central Creamery

Rockchapel Auxiliary

Newcastle Auxiliary

Killaloe Auxiliary

Rathgormack Auxiliary

Ballyvistea Auxiliary

Race Auxiliary

Clogheen Auxiliary

Greybridge Co-operative Creamery

Herbertstown Co-operative

Agricultural & Dairy Society

Kilmanagh Co-operative Dairy

Society

Millvale Co-operative Creamery

Mitchelstown Co-operative

Agricultural Society

Mountcollins Co-operative Creamery

Newcastle Co-operative Creamery

Newport Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Rathgormack Co-operative Creamery

Sarsfield Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Suirvale Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Other Proprietary Creameries

Golden Vein Dairy Company Creameries

Ballyorgan Auxiliary

Darragh Central Creamery

Kilfinane Central Creamery

Ardpatrick Co-operative Creamery

Kilmallock Co-operative Creamery

Riordan’s Creamery

Baile Mhic Ire Central Creamery Clondrohid Co-operative Creamery
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Milk Supplies Transferred

Milk Supply Co-operative Society

Former CMC Creameries’

Former

Former

Former

Former

Former

Former

Former

Former

Former

Annagh Auxiliary’s

Ballysimon Auxiliary’s

Annacotty Auxiliary’s

Annagh Auxiliary’s

Ballysimon Auxiliary’s

Bunkey Bridge Auxiliary’s

Altavilla Auxiliary’s

Ballycarron Auxiliary’s

Glenbower Auxiliary’s

Former Ballinahinch Auxiliary’s

Former Bansha Auxiliary’s

Former Johnsbridge Auxiliary’s

Former Gorteen Auxiliary’s

Former Kilmeedy Auxiliary’s

Former Ferrybridge Auxiliary’s

Former Ballinahinch Auxiliary’s

Former Bridgetown Auxiliary’s

Former Bruree Auxiliary’s

Former Ballyneety Auxiliary’s

Former Ballysimon Auxiliary’s

Abington Co-operative Creamery

Annacotty Co-operative Creamery

Askeaton Co-operative Creamery

Ballygriffen Co-operative Creamery

Ballypatrick Co-operative Dairy

Society

Ballywilliam Co-operative Dairy &

Agricultural Society

Bansha Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Banteer Co-operative Creamery,

Castlecor Co-operative Creamery and

Freemount Dairy Society

Belville Deal Bridge Co-operative

Dairy

Black Abbey Co-operative

Agricultural & Dairy Society

Bridgetown Co-operative Creamery

Bruree Co-operative Creamery

Caherconlish Co-operative Creamery
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Former Caherconlish Auxiliary’s

A Former Callan Area Auxiliary’s

Former Bilboa Auxiliary’s

Former Brackyle Auxiliary’s

Former Ballyallinan Auxiliary’s

Former Moylevale Auxiliary’s

Former Ballyallinan Auxiliary’s

Former Kilmeedy Auxiliary’s

Former Cloneen Auxiliary’s

Former

Former

Former

Former

Former

Former

Fethard Auxiliary’ s

Moylevale Auxiliary’s

Ballyneety Auxiliary’s

Ballysimon Auxiliary’s

Gillogue Auxiliary’s

Dromkeen Auxiliary’s

Former Cutteen Auxiliary’s

Former Galteemore Auxiliary’s

Former Gorteen Auxiliary’s

Former Kilmeedy Auxiliary’s

Former Greybridge Auxiliary’s

Former Patrickswell (Small County) Auxiliary’s

Former Ferrybridge Auxiliary’s

Former Ballingaddy Auxiliary’s

Former Dromin Auxiliary’s

Former Kilmallock Auxiliary’s

Former Tankardstown Auxiliary’s
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Callan Co-operative Dairy Society

Cappamore Co-operative Agricultural

& Dairy Society

Castlemahon Co-operative Dairy

Society

Clonmel Co-operative Creamery

Clouncagh Co-operative Dairy Society

Coolmoyne & Fethard Co-operative

Creamery

Drombanna Co-operative Creamery

Dromkeen Co-operative Agricultural

& Dairy Society

Dungarvan Co-operative Creameries

Dungrud Co-operative Creamery

Feenagh Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Glenwilliam Co-operative Dairy

Society

Greybridge Co-operative Creamery

Herbertstown Co-operative

Agricultural & Dairy Society

Kildimo Co-operative Creamery

Kilmallock Co-operative Creamery



Former Lattin Auxiliary’s

Former Kilteely Auxiliary’s

Former Killenaule Auxiliary’s

Former Ballymacarbry Auxiliary’s

Former Glenbower Auxiliary’s

Former Ballindangan Auxiliary’s

Former Kilbehenny Auxiliary’s

Former Knockadea Auxiliary’s

Former Mullinahone Central Creamery’s

Former Ballymacarbry Auxiliary’s

Former Ballyallinan Auxiliary’s

Former Annagh Auxiliary’s

Former Ballinahinch Auxiliary’s

Former Bunkey Bridge Auxiliary’s

Former Brackyle Auxiliary’s

Former Ballycarron Auxiliary’s

Former Glenbower Auxiliary’s

Former Altavilla Auxiliary’s

Former Ballyallinan Auxiliary’s

Former Rathkeale Auxiliary’s

Former Brackyle Auxiliary’s

Former Pallasgreen Auxiliary’s

Former Altavilla Auxiliary’s

Former Limerick Junction Auxiliary’s
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Kilross Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Kilteely Co-operative Creamery

Knockavardagh Co-operative

Creamery Society

Knockmeal Co-operative Creamery

Millvale Co-operative Creamery

Mitchelstown Co-operative

Agricultural Society

Mullinahone Co-operative Dairy

Society

Newcastle Co-operative Creamery

Newcastle West Co-operative Dairy

Society

Newport Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Oola Co-operative Creamery

Outrath Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Piltown Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Rathkeale Co-operative Creamery

Sarsfield Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Shanagolden Co-operative Dairy

Society

Solohead Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society



Former Cutteen Auxiliary’s

Former Cranna Auxiliary’s

Former Bilboa Auxiliary’s

Former Brackyle Auxiliary’s

Former Reenavanna Auxiliary’s

Former Ahenny Auxiliary’s

Other Former Proprietary Creameries’

Former Sweeney’s Shannon Vale Creamery’s

Former Causeway Central Creamery’s

Stradbally & Comeragh Valley

Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy

Society

Suirvale Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Toher Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Windgap Co-operative Dairy Society

Ballinascreena Co-operative Creamery

Rattoo Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Sources: Provisional list of CMC creameries to be transferred (N.A.I., DA AG 1/6341/27);

’Memorandum. Creamery re-organisation of the Rathmore-Millstreet area’, 22 Sept. 1934

(ibid., DA AG1/8319/34); (ibid., DDC 2/52/37, 1927-31); (ibid., DDC 2/47/35); (ibid.,

DDC 2/47/19); (ibid., DDC 2/89/7, Feb. 1955-Dec. 1958); (ibid., DDC 2/21/30, 1927-9,

1932 & 1963); (ibid., DDC 2/14/16); DDC minutes, 5 & 20 July 1927 (ibid., DDC

minutes); Letter from public auditor to C.C. Riddall, assistant secretary of the IAOS

(I.C.O.S.A., A/281); Ddil [~ireann deb., xxi, 957 (8 Nov. 1927) & lxxxix, 1368-70 (24

Mar. 1943); CM, xix, no. 3 (Mar. 1928), p. 28; TLR, 8 Oct. & 12 Nov. 1927 & 11 Feb.

1928; Interview with Denis McCarthy; Interview with Paul Croke of Callan, County

Kilkenny (9 Sept. 2008); Interview with Drnal Foley of Ballymacarbry, County Waterford

(9 Sept. 2008); Interview with George Daly of Newcastle West, County Limerick (11 Sept.

2008); Interview with John Harold of Bruree, County Limerick (11 Sept. 2008); Interview

with Henry Keogh of Rockchapel, County Cork (11 Sept. 2008); Interview with Catherine
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Lynch of Kilfinane, County Limerick (11 Sept. 2008); Interview with Patrick McAuliffe of

Kilmallock, County Limerick (11 Sept. 2008); Interview with Pat Normoyle of

Castlemahon, County Limerick (11 Sept. 2008); Interview with Maurice O’Regan of

Kilfinane, County Limerick (11 Sept. 2008); Interview with Edward Ryan of Newport,

County Tipperary (11 Sept. 2008); Interview with Thomas Fahy of Dungarvan, County

Waterford (12 Sept. 2008); Interview with James Gleeson of Drangan, County Tipperary

(12 Sept. 2008); Interview with Arthur Kennedy of Killenaule, County Tipperary (12 Sept.

2008); Bruree Co-operative Creamery Committee, A history of Bruree Co-operative

Creamery Ltd, including Banogue, Athlacca and Bruree mill (Bruree, nd), pp 4 & 17;

Michael Collins, The creameries of Newport (Newport, 2009); John Hough, Ireland’s co-

operative heartland." Ardagh C.D.S. - a history 1891-1974 (Ardagh, 1997), p. 49; William

Jenkins, ’Restructuring of Irish dairy co-operatives since 1950: an example from County

Tipperary’ in Anne Buttimer, Gerry O’Reilly, Taeke Stol and William Jenkins,

Slieveardagh 1950-1990 (Landscape and Life: Appropriate Scales for Sustainable

Development: final report on Irish case studies, University College, Dublin, 1995), pp 40-

41 &44.

Creameries and Milk Supplies Transferred to Co-operative Societies by Late 1928

Milk Supplies Transferred

Milk Supply Co-operative Society

Former Lovell & Christmas’s CMC Creamery

Groups’

Former Tipperary Group’s Tipperary Co-operative Creamery

Former Keyes McDonnell’s Castlelack Dairy’s

Former Castlelack Central Creamery’s Bandon Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Crossbarry Co-operative Dairy &

Agricultural Society
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East Muskerry Co-operative Dairy

Society

Former Noonan’s Creamery’s

Former Bama Auxiliary’s Anglesborough Co-operative

Creamery

Dungmd Co-operative Creamery

Galbally Co-operative Creamery

Former Walsh’s Creamery’s

Former Farrahy Auxiliary’s Mitchelstown Co-operative

Agricultural Society

Sources: Letter from F.J. Meyrick, secretary of the Department of Agriculture and DDC

chairman, to J.J. McElligott, secretary of the Department of Finance, 2 Mar. 1928 (N.A.I.,

DF 145/1/27); Table detailing remaining proprietary concerns and their estimated prices,

1928 (ibid., DT S 5213); ’Blue Notes’, Vote 52 Agriculture, 1938, p. 100 (in the

possession of Dr Tom O’Connor of the Department of Government, University College,

Cork); Drill [~ireann deb., xli, 2468 (25 May 1932).

Creameries and Milk Supplies Transferred to Co-operative Societies by 1938 (Kerry and

West Cork)

Creameries Transferred

Creamery Co-operative Society

Hill’s Creameries
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Reenascreena Auxiliary

Carhoovauler Auxiliary

Clonakilty Central Creamery

Rosscarbery Central Creamery

(Initially) Drinagh Co-operative

Society

(Ultimately) Lisavaird Co-operative

Creamery

Lisavaird Co-operative Creamery

Lambert’s Creameries

Clohane Auxiliary

Rea Central Creamery

Drinagh Co-operative Society

O’Donovan’s Creamery

Leitra Central Creamery

Sheehy’s Creamery

Union Hall (Cooldoroughy/Reen) Auxiliary

Milk Supplies Transferred

Milk Supply Co-operative Society

Former Hill’s Creameries’

A Former Clonakilty Area Auxiliary’s Drinagh Co-operative Society

Lisavaird Co-operative Creamery

Former Hurley’s Creamery’s

Former Dooneen Central Creamery’s Drinagh Co-operative Society

Former O’Sullivan’s Creameries’
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A Former Clonakilty Area Auxiliary’s

Former Clonakilty Central Creamery’s

Lisavaird Co-operative Creamery

Sources: Remaining proprietary concerns (N.A.I., DT S 5213); Memorandum from the

DDC to F.J. Meyrick, 8 Mar. 1933 (ibid., DA AG1/6137/33); (ibid., DDC 2/2/1-3); (ibid.,

DDC 2/10/10); D6il Eireann deb., lxxxix, 1369-70 (24 Mar. 1943); Interview with Conor

Dineen, retired Lisavaird Co-operative Creamery creamery manager, of Clonakilty, County

Cork (30 Sept. 2008); Second interview with Jerome Geaney, retired Drinagh Co-operative

Society creamery manager, of Union Hall, County Cork (30 Sept. 2008).

Creameries and Milk Supplies Transferred to Co-operative Societies by 1938 (Elsewhere)

Creameries Transferred

Creamery_ Co-operative Society

Dunne’s Shandon Dairy Company

Cappagh Auxiliary

Dungarvan Central Creamery (Closed)

Dungarvan Co-operative Creameries

Hurley’s Creamery

Donoughmore Central Creamery (Closed) Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery

Mahers’ Creamery

Freshford Central Creamery Freshford Co-operative Dairy Society
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McCluskey’s Rosebower Dairy Company

Grange Auxiliary

Rosebower Central Creamery

Rosegreen Auxiliary

(Initially) Centenary Co-operative

Creamery Society

Centenary Co-operative Creamery

Society*

Stradbally & Comeragh Valley

Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy

Society

Durrow Central Creamery

Mahon Bridge Auxiliary

Dungarvan Co-operative Creameries

Milk Supplies Transferred

Milk Supply Co-operative Society

Former Dunne’s Shandon Dairy Company’s

Former Dungarvan Central Creamery’s Castlelyons Co-operative Creamery

Dungarvan Co-operative Creameries

Former Hanly’s Creamery’s

Former Rock Central Creamery’s Centenary Co-operative Creamery

Society*

Former Hurley’s Creamery’s

Former Donoughmore Central Creamery’s Ballyclough Co-operative Creamery

Former Staunton’s Cascade Joint-Stock

Creamery’s
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Former Freshford Central Creamery’s Freshford Co-operative Dairy Society

* Some dissident suppliers actually went to Boherlahan Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy

Society and Outrath Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society. Boherlahan reimbursed

Centenary, but those suppliers who switched to Outrath would mostly be reconciled to

Centenary by 1935.

Sources: Remaining proprietary concerns (N.A.I., DT S 5213); (ibid., DDC 2/2/1-3); (ibid.,

DDC 3/110); (ibid., DDC 3/111); (ibid., DDC 3/127); (ibid., DDC 2/25/20); (ibid., DDC

2/47/19); DDC minutes, 19 Jan. 1931 (ibid., DDC minutes); Ddil Eireann deb., lxxxix,

1369-70 (24 Mar. 1943); Kilkenny People, 12 July 1930; Interview with John Barnaville of

Freshford, County Kilkenny (12 May 2009).

Creameries and Milk Supplies Transferred to Co-operative Societies under the Creameries

(Acquisition) Act, 1943

Creameries Transferred

Creamery_ Co-operative Society

Cork & Kerry Creamery Company

Castletown Conyers Auxiliary

Maulbrack Auxiliary

Kilbrittain Auxiliary

Timoleague Auxiliary

Derrygrea Auxiliary

Ballyagran Co-operative Creamery

Bandon Co-operative Agricultural &

Dairy Society

Barryroe Co-operative Society

Drinagh Co-operative Society

Milk Supplies Transferred

Milk Supply Co-operative Society
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Former Cork & Kerry Creamery Company’s

Former Gale Bridge Auxiliary’s

Former Corran Auxiliary’s

Former Moultrahane Auxiliary’s

Former Rineen Auxiliary’s

Former Kilmallock Central Creamery’s

Former Ballinascarthy Central Creamery’s

Former Gale Bridge Auxiliary’s

Athea Co-operative Creamery

Drinagh Co-operative Society

Kilmallock Co-operative Creamery

Lisavaird Co-operative Creamery

Newtownsandes Co-operative Dairy

Society

Sources: (N.A.I., DDC 2/85/3); (ibid., DDC 2/84/1); (ibid., DDC 2/47/19); (ibid., DDC

2/89/7, Feb. 1955-Dec. 1958); (ibid., DDC 3/181); (ibid., DDC 3/182); First interview with

Jerome Geaney (24 June 2004); Interview with Anthony O’Brien, of Lisavaird Co-

operative Creamery, of Lisavaird, County Cork (24 June 2004); Barryroe Co-op Ltd,

Barryroe Co-op est. 1925." a lifetime of progress (Lislevane, 2000), pp 6 & 17; Jerome

Geaney, ’The history of Drinagh Co-op’ in Rosscarbery - Past & Present: Journal of the

Rosscarbery Historical Society, no. 4 (Dec. 2002), p. 9.
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Appendix 3

The Keyes to Castlelack Dairy

In 1928, the DDC purchased William Keyes McDonnell’s Castlelack Dairy, near

Bandon, and closed it. It transferred its milk supply to Bandon Co-operative Agricultural

& Dairy Society, Crossbarry Co-operative Dairy & Agricultural Society and East Muskerry

Co-operative Dairy Society. This made an exemplary contribution to reorganisation.

However, there were protests. Both suppliers and the Keyes McDonnell family claimed

that the DDC had promised that Castlelack Dairy would not be closed.~ The suppliers’

protest fizzled out. Yet because the Keyes McDonnell family ran a mill next to the

creamery, and consequently lost business at the mill after the creamery closed, their protest

faded, but festered and was rekindled four decades later. In 1963, Kathleen Keyes

McDonnell sought £2,000 plus interest in compensation for the lost business at the mill.2

The Department of An Taoiseach investigated her case (she had been ’a great friend and

support’ of Terence MacSwiney’s widow)) It found that ’according to a minute of 5th

July, 1929, from the Department of Agriculture to the Department of Finance "it was made

abundantly clear to Mr. McDonnell...that it was the...intention to close the premises.’’’4

Moreover, ’before the sale was completed in 1928 the creamery was closed by the

McDonnells themselves and the Dairy Disposal Co. had to re-open it for a few months

until the alternative arrangements...were made.’5 Therefore, the Keyes McDonnell family

had no case against the DDC.

i (N.A.I., DDC 2/21/30, 1927-9, 1932 & 1963); (ibid., DDC 2/21/30, 1939); (ibid., DT S 2092 B/63);

Evening Echo, 16 Feb. 1928.
2 (N.A.I., DT S 2092 B/63); Kathleen Keyes McDonnell, There is a bridge at Bandon (Cork and Dublin,

1972), p. 217.
3 (N.A.I., DT S 2092 B/63); Mfiire MacSwiney Brugha, History’s daughter: a memoir from the only child of

Terence MacSwiney (Dublin, 2005), p. 258; Liam O’Regan (ed.), SS: centenary supplement: 1889-1989
(Skibbereen, 1989), p. 1.
4 (N.A.I., DT S 2092 B/63).
5 Ibid.
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Appendix 4

The milk hygiene rules of the Dairy Disposal Company

1. All vessels must be scrupulously clean, inside and outside, before milk is put into

them. Rusty cans must be discarded.

2. Great care must be taken to cool the milk properly before being placed in the cans

for transit to creamery.

3. Dirty milk will be rejected, also milk that is stale, sour or having feedy or foreign

flavour.

4. Biestings and milk from ailing cattle will on no account be received.

5. Exposure to bad smells in dirty or badly ventilated apartments must be guarded

against, as this often ruins the milk and causes diseases.

6. Roots and herbs that impart their flavour to the milk must never be given before

milking.

7. Do not neglect the cleanliness of the cow, especially the udder, and, to assist this,

her house must be kept clean and whitewashed regularly.

8. Send clean, flesh milk and you can produce good butter and secure good prices.
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Appendix 5

The 1966 Irish Agricultural Organisation Society Proposals for

Reorganisation, as they would affect Dairy Disposal Company Creamery

Groups

Proposed Group Creamery_ Concems Amalgamated

VII

XI

XII

XIII

XV

DDC East Clare Group, DDC North Clare Group, DDC West

Clare Group, Bunratty Co-operative Creamery

DDC Knocklong Group, Castlelyons Co-operative Society,

Mitchelstown Co-operative Agricultural Society

DDC Coachford Group, DDC Terelton Group, Allensbridge

Co-operative Creamery, Ballyclough Co-operative

Creamery, Clondrohid Co-operative Creamery, Kilcorney

Co-operative Dairy Society, Killumney Co-operative

Creamery, Lombardstown Co-operative Dairy & Agricultural

Society, Muskerry, Lissarda & Ballinhassig Co-operative

Creameries (excluding Ballinhassig Auxiliary), North Cork

Co-operative Creameries

DDC West Cork Group, Bandon Co-operative Agricultural

& Dairy Society, Barryroe Co-operative Society, Carrigaline

Co-operative Society, Drinagh Co-operative Society,

Lisavaird Co-operative Creamery, Muskerry, Lissarda &

Ballinhassig Co-operative Creameries (just Ballinhassig

Auxiliary)

DDC Cahirciveen Group, DDC Castlemaine Group, DDC

Castletownbere Group, DDC Dicksgrove Group, DDC

Dingle Group, DDC Kenmare Group, DDC Rathmore
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XVII

XVIII

Group, Brosna Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society,

Mountcollins Co-operative Creamery

DDC Ardfert Group, DDC Listowel Group, Abbeydorney

Co-operative Dairy Society, Athea Co-operative Creamery,

Ballinclemesig Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society,

Fealesbridge & Headley’s Bridge Co-operative Dairy

Society, Lee Strand Co-operative Creamery, Lixnaw Co-

operative Dairy Society, Newtownsandes Co-operative Dairy

Society, Rattoo Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society

DDC Tipperary Group, Boherlahan Co-operative

Agricultural & Dairy Society, Borrisoleigh Co-operative

Dairy Society, Drombane Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy

Society, Hollyford Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy

Society, Hospital Co-operative Creamery, Kilross Co-

operative Agricultural & Dairy Society, Kilteely Co-

operative Creamery, Oola Co-operative Creamery, Outrath

Co-operative Agricultural & Dairy Society, Sarsfield Co-

operative Agricultural & Dairy Society, Solohead Co-

operative Agricultural & Dairy Society, Thurles Co-operative

Creamery, Tipperary Co-operative Creamery, Toher Co-

operative Agricultural & Dairy Society, Upperchurch Co-

operative Agricultural & Dairy Society

Source: Proposals for re-organisation in the dairy industry, IAOS publication.
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Appendix 6

Summary of Capital Injections by the Government into the Dairy Disposal

Company and the Capital Returns to the Govemment from the Disposal of

Assets by the Dairy Disposal Company

Capital Injections

Year For the purpose of Under subhead Sum

1927 Purchase of the Condensed

Milk Company, the

defrayment of its liabilities

and its operation pending

transfer

’Purchase of Creameries’ £455,000

(The sum was allocated

in two instalments)

Purchase of proprietary

creameries

£45,000

(Allocated as part of the

the second instalment

of the above)

1928 Operating costs £23,500

Purchase of proprietary

Creameries

£13,100

1931

1932

Expansion of the creamery

system into County Clare

Meeting trading losses

’Extension of the

Creamery Industry’

’Purchase of Creameries’

£48,100

£98,000
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1933 Expansion of the creamery ’Extension of the

system into County Clare Creamery Industry’

£40,200

Total

£722,900

Capital Returns

Year Assets disposed of To whom Sold for

1927 Cleeves toffee factory Blue Badge Toffee

Company

£15,000

1928 Former proprietary

creameries and milk

supplies

Various co-operative £95,190

societies

Former proprietary

creameries’ milk

supplies

£4,000

1944 Newmarket creamery

group

Newmarket Co-operative

Creameries

£16,000

1972 Coachford and Terelton

creamery groups

Ballyclough Co-operative

Creamery

£130,000

Tipperary creamery

group

Tipperary Co-operative

Creamery

£100,000

(Approximately)

Knocklong creamery

group

Mitchelstown Co-operative £200,000

Agricultural Society
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1974 Assets in County Kerry Kerry Co-operative £ 1,150,000

Creameries/Ballyclough

Co-operative Creamery

Cleeves toffee factory McMahon Confectioners    £30,000

Assets in County Clare Golden Vale Federation £1,050,000

1975 Castletownbere and Drinagh Co-operative £100,000

West Cork creamery Society

groups

1976 Tullamore bacon factory Multinational consortium Price undisclosed

Total

£2,890,190

(Disclosed)
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